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3. After. ~ discussion with the representatives of the parties the owners were 
directed to file ten copie.s of the documents they were to rely on by. the. 28th 
of March 1958, and the parties who appeared before me were. ~acb directed to 
file ten copies of their written statements .together v.rltb: ten cop1es .of the doc~
ments to be relied on by the 15th of Apnl, 1958, showmg first the1r interest m 
the Inquiry, secondly, the exact inform~tion and data at their disposal, thirdly, the 
conclusion which according to the parties concerned followed therefrom, and 
fourthly, the names and other particulars of the witnesses to be called. It was 
further decided, in consultation with the representatives of the parties, that the. 
Inquiry would be held in the Mines Rescue Station, Sitarampur, from the 23rd . 
of Ap;ril onwards and the owners would have to lead evidence first and then the· 
Department of Mines,. and thereafter the different workers' organisations repre
sentetl at- the Inquiry, and the witnesses of each party would be liable to cross-
examination by each. of the· other parties. · 

4. In this meeting it was further considered necessary that there should be a 
Scientific Observer to observe and take note of any relevant data which the . de
watering of the mines, which had been flooded shortly after the disaster, might 
bring to light. The representatives of all parties agreed that Dr. Whitaker should 
select a competent person for this purpose and the nominee. of Dr. Whitaker should 
take up the. work of observation during the de-watering of the mines and take 
whatev.er notes he might think necessary and proper. In due course Dr. G. N. 
Badami, Ph.D. (London), Sen~or Scientific Officer, Mining Research Station, Dhan
bad, was selected b'f Dr. Whitaker and entered on his duties as requested by the 
Court afte.r due notice to ~e p~rties. lie took up his work on and from, the 24th 
of March, 1958 when· he paid his first visit to the Chinakuri Colliery. · 

5. On ~n app~c~tion moved 1Jefore me -on the 15th ~pril, 1958, the Indian Mine. 
Managers Asso.ciatlOn was added as a party and permitted to file a written state
ment. The. written statements were filed ]JY. the 18th of April by all the parties 
that .had ,appear~d. befor.e me at the· prelimmary hearing and also by the Mine 
Managers Association, with tpe. exceptio~ of the Indian National Mines Overman, · 
Sar~r and Shot-firers Assoc1at1on that did not appear at all after the prelimina..,. 
hearmg on the 15th of March, 1958. ~J 

6. On the 23rd of April, 1958, in the morning before the coi:nmencem nt f 
the Inqui~ the ~\,VO Ass~ssors_ ~n~ myself, iri ~he company of the represenfativ~s 
of the part1es, VISited Chinakur1 Pit no. 3 and ms~ected;the surface arrangem t 
at pits nos. 1 and 2, and also those for sand stowmg. - en s 

7. In the first part of the Inq,iury 18,witnesses for the owners 2 f h · 
ment of Mines, 5 for. tJ:le Colliery Mazdoor Congress and th ' c 1~'F t e Depart.
Samiti and 2 as court w1tnesses were examined, and the state~ent ~f7 Mazdoor · 
mined by the Regional Inspector of Mines during his eJlquiry in~o th men. exa
of whC!m 5 were not exammed ~efore m~, were marked exhibits w.20e(1a)ccident. 
admission. This part of the InqUiry termmated on 16th Ma ;ig58 -(8) on 
stood adjourned provisionally to 1st July, 1958 because i..t ~·o~ld na~d the Inquiry 
ther until the mines were de-watered so as to render an inspectio 0 ¥rohceed fur
ground workings possible. ·On the 17th of May, 1958 the.re w n o t e under
of the Court and the Assessors did not attend. But' I had. toa~·~o ~ormal sitting 
Inspector of Mines and the representatives of the different I Wlth the Chief 
tions to decide which of the numerous documents filed by t~o~ers' organisa
Mines ought to .be brought on the record. Sri Chaudhuri hade 1 epartment of 
the Court that he· would not have any objection to any of. th ~ready informed 
brought on the record if it were considered necessary for t~ ocuments being 
Inquiry, A number of these documents was marked on admis ~ PUrpose .of the 
being ~spensed with. Sion, formal proof 

8 The second stage of the inquiry could not actually be i . ' • 
J'uly, 1958, because the de-w8:tering of the mines took longergt~ tdl the 28th .of 
when the first lap of the Inqwry eJlded. The reports of Dr Bada an: was expected 
Obse1·ver and of Mr, Rosser, the C~ief Mining Engineer of Mess~I, )!;,_e Scientific 
& Co Ltd and of Mr. T. P. M. Evans, who was watching th drew Yule 
behalf of the Indian Mining 4-ssC!ciation, were, submitted on th proceedings on 
l958, and copies· thereof w,er.e diS~rib!Jted ~0 the .rest of the parties e ~th of July, 
sentatives of the worke.rs orgamsatlons, mcludi;ng Mr. Lyndon ia s the repre
of the Safety Department, South Wales' National Union of M.mes, the Head 
Workers' Inspector for 18 years, who had conducted inquiries intne Workers, a 
explosions during the past f?.ve yea!s. and :who recentlr arriv-ed ~n siv-e~al llline 
Expert on behalf of the Ind1an National Mme Workers Federatio nd1a as an 
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lVIazdoor Union, had not yet inspected the underground workings of"'Nos. 1. and :i' 
pits

1 
they did so on the 28th of July, 1958. between 9-30 a.m. and 2 p.m. and . 

agam on the 29th July, 1958. "When the Court sat on· the ·morning of the 29th· 
.July as, usual, an adjournment had to be allowed till the 7th August 1958 in 
.order to enable them to complete their inspections and to submit their reports. 
Pror · K. y. Subrahmanyam, Head of the Departme~t of Mining Engineering, 
Ind1an Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, who was cited as an expert on behalf 
·Of the All India Trade Union Congress and the Indian Mine Workers' Federa
tion, though he never went underground, was also directed to submit a report. 
'The· Department of Mines also did not submit its reports, and it was directed to 
.subnlit th~ same simultaneously with. the others. All the reports were submitted . 
·On the 4th August, 1958, and copies of each of the reports were distributed to 
the· other parties. 

9. The procedure adopted after discussions with the representatives of the 
parties at this stage of the inquiry was that after the reports submitted by Mr. 
:Rosser, Dr. B:~dami, Mr. Evans, Mr. James, Mr. H. B. Ghosh, .Regional Inspector 
cf Mines and Mr. H. K. Bhattacharya, Junior Electrical Inspector of Mines, were 
marked exhibits, without the authors of the reports being examined-in-chlef, the:r 
were . tenderetl for cross-examination and actually cross-examined on behalf of· 
some of the parties, while their cross-examination was declined by the rest. At 
the instance of Sri Bikash Roy who 'cited Prof. Subrahmanyam, Prof'. Subrah
manyam was allowed to be examined in chief and his report marked e.xhlbit W-39 
and then of course like the rest he was cross-examined on behalf of the other 
parties. When it came to my notice that Mr. R9s~er's rep_ort included as Appendix 
Vll a statement of Mr. J. K. Welsh, Supervismg Engmeer of Messrs Andrew· 
Yule & Co. Ltd., the owners were directed to tender him for cross-examination 
and he. was tendered and actually cross-examined by one of the parties only and 
re-examined on behalf of the owners. The evidence was closed on 12th August, 
1958. 

10. On the 13th August 1958 two reports on tests carried out by the Scientifi~ 
·Observer, Dr. Badami, and the, Junior Electrical Inspector of Mines S:ri· H. K. · 
Bhattacharya, on the Siemens' Schuckert Drill found in 16 rise off main east loco 
level,. were submitted and marked exhibits without further examination or cross- . 
. examination of the authors of the, reports. Then Mr. Lyndon James argued on 
·behalf of the Indian Mine Workers' Federation and the Colliery Mazdoor Union. 
At the· conclusion of his arguments the· hearing was adjourned at the instance 
of the rest of the, parties who wanted time to prepare their arguments and for · 
·other reasons till the 25t.h of August, 1958. · 

11. On the 25th, 26th, 27th. and 28th of August, arguments were heard on 
behalf of the Colliery Mazdoor Congress, the Indian Mine Workers' Federation, 
:the. All India Trade Union Congress, and the Colliery Mazdoor Samiti, represent
-ed by Sri Deven Sen, Sri Bikash Roy, and Sri Madhu Banerjee respectively. From . 
the 29th of August to the 2nd September, 1958, there was no sitting of the Court 
.as Dr. Whitaker had to be, away from headquarters. On the 3rd, 4th and 8th 
September, 1958, arguments were heard £?n behalf of the Indian Mine Managers' 
Association, represented by Sri S. N. Mulhck, the Department of Mine.s, represent
-ed 'bY Sri G. S. Jabbi, and the management and the owners represented by Sri· 
:Sachin Chaudhuri. . 

12. I had to make the fullest possible' use of the intervals between the sittings
of the Court, once or twice. with the Assessors, but m~stly by myseJf, in studying. 
sorting out and.trying to sift the large mass of matenals placed before the Court 
·during the second stage of the hearing so as to be able to draw up the report as 
.early as possible after the conclusion of arguments. I also visited and inspected 
the ·underground workings of nos. 1 and 2 pits on 22nd August, 1958 with the 
Assessors. It was however not possible to make the report ready earlier than 
'the 18th September, 1958, when I signed it after having given the draft its final 
.shape in full consultation with Dr. Whitaker and Sri Samanta. - . 

B. GENERAL INFORMATION REGARDING CHINAKURI 1 & 2 PITS 

.(1) Location and Description ., 
13 The Chinakuri · Colliery is a combined mine consisting of the workings ot 

Nos. 1 & 2 pits colliery and of No. 3 pit colliery working the Dishergarh seam. 
The China~uri Inclines which work the Bharatchak seam lying some 2,000 ft. 
above the Dishergarh seam are close to Nos. 'l & 2 pits and these are situated on 
the eastern bank of the Damodar at a· I>Oint where it takes a more or less 



' 
stluther1y eourse.. No. 3 pit is three quarters of a mile due north of Nos. 1 & Z: 
pits though the distance by road is' .about one and a. half miles. The colliery is 
approached by the Niamatpur-Netur1a D.B. Road which takes off from the G.T. 
Road at a .point between the !44th and !45th mile-posts from Calcutta and is. 
;about ten miles south-west of Asansol. The depth of No. 1 pit is 1995:16 ft. up· 
to the coal bottom and that of No. 2 pit 2019: 13 ft. From plan Ex. 0.5.73 which 
shows the general future layout in the ·whole area of' this colliery, the heavy
. while lines showing _the .areas _already developed, and the fainter lines the area»' 
still to be developed, the area developed in Nos. 1 ~ ? pits is seen to form only 
·a very' small part of the whole. The depth of No. 3 p1t IS 1298: 28 ft. to the deckin~. 
level. Nos. 1 and 2 pits lie to the dip side of No. 3 pit, the seam and the strata· 
J.io from north to south. The workings of'No. 3 pit are connected with th'ose 
o:fNo. 1 pit by 2 & 3 dips west. Doors in these two dips normally kept open are· 
provided for isolating in times of danger No. 3 ·pit Workings from those of Nos 
1 & 2 pits. At the time of the explosion one of these two sets of doors was there: 
but the leaves of the other set had been taken out for repairs. The shaft of Nos 
1 & 2 pits are both wet. · 
{!i) Management _ 

14. Nos. 1 _& 2 pits. and thelnclines are under one :Manag d . · 
colliery though Nos. 1 &. 2 pits are not directly connected ~tha~h clnsi~tute one 
No. 3 pit is under a different Manager and treafed as a different ir nc mes, and• 

'things in common be~w~en Nos. 1 & 2 pits on the one hand co Iery, .the only 
.other being the ventilation system and the sand stowing pro a~~ No. 3 pxt on tha· 
. however under one Agent, Sri T, C. Anand. Sri J D T . VISIOn. They are all 
of Nos. 1 & 2 pits and the Inclines, could not on accounteJa, permanent ManagE'.r 

cas Manager from the 21st of January to the 27th of Febof a fr1ctured foot work. 
-during this period doing ·only· the ·routine administrativ ruaryk, 958. and .he was 
Vasudeva, an Under Manager, was acting as Mana er e wor • While Sn 0. P. 

·of Sri J. D._ Taneja. These and certain other colli:ri~s ~d~ tie general guidance
are owned by Messrs. Bengal Coal Co. Ltd. incorporat d ~s Be!lgal and Bihar 
at. 1843. Messrs Andrew Yule & Co. Ltd. inco or t e . 1n Ind1a as far back 
since their incorpo.ration bee~ the Managing· Age~s ~fed Jll India in 1919 hav~ 
Ltd. an<:! also of_ s1x other coal comp~nies operatina in :essrs. Ben~al Coal Co. 
tr~m Sr1 T. C. Anand, the Agent, Sn J. D. Tanej;, the engal and Bihar. Apart 
Sn 0. P. Vasudeva, the Under-Manager acting at th ~~rmanent Manager and. 
wc:;re,on the supervisory_ staff of Nos; 1 & 2 pits three e tl~me as Manager, 'there 
Sn K. M. Mazumdar, Sri M. N. Rana and late !;) c B 0 er Under-Manager viz 
late Tara Singh, four Overmen, one ·of whom was · e~kar, one Senior Ove;mai;· 
Senior Overman for S. S. Drift, two Overmen for -;or ng .as Mining Sirdar 011 ~: 
.as Mining Sirdars, eleven Mining Sirdars three pit M. S.hpnft who were wo;kin · 
Supervisor. Sri J. D. Taneja, Sri K. M' Mazumd uns Is and one Sand Du t' _g 
also responsible for the Inclines. Apart' from th' ar and ~ate D. C. Bedekar s mg 
pits colliery, there were Messrs. R. p Rosser· Ch~ ~uR{-f\'ISory staff of Nos 1 \~r~ man, Deputy Chief Mining Engineer ~nd L :r:) HIe mmg Engineer F G M 
of the Managing Agents to supervise' the techni~al u~ges, Assistant Mu;_ing En~· ass
under Messrs. Andrew Yule & Co. Ltd. -· SI e of the work of the con{~~~ 

·_(iii) Production 

15. The ·sinking of Nos. 1 & 2 pits began in 194 . · 
the sinking of No. 3 pit which began in 1947 h . 5 and was complet d · , 
1952. Coal raising in Nos. 1 & 2 pits be . avmg. been alread - e m 195_-1. 
figures of these two pits as furnished in Ap~~~d~n ,AA~nl, 1955 and ~h~ompledted. m 
ments work out at an averacre month! t IX to the own , _Pro uctwn·· 
1956, 7772 tons in· 1957 anti"' the prod~ct~tiu.t oJf 1922 tons in 1~r5s5 w4r1I~ten state-

In anuary 1958 w • . n9 tons m 
(iv) Method of Working · ' as 11,700 tons. 

16. The roadways in Nos. 1 & 2 pits . . · · · 
of ventilation, haulage,. travelling, sand st w7re dn~en for the . . · 
Two ;rcadways o~ the west of the collie~wmg, drai!J-age and a{om~os1te purpose· 
£tone. To the dip of the shaft two larg: were dnven througho 0

1 
coal raismg •. 

formed and at the time of the ex lo . sumps or water st a arge fault in. 
gources of coal raising were the m~i siOn. Were almost com fndages were bein, 
which were being developed fer the n east levels together t~te. The principru· · 
!aces, as the Company intends to mine r~rpose of eventually I It!I 9 dip worktng::s 

·' _ , . e coal Principally b - t aymg out long wau. . 
_(v) .Coal-getting Machinery. ' y he long wall methOd .. ' 

17. The coal was being got princ' 11 machines of Anderson Boyes t e Ipa Y by. under-cuttin . , 
drills of Siemens Schuckert anY£ Hu Thed dnlling was d~n~Vlt\{LP coal:.Cutting: 

woo tYPes. Coal Was ~~ electrical . coat 
nveyed from tht!! 



!Vicinity of the faces by Huwood H.S./6 type Scraper chain conveyors which feci 
.a 26"' belt conveyor of Huwood G.B./40 type which in turn delivered the coal to a 
central loading station. The conveyor system is shown. in pwners' document,. 
~erial No. 4, Ex. O.S.4. All coal was loaded into mine cars of 55 cubic ft. capacity 
.md these were transported from the east side to the No. 1 pit by a :'Ruston" marl':!; 

:20 H.P. diesel locomotive. · · 

.(vi) Sand-Stowing Drift 
. 18: Sand is necessary for stowing at the time of depillarlng and when the ton~ 
·well system is adopted and the proposed method of introducing the stowing sand 
·to the working faces at Chinakuri Nos. 1 & 2 pits is via a drift driven from tba 
$Urlace near the Damodar where separators have been constructed and are i::t 

· fac:t already in use for the purpose of supplying sand to Chinakuri No. 3 pit work~ 
i ugs via another branch drift. The layout of this drift is shown i':l owners' docu-
-ment serial No. 9 (Ex. OS-9). -

'(vii) Ventilation 
19. The ventilation scheme of Nos. 1 & 2 pits and the. general layout of the 

. mine roadways are shown in the ventilatioin plan, serial No. 3 of the owned 
..ctocument (Ex. OS-3). The ventilation is produced by an electrically driven 
exhaust fan with a designed capacity of 400,000 cubic rt: per· minute against 2} 

·.inches of water gauge. The specifications of the· fan are as follows:-
(1) Size of the fan-i45N diameter, 
(2) Type-aeroto (axial flow), 
(3) H.P. and type of motor-220 H.P. synchronous motor. 3,30.0 .Tolts. 

The quantity of air being produced by the fan at the time of the explosion· waa 
·said to be approximately 240,000 cubic ft. per minute . and at the time of the 
, .explosion it is said that blades were turned to plus 3 •, the range of variation 0 t. 

the blades being from minus 10 degree to. plus 10 degree. The·fan was placed near 
the top of No. 2 pit which is 22 ft. in diameter to which shaft the fan is connected 
ty the fan drift. Nos .. 1 &· 3 pits which are each 20 ft. in diametre are downcast 
'5hafts. Nos. 1 & 2 ·pits are divided into five parallel galaries running .east to 
west, the central gallery being the locomotive haulage road, the twp upper\levels 
·being designed as intake airways and the two lower'levels for return. airways. 
The reason for .choosing the upper levels as intakes was to keep the intake air 
!ree from the water -in. the lower levels. · 

{Viii,) Shot Firing 
. · 20. ·The shot firing was done in Nos. 1 & 2 pits' by Mining Sirdars. No separate 
.shot-firer was employed by the Company for' firing shots in these mines. When a 
·Mining Sirdar had more than 30 persons underground in his charge, he was 

, exclusively employed as a Mining Sirdar and a. separate sirdar would in that case 
be employed for firing shots. When, however, a Mining Sirdar had less than 30 
men underground in his charge, he was employed also for firing shots. The two 
lypes of permitted explosives used for ·shot firing were Polar Ajax and Polar 
Viking and the Company also used by way of experiment sample consignment• 

· -o!. equivalent sheathed explosives-type-'Unifrax'. · · 

(ix) Stone Dusting 
21. For treatment of the coal dust produced in mining stone-dusting is done· 

·under the charge of a Stone Dusting Supervisor with a gang of 22 men 16 in tho 
- Iirst shift and 3 e~ch in the second and th~ third shifts. . Six tons of. shale are 

ground to pass a s1eve C)f foo meshes to ·the mch. Stone dust is prepared by three 
women workers by burmng shale on the surface preparatory to crushin~ and 
grinding it and three part-time majdurs are employed for taking stone dust from 

·the Ball Mill where bu!fit shale is ground .into stone dust down to Nos: 1 & 2 pits .. 
·One tub of stone dust 1s manufactured daily and three mine cars, two-thirds filled 
-so as to contain about two tons of stone dust, are taken each week for the pits 
and the remainder is sent to the Inclines.· Tlie whole pit has been divided into 
.zones with areas of smaller or greater vulnerability to the accumulation of coal 
dust marked in the plan, serial No. 2 of the owners, Ex. OS-2. The cleaning iiJ 
done in the galleries, from the sides, under the conveyors, at the discharge point& 
of conveyors and at the faces by brushing with pieces of brattice· cloths and after 
.cleaning, the places are stone dusted. The cleanings are wetted with water and 
then put into the nearby conveyors to be removed and the insides oi the conveyor~~ 
are cleaned thoroughly and the cleanings . put into the conveyors. The conveyors 
are provided with sprays and pumps. are fitted to feed these sprays. Certain loadin&: 

.'POints are put within, C.I. sheet enclosures to prevent 'dispersal of coal dust. Tb.e· 
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I~ tails of the.. stone dusting . organiz~tion and ·spraying are given in Appendix 'lt." 
1! the owners' written statement. 

'x) Safety· Lamps . . 
22 .. One thousand and five hundred electric safety lamps .were in use at Chma

mri Nos. 1 & 2 pits colliery. U appears from the owners' document No. 29, p;x. 
::>S-29, that. from the 5th of FebJ,"uar;y. , 1958 up to t!le 17th the stock of the s~ety 
>il lamps wall 354 ·out of which 32 were under repair at the colliery and 6B

17
atththef 

workshop. So the total number of oil lamps available for use on ·the ' o 
February, 1958 was 254. The exact figure that was available for use on the 19th 
when the explosion took place does not appear from any of .the documents: But 
the Company in its written statement said that oil safety lamps were ca

1
rn

1
eddiby 

35 persons employed in the second· shift of the 19th of February, 1958 nc u ng. 
those ,officials who carried electric lamps. 

(xi) MachineTy & Plant 

23. All electric, diesel and other plants used in Chinakuri Nos. i' & 2 pits 
colliery other than ln the area immediate .to the downcast pit bottom were claimed 
.to be of modem flame-proof type. 'rhe description of the plant and ma~hinery in 
the mine at the time of tbe explosion is sbown in owners' document, serial No. 163, 
Ex. OS-63, as f~ as could be ascertained. To maintain this plant in safe working 
·condition the Company employs three Engineers shown in Appendix 'B 2' of the 
Company's written statement and they are assisted by mechanical and electrical 
fitters. 

(xii) Gassy character of the mine I 
24. The Dise.rgarh seam is ltnown to produce in1lammal=le gas and its average 

mak~ m· ,the workings of Chinalruri Nos. 1 & 2 pits was 300 cubic ft. per minute. 
as appears from Ex. OS-68, prepared by Sri lil. R. Khanna, witness No. 2~ wh<> 
says .he prepared it !rom the returns of the east and the west .. 

c. A NARRATION oF THE EXPLosioN....;...THE EXPLOsio:N A.s IT APPEARED To THE MEN oN 
'l'HE SURFACE AND TO THE SlfRVIVORs .FROM THE WESTERN ZONE 9F THE UNDER-. 
GROUND WORKINGS AND ITS CONSEQ'(!ENCES AS .SEEN BY THOSE WHO WENT UNDER
GROUND ;BETWEEN 11-45 P. M, AND 4 A.~. ON THE NIGH'r OF 19-2-58. 
. . I . 

25. At about. 9-45 p.m. on the night of the 19th February 1958, the first intima
tions of what was happening in nos. 1 and 2 pits reached on the one hand Sri 
J. D. Tane~a, witness no. 10, the permanent mapager Irving about 273 furlongs 
from the p.J,ts, and. on the other a group of Y.Pung officers, viz:, Sri D. S. Gill. 
Welfare Officer, Witness no. 2, Sri V. N. Gupta a post-graduate trainee under the 
Government of India .scheme for training of .mining graduates. witness no. 3, .and 
Sri P. Chatterjee, Assistant Engineer of the l'4ines, witness no. 4. This group of 
young officers h~ard first a loud hissi.ng sound resembling tliat of steal!l under 
high pressure bemg released from a boller and secondly a loud report. Sri Taneja. 
heard only the ·loud report. All of them rushed to the pits,. Shri Taneja in his 
car, and the rest on fciot. On the way Sri V. N; Gupta pointed out to Sri D. S. Glll 
a tongue of fire about 3 or 4 ft. long in the fan evasee covering almost the whole 
width of the evasee and also· noticed smoke coming out of the evasee. Sri P. 
Chatterjee also saw this. The flame only lasted for a few seconds having sub- . 
.sided by the time Sri Gupta and Sri Gill reached the canteen. According. to. 
Sri .Gupta the flame was ·bluish in colour, while according to Sri Chatterjee U. 
was yel)owish and according to Sri Gill it was yell.IU,vish aQd partly bluish. Sri 
ChatterJee ran to the fan house, under the apprehension that the fan might have 
caught fire, to examine the electric motor and equipment and was told· by the· 
fan khala~hi that he had .stoP.P~4 tl}.e fan on hearing the rumbling sound.· Sri 

. L. N. Obn, Manager of no. 3 pit, witness no. 16, living about three-fourths of a' 
mile from nos. 1 and 2 pits by road, mistook the rumbling sound for what he
described as "thunder of the clouds", but looking at the sky saw there was not 
much cloud, and thought blasting was going on. In other words, he appears to 
have mistaken the sound first for something like thunder-claps and then for 
the soun'd of blasting. The approximate time of the stoppage of the fan must 
thus have been 9-45 p.m. when the rumbling sound was heard Wlien Sri Taneja 
arrived at the . pits Sri Gill had already started telephoning' others about the 
accident, including Dr. G. C. Sen. a senior member of the Company's Hospital 

··staff, and Mr. L. D. Hughes, Assistant Chief Mining Engineer of Messrs Andrew 
·yule & Co. Ltd. Sri. Taneja sent V?"ord to no. 3 pit tliat the men underground 
·fn tbat pit should be Immediately wtthdrawn, and this withdrawal was· comoleted 
by Hl-30 p.m. as we have it from Sx;i J.... ~~ Olui. Sri T. c, Anand~ the Agent,. 
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leached the pits at . about 10-20 p.m. and M_r. Hughes arrived at 10-40 p.m 
Gradually o~hers, including Sri H .. B. Ghosh, Witness no. 19, Regional Inspeclor 
«!f Mines, also appeared on the scene. 

26. ~t the top of no. 1 pit, for a .radius ·~f 50 ft. or so, coarse black particles 
were lymg on the ground in the form of a crust of black substance. One of 
the cages was re~ting on the. keps at the pit mouth, two loaded mine cars inside 
it had been derailed. The signal bell for the shaft and the telephone line were 

. out of order.· No. 1 pit was downcasting. 

27. At the top of ~o. 2 p~t, the upcas( the shaft covers had been blown off, 
the one on the north side havmg been pushed right up to the bell box about 60 ft. 
from the kep level, and the other on the south side having been blown up about 
half way .between the k~~ level and the )::>~11 box and. having. got jammed there 
m the guide ropes. Whitish and grey-whitish smoke was coming. out of the pit. 
Both the cages in this pit were kept hanging and were free to move. The signal 
bell was• constant_ly ringing and Sri Taneja ordered the Colliery Engineer. who 
was with him, to cut off the underground electric power if it had not been alreadY! 
cut off, and he also directed the cages of this pit to be very slowly wound to touch 
the pit bottom. But when the cage was wound back to the surface there was 
nobo!Jy in it. 

28. No. 3 pit was downcasting .. 'l;'he main fan at no. 2 pit was rec.started 
between 10-45 p.m. and 11 p.m. under the order of Mr. Hughes. At about 
10-45 p.m. two Rescue T!i!ams from the Mines Rescue Station at Sitarampur Wlde.r 
Sri Sarkar, Superintendent of the Station, witnes!! No., 18, arrived. Gradually, 
other teams also arrived and in dtie course when the third and last rescue team 
taat h·ad gone underground . returned to the surface at about 4 a.m. tl:).ere were 
altogether 27 _teams of 5 men each available for rescue work.-. 

29. Under the instruction of Mr: Hughes, the principal officer of the Company 
present, the first rescue team got ready.. The derailed mine cars in the cage in 
no. 1 pit were rec.railed, but the cage in this pit could rtot be wot.Jnd as the lower 
cage appeared to have got jammed. It was ·found ~ater that at the bottom ot 
no. 1 pit the protection boards Md collapsed and entrapped the cage at the 
bottom of_ no. 1 shaft. The cages there could l}Ot be moved. by; the winding. engine. 
The shaft ~overs of no. 2 pit which had peen blow1;1 upwards were secured. and: 
the ~ages · in this shaft were woimd · a number of times from . top to pqttom in 
order to ensure that the shaft was free 'frOm obstructions and that ~t was . safe 
to · senq down a team. .The signalling arrangements between the mou!h of the 
shaft and the winding engine house also had to be replaced or repaired. By 
11-45 p.m. Mr. Hughes felt satisfied that .it was feasible to send ·a rescue party 
down the shaft and the first party under the leadership of· Shri K. M. Mazumdar, 
Under-Manager of nos. 1 and 2 pits proceeded Underground at about !1-50 p.m. 
and returned within ten minutes, as had been' agreep upon, as . the s1gnsl was 
buried and no signalling communication. co~ld be established With the surface. 
They brought with them Sri Gouri Mall, Witness no. 6. who had taken sh~Iter 
between the air lock doors in the road leading from the bottom of .no. 2 p1t {0 

the main loco level east and who did not appear to have suffer~d very great Y 
'from the effects of the explosion. This Gouri Malj is . ..a stone-cleaner and ..yas 
working as such in the top west level in the second shift, whe~ he heard a nmse .. 
fell .down unconscious and .. after regaining his consciousnE;ss V.:Ithou~ am• sense ~f 
direction even with the cap lamp alight, pe followed a pipe ~Ill ultimately, as j 
~ays, he came up to the cage, although according to ot?er evidence he was fou~ . 
between the air lock doors. These air lock doors .which normallY open towar s 
the downcast shaft, i.e., to the east, had been blown m toward~ no. 2 pit:. the upcast 
shaft, i.e. to the west. The first rescue teaJ? wen! down agam at 12-1o a.mti:c,_~;_ 
~ccompanied by Mr. Hughes and also by Sri TaneJa who volunte~red to go Hu!'!hes 
ground and obtained the permission of Mr. Hughes to ~o so. Ne.Ithe~.Mr. 1)· d 
nor Sri Taneja wore breathing apparatus. Sri TaneJa took with fm a ·g 

1!1 
which he brought back alive to the surface with him. The absence o anY 51 n ; 
ling arrangements in the shaft made it necessary to arrange for the cages to b 
wound every ten minutes. 

· ·. '. . make 
30. At the level where the fan drift connects no. 2 p1t there 'Yas som~a~med 

which was irritating to the eyes. At the pit bottom, the cage landthg yasing and 
with smashed debris and a tipping tub had been blown l!nder e. ar k doors 
obstructed the proper seating of the cage on the normal ,Iandmg. Th[h alflr~c air lock 
as already stated, had been forced open west\yards. and m front of The were two 
door several col!tting sleepers were found Jammmg the door. ere 
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mine cars on the eastern or intake side of the door. evidently havin~ been bodllT 
Wted over and thrown on to the door side. Two dead bodies were found lYin: 
iu front of the air lock doors. One span of roof and concrete had smashed at 
point no. 2 put by Sri Taneja on the plan Appendix l to the owners' writteac 
statement, and the girder of the concrete was bent in the shape Of 'V', the a~;>ex af 
·v- being directed towards the west. Further on the way to the sub-station at 
point no. 3 in the same plan Sri Raghu Nath Singh, an electrician, lay badl~ 
burnt and groaning. At tlie junction of the loco levgl and. the west dip level_~ 
110. 1 pit Sri Taneja parted ·company from Mr. Hughes and the rescue part::r auu 
proceeded ·eastward towards no. 1 pit while Mr. Hughes and the rescue paliY 
continued to mo~e westward. ~· · 

31. The shouts of Mr. ·Hughes proceeding further west along the loco level 
were responded to and at the .junction of the. main west level with ne. 3 dip Clf 
ao. 3 pit he came ·across 6 Qr 7 men who, questioned whether there were oth~ 
~ive in-bye, replied that there were -others who were either unconscious or unable 
to walk. Mr. H.J.lghes then left these men to proceed to no. 2 pit and · goin~ do\VIl 
-turtb.er westward along the main ·west level found a number of· badly injured 
men between 3 rise and 6 rise west. The air bridge at the junction of 3 rise and 
the main east level had been completely smashed and .a fresh current of cool air 
vas running from no. 3 pit dOV\11l no. 3 dip and along the main west level to•no. 2 
shaft and thus to the surface. The breathing conditions were reasonable upto 
3 rise west, but they were worse further west between 3 rise and the western 
o:Jxtremity of .tl~e workings. Mr. l;ughes went up to the surface for stretcher partid 
•.o carry the InJured beca~se he . nought that the team wearing breathing apparatUII 
9/ould take a very long time to carry them ovE)r the obstructions along the leveL 
tie returned underground with a volunteer stretcher party of four and anotbet:' 
iiretcher party of .four also wenl: underground when Mr. ,Hugh..es sent a message 
':0" the surface askmg for more volunteers. Mr. Hughes returned to the surface 
at, .about 2-15 a.m. and found that while he was underground his boay had become 
:ontaminate~ with a very fine black substance similar in appearance to the so~ 
!eft by an 011 flame on a glass, and he found it verv difficult to completely free blS 
'!yes of this black substance. By then the stretcher parties had already rescued 
~ 7 men and according to Mr~ Hughes there was only one injured man underground . 
at that time. and this injured man was brought .to the surface at about 2-30 a.Il1. 
:,y Sri Taneja. Obviously., he was referring to the injured men he had seen, for as · 
vill appear from Appendix 'J' to the owners' 'written statement, 20 men came 
Jut alive from the pit, two of them-Kala Bau'ri and Della Bauri-haviug walked 
)Ut by themselves throu.gh the S. S .. drift, and another. viz .. Tribhuban Das, having 
'!oJlle up to the cage himself. Obv1ously, 17 persons were rescued alive and not 
t8 as Mr. Hqghes says, · · 

32: Sri Taneja, as· he proceeded eastward from the junction of the loco level 
and west dip level of No. 1 pit, heard a human voice coming from the east side 
Jf No. 1 pit and by using the bypass to that side he found a man singing and. 
iancing, and he thought the man had either been gassed or was suffering from 
the effect of shock. He took him to the air lock door and left him there in · Lbe 
~esh air. · Proceeding further east he saw that the door on the east of 2 Rise on 
the loco level at the point he marked 6 on Appendix 'I' to the owners' written 
statement had· "disappeared" along with its brick-work without leaving any traces_. 
~ehind. He could proceed alo~g the loco level only as far as its junction with 
the cross cut, i.e. point No. 7, and a barrier of very dense smoke coming up from 
the east and going up along the cress cut prevented his progress farther eastward. 
He accordingly retraced his steps towards 2 dip east which he found clear. There 
was a conveyor in . this dip. The drive head of the conveyor was 'lying on the 
floor and some of the conveyor pans were found smashed on the floor. The stopping 
!n this dip, had collapsed. At the junction of 2 Dip and 1 Dip Level which be 
marked point No. 8 he. found dense smoke coming from somewhere, and returning 

·to the loco level, he walked back to the air lock door and returned to the surface 
with the man he had left near the air lock door. Sri L. N. Ohrl witness No. 16. 
Manager of No. 3 pit colliery, went down into his own pit at about 9-55 p.in. an1 
b.4d his .own men numbering about 200 taken to the surface by 1'0-30 p.m. In tha 
pit at the time the workings were pn the western side between 15 level & 14 level 
where depillaring on the bord and pillar system was going on and also between 
6 & 7 level there were some men on the old and the new conveyor faces-- on the 
east side. He noticed a lot of white stone dum strewn at this· pit bottom and 
particles thereof in suspensi!Jn. He found no coal . dust. Whe':l he. had crossed 
the east-' haulage brow on his way to the eastern s1de. of the p1t bottom, he felt 
a choking of his ear drum and this he attributed to a change of pressure while 
pas.Sing from one place to another. He says this was about five or ten minuk-a 
-after he had heard the noise, i.e. the rumbUn: sound after the first explosion.. 
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'Xvidently he was not quite accurate here because be went down the shaft at 
'o:J-55 P.M., ten minutes after the first explosion, so that he must have felt the 
choking of the ear drum somewhat more than ten minutes after the first expl~ 
sian. On the west brow against the rope rollers he found some pieces of bamboo 

cmatting about a foot or two feet stuck up here and there having probably been· 
-blown up to that place from 3 .dip to about ·200' below; · the· distance between 
their original position in 3 dip and the places where they were found in 2 dip 
-was above 400'. He did not notice any damage in. the isolation qoor in-No. 2 dip 
·which was in position. He came up to the suiface at about 10-30 P.M. when 
·the last man in this pit was withdrawn. He went down again with the Regional 
.Inspector, Sri H; B. Ghosh at about 11 P.M. to see if Nos. 1 '& 2 pit could be 
entered from No. 3 pit. They had with them safety lamps and a cage of birds 
but no ·breathing apparatus.. They proceeded. along 3 dip west as far as · 300 ft. . 

llelow the isolation door, i.e., 500/600 ft, from the haulage curve, but could not 
).l.)roceed farther as the air beyond this dip was becoming sluggish and warm 
and as the two birds the~~ had with them were showing signs of distress. When 
this pit could be re-entered later, not much sign of damage was noticed beyond 
~igns of violence on some doors in 23 level and beyond a cable ' having been 
,pulled out of the J;!ate-end box am.d the drill panel in the. same level. 

33. The second rescue team headed by Sri Nanku Gape, Captain, Rescue 
.Brigade Sitarampur Rescue Station, C.F. 1, 'went down at 1-25 A.M., presumably 
.as far as the evidence on the record goes to indicate, even before the first rescue 
·team had come back to the surface after their second visit underground, and 
;proceeded mainly westward and on the east ·only a little beyond :i Dip. The 
team noticed smoke coming out from 3 Dip crossing and also· from the east level. . 
This party claims to have rescued 5 men from the western side and ·brought· 
.3 others to the pit bottom alive. It came up to the surface .at 2-40 A.M;_. As 
.altogether 20 living men only had been rescued that night, there must have been 
.a certain amount of overlapping between the number given by Mr. Hughes and 
:that given by/Sri Nanku Gape and this overlapping is possibly to be accounted 
ror by, the fact that while Mr. Hughes. came up to the surface at about 2-15 A.M. 
•lhe second rescue team which had gone underground at 1-25 A.M. was still under
ground when Mr. Hughes returned to the surface, with the result that some of 
'the men re,scued by the second· team or· brought to the pit bottom- by it may 

. ]laVP. heen included• in the number given by Mr. Hughes. 

34. At . 2-30 A.M. when the second . team had not yet returned to the surface 
..nut must have been near the pit bottom, the third team he~ded by Sri A. 
Krishnan, one of the Under-Managers of No. 4 pit, Sitalpur Colliery~ witness 

:No. 14, went down with instructions to proceed to the ea~tern side, to rescue 
any survivors they could come across and to find ·out' the conditions g~neral17 

:.and particulary as ~ the. existence of any smouldering or active fire m that 
area. This team proceeded eastwards along the main Level East. They too 
noticed that between the air-lock doors there was a large quantity. of debris, that 
bricks had fallen, and pieces· of timber about 8 or 10 ft. long mostly used for 
supporting the ;roof were lying. about and that two or three coal tubs lay u~ 
"turned within about 20 yards of the· separation door off the loco level. TheT 
·.also saw the two · dead bodies. The visibility was good till the party reached 
the cross-cut. The travelling conditions; however, were far. from easy, the 
roadway was strewn with bricks that bad fallen from the stde walls, and at 
certain points 'with material that had fallen from the roof. The~e was als<? a 

·'ilt>vere. irritating smell. At the cross-cut a brisk current of cool air was co~m~ 
down it and blowing westward along the locQ level. At the cross-cut . Sri 

:Krishnan for the first time put on his breathing apparatus because he felt. the 
air to be stagnant inbye. The visibility was still normal. About two Pillars 
beyond the cross-cut there was one log which was smouldering and there fi35 

·-another near the under-bridge 'Yhi!!h was burning. The. ·team out _out theht r:t 
-CJf the smouldering log, buried . It m a hole and on their way back broug 1 

to the surface In the nse gallery. on the way to the . cro_s .. 
· -.cut. , i.e. no. i rise off loco. level the atmosphere "':as h?zy; a brick 
·wall had fallen and the mouth of the ~allery was filled with bricks. Further 
.eastward beyond the cross-cut the conditions changed for -the worst. There ~as 
smoke and the atmosphere was turning hazy. · The side "":alls had bf!en bro en 

:.and at certain places the· track had been ,lifted up and pieces of \timber- lay 
"Scattered all over the place. The farthest point that this party reached "':a~ bb?::; 
70 or . 80 ft bevond t.be under-bridge off the no. 8 rise haulage, .the. po~n t ethe 
marked by . the ·letter 'D' meaning a . dead body in the plan, Appcnd}i do trunk 

-{)wners' written statement. This dead body. was me.rely a dtsmem e:e- smoke 
without the bead or the limbs and it was covered with coal dust. Thic~ t 8 fi 
af!ected the visibility beyond this point so much so that one rould seh only t;r found 

·ahead through it and it was also irritatin: to the eyes. When t e par 
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further progress . eastward impossible, it waited there for a few minutes listeni~g: 
for sounds but. it heard nothing. The leader of the team ·could not say whether 
there was any on~ alive in that area. This team returned to the surface at 4 A.M. 

35. I have ·alreadj"c stated. that altogether 20 m~n were rescued that night snd. 
out of them four died later, so that there were only 16 survivors. Out of these 16 
::;urvivors onlY, two were examined before me; viz. Gouri Mali. witne,ss no .. 6, and 
J?aru Mali, w1tness No.7. The reason why any_of the others was not exammed by 
any of. the parties is that they. were all on· the· western side of the mine. and like· 
the two examined, could not throw any light on the explosion which appears to· 
have been felt from the very beginning on the information available to have· 
occurred somewhere in the eastern region. Gouri Mali and Paru Mali are brothers. 

· Paru Mali was a stone-cutter, driller and stone cleaner in pit no. 2 and he was work
ing in no. 1 west level and loading tubs. There. were with him seven others, two 
of whom were bailing water and five. with him were loading tubs. When Paru 
Mali had finished five tubs. be heard the loud report ·of an explosion and those· 
six of them who were loading tubs fell . down unconscious in water about a foot 
deep. Paru Mali regained consciousness and found that his five colleagues were· 
still _unconscious. He could not give the time of the explosion.· He helped four 
of his colleagues to get up. They were at this time at- no. 1 west level. . Aft~r 
t"egaining consciousness he and. his .four colleagues followed a 1" water PlPe tlll 
they took the first turn to no. 2 west level and when they reached a door they· 
tell down again unconscious. l'aru Mali says that although he did not see or 
~mell any smoke hi!!~ .eyes were burning and breathing was also difficult.· . He fur~her 
says that the electr1cal cap lamp which he had was alight. When he rega1ned 
cpnsciousness "he. got tun air" a,nd stayed there for. an hour. He proceeded further 
a~d when re~urnm~ along the main west level between· No. 4 w~st }.'ise a':ld No.' 3. 
rlSe at a pomt wbere the roof had falleq. l;te collapsed again. He descr(bed this
place as no .. 4 air cr9ssing, but it . does not appear froqt the maPs that t}lere was 
anY:· .air CfOS$ing at t~e junc~io.n between 4 west rise and the main, 'west level. 
while there w.as an mr crossmg at the junction of no 3 west rJse and the main 
west level so that it is more than prob.abJe that this· is where· the roof had fallen• 
and Paru Mali collapsed again a third time'. At this time he was alone there and 
~is cpll~agues, }l.e says~ were a litVe. b~lllhd him. But theY did not meet aga~ 
till he , was at no. 1 p1t. On regammg c~msciol,lsness he stayed 11t the place f~r 
some time and then Pt:Qceed~4 ~o no. 1 p1t, On reaching the bottom of that p1t: 
be found that all the s1gnalling arrangements were broken and one big stone had 
fallen on the roof of the cage. He saw a dead body on proceeding further and· 
naturally became nervous. The!} he proceeded towa .. ds no 2 pit and on the way
.he found a man who was alive. He could not reach· the bottom of no. 2 pit as he
found the doors blocked and then he returned to no 1 pit At no. 1 pit he was. 
joined by the colleagues he had left behind and after a discussion among them
selves they proceeded to try escape by the sand stowing drift connected to the
cross cut. They walked alcng the main loco level east uP to the. sand stowing: 
cross cut and then turning to the left walked for a distance of about two pillars, 
and here one of them, Sukur Singh, collapsed. The heat was so great that tthiey 
could not proceeQ. any further to that side and they returned to the sub-sta on 
~ear the loco garage at the pit bottorl! and there . they remained for an hour oNr an. 
hour and a half. When he felt all r1ght, they decided to try to escape by to. 3· 
pit and proceeded westward. On going to No. 5 Rise, he saw about 6 or 7 s one 
c1xtters lying near the Une. Two of them were dead and while trying to find out 
whether the rest also were dead or not, he felt fatigued At this time he noticed . 
the lamp of a s?hib and was brought to the surface.. on reaching the surf~ce he
became unconst:lOUS. 

36. The distribution ,of the dead bodies is shown in Appendix 'II' to Mr. Rosser's 
report, ~x. O.S.72 w~uch appears to have been prepared on 17-7·58 when the
dewatenng of the mme was very nearly though not quite completed. Another 
plan, Appendix 'II A' to Mr. Rosser's report showing the g dip area was filed on 
28-8-58 and a note on this plan, Appendix 'II B' to Mr Rosser's report was also 
filed on 28-8-58. These two supplement the plan in Appendix 'II' and show the
distribution of the dead bcdies and the lamps. There are sectional plans also with. 
a key plan. Appendix 'I' which give the details noticed on re.entry. The disposition 
of the d~ad bodies is also shown in Appendix 'I' to the owners' statement and the· 
.-omposite plan, Ex. O.S.71, the first of which was filed along with the owners' 
Wz-itten statement and the second 'Cf which was prepared on il-5-58 when d~water
Ing did not progress very far so that these two after all are incomplete. The signs 
of damage- as noticed by the different parti~s that went underground on the night. 
of the 19th of February, 1958 are shown·tn the comprehensive plan, Ex. 0.8.71 
azid also in Appendix 'I' to the owners' written statement. Thus, while Ex. 0.8.71 
lilhows the distributioJ) of the dead bodies discovered on the 19th February, 1058,. 
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after the first explosion, Appendix II & II A to Mr. Rosser's 'report, Ex. O.S.72' 
show between them the distribution of the dead bodies discovered both on the· 
night of. the accident and afte~ the pewatering. . 

.D. SEALING A~ FLOORING-THE STEPS TAKEN TO PREVENT EXTENSION OF THE FIRE: 
UNDERGROUND. 

37. With the return of the third rescue team to the surface there was a, 
.discussion among Mr. Hughes, the principal officer of the mine th~n present the· 
Chief Inspector of Mines and other senior officers o.f Messrs. Andrew Yule & Co. 
Ltd. as well as of other companies who by this time had arrived on the scene and' 
.it was considered by one and all that the possibility of life underaround under the 
conditions . reported was nil, and in view of the· open flames ·seen a underground by· 
the last team and of the inevitability of further explosions of methane which was
building up in the galleries as a result of the derangement of the ventilation systerr.. 
with the destruction of doors and stoppings etc., it would be hazardous to risk 
any further rescue parties J.Inderground. Accordingly, at about 4-30 A.M Mt'. 
Hughes finally decided that no further rescue team should be sent underground. 
It was further decided to stop the fan and thus reduce the oxygen supply to the
lmderground workings. The fan was actually stopped at 4-50 A.M. At 5-20 A.M. 
Mr. R. P. Rosser, the Chief Mining Engineer arrived from Calcutta and took over
charge of the operations from Mr. Hughes. He heard from. Mr. Hughes what hsd · 
happened and what had been dime so far and then in consultation with Mr. Hughes.: 
and others present Mr. Rosser ordered the building of light seals at the mouths:· 
9f N,os. 1 ,and ? pits, the ~and-stowing pit and the .sand-stowing drift. These se.als 
consisted .of ra1ls placed across the shaft mouths at 2 to 3 ft. spacmg upon wh1ch· 
were placed corrugated iron sheets and bamboo matting which were then covered 
over by wetted clay about 18"'' thick. The rr,J.outh ,of. No. 2 pit was left open. 
These seals were completed· by 9-W A.M. on the 20th FebruarY, 1958. At about 
~~ A.M. tr?ces of smoke were seen cpming out .of No. 2 pit and an attempt was 
made tp tighten up the seals at No. 1 pit to prevent the ingress of air. But at. 
11-30 A.M. there occurr.ed in rapid succession two explosions which blew off the s.eal 
at the mouth .of No. 1 pit and the stopping at the mouth of the sand stowmg: 
prift. ':!:'he samples ot black particles collected from different places in Nos. 1 ancL 
2 pits of Chinakuri Colliery after the second ~xplosion were . collected l;>Y. Sri 
Vasudeva on the 9th of March, 1958 and these were analysed and the res~lt. of 
analysis was given in Ex. O.S.30. The :explosions were followed by the em1Ss1on 
of large quantities of black smoke from No. 2 pit. No. 1 pit still continued ro· 
downcast; and as it was apparent from the large volume of smoke coming out of 
No. ~ pit that there was, a subsiantil!l fire in the undl;!rground workings, it was' 
cons~d~red unsafe to engage' ~rsons for building up seals .at t~e top of ~ither. of 
the shafts. It was then dec1ded to put o1,1t the fire by floodmg the mme w1th · 
water and in. the meantime to seal the mouth of No. 1 pit by using a scraper 
conveyor to dump down the shaft bricks, clay, matting etc. This. decision was~ 
arrived at by Mr. ,Rosser in consultation with the Chief Inspector of Mines and 
all ot4er importan~ Mining Engineers who .happened to be present. The first 
pontoon-mounted pump wiUl a capacity' of one million gallons per hour started· 
pumping water into the s. S. Drift at 12-30 P.M. 0.11 the 20th February 1958. . On ' 
~he same day .at about 5 P.M. tne conveyor had started delivering sand etc. mto · 
No. 1 pjt and the mouth of the S. S. drift was re-sealed by 5-30 P.M By 3 P.M. 
on the 22nd February 1958 the introduction of sand etc. into No. 1 pit was 'com
.t>leted. At 2-30, P.M. on the 24th February 1958 when jt was found on a rough 
measurement of the water in. No. 2 pit that the water had risen above the 
necessary level, the pumping of water into the sand stowing drift was. stopped • 
. ~nd when at 4 P.M. that day the height of water into No. 2 pit was measure~ bY 
surveyors, it appeared that its height above decking level at the pit bottom was. 
214.27 ft. and it appears from the composite plan. Ex. 0. S. 71, and also frpm 
.Ex. O.S. 8 that by the 24th· of February 1958, 25,195,000 gallons of water had 
peen pumped. It further appears from the diary of events, Ex. O.S. 41,' that the· 
~make or fumes emitted from No. 2 pit between 4-45 A.M. and 6-45 A.M. on the 
21st February 1958 were white with a slight grey tinge and by 7 A.M. that day 
:the fumes be'came 'darker. Between 1-55 P.M. and 2-15 P.M. i.e. on th_e 21st 
February, 1958, there were several small .explosions apparent in. No. 2 p1t and. 
following these the smoke become dense and black. On the mormng of the 23r~ 
February. 1958, work started on installing a 4'-7!"' Sirocco fan ~t ~he san · 
stowing pit. The pressure on the seals at .No. 3 pit and the S. S: dn~t mcreas~ 
during the· day suggesting the existence of gas which was trymg to force 1 

" 
way out perhap's along with a strong natural ventilatioi;J. tendency, and ~lso graduaL 
displace~ent of mine atmosphere by water introduced into the workmgs. 
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'as. In paragraph 4 of the oWners' written statement_ 176 persons'are alleged 
·to have lost their lives in the accident and the names of the deceased are set out 
.in Appendix 'F' to that statement and Appendix 'G' is a statement of. reconciliaUan 
<Of lamps and :Qersons as shown in what are· called lamp registers but what are 
.really registers of attendance of workers_ underground, in the second ·shift on the 
.19th of February, 1958. Appendix 'G' to the written statement of the owners 

· .shows that there were 192 persons tindel"ground at the time of the explosion. 
Of them two came out by the S. S. dr.ift themselves and one came· up in the ca:e 

-himsel!. 17 were rescued alive and one more was brought up to the surface dead. 
The number of persons .missing and believed to ·have perished underground was 

.accordingly 171. To these are to be added 4 persons who died in hospital after 
,rescue and the persons recovered deaq, bringing the total f1Umber ot casualties to . 
176. When I was studying the record I found it extremely difficut to tallow the 
calculation in the different statements, viz., Appendix 'G' to the written statement 

'of the owners and Appendix III to Mr. Rosser's report, Ex. O.S. 72 and I called 
.upon an Inspector of Mines to file a statement showing the calculation and the 
,.statement was accordingly filed and this has been marked Ex. D.M.I. 46 on behalf 
of the Court. From this it appears that for the second shift on the 19th Of February, 
1958 as many as four registers are relevant. The first is the register of attendance 

:of C.R.O. workers which is Ex. No. W. 43•. There the total nuinber of entries b 
196. It "is the register kept both for the Inclines and Nos. 1 & 2 pits. By actual 

-verification by an Inspector of Mines in the presence of an Under-Manager, Sri 
·vasudeva, the number of men found to have been engaged in the Inclines was 
w130 and from the· recruitment list of C.R.O. workers it was further found that an 
-entry herein was made of a non-existent person. · If these 130 men engaged ill 
the Inclines and the wrong entry are left out of account, there is a_ residue of 65 
persons. There was one ~an whose name was entered in the register as havinr: 
taken a ·lamp, but who on verification was found not to have gone down and ·there 
was anothe;r man who on enquiry was found to have gone down, but whose name 
.-was not recorded, so that there were altogether 65 C.R.O. workers who are supposed 
.to have been in Nos. 1 & 2 pits in that shift and who are supposed all to have 
perished. The next register is the register Of attendance··of workers in Nos. 1 & 2 

1pits other than C.R.O. workers. This is Ex. W. 10. The total number of entries 
.in this register is 135. In this register four names were· entered twice, once against 
.-cap lamps and again against oil lamps, the safety supervising starr being provided 
. with both; three surface workers were wrongly entered in the register and shown 
as' surface workers though the register is meant only for undergound workers; four 

--were wrongly entered....-in the register though they· were reallY surface workers, but 
were not shown as such in the register and two were entered as having gone down, 

.but were found on verification not to have gone down. Out of the total number 
of entries, i.e. 135, 13 have thus to be deducted, leaving a residue of 122 persons. 
The total number therefore that was actually underground in that shift is 122, Qlil 
1'ar as this register shows. The next register to be considered is the register of 

-.attendance of non-C.R.O. workers in S. S. pit and S. S. drift Ex. W. 44. The 
total number of entries in this register is 14. Two persons entered in the register 
.as having gone down were found on verification not to have gone down. That 
. makes the total number underground from this register to be 12. The next register 
so be considered is the register of attendance of No. 3 pit. Ex. W. 45. Amonggt 
the persons who are entered in this register are persons who earn<> into the s. s . 

.. drift with lamps from No. 3 pit. The total number of such persons is 8. Out of 
8 entered as having. gone. down, two were found on verification not to have gone 

. down. That leaves the total of six from this register. . If the figures from these 
four registers be added up (65+122+12+6), the total number of persons who 

·.went down at the beginning of the shift comes t"o 205. By actual verification it 
.appears that 11 persons mentioned in Ex. W. 10 and 4 persons mentioned iri Ex. 
w·. 4 came out before the explosion. That leaves a total of 190 persons under

,ground. at the time of the explosion. In addition, two workers who though not in 
the register are said to have gone down and supposed to have perished because 
they could not be found were included in this list making the total. number of 

. underground workers at the time of the explosion 192. Of these, as alreadY stated_. 
20 were brought out alive and one brought out dead ~d four of those who w;ere 

'brought out alive subsequently died. The total number of casualties thus comes to 
176. In Appednix III to Mr. Rosser's report, Ex. O.S.-72, bodies found with skulls 

.nre stated to be 164 and those without skulls 6 making a total of 170. Four among!lt 
·.those who-'had been rescued died and Vaslstha Mohan Dube had been taken out 
·.after he had died. This makes a total of 175 and not 176. Actually though the 
report (Appendix III) shows 164 bodies with skulls, there is, as I shall have 

;occasion to point out later, a discrepancy between this number- and the member 
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.t. skulls tha.t the doctor holding the post-mortem examination had before him. Ina.. 
this calculation, of course, t~ere appears to me to be a little flaw. Cases are not. 
unkno~ when after ~n accident workers, whether they go undergroUnd or not , lD 
the shift concerned, JUSt make themselves scare just out of fright or for otheE"· 
rea;9ons such as obtaining the compensation payable under the Workmen's Campen-· 
sat~on Act. .Ev~n work':rs who go und~rgroun~ and who come out before the · 
acc1dent may qu1te conce1vably do so. It lS therefore not improbable that the total 
number of casu~ties as calculated above is somewhat less, but this much is clear· 
that the casualt1es could not have exceeded 176. Appendix VIIIa and Append.ix. 
VIIIb to Mr. Rosser's report and an enclosure to the report of Sri H. B. Ghose~ . 
ata~ . that 139 cap lamps and 17 oil l~ps ':"ere recovered :after the de-watering. 
ObVIously therefore a number of lamps IS still unaccounted for even on the basis: 
of th.::se statements. The number of the-cap lamps given here is not however quite · 
accurate and the number actually recovered may be held to be 138, for only 111 
~'?mplete . c~p lamps ~ere recovered tog':ther with 19 lamps with only the head ' 
p1ec.~ m1ssmg and w1th 8 lamps of wh~ch only the covers were available. 1[1.>: 
addition, only one head piece and two accumulators without cover were recovered. 
The only head piece that was recovered might well have ·been the missing hea~ 
piece of one of the 19 lamps without head pieces and the two accumulators without:. . 
cover migh1: well have formed part of the 8 lamps of which oniy covers were 
available. Clearly then at the most 138 cap lamps only can be said to have been 
recovered and not 139. It further appears from the Lamp Registers that 32 oil 
lamps were issued for the second shift of 19th February 1958. Of these. 2, one of 
Easista Mohan Dubey and one of. Tribhuban Das., had been already recovered. or· 
the remaining 30, 7 appear to have been made over to supervisory staff who also-
r.arry cap lamps. Thus, there are 23 oil lamps left; out of these 17 were rec9vered. 
It is more than probable that the debris, which is still to be cleared, conceals some· 
at least of ·the lamps·· that still remain unaccounted for. If the number of lamps. 
found underground on re-entry is any indication of the number of casualties, theG-~ · 
they should be in the neighbourhood· of 138+ 17 i.e. 155. 
. 39. The consolidated report of post-mortem examination of the bones ~tc., . 
recovered after the de-watering by the Subdivisional Medical Officer, L. M. Hospital. 
Asansol, submitted under my direction, shows that the hospital n.ceived a number 
of dismembered dead bodies and counted bones etc., of particular kind~, ~r:d from. 
the total ·number they calculated that the minimum number of qead ooa1es they 
received must have been 115 and the number might conceivably have been a few 
more. Of course this calculation is based on the number of skulls which appears to· 
De 115. It may be that all the skulls were not recovered . . Some of them may 

· be lying under the debris still to be cleared. and some maY ha~e be~n so crushed 
and mixed with the debris as to be really incapable of identificatiOn as human. 
skulls. In view of these discrepancies, it is far !rom certain ~hat all these 176 
persons were amongst the casualties. But on the data available i't appears. 
reasonably certain that the casualties could not h!lve been less than 115 and more 
than 176, and were probably a few more than 155 .which is the number · of cap.· 
'lamps and oil lamps other than those supplied to supervisory staff, found under- · 
{;lround on re-entry. \ 
II. THE PROBLEMS FOR INVESTIGATION AS TI-lEY APPEARED TO THES. 

PARTIES AT THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE INQUIRY AND TOWARD .· 
ITS CONCLUSION. 

40. That the accident consisted of a series of explosions underground, th~ first . 
of which had occurred a:bout ·9-45 p.m . on the 19th of _February, 195.8 admits of_ 
little doubt and it is common ground amongst the parties. The parties howeyer 
were not at qne when they filed their statements !is t~ ~hether the first ~xplos10n ~ 

•was predominantly methane! or coal dust, where It ongmated a~d how either the 
methane or the coal dust was ignited. As the underground workmgs had not b~en . 
fully explored when the parties filed their written staten:ents, they were all grop_mg. 
in the' dark and whatever opinions they expressed therem were naturally tentative .. 

4l . According to the owners, the first explosion was originally due .to m_ethane 
and was predominantly a methane explosion, coal dust having _Played llt~le 1f any .. 
part in this explosion; it occurred somewhere on the eastern siC~e ~o. which 11;? one . 
could penetrate <?n the night. of the disaster, and the s~urce,of 1gmtJon was s~mf: 
non-recurrent mischance wh1ch may never be determmed. The Departmen ° 
Mines agreed with the owners that the explosion. w~s initiat.ed by infiam~able gas, .. 
but suspected coal dust of having taken a part m 1t. But It could not tilro"f fny 
light on the source of ignition. The Mine .Managers' A?sociation did pot ~u t' ori: 
ward any theory at all on any of these pomts. Accor~mg to the Indian . a I~na · 
Mine Workers Federation and the Colliery Mazdoor Umon. probably the txplo;;JOfl'-> 
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·~f ·a ::m1all amount of. gas started a much larger dust ·explosion which in its turn 
.started a fire ·and it suggested that the Court of Inquiry would have to go ·into the 
·questions whether the necessary precautions prescribed by law were taken by the· 
.Management in different matters. The Colliery Mazdoor Congress without advanc
ing any theory at. all as to the nature and the origin of the explosion attributed to 
the :Management and the Department of Mines. a variety of sins of· omission and· 
commission. The Indian Mine Workers' Federation and the All India Trade Union 
Congress also did the same and suggested that the Chinakuri Colliery was a veritable 
:powder-magazine in the winter months when the low surface temperature enabled 
the downcast or intake air to pick up a large quantity of moisture from the work
ings so as to dry up the coal dust which intensive mechanization with conveyors 
.and fast haulages produced in large quantities, and gas accumulated in consequence 
of a defective system of ventilation. They did not clearly say if it was a methane 
-or coal d~st ~~.Plosion, ~mt went on. to say that, whatever 1t was, probably. the 
source f!f 1gmbon 'Y'as e1ther shot firmg or electricity. They charged the Manage-

·ment w1th general mcomp~tence and alleg~d. that adequate precautionary meas1;1res · 
wer.e not tak .. en. The Col11ery Iyiazdoor Sam1ty also. while making some allegations 
.agamst the -~~anageme~t .and the Inspectorat~ of Mines did not t;-y ~~ make. any 
..case as to either the oJ:1gm of the first explosion or the source of 1gn1t1on. 

42. During the first stage of the inquiry therefore, the· main issues were: 

(i) whether it was a gas or ~oal dust explosion to start with; 
(ii) where exactly it originated; 
(iii)· if it was a methane explosion, whether coal dust played a major or a 

.minor part therein; and · · 
(iv) how· ~ar, first the Management ~ould be held responsible for it for not 

talnng the necessary precautions which . if they were taken, would 
have averted the catastrcpher and secondly, the Department of Mines 
dischar~ed their duties satisfactorily in ensuring compliance with the 
regulations etc. . 

At that stage it was hardly possible to try to ascertain the source of ignition. 
"The owners led evidence first to explain with reference to a large number of plans 
·etc. the main lines along which the colliery was worked, and secondly,. to place 
before the Court of Inquiry whatever materials could be collected on the surface 
.and during the underground visit of different parties after the first explosion on 
the night of the 19th of February, 1958, and on behalf of the workers' organizations 
strenuous attempts were made to sound the weak spots in the system of working 
-of the mine and to see how far the Management could be held to have strictly 
.followed the rules and regulations in different matters. . . ' 

43. Two days after the inquiry commenced, viz. on the 25th of April, 1958, 
·Counsel for the owners, Sri Choudhury informed the Court that the make of gas 
.had been increasing in the affected pits and that.it would be worth while to observe 
the phenomenon and try to ascertain its causes which might give a clue to the 

--causes of the accident under inquiry. On this information ·the owners wer~ 
.directed to submit a written report, and the Mines Department and Dr. Badami, 
the Scientific Observer, were also directed to ·examine the position and submit 
,reportsrand the Mine Managers' Association was also given the option of sending 
.an observer there if it so desired. The owners, however, did not submit any 
written report. Dr. Badami, Sri H. B. Ghosh, the Regional Inspector and Sri M. K. 
Bose. President, Indian Mine Managers' Association subm'itted reports which were 

.marked exhibits on· behalf of the Court on admission by the parties. Dr. Badami's 
-report dated the 26th April, 1958 is Ex. C.l. It says that he took samples of gas 
at (1) the return side of partition wall at the entrance to No. 2 drift, (2) Main • 
return of No. 3 pit about 300 ft. below sand-stowing pit and (3) between 21 and 22 
levels in 2 Dip and air measurements were also taken under his supervision by 
.one of the apprentices. The results were as follows:-
--------------------

(I) 

(2) 

(3) 

Locution Quantity 
cft./min. 

3,670 

%Methane 
in gas 
sample 

o·sr 

o· 51 

. · ! Quantity of CH4.'Min. 

0 0 

867o(2 · Fs-o·:;. 
2:3 appro:-.. 
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·.The total make, of gas thus .worked out at 740 dt./~in. But the originql make. 
:was of the orde~ of 490· cft./mm .. so that there was about 50 per cent. increase in 
the ~ake of gas m all the t~ree pits and more than 80 per cent. in Nos. 1 and 2 pits. 
He. ~Id not make any estimate of the water because Mr. Rosser, Chief Mining' 
Engmeer of Messrs. Andrew Yule & Co. Ltd. is said to have' done so But 
Mr. Ro~ser did not in fact submit !3-llY r~port, presumably because Sri M. K: Bose 
.and Sn H. B. Ghosh both deal with this matter. The report of Sri M. K Bos"' 
is Ex. C.2. Sri Bose did not. himself take any sample of gas, but refers to th~ 
samples taken by Dr. Badami and said that from the records of the Company the· 
normal gas emission from the workings appeared to be 500 eft. per minute and. 
from the samples taken by Dr. Badami it was evident at the time of examination' 
of the pits that the gas emissi_on per minute was raised to 740 eft. per minute 
.appr~ximately. As regards the mcreased make of water, he says that by observing 
the nse and fall· of the water level during the pumping p~riod as well as during 
·the stoppage of the pump the make of water was found tb be about 11,000 gallons 
per hour. Prior to the explosion this was only 2,000 gallons per hour so that there 
was an extra influx of 9,000 gallons per hour. The report of Sri H. B. Ghosh is 
Ex. C.3. He says that the total original make of water in Nos. ·1· & 2 pits was 
about 3,500 gallons per hour .. On the 2nd of April, 1958 it was observed· that a 
.35 H.P. pump of a rated capacity of 15,000 gallons per hour, but probably not 
working to full capacity could not prevent the water from rising and on the 7th 

·Of April, 1958 on a detailed experiment carried 'out by: the Management it was 
found that 'N.os. 1 & 2 pits were making an extra quantity of water of about 9,000 
gallons per hour. From these Sri Ghose came to the conclusion that a heavy feeder 

·Of water had suddenly been met with in Nos. 1 & 2 pits. As regards the make of 
_gas, he found from the records of first part of January, 1958 that .36 per cent. CH4 
was present in the combined return air (107100 cft./min.) of No. 3 pit workings and 
Main West _district of Nos. 1 & 2 pits, i.e. the total quantity of CH4 produced from• 
·these workmgs was 385 cft./min. This he marks (A). Similarly the total quantity 
of CH4 from zero dip return which was the total return of th~ rest of the mine 
showed .45 per cent. CH4 in about 45,000 cft./min. so that ·the total quantity of 

·CH4 from these workings was about 200 cft./min. and this he marked (B). Adding 
(A) and (B) together, he found that the total quantity of CH4 from the workings 
of No. 3 pit and Nos. 1 & 2 pits was 585 cft./min. and this he marked (C). Then 
.at the time of examination he found that the total quantity of air in the fan evasee 

'·of the sand stowing pit was 105,000 cft./min. and on the 24th and 25th of April. CH4 
·Concentration in the main return was .8 per cent. and .72 per cent. respectlve_ly. 
Calculating on the basis. of .72 per cent. CH4 concentration, he found the quanht_y 
of CH4 coming out from No. 3 pit and Nos. 1 & 2 pits to be 756 cft./min. and this 
he marked (D). Deducting (C) from (D), he found that the make of CH4 from 
the workings of No. 3 pit and Nos. 1 & 2 pits had gone up by 171 cft./min. Then 
on the assumption that only the exposed workings of Nos. 1 & 2 pits were at tl_J.e 
time contributing to the make of gas· and not also the workings which were still 
under water he proceeded to calculate the increase in the make of CH4 on the 
basis of the normal make of CH4 from No. 3 pit workings and from No. 5 rise dis
trict which was exposed at the time and found this increased· make to be 432 eft./ 
min. He concluded by saying that there was no doubt that the make of water and 
gas had been increased considerably in the worki_ngs of Nos. 1 & 2 pits,. that the · 
increase in the make of water indicated a certam feeder of water havmg been 
encountered, and that the increase in the make of gas might be due to a ~lo.yer 
of gas in the workings or to pent-up gas in the coal seam and the: strata now Issmpg 
at a greater',rate than before. This brought the Cpurt of Inqmry and the .P~rtles 
face to face with the possibility of an unus1;1al release of fire-damp gas prov1dmg 1 
large body of inflammable gas in the workmgs. It could, however, be no more a 
t.his stage than the first glimmerings of a possible solution of part Of the mystery 
of the explosion. 

44. During the second and final lap of the . inquiry however, w~en after an 
•exploration of the underground workings Mr. Rosser, Dr. Badam1, ~r. Evant' 
Mr. James, Sri H. B. Ghosh and Sri H. K. Bhattacharjee submitted the1r ~epor s 
along with Prof. Subrahmanyam who never visited the mine after the d!saster, 
the scope of the inquiry somewhat changed. All but one of these reports, mz. thaft 

-of Prof.· Subrahmanyam are full of valuable data. The .report. o~ .~ro · · 
.Subrahmanyam does not furnish any new data, but proceeds to give some opmwn.s. 
·on the data he collected from the reports of Messrs. Rosser and Evans. Dr .. Badami, 
the Scientific Observer, submitted only an objective i.'ei?ort of the da~a which cThe 
under his observations and this was in accordance w1th the reqmrements. . : 
-experts examined before the Court now broadly agree that not m~rely thef fi~h' 
but probably all the ignitions were of methane, ~nd that the evidence ? 1~ .damaged materials points largely to a source of violence somew;here betv. e~n 'ty 
.and 16 rise off 1 east level. As to the source of methane, there Is also unamcfclen 
. .amongst all except Prof. Subrahmanyam that there was an outburst of ;;u 
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release' of a l~ge body of m~t~ne in .15 ri~e and. pex:haps in the dyke face. Pro~ 
Subrahmanyam's is the lone vo1ce wh1~h stlJ! mamta!ns that the sour~e of. the ga:i:: 
was, as usual, the co.al.being worked, lJ:?- wh1ch gas 1s occl~ded. and lS bemg con-. 
stantly emitted and If 1t accumulated m the easte~ reg!on, It was because. of 
defective ventilation which did not ensur~ tha~ s.uflicient a1r would penetrate mtO> 
that area and dilute the gas below explosive llrmts. The controversy towards the- , 
end of the ihquiry thus narrowed do'Wn from what it was at the beginning broadly
to the source of the gas and the souri:e of the ignition. Although the experts. 
generally agree that the fuel of the explosions was largely methane, in an inquiry
of this kind, even this unanimity amongst the experts t~eed not compel the Court's. 
acceptance of this opinion, unless .tl~e reaso~s for ~he opinion. can stand scrutiny. 
The question therefore that was ongmally r!l1sed, vtz. whether 1t was a methane or 
coal dust explosion to start with still remams,. alt~ough no longer in the form ot.· 
an acute controversy amongst the parties. The pomts, therefore, for investigation. 
may at this stage be conveniently formulated as follows:-' . . 

(i) whether the explosions were of GH4 or of coal dust; 

(ii) ·whether if the explosions were of methane, there were one or mor~ 
- simultan~us outbursts or releases of gas to account for ·the large

?Ccumulahon of gas, or whether gas was allowed to accumulate from: 
1ts normal make as a result of the fundamentally defective.ventilation·· 

(iii) what were the site of Ignition and the igniting agent of either gas if th; 
explosions were of methane, or of coal dust, if they were of coal dust. 

(iv) what·part,if any, at all, did coai dust tak~ in the explosions if the e~plo~ 
sions were initially of meth~ne; and . 

(v) whether in the first pl~ce there. was any general negligence on the part 
of the Management m followmg ~he r!lles .a!J.d the regulations and on .. 
the part of the Inspectorate of Mines m seemg that the rules and th"' 
regulations were du_ly com'(:!lied with, and in the second place, whethe; .. 
there was any special negligence on_ the pa:r:t of th¢ Management and 
on the part o~ the Inspectorate of Mmes which could have contribute.f 
to the exp los10ns. 

45. The facts.. collected during the examination of the underground workings by· 
Dr. Badami, Mr. Rosser, Mr. Welsh. whose report forms Appendix VII to Mr. Rosser'.;. 
report, Mr. Evans, Mr. Ja~es, Sn H. B. Ghosh and Sri H. K.. Bhattacharyya ar<>
numerous and impor_tan.t. m so far as (a) they have excluded numerous possibl~
sites and sources o~ 1gmtwn and. (b) have led to. th~ location of the origin of the
violence and blast m one area, vtz. the eastern d1stnct and on the rise sid f th 
main loco level near the ?-yke.. In this all the investigators are agreed ei 0shalr 
therefore, confine myself m this. report to only such of these facts in c'o t• .,. 
with the above area as the part1es have referred ·to in the course of th I_lnec Ion. 
ments and such other facts as may be either relevant for the u elr argu
mining the true significance of the facts referred to by the ~rtlpose of deter
appear to us t_o be otherwise: r~levant and significant. It is of c~u es or_bals may
what in the hght of our ex1stmg knowledge may not appear t rse, poss1 e that 
may acquire, from fresh additions to our present store Of infer 0 ~~ relevant at ali' 
varying degrees of importance, and. it is my considered 

0 
i . rna lon an!f acumen,. 

whic~ has resulte_d in the los~.of some 176 lives will not ~l~~ont~ha\th1s disast~r· 
valn If the matenals for senous research which it provides ge e~ ave been m. 
matter of dealing with sudden releases of gas and of detectin particularly in the 
ignition are pursued by dul7 qualified scientists with the objg fnfsual sources of:' 
frontiers of our kr:owl.edge: m th~se ma~ters. 'fl:',e Company . ec.t 0 ex~ending the 
the Court of InqUlry m d1scovenng the true cause or cau ln ~ s anxiety to help 
:~pared no expense. and has prepared a large number of ses 0 the accident ha~ 
one set of which, vtz. Appendix I to Mr. Rosser's Report avaluable plans for all but 
supplied, from which it is possible to have a clear ide s many as ten copies were 
things were like in parts thereof after the explosion onat~f tf

9
e wor,kings, of what 

(as reported by the rescue teams and others) and ag . e f th of February last 
They also supplied ?- large portable model of Nos. 1 & tm. a ter the dewatering:· 
.another of. the: workmgs of Nos. 1 and 2 pits, and these welits

1 
and ~he-Inclines and 

part of the ~1tarampur Res~ue Station where the inquir e ~ aced .m a conspicuous 
anyone, anxwus to refer to 1t, could easily do so In Y was bemg held so that 
general view of the data ?ollected during the inquiry ~r~er_ that one could have a 
tabular form made by Sn H. B. Ghosh the Re io • ave had a statement in · 
I ma~e :m appendix to this .r.e~ort. Th'e refere~ce na_l In~pector of Mines and th'~
in th1s report and the depos1hons of 1witnesses ar~ In at tabular statement a 1.> 
number~' of. the cyclostyled copy of the evidence whic~o J:rhe machin~ printed pan&: 
and wh1ch 1s made a part of the record for facility f f e owners kmdly provl"dg'i, 

o re erence. ell!] 
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III. THE •INHERENT DIFFICULTIES OF THE INQUIRY 

46. The probiems enunci;ted in the. last section ar~ ~11 evidentiy . scientific. 
Even during the last lap of the Inquiry as it progressed, it became increasingly 
clear to me that what we have been called upon to do. in trying to unravel tbe 
mystery of the explosion is to investigate a number of problems some of which are 
obscure even to those engaged in actual mining work or research, and I kept on 
stressing this every now and then specially when I thought any of the parties was 
straying far afield in search of matters not likely t~ take l.!S anywhere near the 
solution of these problems. Of course I must at the same tlme say that while at 
this stage we were conscious of the problems, if somewhat dimly, the materials 
available then were not enough to enable any one. to say '?'ith any precision that 
exactly the problems were, and as a matter of fact till the mme could be re-entered 
by the different investigators and fuller dat~ were available to them so as to enable 
them to give an opinion, it was hardly possible. to set out c~early. th.e po!nts for our 
investigation. !'have no doupt that everyone connected With this mqmry came to 
realise sooner or later as we proceeded that fundamentally our problems· were 
technical and scientific. The first difficulty, therefore, of the Court of Inquiry is 
that it is presided over by one .without any technical equipment at all though of 
course there was an expert of Dr. Whitaker's eminence to help it across the hurdles 
it necessarily met. The second difficulty is the application of the purely judicial 
process in the exploration of purely scientific problems, and I have had, in con
sultation with my learned colleagues and the pa~ties, to modify it to some extent. 
particularly when the results of some experiments .conducted in the Mining Resear<::h 
Station under the directions of Pr. Whitaker had to be brought· on the record from 
time to time even at late stages. . In spite of such modifications I have felt at times 
thflt t.he judicial l?rocess is probably ·not· the most effective· WfJ.Y ;of gettmg ·at· a 
scientific ttuth which may and does often elude even the most patient search out-
sicJ,e a laboratory or a research institute. · · · · · · 

47. The third and major difficulty in the case arises from the fact that· there is 
not ·a shigle survivor from the eastern region of the mine· to fell us his experience 
of what happened in that region wP,~re, it is now agreed ·on' all hands, the explos~on 
originated.· ·NecessarilY,· therefore, If a reconstruction of ·what actually happened 
there is vossible at all on the materials· before us, that reconstrl}.ction must be made 
on the basis of the circumstantial evidence before us, and the Circumstances have 
to be properly arranged and internreted before one can reach a conclusion. 

. . 
48. The fourth difficulty arises in this case first from the fire caused by the first 

exPl<?sioP, and also :lJ!obably by ~he subseque~t explosions; ancJ, se~oridly; #om the 
flobd.Ing. The fires and tP.e sub.seqUE;nt explosiOns could ·have conSiderably affected 
~he evidence of the first explosion either by qestroying parts of it or by otherwise 
changing· its character: · The subsequent floodmg may have washed away much o! 
the soot· and the cqal dust, coked and un-coked. The water pumped into the work
im~s' .Lhrou~h -a sand bunker must have .gone do~n with som!'! force along the sand 
stowmg drift, the cross-cut and a few; diP gal~enes on both sides of the bottom-end 
of the cross-cut. In the levels and m the· nses however there cannot "have been 
such rapid movement of the. water, as the up· and down movement of the water 
with pumping and de-watermg mus~ P,aye been pretty slow. This was evident 
from the impressions of the dead bodies on the roof with bits of flesh still sticking 

. to such impressions at p~aces and their corresponding positions after de-watering. 
In fact the horizontal movement· of the dead bodies in the upper levels and the 
rises seems ~o have been negligible. Some loose props and timbers may also have 
floated up and down to some extent The flooding, therefore, beyond washing 
away a part of the soot and the coal dust, coked and un•coked, and beyond causing 
a certain movement of the dead bodies, bot~ horizontal and vertical, in the dips and 
some movements of the loose props and timbers, does not see'!ll to have affected 
the evidence in any apprec!able degree . 

. 49. The ~fth difficulty !s. tha~ be.fore. the Court of Inquiry' began its work there 
could not be a thorough mvestlgatwn m the matter by· the Department of Mines 
or by anyone else so as to enable any of the parties to come forward with a clear~ 
cut case to start with and with clear-cut or exhaustive evidence on each of the 
matters involved. The Department of Mines no doubt began an investigation 
which was discontinued with the announcement of the Court of Inquiry being set 
·up .. One of the consequences of this is that no , one could possibly have known 

·when the Inquiry began or after it began, what possible evidence could be there 
on any partiCular point. The reason why I have to mention this here is that corn.:. 
ments have been made on behalf of the workers' organisations during arguments 
that the owners or the Department of Mines did not produce all available evidence 
on certain points. These comments evh~ently lose sight of the fact that none of 
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the parties, the owners and the Department of Mines, no less than t~e workers' 
organisations, can be supposed even now to know all the relevant evidence that 
may actually be available on any particular point, and ~he Court could ~ardly h3;ve 
tried to get hold of all the evidence that may be avmlable on a par~ICl!lar pomt 
without prolonging the duration of the Inquiry beyond all reasonable limits. I am 
far from certain that even if any such attempt were made or could be .made, the 
parties or the Court of Inquiry would have appreciably benefited from It. I have 
not, in the circumstances, attached any importance to such comments. and told the 
parties as much when they made such comments in the course of their arguments. 
I have proceeded to exalnine the relinbility of the evidence that is actu~Ily b~fore 
the court and then to see what conclusion· does or does not follow from It by Itself 
or in combination with other proved facts. Another consequence of the fact that 
there was no previous investigation into the accident is that this court is both the 
Investigator and the Judge, and this dual role is extremely difficult in all conscience, 

·particularly for one without any background of technical knowledge or experience 
in the line: J 

50. Attempts have, at times, been made during argument to test a particular 
fact in the light of a theory and then to say that the fact could not be accepted 
if it was found not to fit in with the theory. I have no hesitation in saying, 
that the two learned Assessors . agree with me, that this is an entirely wrong· 
approach. It is the theories advanced which have got to be tested against the 
proved facts, and not facts against the theories. ·The reason· is obvious. When 
a theory is advanced, it is to be established by means of facts which fit in 
with it. To try to test a fact against any such theory and then to say· that the 
fact is not proved is · really what is. known as an argument . in a circle which 
begins with an assumption of the fact to be proved. This is logically unsound. 
Neither the judicial process nor the scientific could permit it though. it might. 
help a party putting forward a particular theory to prove it by sweepm~r out of 
the way inconvenient facts which refuse to fit into the theory. The method, 
therefore, that I have followed is· to test each relevant fact on such considerations 
as may be pertinent for deciding whether the evidence that seeks to prove it is 
reliable and then to say if it has been established and finally if it has been held 
to. be established to proceed to solve the different problems on the basis of the 
relevant facts established. 

IV. TOWARDS A SOLUTION 

_ 51. What I propose to do in this section is to take up the problems ~nunciated 
in Section II one by one, to sort out each of the different facts which favour 
one solution of that problem or another, to discuss the evi.dence on which 
each of _these facts rests for finding out if the evidence IS acce_ptable or 
conclusive proof of the fact and then to try to arrive at the solution of the 
problem on hand on the facts established. When one pr~bleJ? . has been 
disposed of in this way, I shall pr<M!eed to the next and deal with It m the same 
way and 'so on till all of them are disposed of. 

A. WHETHER THE EXPLOSIONS WERE OF CH4 OR COAL DUST 

(a) Facts that. favour, the theory of the explosion being of CH4 

. 52. (i) Flame at fen evasee.-Sri V .. N. Gupta (witness No. W-3),_ Shri B. S. 
Gill (witness No. W-2) and Sri P. Chatterjee (witness No. W-4) claim to have 
lleen a transient flame at the fan evasee on their way to the pits after they had 
heard a loud report. According to Sri Gill the Flame was partly yellowish and 
partly bluish. According to Shri Gupta it was bluish and according to 
Shri Chatterjee it was yellowish. According to Shri Gill the height of the flame 
was about 3 ft. or 4 ft., and it was a "streak sort of thing and not continuing". 
He does not say anything about the width of the flame. Shri Gill in his re-

. examination says that he stopped to see the flame continuing. He saw it b-ecause 
he stopped there only for a second or two. Shri Gupta says that the flame 
was covering almost the whole width of the evasee, but it was not very high. 
Then he says that, as far as he could see, it was about 2~ ft. to 3 ft. Cross
examined by Shri Mullick he says when he saw it the flame was continuous. 
Then lie goes on to say that he saw the flame and continued walking, and 
looke.d at the flame and continued walking, till he reached the canteen when 
the flame ·subsided, and that they were not continuously looking at the flame. 
Shri Chatterjee says that when he looked up he saw to his utter astonishment 
a black smoke coining out of the evasee with a streak of frre, and when he saw
a flame he n::turally thought that something might have been happening in the 
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\~lectrical motor running the fao.. Shri Chatferjee also does not -say any.thing 
.as .to whether, the flame. covered almost the whole width of the eva~. 
Shn Dhaneswar Routh (w1tness No. 20) examined on behalf of the Colliery 
M<_J.zdoor Congress, who was working as a Bankman in No. 1 pit in the second 
shift on the 19th February, 1~58, and who J?.eard a ~oud report, says he did not 
see any flame; nor does Shn Tarapada RaJak (w1tness No. 23) examined on 
behalf of the same party, who was n~ar the screening plant of No .. 1 pit, when 
h~ heard a very ~oud report and saw dense smoke coming out of both the 
;p1ts, speak of havmg seen the flame. There is thus on the one hand the 
.evidence of Shri Gill, Sln:i Gupta and. Shri Chatterjee, who claim to have 
seen the flame, and the ev1dence of Shn Dhaneswar Routh and Shri Tarapada 
Rajak, one of whom says he did. not see a flame and the other does not 5 ay 
any~;lung at all as to whether he saw a flame or not though he mentions smoke 
havmg_ come 01;1t of both the pits. . The question, thet"efore, arises whether 

-there 1s a conflict between the ev1dence of these two sets of witnesses 
or the evidence of both the sets "can l;Je accepted and reconciled. There is 
hardly any reason wh~ any of these w1tnesses should tell a lie .on this point._ 
On behalf of the Colllery Mazdoor Congress Shri Deven Sen and on behalf 
of the Indian Mine Workers' Federation, Shri Bikash Roy, suggested in their 
.arguments that these three. witnesses might have been perjuring themselves at 
the instance of the owners. But, not only is there nothing · to support that 
suggestion, on the other hand there are certain circumstances which, in our 
opinion, negative· that suggestion. The first is that, at· that stage it was impossi
ble for any of the parties to see the true significance of this piece of evidence 
beyond this that possibly. the explosion was of methane. The second is that 
the witnesses have disagreed amongst themselves as regard the colour of the 
1lame. If th'ey had come to the court with a tutored story one would hardly 
have expected that disagreement on a somewhat vital point. Shri Gill who 
was put into the witness box before the other two says it was partly blUish 
.and partly yellowish, and then Shri Gupta, who had drawn Shri Gill's attention 
to the flame, said it was bluish, and then Shri Chatterjee, who was called to 
the box after both Shri Gill and Shri Gupta, .said it was yellowish. Shri Bikash 
Roy suggests that Shri Chatterjee would say that the flame was yellowish 
because though Shri Gupta says it was blUish, Shri Gill, before him, had 
described it as both bluish and yellowish. If the whole thing were. got up each 
of them must have known what exactly they had to say and no occesion could 
probably have arisen for Shri Chatterjee to try to harmonise the evidence of 
Shri Gill and Shri Gupta. Besides, if the owners .really wanted to cook up 
evidence in support 1of a theory, what prevented them from asking Shri Taneja 
to come forward with the same story? In Mr. Rosser's note giving . the reasons 
:for his conclusion that the explosion was predominantly methane and that coal 
dust played a relativ_ely :minor part, Ex. 0. S. 56, which was submitted between' 
29th · April, 1958 and 1st May, 1958, there is a. mention of the flame 
having been seen .at the fan evasee and that is one of the reasons 
for his conclusion. Consequently, if the owners · actually wan~d to 
:rely 9n got-up . evidence·. they could prob.ably have got !J.old of senior 
:and more exper1enced men to support th1s story. There 1s yet another 
.consideration for the rejection of the contention that this evidenc~ ow«:s 
its genesis to the inspiration' of the management. It is this that at the time th1S 
'€Vidence was recorded none COuld possibly have known that there W!>uld be 
:~Y\Vhere in the min!'! concrete .evidence of an outburst ~uch .as the big crack 
m 15 rise off 1 east r~se level w1th some small coal depos1ted m two places on 
the western side· and if no such crack was _found, the evidence would be 
extremely difficuit to explain even with the additional make of gas repo!tedd 
Sho~tly after the InqUiry l;Je~an, because the flame at the fan evasee, short-li'[e 
as It might have been, distmctly went to show that somewhere Ill the mme 
there was such a reservoir of inflammable gas which at one stage filled the 
mine air with it sd much so that it not only .caused an explosion. underground 
lbut in passing out of the fan ev~see connected to the upc;ast s~aft 1t even burnt 
on the surface This, to my mmd, would prevent any mtelligent perso_n from 
taking the risk of inventing something which might be difficult to explam la~ehr 
on in the event of the absence of any tangible evidence in its-- support, !Jf whic 
no one could be sure at the moment of the invention because the mme · was 
inaccessible. These facts and the manner in which the owners have throuhgh
•out helped this Court in its work by a lavish supply of plans . and ot er 
:materials that could possibly throw some ,light on the disaster, make t~e .learped 
Assessors and myself thoroughly disinclmed to accept any such msmua 10~ 
·againt their" Integrity. and good faith. In these circumstances, w~ are !J.O 
·prepared to hold that any of these witnesses perjured himself on '~he pomt. 
'Similarly there is no reason at all why Shri Dhaneswar Routh or Shr1 Tarapada 
~ajak sh~uld perjure himself on this point if in fact either "had ~een the flaxg.~ 
;Shri Dhaneswar Routh was questioned by the'Court when he said that 1thhe Ih 
mot see any ftame, nor does he mention having seen any smoke, a oug 
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Shri Tarapada Raja.~ says that.l;le. did se~ the. smo~~· . From the very fact 
theref.ore that· Tarapada saw the smoke and Dhaneswar did not, although botn 
of them. were very near the pit head; it is possible to argue that there was no-' 
smoke at all. On a consideration of tlie wHole of this evidence I am inclined 
to think, and the !.earned Assessois agree with me, that it is the old story of 
•eyes. and no eyes' which is. responsible for one set ·of witnesses seeing the flame 
and the other not seeirig it; ':['he youngmen on hearing the l.oud report ran 
towar:ds the pits whence the report had emana~e.d, and the workmen who were 
prachcall:>; at the pit head 'ran away from it; and if Shri Dhaneswar Routh is 
to be believed he caught hold of the rails ancl. wa.s unconscious. As already 
stated, he does not speak of having seen even the smoke which Sl;J.ri Tarapada Rajak 
saw coming out of bot:\.1 the pits; The fact that Shri Tarapada, Rajak speaks of 
smoke coming out of both the pits may also suggest that when l;J.e heard th~ 
l~ud report he turned towards the pit mouths and saw smoke coming out but 
~hd not look at the fan evasee which is a. little away from the . pit mouths and 
that might account for his not seeing the flame in the fan. evasee. Evidently 
t~en, while the three yoi.ingmen had their wi~s still about them as they. rari 
towards the pits, these twC> who were at the. pit hea.d were simply frightened 
out of their wits ~Il:~" at l.e.?st ~hfi Dh.?~~swa'I.' Routh admits having lost his 
senses. In these circumstances, It IS hardly to be wondered as if Shri Dhaneswar 
Routh and Shri Tarapada Rajak missed the short~iived flame which Shri Gupta,. 
~hri Gill and Sh.d Cliaiterjee saw. I h~ve ~l;lere~or~ rio hesitation· in holding,. 
on the strength of the evidence of these three witnesses each one of whom 
speaks of what he saw, that there was a flame in the evasee and that it was: 
paJ1ly bluis\1. and partly yellowish. A methane flame is kn!Jwri to have a• 
blu1sh-yellow1sh colour Mr James, on the other hand in his argument says. 
that the bl'ltish. colou:r;' in,d~cafes .:;t methane fl.ari:ie apci the effects of smoke wpicli. 
accon:panied the flame .nnght produce tll.e yellqw~l?h cqlour. B;e further says. 
that If the flame had been due to coal dust it would have left the evasee and' 
taken on the appearance 'of a, '\Jall of flame because in a coal dust explosion the
fuel. is ejected in. front of the f.IC).me and tl;iat prevents it from . becomiri& 
stat1ona:ty. Beside.s coa.I du$t fl;;\~e can hardly be' expected . tci, ¢orne up · a;. 
thoroughly wet and. dust-free shaft. about 2P90 ft. deep. The flame;. v~erefl;>r!~~
~t.the fa,n evasee appears .to u~ .clea;rly t~ o,e a me~l;lane flame. I~ ~here we:;:~· 
even a . trac;e of ~oal dust IJ:;i, s~.~pensw~ t1:1e fla.me would. be yellowish and th~· 
more toe coa' · dust the more would, the flame approach m appearance that of a: 
coal fire. · · · 

(ii) Air sampie near s.s. pit and s.s. drift on surface between 12-30 a.m. and 

i a.m. s!lowing 2! per cerit of CH4 

53. Shri 0. p< Basudeva (witi1eSs No. 12) says th~t betw·een 12-30 a.m. ancr 
l ~-!TI· on ·the night'{)f .the exP,\osion •. as.J,wd by Sl;l,ri Ariand and. .Shri H. B. Gl;l<;~.s~r 
~q test fqr CH4 :anq co at tl;le s .. s. pit ani! s.~. ~r~~t. ~e went _with a safety lamp· 
~Ild testE!¢1 th,~ gas at a Pl.<!-ce ~P?~t ::; ft. ~~gy from the . ~I~ ~outh of s.s. Pit 
?!lq fo11nd the atmosphere cqntamed O:l?Ol:'~ .2! CH4 an~ a s1rmlar percE!ntage 
n~ar the entrance to the s.s. tlrift. This s~ateme~t of his was left unchallenged 
in, h~s. lengthy· cross~exaJnination,,,find W~J;e .i~. hardly liJ.n_y J;eason ~hy it shoulq 
pc;>t b. e accepted.·. I~ wo.hld .cer~lOn.,J;ily have be. e.n pe~ter. 1f mc;>re mr samp)E!s on.. 
tl!e surfa,ce bad b.een ta~¢n . f1hH i~ .more. S<:J.JTIPlE!s .«?l the . un,derground a~r had 
been takeri by the Rescue P<:~-rtles or. othE;!rs "Yh,o w:en,t underground a~ter tli~· 
!i!'st ex'[Jlosion. The f~~t that ne<:~-r t.he s.s .. 4r~H ~nit thy s.s~ P.~t on the s~r. fac~· 
~51 much as. 2! _per c~t. of :tneth<~;ne v.;~s . fo)i~Cl less than three hours after. th,e· 
fi~s~ . !'!XPlosi.on .. IS, qy 1tse~f, . sttffl.~~ent. uil;l;wa,twn o~ the P.ercentage c;>f tl:le . sa;rn.e· 
gas I_n the dnft itsel~ . and th~ Undergroupd wor~mgs bemg . very m¥ch.I,ugtier;. 
~nd ~t shou.ld be born¢ in_nund. th,at a .~ubstantial p<:J.rt .o,~ .~hy gas !11 th~s~ 
workmgs must have dlught fire and bt.u;nt whether tl;J.e 1mhal explos~on wa,s 
9f this gas or c<;:>.al' dust, Mr. ;Rosser at page 93 of J?,is evidence says IJ?- h1s cro~f?:
~xamination that he concluded from this that, as m the s.s. shaft. Itself there 
was considerable velocity of air upcasting, the perce!itage of gas m, the atmc;>s.
pher.e, by wt~ch he obviously means, atmosphere In the shaft, was verY 
~ons~<;'!e:rg,bJe, . 

54. The :first Rescue Team took, on the night of the accident, .one air samp~e 
at the main west air crossing. The air crossing had been completely wrecked. 
by the first explosion. The sample, on analysis, showed 1·12. _Per cent ~~4. 
The wrecked air crossing means that the intake and the ~eturn air .were mlXmg 
there, and' the presence therefore of 1·12 per cent CH4 m such mr would not 
necessarily mean the presence of gas from any source other than the no~al. 
This is all the more so because tl;J.e extra supply of gas from the east~rn regJ.~n. 
would mostly pass out · of the mine through the upcast . shaft and little of 1t. 
would have a chance of penetrating in~o the western regiOn. 
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. 55. Professor Suprahamanyam at page 451 though at first he was inclined to 
!$ay that the detech9n of .about 3 per cent of gas on the surface within three 
.hours of . the explosion would not necessarily indicate a heavy make of gas 
.unde~gr.ound, had. u~timately to admit, somewhat reluctantly, that if 3 per cent 
.gas w~s .fou~d w~thm 5 ft. from ~he shaft it was a heavy make of gas. Here 
.the~e IS a little mac:;curacy botJl m the question and the answer about the 
actual Pj:!rcentage which was 2! per cegt and not s· per cent. But that does not 
.affect the ::'-~gument. At page ~72 the Pr~fessor says he based his opinion on 
!he. J?robabihty of a,n accum~lati.on of gas m th~ ~ast face C'apable of sudden 
Ignition, the \-..:ord outburst beu:g clearly a misprmt for 'ignition'; and yet in 
the next questiOn he has to admit he .cannot explain why any one of the three 
experienced men, about. whose presence in that face we have evidence, 
~auld no_t detect the gas. These men are D. C. Bedekar, the Under Manager, 
Tar~ Smgh, the Ov~rman. ap.d Riasant Mia, the Mining Sirdar, whose 
:bodies were found m 16 nse off loco level east (vide Appx. II to 
~- Rosser's report, and also sectional plan No. 32). If the gas was accumulating 
m its normal make from defective ventilatiol} it is really extraordinary that · 
none of these men could detect it and take the necessary action. The Professor 
..::annat explain this, and though this fact goes against his theory of a slow 
;bu~lding up of gas in the eastern district, he would still maintain his theory. 
This tenacity to hold fast to a theory in the face of an established fact which mili
t.ates against it is really the negation of the true scientific spirit, and naturally the 

. ceffect of this is largely to discount the value of his testimony not only on this 
but on other m&tters as well. One is reluctantly reminded in this connection 
-of the fact that while Mr. James, who happened to be in India only for a short 
.period, could and did spare as many as two days for seeing the underground 
workings with his own eyes before submitting his report, Professor 
.Subrahmanyam of the Indian Institute of Technology at Kharagpur, only a few 
hours' journey by train from Asansol, did not think it worth his while to go 
undergrou.nd even for a few hours, before submitting his. This· contrast 
between the two was obvious to everyone. 

56. (iii) Inner glass of Oil Lamp No. 574 found broken.-It appears from 
:the register of persons employed underground (Ex. W-34) .for the s.s. drift that 
1:o Shri Tribhuban Das Onsetter, oil safety lamp No. 574: ".vas given for the 

·:.Second shift on the 19th February, 1958, and on the same day oil safety lamp 
·No. 596 was given to Shri Basista Mohan Dubey, underground trammer. I have 
. .already said that the dead body of Basista Mohan Dubey was recovered from 
;the sand stowing drift, and it appears from the evidence of Shri T. C. Anand 
(witness No. 12) at page 247, that lamp No. 596 (Ex. ii; was found on the 
.3rd or 4th March 1958 by a 'Rescue Team near the door towards the s.s. pit and 
·this door was about 12 ft. away to the north side of the sand stowing pit bottom. 
"'This lamp is perfectly in order and no damage could be found in it. The la~p, 
however, that was given to "Shri Tribhuban Das. who him.self retur~eq. alive, 
·presurmably with the cap• lamp, had be-en left behmd by him and this IS lamp , 
<No. 574 (Ex. i). The evidence of Shri T. C. Anand on the same pag~ is th~t 
la_mp No. 574 was found on the ~orning of the 14th March ,1958. by Shn ~uldip 
Biswas, on the north side of .. s.s. pit bottom. It had been extmguished and 1t was 
found that its inner glass was broken into several pieces· while the outer glass 

cwas ·in-tact. From this Mr. Rosser concl';lde~ that the inn!'!r glass W!15 broken 
· because the fire damp must have burnt I~ It for a considerable time at a 
·per.centage near the lower limit of explosibility befo:e the fire da~p percen
.• age increased sufficiently to crack the mner glass. Oil was found m the base 
so .that it was not ·burnt out for lack of oil. If this conclusion of Mr. Rosser 
is correct it would tend to show that ~here was a. considerable volume o~ 

·methane in that region. But: then, the lnner glass might have been broken ~oi 
other reasons If for example, the lamp had been thrown on the ground -..yith 
_some force the i~ner glass which is much .thinner tl].an the outer glass might 

•easily. have been· broken although. the Quter.gl.alls,wa~ m-tact. The fact therefore 
that the inner glass Js hroken would .not ;be conclusive proof that. t~e lamp was 
burning for a considerable time when ,the. percentage of methane Inside .was less 

·than the lower limit of explosibility and· ,then methqne increased sufficiently to 
crack the glass. It is how~ve_r one of the-.circumstanc~s :vhich, though not con-: 

·-elusive may be taken along with the rest for whatever 1t 1s worth. 

(iv) Two oil flame safety lamps in No. 5 .Rise district . 

57. In this connection a poin.t which deserves se:ious notice is the" condi1flt) 
• of two oil safety lamps found m the road connectmg the cross-cut ts.s: dr 
with No 5 rise district, east. These two lamps are Nos. 371 & ?02 which are 

'-the only. oil lamps . found in this area, the other lamps found b~mg cap la!pfi5 

:as will appear Jrom Appx. I~ to . Mr. Rosser's ., report, Ex. O.S. 72. . e 
•'del'rrlption of these lamps, as given m Dr. Badami s rep?rt, Ex. C-5 (pp/11-12, 
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2nd part, dated 16th July, 1958), is a? follows: "2 or 3 l_amps found in'5 rise 
area had the wick-shields draped outside down on the ·wick-holder. The seem 
to have been· blown up and fallen back into place-only upside down. In 
2 lamps the wick-shields were found jammed inside the outer gauzes .......... · 
Almost all the lamps had their wicks fallen into the fuel reservoir. No-
explanation was available for this ............ Another curious feature of lamps 
found in 5 rise area was the pieces of cloth found jammed in the vents in th~ 
bonnet top. One could not understand how or >yhy_ these pieces of cloth got 
there." What Shri H. B. Ghose found in th.ese ml lamps_ is contained in an 
enclosure to his report (Ex. D.M.I 37). Agamst lamp No. 371, the entry in this 
enclosure is as follows: "Wick-shield turned upside down and partly stickin"" 
to the wi~k g~ide. Wick ~ot visible, pro.bably pu:;h~d inside the guide. Wick 
fallen inside ml pot. A piece of cloth Jammed mside the top of the bonnet. 
Oute;r glass-soot depo?ition near . the bottom e~d inside the glass. Outer
gauze-soot below rustmg at the top along the penphery. Inner gauze-slightly 
bent along axis." Against oil lamp .No.' 592, the e_ntry runs as follows: "Top' 
'part of bonnet pushed tow3;rd 3 9 clock J.?Ieces of JUte had gone. inside a few 
vent holes at the top. Wick shield upside down. Wick dropped inside oil 
pot. Soot inside the glass." The relevant portion of the entry under lamp. 
~o. 371 in App:x;. VIII(b) to Mr. Rosser's r:eP<;>rt is as follows: "Bonnet-I.O. 
(m or~er~. A piece of cloth part~y burnt shckmg on the top of bonnet. Outer 
glass~mside the ~lass spot d~posit near the . bottom end. The oil pot-in 
or.der-water. vyick-wick-shield t_urned ups~de down and partly sticking in. 
wick-holder. Wick pushed dow!l 1nto the ml. pot. Outer gauge:_soot at the 
top (u!J.der rust) round ~he penphery; ~therw1~e in- order. Inner gauge-bent 
alon,g Its length, No .. 5 nse, Tehal }tam . Agamst lamp No. 502, the relevant 
portwn of t):le. entry IS as follows: Bonnet-top part pushed towards 3 O'clock 
Jute gone mside the top vent holes. Outer glass-soot deposite in 'd w· k' 
wick-shield turned over inside. Wick in ·on pot No 5 Rise ii e. B' b 
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Miner." Shri H. B. Ghose was · questioned -by us durin ace- 1r a ,. 
Shri Sa chin Chaudhuri and he informed· us that in lamp N 

0 
\ 71 ar~ents h b
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in the bonnet was' jammed by a piece of cloth while in 1~ on Y one o e
holes in the bonnet had pieces of jute sticking 'into them Th No .. f0.2 three 
from these reports, first, that both the lamps had their Wi k '!IS•. I IS ,clear
pots, one of which c'ontained water; secondly that in the first t~ InSide their oil< 
burnt piece of cloth jamming one of the bonnet' vents thou ere was a partly 
speaks of the c~otl_1 be~ng partly burnt, and in the othe~ ther gh only Mr. R9sser · 
of jute cloth shckmg mto three of these vents· and thirdly fh ~eth three Pieces 
of both showed deposit of soot inside; fourthly soot und' a e outer glass
the periphery. in _the outer gau~;:e of lamp No. 371 .. These ~r Iust at top al~ng 
rise to the questions whether, m the· first place, these ca b s natu~ally- give 

. by natural causes or. by human handling_ only, and. in then e ~x~lamea away 
due to huma~ handhng only, the necessity for the actio sec~n • If th~y :vere 
could have ansen only from the entry into the lamps of n Whichh Cthey md1cate· 
the -flame in the lamps sho~t up so as to oblige . the mi enoug . H4 to make 
to pqt out the flame by pullmg down the wicks and then ners co!lcerned to try 
vents with pieces of cloth .and. brattice. Another fact whic~Y tr~ng to jam the· 
here is that the dead bOdies .m the road connecting the nee be ~entioned 
district were found in~bye while the two lamps in questioncross-cut With 5 rise
distance from them out-bye. Shri Jabbi in his ar u were found at some 
blast could have put the pieces of cloth' and bratti~e f~tt, suggested that the
wicks might have fallen down into the pots as they dried g th~ vents; and the
·were under water some wa~er is likely to have got into 8; ~t as the lapms. 
naturally water was faun~ m one of them. It is most unl'ke 

1 
Oil vessels and. 

would have fallen of their OW!J. accord into the oii v I e Y th:~.t ~he wicks 
suggest the blast of the e~ploswn as having jammed a ~ssels. Similarly, to· 
bonnet hole of one and pieces . of cloth into three of thPie~e of cloth into the 
other would be almost to credlt the blast with someth' e ~nnet holes of the. 
gence. If natural causes ~f tJ:!.ese facts are ruled out mg hke. human. intelh
be, the probable explanah<?n Is that attempts were b'eias we thmk they should 
flame of the lamps by pullmg down the wicks completefg ,made to put out the· 
~-o smother the flames of the gas burning in the 1 Y, and When this failed 
inserted i3tto the. outlets at the. top of the bonnet. Famps ~Y • means of cloth. 
that gas m cons1dcra.ble .quanht:y, perhaps 20 per cetifm this It would appear 
atmosphE;re. The actwn m. pushmg cloth into the to • f'as present in the
was foolish and fraught .with the danger of ignition P0f0 ththe bonnet, however 
cause an external explos10n. e cloth which • ht'' . m1g . 

(v) Increased make of gas in th . 
. e PLts 

5s. Dr. ~adami's . report, page 2, 1st part, against · t 
speaks of his collectmg samples from the. compressed · ~e date .7th April, 

1958
• 

' . . air main 
In the s.s. drift. 
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as his notes against the 6th April, 1958 go to show, and the fan evasee, and of 
samples from the, first showing CH4 ranging from nearly 33·0 per cent to 46:0 
per cent approximately, and those from the second showing CH4 between 0·5 to 
0·7 per cent only. To the discovery of abnormal make of gas in the mine after 
the Court began its sittings, I have already referred in para. 43 of Section II 
of this report where it has been pointed out that en the reports of the persons 
who were called upon to investigate this, there was at least 50 per cent increase 
in the make of gas in the three pits. The last report of Dr. Badami dated 14th 
August, 1958 (Ex. C-9) is about a sample' of gas he collected in a trial pit in 
16 rise of No. 1 dip level on 11th August, 1953, under instructions from 
Dr. Whitalwr. The gas was found issuing continuously under water which had 
collected in the pit and· was: sampled by downward displacement of water. The 
sample was found to contain 2·88 per cent of C02 and 93·90 per cent of CH4 and 
3:22 per cent of air, by difference. It is therefore obvious that the make of CH4 
about three hours after the explosion an.d for some time thereafter, even upto 
the 11th August, 1958, was considerably higher than its normal make in the 
mine and that even as late as 11th August, 1958 some gas was ·bubbling out· 
through water in the trial pit in 16 rise off 1 ·dip level. 

(vi) Indications from evidence disclos"ed after de-watering 

59. The second and subsequent explosions do not seem to have interferred 
much wtih the damage a1;1d evidence left from the first explosion in so far as 
the district east of the cross-cut ·is concerned. And this is natural since in the 
east district there would be little or no air and thus little or no oxygen, after ' 
the first explosion; nor would air readily gain access to the district as the 
necessary doors .and stoppings had been blown down ·and · ·the 
air current was short-circuiting in. areas not too remote from Nos. 1 and 2 
shafts. Indeed, much of it must have been simply short-circuiting through the · 
shattered ventilation doors near the shafts. Again, the fan was stopped much 
of· the time; but even if it were running it would probably only increase the 

.above short-circuiting somewhat. Thirdly, the top of No. 2 pit was still open, · 
and much of the air passing through the fan must have been simply surface 
air drawn down No. 2 pit only as far as the fan drift and then passing through 
the fan. It was largely on account of the non-interference of the second and 
subsequent explosions with the effects of the fir.;;t in the east district beyond 
the cross-cut that the investigators were able to trace the source of violence 
there. In the dips and the west side and in the rise district (Nos. 4, 5 and 6) 
from the cross-cut itself-the above argument does not hold, and the damage 
and effects of the secon& and subsequent explosions are largely confused with 
those of the first. Fortt-mately, however, Mr. Hughes and the first two Rescue 
Teams had visited the'. west side shortly after the first explosion and we have 
their evidence of the conditions at that stage. 

60. Appendix II to Mr. Rosser's report (Ex. O.S. 72) shows the position of 
the dead bodies of the victims of· the accident with their designations wherever 
the identity of the .bodies could be established and also the position of the . 
lamps with their. numbers and the designations of the employees to whom they 
were issued. Shri H. B. Ghose, Regional Inspector of Mines, in para. 3 of his 
report says that the effects of the explosion and the resultant· fire on the mine · 
·workings, plants, machinery and other objects were carefully noted during 
inspections and that all such effects were carefully, surveyed and plans incorpo':.. 
rating detail!> of field observations have been prepared by the management. No· 
one has questioned the accuracy of these plans and there is not the least reason 
to doubt that these are substantially correct. It also appears from the reports·. 
which we could ourselves verify. from what we · saw of the underground 
workings that the position from which a partic;:ular dead body was recovered in · 
a large number of cases corresponded almost exactly with the position of the 
impression of a dead "~?ody oh. the roof with bits o~ flesh still sticking in some 
cases to parts of the xmpress10ns on the roof. Th1s suggests that there was 
little movement of the dead bodies except vertically a's a result of the rise and 
fall of the level of the water that flooded the mine and was then pumped out · 
From the dispositions of the dead bodies in the mine, as found on de-waterin". 
Mr. Rosser concludes that .the victims WE;re all at or near their .. working places 
save and except those who are engaged m the west loco level, m the s.s.· drift 
connection, and in No. 1 east rise level. What the position was in the west 
loco level after the . first explosion has been largely _set forth in the narrative 
of the explosion and it does not really concern us here. From the . drivage 
meant to connect s.s. drift" .with 6 rise level, 11 bodies including those of a 
Mining Sirdar and a Set Rider were recovered; but .none of them were found 
near the face. This suggests th~t they moved .a short 9istance ·from the)vorki~( 
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place before they succumbed. Shri H. B. Ghose also says this in · his report 
(Ex n M.I 37) We are inclined to think that these men were gassed, i.e., died 
fro~ · o~ygen shortage, a short time before the first explosion. 

61 With regard to No. 1 east rise level, Mr. Rosser says at page 2 of his report, 
·~he~e is a small quantity of loose coal at the face-not more than a ton or two. 
There is also a shovel pushed inti? loose coal and sti~l s~anding in this positi~n. Two 
baskets were also ·found, of which one had coal m It. There are no dnll holes. 
Eight cap lamps which had been issued to C.R.q. Coalmines Recruiting Organisa
tion) labour were fo~d near:the face. No ~odies were found near the face, ~ut 
a number of unidentified bodies were found I!J. the level between 15 and 16 nse. 
(Two bodies without lamp were also found m 16 dip off 1 east rise level). It 
appears that the floor coal had b.een blasted. and was being loaded out at the time 
of or shortly before, the explosw~. No drill holes have been found in the floor 
coal." In item (o) at page 8 of his report (Ex. D.M.I. 37) Sri H. B. Ghosh also 
confirms· the above a~d adds that some. cha~pals (foot wears) were also found 
there in No. 1 east nse level .. From this Sn Ghosh concludes that the persons 
working there must have. left m a hurry. But why they left in a hurry is more 
than one can say. Was It. because ~f a sudden apprehension on their part of 
impending danger or was It s~methmg els~? Mr. Rosser examines a number of 
possibilities at pages 11-12 of hi~ report. Sn Devan Sen in his argument suggested 
that these ~en\must have left m a ~urry w~en there was an explosion in 16 dip 
off 1 east nse 'I level where, accor?.mg to him, the first explosion must have 
originated. He further ar~es that, If the. apprehe!lsio~ of danger came from 15 rise 
the men would not cerb;unly have run m the direction of the danger itself, but 
would have gone up 16 nse and moved wes~ward, along 2 east rise level. The fact 
that some of these men n~t merely left. ~hen: chappels behind but also their lamps 
would go to suggest that m. all probabihty It was not an apprehension of danger 
which made them move, for m that case they were likely to have taken their lamps 
with them, unless of course the ex~ent ~nd magnitude of the danger apprehended 
scar:ed them. completely ~~t of their ~Its so as to make them leave their lam s 
behind. If ~he danger ongmated, as Sri Deven Sen argues, in 16 dip off 1 east ri~e 
level, there. 1s no reason why they should not h~ve moved westwards and then u 
to 2 east nst: level. But .then tJ;lere also remams ~he question· why they h 

1
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have left their lamps behmd which alone would have enabled them t s t~u. 
way. If, on the other hand, the danger came from 15 rise they would see t . efr 
have been running also towards the danger if they proceeded w t cer am Y 
No. 1 east rise level; but if they proceeded first along 16 rise off 

1 
e~awtrc'!s jlonl 

and then westwards along 2 east rise level, they would' have still t s nsl
5 

eye 
from which the danger had come. That is far from probable f th 0 . pass rise 
that if the apprehe~ded da.nger. came. from. 15 rise. the had or e Simple reason 
mine except by passmg 15 nse either where 1t met 1 eas{rise le~~l ~ra~hut ?tf the 
2 east rise level. They would pass 15 rise more quickly if the m ' ere I met 
along 1 east rise level than if they took the circuitous route vir 16 °r~;~ w~s\~ards east rise level. It is not unnatural for people in such a situatio t \ an en 2 
of it as quickly as possible. Ano~her. possible .reason for their ~o~e~ tf g

1
et out 

east rise level towards 15 east. nse .1s that mmers usually take on thn. a ontg 1 
journey the route they follow m gomg to the workings i e the t e~r re urn 
But again, there remains the question. why they shouid have lefl~v;~r.g{oad. 
behind. This inclines mt: to .the view that one or the other of h eir .a~ps 
examined by Mr. Rosser m his .report probably explains the situa1io~ Pr;_~~abihbes 
that. they moved away from this face on some sort of an intimat" rf •• er than 
danger. This disposes of the workers whose bodies were found . Ion ° ~Udden 
from their working places. The distribution· of the dead bodies ·i;t so:rpe distance 
loco level, along the M.E. loco level and the rest of the eastern d .1f .nse off M.E. 
in Appendix II to M~. Ros~er's report and the sectional plans 31 32

Is rxdct as shown 
show that these bodies with a large number of cap lam s w • an 33, goes .to 
working places. This is mentioned in the reports of Mess~s R ere atEor near their 
H. B. Ghosh, and the fact was never challenged. That the osser, . vans and Sri 
de-watering could not have caused any appreciable horizontal flooding and ,the 
.dead bodies, except al~~g the bottom level~, I have alread . mo~ement. of ,the 
therefore, _from the position ?f the d.ead bodies alone one is ~lf1und;' ~vxdently, the men died at or near their workmg places and that ther I ed to Infer that 
the part of any of them to try to run away from where th e was no attempt on 
most of the workers in this region did not move at all ande;., Were. The fact that 
their working plac~s, would .se':m ~o prove conclusively th trthfound at or near 

ld not have received any mbmatwn of imminent d a _ey, at any rate 
co~uld ceHainly have moved hither and thither in ord:~gter, for 1f they had they 
~ey could. In other words, as no one appears to have moo ~etf out as quickly as 
~- it would f_ollow that. these men had no ~timation 

0
ve rom the loco,level 

fhac~ colleagues m 1 east nse level had any such intimatio f ~t Y great danger. If 
t eir n a all they must have 



been nearer than the rest to the danger zone, and on the assumption that they 
-moved away from their working faces- on some sort of warning of a sudden danger, 
·one would be entitled to hold, in the first place, that the .apprehension of danger 
must have come either from 15 rise where a crack about 100 ft. long and 5 inches 
wide was foUnd after de-watering or from the dyke face where 2 east rise heading 
·meets the dyke and where was found for the first time after· de-watering a cavity 
.approximately 3 or 4ft. across and nearly 2ft. in depth in the dyke with the .hard 
face rock, about 9 inches thick, of the dyke blown out and a pile of rock lying 
just below the cavity (vide Dr. Badami's report, 2nd part, pages 5-6 dated 21st 
June 1958, and page 6 of Mr. Rosser's report and Appendix V of his report contain
ing photograhs of this cavity). During my visit to the underground workings I 
saw the cavity and the cracks in 15 rise and 14 rise off the loco level. If the danger 
apprehended ca~e from an outburst at the dyke face at the point of. this cavity 
the workers might well have moved westwards along No. 1· east. rise level; but 
if this outburst was a small one, as Dr. Badami suggests, it is hardly likely that 
the workmen should. have been so frightened as to forget to take their lamps with 
them. If, on the other hand, the apprehension came from 15 rise where the 
alleged outburst may have produced a very substantial crack in the floor they 

· might well have been too frightened to bother about picking up their lamps in 
· their precipitate bid for safety even though such a bid evidently carried them 

nearer the danger zone. Though these possibilities cannot altogether be ruled out 
the learned Assessors and myself are inclined to think that one or the other of the 
rest ·of Mr. Rosser's alternatives afford a more likely explanation of the movements 
-of the men working in 1 east rise level. These alternatives are: (a) that these 
men might have been moved un~er the. orders of Sri. D. C. Bedekar, the Under 
Manager, whose body was found m 16 nse off the mam east loco level and who 
was known to have always insisted on withdrawing men from the face of dips and 
rises when these faces were being approached from another direction and shot
firing was about to be done; (b) that the drinking water carrier had arrived in 
No. 1 rise level and the victims had gone over to him leaving their -lamps in the 
level face, .and (c) that there being little blasted coal left· in the level face the 
loaders might have come-out on to the level, where it would be cooler, for a rest 
leaving their lamps in the face, the normal practice of a gang of loaders being to 
le~we a number of their lamps on the floor or sides at the site of the blasted coal 
to 'give light to the loading of this coal into baskets and to distribute the rest of 
the lamps along the gallery where the baskets have to be carried, in the form of 
street lighting. · 

.. 62. Then as regards the two bodies found in 16 dip off No. 1 east rise level 
Mr. Rosser thinks that probably in this dip, where the make of water was found 
subsequent to re-entry to be about 100 to 150 gallons per hour, loading from the 
face was suspended while accumulation of water was being bailed out. He further 
says that on Monday and Tuesday of the week of the explosion working at this 
face had been stopped due to water accumulation and this working place had not 
been cleared of water until about 2 p.m. on the 19th February and a cut had been 
made in this face at the end of the first shift and it was presumably blasted some 
time in the second shift. If any one of these explanations is accepted as more 
than probable as we are. inclined to think they shoul~ be, these workers, ·though 
at the moment of the disaster they were at some distance from . their working 
places, must have been caught co~pletely l!nawares by the gas .. The fact that the 
large majority .of work:men in this zone did no~ ~ove at a~l from their working 
places would, to my mmd, show that normal mmmg operations were going on in 
the mine and the workmen had not the slightest intimation of 'unusual danger. 
This is mentioned by Mr. Evans at P.age. 7 of his report and by Shri H. B. Ghosh 
at pagel9 of his report. That would Justify the further conclusion that the danger 
whatever, it was, must have been too sudden and unexpected to allow the me~ 
any time for trying tq save themselves by running a~ay from it.. Of course, the 
state of the dead bodies after they were recovered did not permit the Doctor to 
whom they were sent for their post-morter.n e~amination, to find out the cause of 
their death with the result that no light on the cause of their death is available 
from post-mortem reports. The suddenness, however, with which the danger 
birrst upon these men and overpowered them in a matter of moments so as to 
render any attempt on their part to save themselves impossible, entitles one to 
conclude that either of two things must have happened, namely that the men must 
have been suddenly ov~rpowered by carbon monoxide from an .explosion or that 
there was a sudden drop of oxygen in the air from an unexpected emission of gas. 
While the first alternative cannot be altogether ruled out; the fact th~t even a 
small percentage of .carbon monoxide, .for which the affinity of the hoemoglobiri 
ofthe blood is known to be threehundr!=d'ii~es. as great as tha~ of th.e h9emoglobi:p. 
for oxygen, ;:1ffects both .the bead <;ausmg .d1zzmess and ·the 11mb~, mclmes me to 
the view that had the men been overpowered, by carbon monox1de, there would 



have been some movement among them, however slight, before they actually
succumbed The fact that there was none makes it more than probable that this. 
danger wa~ caused by a sudden shortage of oxy~en in tht; air, _partic}llarly in that. 
part, and that this sudden shortage of oxygen m the mme air a~am could only· 
have been due to the sudden release of gas ·under pressure, ·this released gas: 
suddenly displacing the normal air. 

63. The following table at page 153 of METHODS OF AIR ANALYSIS by J. s_ 
Haldane and J. I. Graham, 7th edition, showing the effect of the drop of oxygen. 
(02) in the air is instructive:-

"Per cent by volume Effect 

20.93 
1:7.5 

13.0 

11.8 
Below 6 

· Normal air Supply. 
Flame lamp extinguished; can be breatljled and work done· 

without ill effect for several hours. 
Considerably increased rate of breathing if work is done. Lips. 

distinctly blue; nausea and headache develop gradually and. 
may become very severe. · ' 

·Loss of consciousness on exertion. Individual differences. 
Unconsciousness and death if not quickly removed." 

Drs.·Whitaker and Willett at page 33 of their·book on COLLIERY EXPLOSIONS. 
AND RECOVERY WORK say that wh_en 02 is 10 per cent in the air and no C02 
is present, it is precarious to life." It is therefore obvious that before oxygen can 

. drop down as low as 10 per cent men must at least feel uncomfortable and this 
sense of discomfort is likely to make them do something to find out what· it ic; 
due to and to take steps to save themselves. If the gas was accumulating· from. · 
its normal make because defective ventilation did not sufficiently dilute it, the
men in the whole area would have felt a certain amount of uneasiness before 

. falling down and some· of them at all events would have tried to move away,. 
and particularly the Under Manager Shri Bedekar would have noticed it. I have ' 
already pointed out elsewhere that men of experience like Bedekar, Tara Singh,. 

· and Riasat Mia could hardly have failed to detect gas in the event of its gradual 
build-up and that even Professor Subrahmanyam who may be said to have
fathered this theory before this Court could not explain this away. ·In other 
words, reasoning backward from the fact that the large majority of the men in 
~he eastern, district did not make any attempt to save themselves by flight, one· 
IS forced to ~he conc~usi~n that mercifully enough these men. (and probably 
many others m the dip side return air) first fell down unconscious whe!e they
stood from the sudden drop of oxygen in the air resulting from the displace
ment of air by the sudden release of a large volume· of gas under high pressure,_ 
and thus died from mcygen shortage, . · 

64: I think ·.this is a convenient stage of the discussions where the two · 
theones of Shn. Deven Sen that the explosion originated in 16 dip ·off .1 ea~t ri~e· 
level may be disposed of. He advanced these theories for the first trme m his: 
arguments and attractive at first sight as they may appear, we think they can 
hardly )Jear a· ~lose scrutiny. The data on which Shri Deven Sen's two· 
alternative theones are based are these: first, Dr. Badami (p. ,14, 2nd report) 
n<?ted 3 shots. had been fied at the bottom and 3 more shots fired at the top
Witho.ut clearmg _the coal brought down by the bottom shots, and there was on· 
the .right hand side as oz:e looked down the dip a socket ;visible near the top
obviously an attempt havmg been made to fire a shot to brmg down an ·overhang· 
and dress the roof and in line with. this shot hole on the roof at a. distance of· 
5-6 ft. th~re were marks of sodden stemming material, the stemmmg at one 
Pi~~ havmg _penetrated deep iqto a .horizontal_ crack or parting ~n roof coal as 
~ ht; st~mmmg had been forced into it; secondly, two dead bodies were fo}lnd· 
hin t Ibs dip, and as they could not be identified; Shri Deven .Sen say_s one might. 
~ve een that of a dresser and the other of a mining official. Thirdly, a coal 

PI~k. was found near the face. Fourthly, there are a missing exploder and a 
mi~smg _box of detonators. These are the four facts on which Shri Dev.en Sen· 
pmlds hiS two alternative theories. The first theory is that the crack noticed by· 
Dr. Badami on the roof must have provided an ideal lodgment for 'CH4 that 
normally ~man_ates from coal in the mine and a blown-out shot from the socket 
visible. near the. top .rz:ight have ignited the gas in the crack in~o wJ;1i9h the· 
stemmmg matenal VISibly penetrated and that is how the explosiOn ongmated. 
His second theory is that the presenc~ of the coal pick shows that a dresser had·_· 
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come along to dress the roof after the blasting and .while dressing he let fall\ 
large lumps of coal on the detonator box which was lying below in that. face so' 
as .to explode it and ignite the gas in .the crack. If either of these theories could. 
be accepted, the Court's task would be enormously simplified, but there are 
against these theories unanswerable arguments which make it impossible for 
me to accept either. In the sectional plan of this dip, no lamps are shown as. 
having been found here. Mr. Rosser distinctly says at page 3 that no lamps. 
are found ·here. Dr. Badami, however, at1 page 13; 2nd part, speaks of a cap· 
lamp found in 16 dip off 1 east rise level having had the head piece cracked. 
and some of the contacts inside in little bits and pieces, and Shri Deven Sen. 
naturally makes use of this. It is clear however, from what Dr. Badami says 
earlier in· this page that after having gone to 9 dip ·and 2 dip off 1dip level, he· 
came up to the surface and himself did not go to 16 dip off 1 east rise level · 
that day and then when he says "another cap lamp found in 16 dip off 1 east 
rise level had the head piece cracked and some of the. contacts inside were in. 
little bits and pieces; there were signs of what' appeared to be sparking or 
arcing." What he evidently means is that he saw this lamp on the surface after· 
having learnt from some one or other that it had been found in 16 dip off 1 east 
rise level. As against this, there is Mr. Rosser's distinct statement in his report . 

. that no lamps were found here and no lamps are in fact shown in this dip. The· 
lamp found nearest to this 16 dip as shown in plan 33, Appendix I to 
lVIr. Rosser's report is No. 1401 which appears from Appendix_ VIII{a), (page 7,. 
serial No. 38) to his report to have been perfectly in order~ This lamp in, 
Appendix VIII (a) is stated to have been found 130 ft. to 140 ft. east of 15 dip on 
1 rise level, though it is so near 16 dip that its location could more conveniently 
have been described with reference to 16 dip rather than 15 dip. The only 
other lamp which appears from plan· No. 33 of Appendix I to Mr. Rosser's·. 
report is No. 40 and this is more or less at the centre of the junction between· 
16 dip off 1 east rise level and 16 dip, and Appendix Vlll(a), (page 8, serial 
N«?. 46), als9 shows that to be tJ?.e place where it was found. It appears _from. 
this Appendix that the fuse of this lamp was blown off that there was a hairlike·· 
crack at the top of . t~e head piece moulding and in the remarks at the bottom 
of the sheet where thiS lamp is dealt with it is stated that the cable sheathing: 
was out of the .gland ~t the head piece end, that the gland was .missing and 
there was some deposit <:m the head _Piece moulding near t~e swxtch and al~,o· 
at th~ ~at-clamp. As this lamp partially, but not fully, satisfies Dr. Badami s. 
descrxphon I sent on 2nd September, 1958. for the lamp and it was produ~ed 
b~fore me on 4th September, 1958, Its internal contacts were not -in bits and 
pteces as, stated by Dr. Bad.ami. Evidently then, Dr. Badami 1:pust have referred 
to .some o~her lamp as .havmg .been found in 16 dip off 1 East rise level. That 
evxde?tly Is a ~rOJ:?-g piece of mformation he had collected from some one els~. 
In this· connection It may also be pointed out that Shri H. B. Ghose says in his 

· report Ex. D.M.L 37 at page 8 that "no lamp was found in 16 dip off 1 East Rise-
Level." · · 

65. ~he. absence of any lamp in this dip,· as evident from .Mr. Rosser's report, 
wou~d It:dicate that no w9rk, whether shotfiring or dressing was going on here· 
at th~· time of the explosion. so that this alone would· go to disorove both the· 
theones. 

66. The theory of the blown-out shot in which Shri Deven' Sen was consider-· 
ably helped by a missing ;;hot-.exploder has been given a crushing blow by the; 
subsequent recovery of this mxssing exploder. from 4 east level between 3 and: 
4 dips on the night of the 27th July, 1958 (vide Appendix II to Mr. Rosser's 
rep~rt. which was filed by the Management on 29th August, 1958 after S~ri Deven 
Sen s arguments were over). The absence of cables also points to the mcorrect-· 
ness of the theory. · 

· 67. The second alternative theory which is built up partly on the presenbce· 
of a pick and partly also on the fact that a box of detonators c.ould not e-
·accounted for,. loses sight of the utter improbability of a box of detodnatord. 
being placed near a working place where coal had been already blaste ap. · 
might be dressed, at .any time. In the .circumstances, neit!ler of the~e t~_eorJfs, 
can be accepted. It Is more likely that the two dead bodies found .m ~ Is ~ 
floated down into it from 1 east rise level at its junction with this diiJ tfan 
that they were of men actually working in the dip at the time of the exp 05 0 

· 

(vi) Whether the theory of one or more outbursts or sudden releases,.. of gas 
should be accepted 

68. AU the Experts, except Prof. Subrahmanyam, agree that on the d~t~ 
available there can be no room for doubt that a large volume of gas under hig ' 
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wressure must have suddenly come out and filled the mine with CH4, and ·tl}e 
.. external evidence of this is furnished, according to them, by the cracks m 
.15 Rise and 14 Rise off LEast Rise Level, and again in the face of the 'dyke 
·where 1 East Rise Level enters it. Prof. Subrahm~nyam, on the other hand, 
.. does not feel satisfied on the same data that there must have been an outburst, 
.. and he accounts for the cracks found by heavings of the floor due to .the lateral 
.. stresses .on the strata helped by the action of water after the .flooding of !he 
:mine. Shri Deven Sen, Shri Bikash Roy and Shri Madhu Baner]e~ representmg 
. all the workers' organizations except the Indian National · Mme .Workers' 
.Federation and the Colliery Mazdoor Union represented by Shn Keshab 
.Banerjee for which Mr. L. James was examined as an Expert, do. not accept 
-the outb~st as having provided the inflammable gas for t~e c::xplos1on a.nd they 
.agree w1th Prof. Subrahmanyam that the defective ventilation perm1tted a 
.a sufficient accumulation of gas in the mine from its normal make to ren«:}er
the first and the subsequent explosions possible even without an outburst havmg 
-occurred. It is the strange contention of Shri Deven Sen, Shri Bikash Roy and 
. Shri Madhu Banerjee that if one or more outbursts occurred at all they may 
have occurred after the explosion and as a result partly of the lateral stress~s 
·on thE; floor and partly also of the flooding. That the normal make of gas m 
:the mme \_Vas sufficient to permit its accumulation for an explosion they deduce 
fro~ certam reports of the existence of gas in certain regions that very day and 

--earller and also from certain inspection reports. 

69. _l3etore proceeding any further it is necessary to consider this . evi~ence 
·on wh1ch !he. whole of this argument is built up. Shri Sadhan Baur1 (1V1tness 
No. 22). sa1d m his statement, Ex. W-20(1) to Shri H. B. Ghosh that dur.mg the 
·fir~t shift of the 19th Santi Babu as well as Dasarath Mining, by wh1ch he 
:.Leev1dently meant Mining Sardar, had told him not to cut in No. 16 Rise Loco 

. ve~ as there was gas in it and he also saw a fencing in it just nea~ the 
JUnction, b~t ~fter gas was cleared from it and Santi Babu informed· h1m he 

: ~<:tve a cut m 1t at about 3 p.m. He further says that the Mining ·Babu had told 
lm at about 2 p.m. that due to gas in the loco level dyke gallery. hE; had 

· !emoved stone cutters from there and after that no one had worked m 1t and 
.~e. had seen a fencing across it. But he had no further information about ,gas 

.. h el~g found at any other place in his se-ction. So, as far as his evide~ce goes, · tt; .eard. of the presence of gas in 16 Rise Off Loco Level, saw a fencmg near 
L e JUnction, and the gas was cleared and he gave a cut, but frOJl! the Loco 

bvel Dyke Gallery the Stone C.utters, according to him, were w1thd~awn at 
·a out 2 P·~· and thereafter no one worked in it, and he saw a fenCl!J-g also 
the~e. Shn Dh~neswar Rauth (Witness No. 20) speaks of having. rece1ved a 
mess1e f;rom B1rbal, the On-setter. some time after 7 p.m.. that 1s, after the 

. jfcon sh1f~ had begun, about gas in No. ··4 d!p and he sent Tarapada to late 

. thedekar With this information. Tarapada also confirms this. According · to. 
es.e two, therefore, gas was found in 4 dio at about 7 p.m. on the 19th. 

~fnb S. tB. Mal (Witness No. 25) also says that while he was .with late Bedekar 
· th a ou 7-30 p.m. on the 19th, a man came along and said there was a ;report 

at gas had been. detected in No. 4 dip stone gallery. This is all .the ev1.dence 
f~ ri~~~ts of ~as m !he first shift and in the early part of th~ second sh1ft .on 
~ · Shn TaneJa was questioned by Shri Madhu BanerJee at page 190 h'· eth~r on the 15th February last he had· a report about accumulation of gas and 

. lS evl~e¥_ce at pages 190~1~1 shows that there was actually no report regardi,ng 

. ~~c~mu adlon o~ gas and he f~und out on questioning Bhikhan · Ojha wh,o had 
·ven t·f"C!r to h1m about a "golmal" when he had detected some leaks m the 
·th nt 1 t~hng purdahs and thought .it was necessary to have an extra .timber ~istry, 
:fo a Sl~~rT wa~ no gas. Although therefore, ·the cryptic information scnbbled 
w~ n aneJa on 15th February, 1958 took him to the colliery to find . .out 

. Bo;~ ~~e tr6uble was there y.ras actually no report of gas. In the Gas Report 
· F b .. x. · .S .. 38) .rep9rts of gas from the 29th November, 1957 to the lOth 
i e .r~~ryt 19?8 m. d1fferent sections are shown and the percentage of gas also 
th m lea ed m this book. It further shows what steps were taken to remove . 
an~ lf~s.t .,In every case, as far as this book indicates, the brattice was e-.ctended 

· a 1s ~ow the gas was removed. 

I t
.70. The letters based on the inspection reports that' complain of gas accumu

a Ion are dated 9th January, 1957, 29th June, 1957, 9th 'August, 1957, 23rd 
Novembe-r, 1957 and 13th January, 1~58: The~e merely sh9w that 2 per cent. or 2~ 
per cen~ ~as was d.etected at certain places during the inspections. The first of these 

., coll!plams that evidently the ventilation of the mine is defective as the presence 
of . m~amma~le gas in ·various co_ncentrations is being detected. pactically . en 

.. evey mspechon and presence .of gas in -the roof cavity of the Mam West Lev.el 
_ts persisting for quite a considerable period arid· gas in No. 5 rise of east nse 
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aection and No. 3 rise of No. 2 east dip section was detected on 29th December ... 
1956. The rest of the reports also show inflammable gas at different parts In 
the first inspecti?n report it is distinctly pointed out that the ventilating. fan 
w_as then producmg 137000 eft. of air per minute with the result that gas in 
differ~nt pocl_!:ets could not be cleared, but the evidence shows that the total 
qurmht~., of air produced by the fan at the date of the explosion was 240 000 eft 
per minute. The point to be noticed here is that wherever there was e~cess of 
g.:,s found, it was due to defective ventilation and not to any extraordinary source 
of supply of gas. 

71. It is thus clear from this evidence that nothing to indicate an extra-· 
ordinary source of supply of CH4 was reported from nearly the end of Novem
ber, 1957 upto the lOth of F~bruary, 1958 and on the 19th there were some 
reports of gas. The book showing emergency withdrawal of men (Ex. W-3) 
shows that between 29th November, 1957 and 2nd February, 1958 there were 
withdrawals of men on 9 occasions on account of the presence of gas from the· 
M.am East, No. 2 Dip East Level, No. 15 Rise, 9 Dip East Rise Level and Main 
East No. 15 and 16 Rise. It is noticeable from this book that there were 
withdrawals of men from 15 East Rise on three occasions, No. 9 Dip East Rise 
Level on 3 occasions and on one o.ccasion from Main East and Nos. 15 and 16 
Rises. It is thus clear from this evidence that gas was occasionally found in the
various sections and occasionally men were withdrawn. It further appears that 
t11Is gas was dealt with by the norrn,.l :methods of brattice extensions etc. by 
which the air was taken to the place where gas was found to have accumulated . . 
'fhere was notbing unusual in withdrawals of men in a gassy mine on · 
9 occasions in two months and if the inspection reports complain of this, it is . 
~erely to point out that the ventilating current was either not properly utilised . 
or. not quite sufficient for any particular face. In a gassy mine gas is constantly 
bl.lilding into the mine from the coalface, and if the ventilation was found not . 
tO. dilute the gas sufficiently attempts were made to clear the gas by leading . 
additional ventilation to the affected pockets. The question that is to oe 
cqnsid.ered now is whether what happen;ed at about the_ time of the explos~on 
on the 19th February, 1958 can be explamed away by this normal accumulatwn. 
ot gas in the mine. In other words, the question is whether there are circuril
stances to make one hold that there was in the mine at about the time of 
Wl~sipn a much larger percentl!ge of gas than could possibly accurilulat.e from 
th~ normal make of gas. It app~ars from Ex. O.S.-68, prepared by Shn R. ~
~annq., witness No. 21, tha:t the natural make of gas would take 14~7 hours ' 
tO. flo9d the whole of Nos. 1 & 2 pits with 5 per cent methane-air niixture. Bi,J.t 
of course, as he makes clear in his evidence at page 351, the time may be 3 or · 
i houi;s or even less for the atmosphere in the eastern district <?nly to becori.J:e · 
-::Jq>losiVe. As already found, the percentage of CH4 in the mme atmosphere · 
m~t have been considerable at about the time of th'e explosion. Mr. James at 
page 6 of his report, Ex.W-35, says "Gas is given off from coal surface slowly 
b_ut continuously. In this mine no pillars had been extracted so that all the 
spaces within the mine were open and accessible in the form of galleries. Gas 
produced by this means could only accumulate slowly An accumulation of the · 
size iri'{olved in this explosion would have been largely irrespirable, . yet persons 
were disposed all about the extremities of the workings. As the build-up of anc 
accumulation of gas by the emission of occluded gas is a slow process, distress 
:;houlq have been felt and warning given before the atmosphere became· 
Irrespira~le. . A-fter the first explosion it took some 14 hours bef?re. ~as accumu-· 
la~~d. )'lith the ventilation completely disrupted, to reach an Igmtwn source· 
which was presumably the fire. Again such a build-up of gas should have taken 
long enough to have given opportunity for detection during the normal inspec
tions of the mine. Certainly had such a build-up occurred in the Main East 
area. where there was a consideraple concentration of labour, its pressure wou!d 
have been felt. It would ~ppear therefore, that the make of gas was too rapid 
to prod'!-lce a':y such react10q." What Mr. James poi!lts out struck _every on,e 
of the myesbgators except Prof. Subrahmanyam. Evidently then, If the ~¥ 
was permitted to accumulate from its normal make because of defe~ti~ 
ventilatio?, . this accumulation must have been a very slow process and It ellS 
most unlikely that the workmen in the faces concerned would not have f . t 
uneasy or sick when the gas was building up due to defective air supply. In 
the event of an accumulation of gas from its normal make, these men or som~ 
o~ them would have felt uneasy and there would have been sig~s ~f movemen 
amongst them if only to get away from the place. As already mdicat(?.d, there 
a_re no such signs of movernent except at certain p_laces. The abse~ce of an~ 
SI~s of movement in the eastern district where admittedly the explosi~n start: 1 ~ould hardly be explained away by the slow building up of ga.s from Its nor~:e, 
make because of defective ventilation It pas already been pomted out that 

. . ' ' -· . 
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:':fact of three experienced men, viz. Bedekar, Tara· Singh and Riasat Mia whose 
.dead bodies. were found in 16 Rise off Main East Loco ·Level not having 
-detected this slow accumulation of gas does not fit in with this theory. . The 
.distribution of dead bodies on the Locd Level and between 15 and 16 Rise off 
1 East Rise Level has already'been referred to and it has already been held that 

.in all probability· these men first fell down unconscious on account of a sudden 
drop of oxygen in the mine air and the~ ~ied . in a few minutes. That 
·conclusion which was arrived at from the distnbuhon of the dead bodies in the 
.Loco Level and 1 East Rise Level clearly goes against the theory of ·a slow 
building up of gas in the region in the normal manner.. There ai:e also other 
indications, viz. that about three hours after t~e explosron as much as 2k per 
·cent of CH4 was detected on the surface- abo1:1t 5. ft: a\!'ay from the pit mouth of 
· s.s. pit and near the entrance of the s.s. dnft mdicatmg that inside the s.s. 
·shaft and the drift the percentage of CH4 must pave been much higher This· 
-can hardly be accounted for by the theory_ of a slav.: building up of gas f~om its 
·normal ;make in the mine. The oth~r evid~~ce which goes against this theory 
'is the flame se.en at the fan. evasee ImmediaLely after the first explosion. Of 
·cOl}l'Se, as I _have already said, on. behalf of the .workmen's organizations, the 
-evidence whicJ;l see~s to prove tJ;l.Is fact was serwusly challenged as unreliable, 
·but on a consideratiOn of the evidence we could not accept the contention that 
-the evidence :w~s unreliable. ~he fact~ proved therefore go_ against the theory 
--of a slow bwldmg up of gas m the mme before the explosion. · 

.. 72. The next question to be c~msidered is whether there is any evidence that 
.1n fact ihere was an outburst, either before or after the explosion That aft 
the explosion Nos. 1, 2 and 3 ~its together ~ere making about 50 per cent mo~~ 
·CH4 and that Nos. 1 and 2 pits were makmg over 80 per cent more CH4 undisputed as the reports of Dr. Badami, Shri H .. B. Ghosh and Shr' M aK: 
~Bose. during the first part of the inquiry, go to show. That is wh Sh ~ · 
Sen, in· particular-, has argued that, it there. were an outburst at ~ll n.tDeve~ 
'have occurred after the explosion; but of course, although I asked Shr'1 Dmus 
Sen several times to place b'efore us the facts from w:krlch he concluded i even 
-outburst' if it occurred at all .must have occurred after the explosion h ~~ the 
suggest that. there was any particular fact from which he could c ' e I not 
-conclusion. The . position therefore, b'efore one can proceed any f~rtl{ t~ tth~t 
that if there was an outburst it might have occurred either befor er Is . his 
-explosion, ·and what this Court has got to consider is whether theree a~~ aftffier .the 
:indications of the outburst having occurred before the explosion. H su crent 
the question of the cracks found in 15 and 14 Rise off 1 EasL R' ere comes 

:here also the question arises as to the cause of the cavity In i}; ~'e'Jel, and 
.'where 2 East Rise Level meets it. It is in evidence .and no on e .Y ce face 
.€Vidence, that. this cavity was seen for the first tim'e after the e d~uestion~ that 
the mine. It- also appears, from Dr. B.adami's report at page 6 2n -wa ermg: of 
:the date 21st June. 1958 that the dyke face consists Of hard ro~k a~ P~rt against 
"That ·it consists of hard rock we have seen for ourselves It furt ou 9" thick . 
. from Dr. Badami's report, and we have seen it for ourselves thath~h appears 
.the cavity was moist .and soft. Mr. Rosser's report at page 16• sa the rock in 
the back of the dyke is soft and can be pulled out with the fui Ys . e stan~ at 
~photograph of !he cavity in Appendix V to Mr: Rosser's report g1Vf· ~ere is a 
.at page 7 of· his report that upto a depth of about 9" the stone . r. th vans ~ays 
the dyke appears to be a normal peridolite dyke but' beyond thnt de ·face bf 
.stone is loose . and lamin~te? an.d can easily be removed by t~ epth, the 
..appeared to him to be similar m structure to compressed but e hand. It 
. .sand. Dr. Badami says that on examination of a sample of the l~ consolidated 
.laboratory it was pronounced to be Micaperidotite. In other Y e rock in the 
.-about 9" thick of hard rock there is a moist and soft material words, beneath 
.at the same page of his report that a -superficial examinatio ' Dr. Badami says 
.not reveal any cracks or fissures extending further. The fac~ hf the cavity did 
.hard face of the dyke would be blown away to form this ca . owever, that the 
·the underlying splinter seam was found converging to the nii~y at all and that 
.it proceeded eastward beyon~ the dyke. incline· us to the beu;}nthseam above as 
have been a crack or fissure m that cavity through which great at there m'tlst 
·must have been exerted ~~ order to blow off that hard facerock outwar.d pressure 
;:pressure is in all p~obabill.ty that of gas ~pent up beyond the d ~nd this outward 
within the undetlymg sp,ll~ter, sea~ as .It crosses the dyke ft e, and probably 
:from the repor~s of the dif:Iere~t mveshgators. that after the cr!urtht:r appears 
14 rises were drs covered,_ tnal pits were sunk mto the seam fi cks m 15. and 

.-of the :6eave::l portion which revealed. pre~ence of a coal se;~st ~t .~he ?ip end 
lY 2'-9" below the floor of the mam Disergarh seam (V'd 1 2 -3 thick and 

·O~ Shri H. B. Ghosh' (Ex. D.M.I. 37) and the plan, App~ndi~ VI report, page 10) 
. 
0 t Shri Ghosh further says a few more staple Pits w to Mr. Rosser's 
.~fgg; places and it was observed that from 13 Rise to a poin~r~0Put ~own tat 
· ftm~n~ 
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16 Rise the floor parting, that is, the strata between the Main Disergarh seam 
.and the splinter seam had progressively decreased from 6'-5" to 1'-6" This has 
been shown in Appendix VI· to Mt. Rosser's report (Ex. O.S. 72). From this map 
it is clear that beneath the Disergarh seam that was being worked there was 46' 
.shaley sand stone at the. bottom ·of No. 1 pit and there was no sign of this 
.splinter seam. At that point therefore, the splinter seam may well be taken to 
be lying at least 46' below, and as it approaches the dyke the two seams had 
converged, and it is more than likely that the two meet at a short distance 
further east. The existence of this splinter seam underneath was not known to 
anyone till the trial pits brought it to light. It appears from the plan, Appendix 
VI to Mr. Rosser's report, that the shaley sand-stone which lies. between the 
Disergarh seam a_nd the splinter seam under 14 Rise is 4'-3" thick. Under 
15 Rise, it appears that first there is a layer of shale with streaks .. of coal 10" 
thick; below that there is a layer of soft shaley coal 9" thick; underneath that 
there is another layer with broken shaley streaks of coal 10" thick and the last 
layer is shaley coal 4" thick, and just Ul).derneath that is the splinter seam which 
is itself 2'-3" thick at that point .. The crack in 15 Rise extends from very 
nearly the point of the junction between 15 Rise ·and 1 Rise Level ·to within 
:about 10 .ft. of the junction, of this Rise with 2 Rise Level. According to. 
Dr. Badami; the length· of the crack is nearly the length of a pillar, that is 
:about 125 ft. The crack in 14 Rise is about· 35 ft. Evidently, therefore, of th~ 
two cracks that in 15 Rise is much the more pronounced and it is here that 
;part of the floor has been thrust up some 9". The strata intervening the 
·Dishergarh seam and the splinter seam under 15 Rise .is only 2'-9" as already 
'Pointed out, whereas under 14 Ris·e it is 4'-3". The facts that a certain amount 
•Of small coal was found on the western side of the ·crack in 15 Rise and that in 
·the intervening strata under 15 Rise coal appears to have got mixed up with. 
-shale, go definitely to prove that coal erupted from the splinter seam through 
ihe intervening strata and the crack in 15 Rise and got deposited on the western 
side of the crack. The fact that small coal was deposited only on· the western 
·side of the crack, as the reports of Dr. Badami and Mr. Evans show, would 
indicate that the line of fissure was not vertical and inclined westward from 
below as it approached the surface. Moreover, some of the small coal erupted 
might well have been washed· away by the water or dispersed by· the outburst 
itself, but still a certain quantity remains . The eruption of small coal from the 
:splinter seam through this crack is definite proof of the fact that an upward 
pressure .was exerted by something or oth-er which caused the small coal to be 
-erupted from. ' the splinter seam upward through the crack in 15 Rise. 
Dr. Badami's report at page 7, second part, against date 25th June 1958 is as 
follows: "In 15 Rise between 1 East Rise Level and 2 East Rise Level, ~tter.tlon was 
drawn to im upheaval of floor. The crack seemed to extend on ·the west side of 
15 Rise more or less 3 ft. ·from the side on the ·floor for nearly a pillar length. 
.In· places it has been lifted nearly 9 inches. Some rather small sized coal was 
·fo1:1n.d piled _on the side ri~ht in front of the crack. The deposit of mica-looking 
:shmmg particles on the sides ·was even more pronounced here. The sides also 
!looked. coated. with a coke-lik-e thin deposit of dust." Then against date 28th 
.June, 1958, at page 8, Second Part of the Report, he goes on to say that· the 
mica-looking stuff, examined under a microscope,· appeared to be needle-lik"'e 
lath-shaped crystals and were quite brittle, and not mica at all, and the particles 
when brushed into a· watch glass and tr~ated with Benzene, dissolved readily 
and the bright crystals also seem to sublime off and there was a sulphurous 
'Odour as they did so, and Dr. Badami thought that they were organised .in nature. 
Dr. Badami does not appea! to hav~ notice.d the minor crack in 14 Rise Level, 
but Mr Rosser mentions th1s crack m 14 Rise above 1 East Level, at page 16 of 
his report (Ex. O.S. 7~), and it is sho\yn in the sectional pl~n. There is no 
mention of this crack m the report of e1ther Mr. Evans or Shn H. B. Ghosh who 
however says in the .3rd para of the first page of his' report, ,Ex. D.M.I. 37, that 
. the effects, of the expl,osions an~ th-e resultant fire on the m.ine . worki~gs, 
plants· machinery and other obJects were carefully noted durmg mspecticns 
and ah such effects were duly surveyed and plans incorporating the detail~ of 
field· observations· have been prepared by the M.anagement. We also noticed 
this crack durin~ our visit underground. There Is thus no reason to doubt the 
accuracy of Mr. "'Rosser's report and of t~e sectional plans. It _is just possible 
that. the crack in 14 Rise was not mentioned by Dr. Badam1, M;r. Evans or 

· Shri H. B. Ghosh. because_ it was not ~o pron~unc~d. Of the cavity m the dyke 
·face, as I have already stated, there 1s ll)-enhon m all the reports. As I w~s 
-saying, the distinct evidence of coal havmg erupted . through the" crack m 
15 Rise off 1 East Rise Level, in any event, goes conclu.s1vely. to prove an upward 
Pressure having thrown up the small coal. · Th-e gueshon apses w~at the nature 
<lf tli.is upward pressure could be except gas commg out \':'lth . con~1derable force 
from the splinter seam after having broken. through. the mtervenmg strata of 
<::l-. ... 1~-- • . ~--" ~- n.~ .flnnt' ni' 1 !l R1~P~ l>rnf Subrahmanvam. 
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Shri Deven Sen, Shri Bikash Roy and Shri Madhu Banerjee at~ributed the' 
crack solely to the lateral stresses on the floor and also to the action of water. 
If the action of water had any effect on this heaving it is li~ely to _have affected. 
the· dips more than the rises, because water entered the _dips earlier and must 
have been pumped out of it later than in and from th'e nses so as to leave the
.dips under water longer than the rises. The likelihood therefore of water
having had anything to do with this floor heaving seems to be _ somewh!=lt 
remote, and if the floor heaved merely as a result of the lateral stresses on. It, 
it is unlik~ly to have caused an· eruption of small coal unless at tJ.;te s~me time
there was an eruption of gas through it. Prof. Subrahmanyam m his. report 
(Ex. W -39) page 2, says "The building up of gas pressure on the summit of a 
roll which brings the lower seam in close proximity to an upper one presuppo~es. 
the existence of rolls in the seam and the migration of gas through summits 

. where it builds up Jtressure. The so-called splinter seam in this mine does not 
reve~l any such inclication and the shales of the type that constitut~ the floor:
of Dishergarh seam are, in my· opinion much too hard to permit of such 
:Pressure building." The splinter seam has not been yet fully exp~ored and one 
does not know whether in fact it reveals a roll; but the fact remams that there 
was' a heaving and through the crack caused by that heaving small · coal 

• erupted. That by itself would show that the floor at the particular, spot must 
have been comparatively weak. If that is so the normal lateral stresses on 
the floor might have been helped by the upward pressure of the. gas pent up 
underneath in the splinter seam so as to lead to the heaving of t~e floor, and 
PrC!f. Subrahmanyam admits at page 472 that if there are stresses I.n the strata 
which WQuld tend· to heave the floor and if at the same time there Is an under
ground source of gas in the seam below the two together will work t!> the same 
effect, namely that there will be a cra~k in the floor and there Will be 8!1 
outburst of g!ls provided the seam is capable of supplying the gas. There IS 
thus .no conflict between the theory of floor-heaving and the theory of an 
outbux:st. .The only question is whether the outburst occurred . after the· 
explos~on or · be~ore the explosion. The facts that at about the ~rme of the· 
explosion the mme must have beeh full- of methane so as to asphyxiate a large· 
number of WOJ.;kmen who had no time even to make ·an attempt to save them
selves by runrung away, th~t on the surface 2! P.er cent gas W!=lS detecteq about
three hours after the explosiOn and that a short-hved flame which was evidently· 
a meth!lll~ flame was founq at the fan evasee iinmediately after the explosion 
would IndiCate that a reservoir of gas untapped before must have been struck. 
soll}ehow or other. The evidence of the flame lamps is also conflrmator_Y. Thus, 
whil«;! there are some indications of the confirmatory. Thus, wh1le there 
are some mdications of the outburst or the outbursts havint:! taken place· 
before the explosions so as to fill the mine · with CH4 ·there ate 
none th~t ~he outbursts occurred after the explosions. The reason why I use
the expressiOn 'outburst' or 'outbursts' is that there· are as already stated, two 
~!3cks, on~ in 14 Rise of a somewhat minor nature and one _in 15 Rise which b ;ouch btgger, a!ld there is tJ:?at cavity in that dyk'e face which was not there_ 

e o~e the exploswn. A scrutmy of the sectional plans showed a numb!}r of 
crac s on the floor, most of which must have been old cracks. There IS tlO 
evid~nce to suggest that ever before there was any emanation of gas from the 
crac s on- the floor. As there was no trace· of small coal anywhere near the
s~all crack foun~ in 14 rise, it is most unlikely that gas and small coal we?-'e 
e]ect~d throu&h. It, for whenever there is such emission of gas, sm!=lll coal ·m 
ya75n~ quanhhes comes out .with it. On the western side of· the big_ger. crack 
~nk rise, there was a quanhty of small coal in 2 places. In the cavity_ m the· 

Y e, of course, there was no coal but some soft and moist rock. 

73. Sri Deven Sen has argued that as outpursts have riot occurred in Disergarh
~am and that as .the so-called outburst in this case is admittedly not what· is 
.. ?wn as a class1cal or normal outburst, but ii"athei" an abnormal outburst. 

one h~ to be ve_ry car~full before concluding that there has been in . f~tt 
an ou. urst. It Is admitted by all the experts who ·are· ·of the opmlOn 
that there was an outburst, that this was not a classical outburst but' 
rather an abnormal one. Even normal or classical outbursts are fairly rare 
o~urrences, an~ those which do not conform to the general or classical pattern 
~ are acc9rdmgly described as abnormal are rarer still. This alone would 
dictate sufficient circumspection on the part of the court before it accepts • the· 
theory of an outburst. Prof. Subrahmanyam says at page 435 in · answer to
q!-les~lOns f:.'om the Court that the only cas~ of floor heaving asso~iated with the 
eJection of small coal he had heard of IS the one mentioned m Mr. Rosser's· 
report. Probably he was referring to the outburst at L'Agrappe Colliery in• 
Belgmm on 17th April, 1879 mentioned at page 14 of Mr. Rosser's report. Prof. 
Subrahmanyam then goes on to say that in any co-al measures of Gondwana Age~ 
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!.e. in the southern hemisphere he has never heard of an .I . 
mg followed by ejection of coal though he h h mstanc~ of floor heav-
tt~·tpkaint,bevidently, the pro!essor's knowledge afs n~~r~u~ie t~~t t~n d~~roped gn 

1 a er rought to my notice an article by A J H . e an r. 
Department of Mini~g .Engineering of the Univ~rsitv afg~ves, Seruor ~~cturer •. 
taneous Outbursts" m Issue No 186 (Jun 1958 • 0 ydney, o~ · Instan-· 
Australasian Institute of. Mining and Met~llur~ ~A· •the t• rroce~dings. of the 
such outbursts are not new to Australia althougl; the IS ar IC e p_omts out that 
and I·s possi"bly nfi d t t ! occurrenee Is not common co ne o wo operating mines· and th 1 1 h" t f h 
phenomenon goes back over sixty years w"th fi' f e oca Is ory o t e 
outburs'ts, one at Cohinsville on 13th Octobei 1954-eandtneo~~~rrenfeM: t The l~two 
on 2nd December, 1954 occurring after 29 , f . er a e ropo I an 
!he phenomenon sharply to the notice of the Yl~~r;l ~i~ree~om from them, drew 
1bngt fatctors dap:pear, according to the author, from fieldgob~~~~!~I~ns~~ fco~~~rl: 

u e a ren ermg a seam prone to outburst: ' 

( J) Presence in seam of gas in suitable quantity, 

(2) Appreciable depth of cover, 

(3) Lo_cal faulting and partial crushing of coal at faults, 

(4) Residual or current 'tectonic forces, 

(5) Contractions of seam, also variations in thickness, 
. . . 

(6) Sharp dip. of' the seam, 

(7) Intrusion of the seam by dykes, 

(8) Low moisture content of coal, 

'(9) Coal of low permeability to passage of gas, 

(10) Working the seam in a manner. which does .not allow satisfactory 
escape of sealed gas; 

but only· points (1) and (2) appear to be indispensable. In this article there 
is ncl reference to the existence of any seam underlying the one being worked 
as one of the factors which are likely to contribute to an outburst but when he · 
refers to variations of thickness, he evidently includes cases of ;plinter seams · 
which may account 'for such variations. The author admits, however, that the 
mechanics of instantaneous outbursts are not understood although considerable 
investigation and research of· the phenomenon has taken place, because there 
are so many indeterminate factors contributing to it. · · 

74. Mr. James at the request of the Court submitted a supplementary report 
on the conditions and circumstances giving rise to a normal outburst. This is 
Ex. W..,_4J. He ·makes it clear that even normal outbursts are' very rare, and ih 
Britain, this, phenomenon is being experienced in one- mine only. According 
to him, two conditions are necessary for a normal outburst, ·namely (1) excep
tional stress of an area of a coal seam, and (2) coal of a standard that will resist 
compression. But then, as he says, "very occasionally an outburst occurs in · 
which large volumes ·of coal are not ejected and many of the characteristics of 
the normal outburst are not present. Two such outbursts of which he has 
knowledge were accompanied by floor lift which caused a crack in the floor · 
parallel to the working face and a third from a dyke." Mr. James in his main 
report, Ex. W-35, at pp. 8-9 speaks of two cases of outbursts known to him'· 
personally, one in Lancashire and the. other in Durham. These are evidently· 
the two cases mentioned by him in Ex. W-41 as the two abnormal outbursts of· 
which he had personal knowledge. "In both cases cracks developed in the floor 
of the seam parallel to the face working and in.both cases a seam had encroach
ed on the working seam from below." Mr. James thinks that what happened at· 
Chinakuri Nos. 1 and 2 pits is not a normal or classical outburst, as large quan
tities of small coal do not appear to have been ejected, nor was there a typical 
fissure. He seems to think that "the presence of the dyke may have contributed. 
to the outburst by entraining ·gas due to the distillation which occurred at the· 
time of the entrtision. Finally, he concludes by saying that having c:msidered' 
the· various possibilities he is of the opinion that the large gas emission is con
sistent with the seam imm~diatel~ beneat~ the Disergarh seam havin~ confine.d .\ 
gas under pressure and that the mtervenmg strata had become so thm that 1t 
was no longer able to repress. the upward progress of the gas and consequently 
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the floor was lifted, liberating the large volume of gas which ·caused the explo
sion." 

· 75. That this view is correct would appear from th.e facts alread:y established, 
namely, first, that a bluisi:J. m~thane flame s~reaked with yellow which IS due .to 
the smoke coming out with It was found m the fan evasee for a short while 
immediately after the explosion; secondly, that about 3 hours after the explosion 
samples of gas taken on the surface showed 2?. percent. CH4 indicating thereby 
that inside the shafts concerned the concentration of CH4 was much higher; 
thirdly, the condition of the two oil safety lamps found •in 5 rise area suggesting 
an increase of CH4 m that area; fourthly, the impossibility of such a buila-up of 
gas in the mine from its natural make without its being detected, particularly 
by experienced men like Bedekar, an Under Manager, Tara Singh, a Senior 
Overman and Riasat Mia,, a mining sardar, all of whom were in 16 rise off the 

. main east loco level, and fifthly, that the large majority of the dead bodies was 
found at or near the working faces suggesting thereby that they were over
powered by such an unexpected danger that the~ could not make the least 
attempt to save themselves, and that this danger was in all probability a sudden 
drop of oxygen in the air which a sudden release of gas under high pressure is 
bound to lead to. All this will be further confirmed by the additional make of 
gas reported in the mi~e towards the end' of April, 1958 and also the inherent 
gassy nature of the splmter seam as reve~led by Dr. Badami's report, Ex. C-9. 
Of course, that by itself, would be as consistent with the theory of the outburst 
having occurred after the first explosion as it would be with the theory that it 
preceded the explosion so that_ if by itself it cannot be said to be conciusive of 
the outburst having preceded the explosion, taken in combination with the other 
facts mentioned, there can be no doubt whatever that it did in fact precede the 
first explosion. 

76. Admittedly, the shafts of both No. 1 and 2 pits are very wet the· shaft of 
No. 2 pit being even more wet .th~n that of No. 1 pit. The depth' of No. 1 pit 
is 1995.6 ft. and that of No. 2 Pit IS 2019.13 ft. as already pointed out. As both 
the pits are wet it is far from likely that the flame of a coal dust explosion could 
travel up thi:s shaft so as to be. able to show the flame at the top of the fan 
evasee, but a methane flame might ~ell ~ravel up the shaft of No. 2 pit even. 
though it was wet and the flame might, m that case, travel to the top of the 
fan evasee. Even Prof. Subrahmanyam feels constrained to admit at page 439· 
that if there was a flame seen at the fan· evasee a large amount of . firedamp 
should have been involved. 

I -
B. WHETHER COAL DU~T STARTED THE ExPLOSION c;m WAS MERELY INVOLVED IN THE 

PROPAGATION THEREOF ONCE IT WAS OTHERWISE STARTED AND THE PART COAL DUST 
PLAYED IN SUCH PROPAGATION. -

(i) The possibility of coal dust having started the explosion examined and 
negatived. · 

77. Dr. Whitaker and Dr. Willett in their joint work entitled "Colliery Explo
sions and Recovery Work", at pages 71-72 of the Second Edition which is th 
latest, says as follows: ~·~ dense cloud of tlust is required to initiate a coal du t 
explosion and for all mmmg purposes we may regard a situation as more da s 
gerous the denser the cloud. In other y;ords, the upper limit of inflamm t.n-
is a cloud of dust so . dense as to be diffic;u.lt of attainment. To ro a 100 · 
explosion once started however, only a mmute quantity of dust 1s pagate an 
As little as 0.09 oz. per cubic ft. of air space has been known to necessary. 
explosion, a quantity so small as to be quite unnoticeable on the s~opaf~t~ an 
etc. of a mine roadv:a;v." Dr. Whitaker tells me that recent or, rm ers 
shown that even as httl.e as ~.0.5 ozs. per cubic ft. air s ace researches have 
If therefore, the explosiOn ongmated by an ignition of ~oal ro~l~h be enough. 
b~ present in the• eastern district of the mine a sufficiently d us ere had to 
dust. Does th~ evidenc~ before us indicate that there woulde~e could of coal 
cloud of dust m the region at that time? The only direct . e such a dense 
sence of coal dust in a. certain area of the mine comes from eslc;Ie:Nce of the pre
(Witness No. 25). This man has been working in Ch' k .n . · C. Datta Roy 
more than. three years! and up ~o the 19th February 1~~t Uhl Pits 1 and. 2 for 
Conveyor. m-Charge, h1s duty bemg to repair conveyo He was workmg as 

orning shift when he used to go to see whether th rs. e says that in the, 
~d needed repairs, he found coal dust below No 2 e ~onveyors were in order 
a onveyors and that the coal dust he noticed was n~ith PI\ conveyors and 9 dip '. 
cQuestioned PY the Court what he meant by 'too much'er ?to m~ch nor too little. 

. , or oo httle' he says that 
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if the dust is in heaps he would call ~t ~oo. mu;h, but,if t~e dust is 5" or 6". high 
then he would call it moderate, and If It IS 1' or li thick he would call It too 
little He says further that on the 19th February 1958 when he went down in 
the first shift he noticed coal dust 5" or 6" in depth below 2 dip and 9 dip and 
he had the coal dust cleaned either himself or by his helper in order that t~e 
conveyor might work properly. There h~s been a good deal of cross exami
nation of this witness on behalf of the Mmes Department and on behalf of the 
.()Wners. Then there is the evidence of Sri P. Chatterjee, who is an Assistant 
Electrical Engineer in charge . of these conveyors. That in the morning. shift 
there used to be an accumulation of coal dust underneath the conveyors IS not 
disputed by Sri Chatterjee; but while Sri N. C. Datta Roy says that the water 
with which the coal used to be sprayed never reached the bottom laye~ so that 
the ·dust underneath still remained in the shape of dust, Sri ChatterJee would 
have one believe that the water reached even the .bottom layers of the coal and 
the dust collected in the pans of the ~on,veyors would be. in the. form of ~~udge, 
so that if Sri Chatterjee is. to _be _beheved that ~ould not be d1spe_rsable m the. 
air Of course Sri ChatterJee IS a more responsible officer than Sn N. C. Datta 
Roy. Sri N. C. Datta Roy evidently perjur~d himself about a· pump being used 
about a week before the explosion for pumpmg water from 2 dip though accord
ing .to Srf Chatterjee this pump, lowered no doubt into .. the dip before the acci
dent was never put into commission for pumping water at all before dewatering 
bega'n and what used to be done before the accident was that a bailing-mazdoor 
-carried water from the bottom level of 2 dip in a kerosene cannister, the capacity 
<>f which was about 10 seers. Sri Chatterjee further says that the pump could 
not be put into commission because there was no sanction from the Mines· 
Inspectorate. It is inconceivable that Sri Chatterjee would have dared to tell 
a lie ori this point when the Department of Mines was there as a check against 
it. Besides, I must say, . and the learned Assessors agree with me in this, that 
Sri Chatterjee was more impressive in the witness box than Sri N. C. Datta Roy 
ever was, and we have therefore no hesitation in saying that Sri Chatterjee is 
likely to be more reliable than Sri. N. C. Datta Roy when the two disagree. 

78. As to the dust collecting under the ·pans being in the form of sludge as 
Sri Chatterjee says, and in the form of unwetted dust as Sri N. C Datta Roy 
tries. to make o~t, we are however inclined ~o take the view that it would not 
possibly all be m the form of sl~dge, nor m the form of absolutely unwetted 
dust, so that the truth probably lies between the two extreme positions taken 
by the two witnesses. . '!'he reasons which lead us to this . view. are first that it 
is somewhat unlikely that no part of the water sprayed or poured on the coal 
in the conveyor pans reaches the bottom layers and thence to the dust below 
and if a part of the water rea~hes the dust below the pans, it is likely to b~ 
somewhat wet. At th~ s~m~ time f,or the P.urpose of mail!taining at least 
20 per cent. of water m mtlmate. mixture w1th the dust contl,,lual treatment is 
necessary because of the continued evapotation everywhere in the mine and 
though in this mine there may not be· any shortage of water we find it som~what 
difficult to believe that this continual treatment with water would go on parti
cularly when in the second and the third shifts Sri Chatterjee would not nor
mally be . there to see to this being done. Of course in the morning shifts the 
condition of the dust is bound to give him a fairly accurate idea as to whether 
the coal is properly wetted during the other shifts, and thus to enable him to 
take necess.ary action against those at fault. Theoretic~lly, this may be all right 
but there IS always a· gap between theory and practice wherever -human ele
ments are involved and it is only. the size of the gap that varies from man' to 
man. It is undoubtedly true that wetted coal will not produce as much dust as 
dry coal is li.kely to do, but the question ~ere. is nQJ; the quantity of dust pro
duced and lymg under the pans at the begmrung of the morning shift, as there 
is no. dis:pute between Sri Chatterjee and Sri' Datta Roy on that point; the 
.questiOn IS whether the dust below the pans, whatever its quantity, could be in 
the form of sludge or not. Secondly, the precautions against dust which are 
now embodied in rule 123 of the Coal Mines Regulations, 1957, published under 
Notification· S.R.O. 3419 dated 27th October 1957 were not there in the corres
ponding rule 871 of the Regulation of 1926. Sri Taneja at page 187 says "The 
regulations came out in October but were circularised in the last w~ek of 
December, and we hardly got a month or two. We were preparing the scheme. 
We had schemes which we had been following before Regulation. We had pre
pared. a coal dust plan which had been submitted. We were doing the' thing 
in a correct manner. In the old Regulation there was no mention of the appro
val . of the Regional Inspector. We were following the old regulations. In 
addition we had certain plans. We _were doing more than what was required".· 
Sri Taneja was no doubt. answering here' questions as to whether the manage
ment obtained the approval of the Regional Inspector of Mines under ,rule 123 (6) 
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n( tli& :New: ne'gwa'tions, for th~( ma1,1ner iii· wh~ch syst~matic s~ini.lles ?f the. dust. 
ha;ye ,tq be .. collected· fto+rt' places rpep._t~o:ried m !Ul~ ~23(5) (a).~. This .. much is; 
however quite clear :from these answers that. the ne\V regulatwns. Which_ were
circularised' .to them by the end· of. pecember 1957 they wer~ not ~n. a position. 
fully to implement by the 19th February· 1958 when the accident occurred. . Of 
course, it must in all fairness to· the management and the Department of Mines 
be,.mentioned. here tha::t in spite of the absence of any provision in the old:. 
Regulations for water treatment of coal dust, the Miries Inspectorate pointed out 
tim«; and again. the need· for water~spraying of coal .dust and by y~ay of illus-. 
tratlon. reference may· be made to Ex. D.M.I.,;;19; senal No .. 3, dated 26th June 
195~. in ,.w!J,i~ ,the Jlegional Inspector. of Mines pointe¢!. out, _on ~he str~J.!gth of 
an,_ Inspectwn by Sri. Ahuja mi"l5th ·June 1957, tha~ the 2 PIP 3!1d 5_ Rise con
vey<?rs should_ be provided. with water-sprays. It 1s also m evi<;Ience that the 
5 RISe· conveyor was not in' existence at the time of the explosion and that 
although the 2 Dip conveyor was fitted with a: spray, it :vas !iof in working 
order. ';In : t_he 1.9th Febrl.!-aty 19!'j8. In the circumstances, 1~ Will be some\Yhat 
surpnsmg If Sn Chatterjee. could, in spite of what was require(!. of. the manage-. 
m~nt b~fore the introduction of tlie new Regulations by . the Department of 
Mmes ensure that the· _provision of the new regulations regarding the treatment 
of ~oal dust with water, was_ 'Qeing fully carried out. _ 'rl;1il{<ily, in Ex. D.M.~.-19. 
ser~al No .. 11 dated. 6th December 1957 based on an mspecfion. dated 23rd. 
November 19~7 b_y Sri Sinha; Inspector, coal pieces and fine coal dust wer.~ found 
on the loco. lme m-bye of 2 dip, an accumulation of'coal dust' n~r the discharge 
end of the loco level conveyor, near the discharge end of 9 dip c~nvey9r and 
unde~ the P~s. fresh layers of. coal dust on the floor and supports m 9 .dip a~d 
the Sides of Pillar were not cleared off coal dust and there was no spray m 9 dip· 
c~nveyor. There was fine coal dust in 3 West Level off 9 dip and in 2 dip sec
tiOn. The iJ?.spection note of Sri H; B. Ghosh dated 13th January 1958,. (Ex. 
P·.~.IR~,- serml No. 14) mentions coal dust having been found in several places. Of . Ise a~d- Mai!l .East Districts in spite, of Cleaning of dust an~ ston~ d~sth;.g. 
th course, m 5 Rise there was no· conveyor theri but. in the Mam East .Distnct 
. ere "":ere conveyors working. If in spite of the fact that the incomplete and' 
meff{c~r":e- handling. of the coal dust was brought to the notice of the . manage
A-en m !)ecember; 1957 and .t~?-at ,th~ Regio?al. In~pector _spoke of thiS to the_ 
tJ~l1t overf the phpn~, ~s 1llentio~ed: m the .~n~pection. report, the .sai?.e sort of illu g w.as oun~. agam 10 Jllore,l!Il)-fted ~reas m J~nu~ry 1958, _this IS ~nly an 
co~trahon. of tlie usu::tl' shortcommgs of any organisation, . however efficient, to· 
rece;tlup to. t~e., r~qu!red, :St,apdard,, pru;tifularly. w}_len . ~}_lis s~and~:rd. was on~y 
tion t Y Prfucnbed. In. the circtinishihces we do not find ourselves m a post
the p~O. 2e ~hole ~ay with Sri Chatterjee· when he says tqat the dust under 
might 10 and 9 dips as in the form of sludge arid mlJ_st hold that .though it 
altoget~ave be':n partly wet it would still be not so wet as to be ~on-dispersable 

·Sri Ch er .. This much however is reasonably clear from the evidence of both 
dow at~rJee and Sri Datta Roy that most of the coal dust that is raised settles 
the ~i;~t though there might be a certain amount of coal dust in .:msp.ension in 
for a woulq n!'!yer, be anything like a dense cloud of d}-lst whi~h I~ ~eeded. 
that scC?al Just xgmbon unaided by anY other kind of explosiOn. It IS sigmficant 
ever l~ · C. . Datta Roy never speaks of ~uch a cloud of dust being 
6" or to the air. Besides, a deposit . of coal dust varying from 5" ta: 
makes it sa~ even 9" thick underneath the pans during the three shifts; 
of d · qUite. unlikely that at any one moment there would be such a clou·d 
on t~!t. In sa:ying. this, I am not at all unmindful of ~he'. eff~ct of mechanisa!ion 
ed out ~toduction of coal dus~ particularly at the loadmg pomts when, as pomt
December ~~f~ 355 of the Report of the Royal Commission appointed in U.K. in 
cloud ca on· S~fety in Coal Mines, "the dust may take the forJ:ll of a dense 
The reas~~~le hf "~?emg . carried in the air current for considerahle distance.'" 
have been ~ Y In Spite of that probability we cannot hold thil.t there could 
time are a ense cloud of dust at any one or more points at any particul.ar
Roy will' ;rst! th.at the deposit .which has been testified to by Sri N. C. Datt~ 
of dust for~ Jdst~y such. a C<?nc)usion, and secondly, that if real.ly such a cloud 
been heard ab ~ .;nfy. time It Is more than likely that somethmg would have· 
tioned on so ou I , rom the workers' side, and that it. would have been men
by Inspector~e fcMca_swns at. least in the many reports of inspections of the mine· 

o mes which were before us. · 
79. In this state of fact th 1 . . ld. . · ·. · that in 'the min 1 th s e cone usion wou not appear to be unreasonable-

suspension at alf {!- r ere must have been -~ ,.ertairi :imount of fine r:oal -lust tn . 
roof so as t Imt;s and a much larger amount deposited on the floor, sides and 
put the. coalo d bet a.vallable f~r the prcilagation. of an explosion once it, is started, 
a coal dus us .m susp~ns10n could not possibly have been so dense as to start 
blasting u~k~pl~hon unaided by a~y other kind of e~plosion· except perhaps when. 

• s e proper Precautions were taken. · . 
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,(ii) .. L?ic;l-. coa~-dust take .a part inthe expl.psion once, it .was .started by: CH4 being 
.1gmted a"!-d if so, 'U{hat ,are the nature a~d , t,he . ext.~~t .. of ~he part it ;~ook? .. 

80. It h::).s been already stated that the concentration of coal dust in the· air 
}"'h.ich is ~.eeded for the p'ropa~ation 9f. an explosion iriitia~ed .by ig'nit.ed.nj.ethane · 

. 1s. accordmg to :tl,le_ latest r~search,. as. httle as 0;,05 .·oz. p~r cubic .. foot of air "sp_ace. 
,That-.a ,small. quanhty of coal dust IS likely to. be always m suspension in the mine 

.·.air, specially .:whim scr::).per:-eonveyors .are at work, .goes wjthout . saying. Thai·. a 
'much larger quantity 'of .dust, a. part of which at any rate would be likely to-be 
-raised into' a cloud by the blast of ·a gas explosion; 'would be avallable everyWhere 
except when the mine is thoroughly wet equally admits of no doubt.· As soon 
therefore, as there is a gas explosion, there will be an appreciable -quantity of coai 

·.dust raised into the air to t~ke part in _-the ex_plosion · and then ' to· pr.opagate it . 
. :The nature and the extent of Its propagation agam would depend on the' amount of 

.oxygen available for the coal dust combustion. · . · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
' 

81. It is in evidence that den~e black smoke came out of no. 2 pit and also out 
-of the fan _evasee a flame was seen by the three witnesses, viz, Sri Gill, Srr Gupta, 
.and Sri Chatterjee. Sri Tarapada Rajak further says that he noticed dense smoke 
coming out of both the pits. Sri Gill. in his cross-examination by Sri Bikash Roy 
(at page 58) says that the atmosphere at the top of no. 1 pit was a bit f'MOky 

.and that was unusual. Sri Cha,tterjee says that he noticed ·black smoke cc.mlng 
-out of the evasee with .a streak of fire. Sri Taneja says that when he went first 
to no. 1 pit he found coarse black substance round about. It appears from· the 
-evidence of Mr. Hughes (page 2) that the distance between the top of pit no. 1 
and that of pit no. 2 is ab.:mt 150 ft, that the air coming out of no. 2 shaft wa's 
.grey-smoky and steamy in. appearance and further that round the surface of no. 1 
pit over a limited radius of 50 ft. or so he noticed black particles (but coarse) 
having erupted out of the shaft and lying on the ground. lt does not appear that 
:there was any such deposit of coarse black substance round about pit no. 2 after 
the first explosion and no one speaks of that. Although there is no evidence of any 
great damage at the top of no. 1 pit, nevertheless two tubs in the cage on ·the 
kep had de-railed, and there was also considerable damage at the bottom of no.~ 1 
pit where the air would be fresh. Further, the Belmos weighing about 3 cwt had 
been hurled from no. 2 dip along the loco level to the bottom of the shaft, a distance 
-of about 500 to 600 ft. [vide Dr. Badami's report (Ex. C-5) page 10, 1st part]. 
This again probably indicates that coal-dust was playing a part in. the explosion,· 
and indeed this is to be expected. It must be stated here thnt there was con
siderable violence also in the return airways, such as . the hurling of a Belmos 
weighing about 3 cwt from the junction of 2 east dip and 2 dip level upto the 
junction of 0. dip and 2 dip level, the smashing of the only portection board· at the 
'bottom of no. 2 pit, the blowing in of 2 tipping tubs on the 2 pit bottom landing . 
. It is true that a methane explosion is normally local but that ~happens only in 
-cases where CH4 reaches the explosive range in a pocket or in a particular part of 
ihe mine. When, however, .as in this case, the whole mine more or less becomes 
flooded with methane and 'explosive mixtures are formed from the point of the 
·outburst in parts of the intake and the whole of the return _right ~pto the upca.st 
shaft. the CH4 explosion cannot be expected to be local, either m extent or .m 
·manifestations of violence. If coal dust takes a part· in the explosion, necessanly 
the extent and the magnitude of the violence increases and in . this case, evidently 
this is what . has happened, but all that it is p.::ssible to say with regard to the 
relative part of CH4 and coal dust in the explosion is that coal dust played a larger 
Part in the intakes than in the returns, . whereas CH4 ·played the same role every
·where and the violence near the bottom of the upcast shaft wns probably due more 
to the CH4 explosion than the coal-dust explosion· while that near the downcast 
was due more to the' coal-dust explosion th:m to the CH4 explo~ion. 

·(iii) Interpretation of coal dust analysis 

82. Total volatiles consist of the gases and tarry vapours driven off at 900~C. 
1f the temperature. is lower or the time duration short, only part of the volahles 
will be· driven of!. When coal is coked thoroughly (as for. metallurgical coke). 
practically all the volatiles .are driven off, and the residue is true coke. It con
·tains all the ash of the original coal. In short coke is equal to ash fixed carbon. 
For a given ~oal the ratio volatiles/ fixed carbon is practically constant and indet
pendent of the ash or the moisture. This ratio thus give;s an ide.a of the e:l):~en 
·to which the coal has been carbonised or devolatilised. For the Disergarh coal 
(raw), the ratio is ci.ose to 0 · 75, i.e. for the uncarbenised coal. If it falls to 0: '! or 

.fl.6 or 0.5 the conclusion is that the coal or coal dust has been partly d!!volatl~~se,!l. 
either by the heat ·of· a fire-damp flame or'by actually taking part in the ,exploslO!l• 
·or both. The normal ash of the Disergarh coal is. about. 14 per cent m certam 
'l'ortions. rather less perhaps down to 10' or 11 per· cent: If the coal' is fully devola-t 
'tillsed. ·t.e. rarbonised comPletelY. the ash .in the .. residue _would _be .nQrmal).y _aJ>9.U · 
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20 per cent. If the coal is enly partly devolatilised, the ash will be between 14 ·per 
cent and 20 per cent, according to the degree of volatilisation. If the ash is greater 
than 20 per cent it probably shows that combustion has also occurred, i.e. not 

· merely devolatilisation but also t:ombustion of the fixed carbon-provided always. 
that the sample is one of the original coal. . (If we take a shale or rock sample, 
the ash may be 80 or 90 per cent, however). The moisture is no auide. · It can · 
vary so much due to the vicissitudes. In fact, all results are often calculated to 
a dry basis, i.e. to what the dry sample would have given. Alternatively one 
can calculate to a constant moisture basis; say 2% moisture for the Disergarh 
ro~ . 

83. In examining the traces of coking of the coal dust by the flame of the explo
sion as it travelled from the east westwards, it is necessary to proceed from the 
extreme eastern workings westwards. Analysis of mine dust collected during 
recovery from different places in the workings is noted below:-

Sampes ~aken from M A V.M. F,C. VM/FC 

( 

[E~closure to the report (Etz. D.M.I. 37) submitted by Shri H. T. Ghosh, Regional Inspector 
OJj Mines] 

I rise level 20 ft. west of 9 dip-roof 

I rise level 20 ft. west of 9 dip-floor ·. 

I i:ise level 15 ft. west of II rise-
roof 

I rise level east of 14 dip-floor 

I rise level east of 14 dip-roof 

West junction of I rise level and 13 
dip roof cavity 

West face of prop at I rise level & 
15 rise junction . . . . 

Prop outbye end at 16 dip of I rise 
level . . . . . . 

I6 rise loco level 

E.R. level prop : standing bet
~een 15 & 16 dips; coking on east 
Side of prop 

Lagging facing 16 dJpfr R. L. 

Dip side of prop at. 6 dip just below 
loco level · . . . . 

8 dip x-cut comer fachig .pit . 

Inbye end . of north side brick wall 
20 ft. inbye of 8 rise in loco level . 

Ist tub buffer out-bye end near No . 
. 9 dip loco level . . . • 

Below bottom belt 15 ft. inbye of dis-
charged end • • 

I3 dip conveyor jib end pan 
Transfer point 14 dip 

I dip level 20 ft. west of I3 dip 

·I rise lev d. face 

Cable scraping outer layec 

4'3 ' 

s·o 

2"7 

4'28 

19'82 

17' 51 

23'43 

31'06 

14-34 
I7-88. 
13'75 

9'09 

I2'73 

4'3 

ro·o 

9'1 

10'4 

rs,-4 
16·82 

4'79 

2'45 

3'91 

2'63 
4'19 
3'71 

3'65 

2'45 

9'9 

33'4 

35'4 

33'4 

33·2 

32'1 

25-5 
21' 16 

22'53 

34'55 
26•71 
28'33 

32'57 

36'77 

30'7 

54'7 

50.2 

54'6 

47'0 

53'1 

53'4 

52'0& 

62'37 

so· 13 

42'00 

48'48 

51'22 

54-21 

54'79 

48·os 
s6·I 

·57 
.6g. 

.6r 

'75 

•63 

•61 

'39 

·4s 

·45 

'36 

'44 

'28. 

'44 

·55 

·7I 
'52. 
·52 

·59· 

'76 

·56 
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Samples taken from .M. A V.l\l. F.C. VMJFC 

Extract from Dr. :Badami's report (Ex. C-5) 

East side wall-top of no. 2 door from 
east 2·5 25-2 13'8 s!Ls 0'23 

Bye-pass. Rise side no. 2 pit (soot 
like smfi) !.9 7'0· I 1•7 79'·4 0'15 

West side wall. Top of no. 2 door 
from east 3'0 8·6 14'3 74·I 0.19 

Between 2 dip & 2 rise roof loco 
level 3'I ·to' 7 u·8 44'4 0.27 

Side 2 dip & 2 rise loco level • 1'3 14'6 26·1 sS·o ' 0;45 

40' -o' beyond 2 rise loco level 3'7 20'8 9'8 65'7 o· IS 

Sample from roof-empty 'return in I 
pit : • I • • • • 1'9 8·2 13'4 76'5 o· 17 

--- ---
84. From this it will be observed that the degree of coking indicated by V:,M/F.C 

ratio at 16 rise off east loco level is 45. The dust collected from a prop at 'the 
outbye end of 16 dip off 1· east rise level shows this ratio to be .39, and that the 
same ratio is .36 in dust collected from a wooden lagging facing the dip face. Dust 
collected from the east and the west side of a prop standing in 1 east rise level 
between 15 and 16 dips indicate this ratio to be .45 and .61 respectively, In .1 rise 
level 15 ft. to the west of 11 rise the roof dust indicates this ratio to be .61. These 
ratios from the floor and the roof of 1 east rise level east of 14 dip were :75 and 
.63 respectively. The dust collected from a roof cavity in 13 dip and 1 east rise level 
junction shows }his ratio to be .62. In 1 east rise level 20 ft. to the west of 9 dip 
the roof and the floor dust shows this ratio to be' .75 and .69 respectively. In 1 rise 
level face this ratio is .76. In the loco level ~t its junction with 
14 dip, at its junction with 13 dip, from below the bottom belt about 50 ft. 
inbye of 10. dip, from no. 9 dip junction, from a brick wall near no. 8 dip junction, 
and from 8 dip cross-cut corner these ratios are .52, .52, .71, .55, .44 and .28 respec
tively. Dust from the dip side of a prop in no: 6 dip just below the east loco level 
shows this ratio to be .44. In 1 dip level 20 ft. west of i3 dip this ratio is .59. 
This ratio at a place in the roof dust collected from 40 ft. east of the junction 
of 4 east dip and top sump level is .56. The samples which show ash content below 
9% were apparently contaminated with soot and hence the VM/FC ratio of these 
samples does not indicate the degree of coking. The samples collected from any 
area upto ·the cross-cut also will not indicate the degree of volatilisation produced by 
the first explosion as these areas were affected by subsequent fire or fires; and 
from the analytical results it is not possible to say the extent of the part played 
by coal dust in the . first explosion. But by and large the ~eneral results show 
that ccal dust did play. some part in the first explosiOn, particularly (a) near the 
downcast shaft bottom. and (b) strangely enough, near the dyke face. It must als~ 
be remembered that mimy parts of the mine are naturally wet and this would ten 1 to avert the coal dust explosion. Meanwhile it may be observ:ed that the coa 
dust produced by the Disergarh coal is highly dange.rous a~d mflammable, and 
it is unlikely ·.that normal stone-dusting even up to the reqmrements of the Coal 
Mines Regulations would arrest a coal dust explosion once started. 

C. THE SITE AND SOURCE OF IGNITION 

(i) Difficulty of the problems 
85. The twin problems of the site and the source of ignition of CH4 of which. 

as already found, there was an abundant supply in the mine air in different pro-. 
portions in different places and which provided the fuel for the first explosion at 
any rate, constitute, as it were, the hard core of the mystery to be unravelled 
and have received from the very beginning the most searching attention from 
everyone of the investigators who have come forward to help the Court"of Inquiry. 
Yet, unlike the outer shell which to all but one of them told the same tale, this 
inner kernel has presented a somewhat different appearance to each one of the 
:!nvestigators. That .only seems to emphasise the real difficulty of this part of the 
mquiry and to impose upon the Court the utmost caution in its examination of 
the di!ferent possibilities. · 
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(ii) What the owners tlwugllt about them wlten the inquiry began and wltat 
different investigators thought after re-entry 

86. It was evident from what could be seen of the underground working!! after 
the first explosion that the origin of the explosion must have been scme w.here in 
the eastern· district into which no one could penetrate after the first explosion, the 

. farthest point reached bY the third rescue team, as already stated, being a point 
midway between 8 and 9 rises along the loco level. The evidence of Paru Mali and 
Gcuri Mali, the only. two survivors examined also goes to show that the blast 
came from the east. The direction of the blast as far as it can be judged from 
the signs of damage noticed after the first explosion in the underground workings 
such !lS the ~r-lock doors blown open westward and· kept in that P?Sition by a 
quantity- of timber blown up to th~ doors and blocking them, the girder on the 
loco level a little to the west of the air-lock doors bent into the shape of a ''V' with 
its ape~ poin~ing :westward etc. goes to confirm that evidence. Acco,rdingly, "t;hl! 
owners m their wntten statement and the plan (Appendix I to it) showed the entue 

. area between 2 rise level en the north and the bottom level on the west and a few 
:fee~ to the east of 12 rise and 12 dip off main east loco level or the west. and 
beyOnd ~he dyke on the ea~t as the probable site of the explosion. Beyond thts! of 
eourse, 1t was not possible for them or anyone else at that stage to say anythmg. 
~d as a matter of fact, none of the other parties, including the Department of 
Mmes, stated even as much. · 

_(iii) The views of the different investigators 

· 87, .The area however came to be further restricted as this district was fully 
. explor_ed after the de-watering of the mine. . Mr Rosser after having examined . ·fl· t~e possibi!ities comes to the conclusion that the ignition originated either in 

? hdip or ~6 nse. off 1, east rise level and the source of ignition might ha':e been 
etft er. an mcendtve spark produced by the impact on stone on steel or uon or 

· 0 ~he latter on aluminium, if sUfficient momentum is involved at certain angles 
. of~ Impact ?r a missing box or detonators exploded by pieces of coa! or st<?ne or 
~t .. ne sp!llhng off from the ·roof or sides as a result of the outburst m 15 nse off 
. !'last ~se level. Mr. Evans in his report, Ex. · IMA-6 says at page 8,-"From all 
this evidence it can· be taken that a sudden· release 'of gas from the underlying 

. te~m occurred in _no 15 rise- and _Perhaps from the dyke. in no, ~ :.;ise level ,directly 
e ore .the expl_oston. .. . . .. The released gas swept on m tqe a1r • curreJ:?-t m~o the 

~ocd<? level· workm~s and no. 1 dip level workings and on into the workmgs m no. 
Ip and No. 2 dtp. . . During this perior fresh .air was still coming into the area 

· at \he rate of about 24,000 cubic feet per minute and eventually reduced t.he per
den agte of firedamp until . an explosive mixture yvas farmed and someth10g, we 

0 no .know what, ignited this explcsive mixture in the 1st rise level." As 
~egar?s the _source. of. ignition at page 9 he says that the scraper chain c~n~eyoi" . b- thx.s l.st nse level may have .been work~g and it _is just possi'l:!le that,fnctton~l 

7at Igruted the gas;' but no eVIdence of thxs has been found. Sn H. B. Ghosh m . 
. ~s repo.rt, page 4, suggested, rather. than clearly stated. that the ignition probably 
· t artedm the .east secticn. and as regards the source of ignition, at page 12 he st!lted 
bh~t thhere_ was no 'indication of the explosion having been initiated by explo~tves, 
I u e detonato~s having initiated the explosion could not be I1fled out en~Irel;v. t page. :125 of h1s evidence Sri H. B. Ghosh said the in bye workmgs cf 15. n~~ m 
I ea~t · nse level and main east loco level was probably the site o~ th~ xgrutl~m. 

·. n hts arguments on' behalf of the Department of Mines Sri Jabbl thmks .Wlth 
. ~Tr ... Ros~er that probably the :missing box of detonators provide~ the source of 
lg~n~tOn If a stone or a piece of coal fell . upon it from the roof or s1de and that the 

. 
1
ongm. of the explosion was in the eastern workings .between 2 rise level and loco 
evel mbY.e of 15 rise. · · 

~· Mr.·Lyndon· James in his report says 'that there app~ars no conclusive indi
cation that shot firing ~aused the ignition. But if it did, 16 dip off no. 1 ii~e ~eyel 
~ppthc:rs the or:Iy plac.e m the section where it·. could have occurred and that Ignttion 
m IS :place Is ccnmstent with the fact that the blast appears to have emanated 
from ·thts .area. As regards the fault in the electrical installation of the und.er
ground bemg the source of ignition, he mereiy says that where violent explos10n 
.and fi!'e ·occur, cables and sometimes apparatus are so damaged that the P<?St
explo.swn damage marks ;my defect that may . have exiSted before the explosiOn 
~n~ ;It may well not . be _possible to rule out. entirely ·an electrical fault • as. ~he 
Igmtmg ,cause and although amongst various possibilities of the source of -Igrubon 
he menh~ns impact friction in his report and although he says in )1is -report. ~hat 
.he ~O!-!ld rega~d ignition from . this source extremely. unlikely under the· cond1t10ns 
~bt.~unmg in this .seam, . he . concludes -his ·arguments. with the . following .state~ent: 
.. With tl:\e ; inf_ormatiQn now .avai11;1ble :it ,appears .impossible for the explosiOn. to 
have been· caused by . .shot,.fitin,g,. electricity, lamps;..Jtgl\t alloys, :CP?tx;ab~d -and 
·fridional hot· spots 'due to accumulated ·he·at ·whicli leav~s';imP~Ct .~nc;tlon a.s -th,e 
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:possible source. It is unfortunate that more direct evidence dces not exist, but 
:impact friction. by ejected rock is the least improbable \Ulder the co.n<f!tions lik~ly 
to have obtained after the out-burst." As. regards the nature of this 1mpact fric
·tion he says that the .bursting of the dyke-rock or the violent -ejecticn of .rock from 
u 0 ; again the ejection of fi09r r~ck fro~ 15 ~is~ off 1 rise ~evel are possible sourceli_ 
-ot ferce capable of generatmg mcendive fnct10nal sparkmg. Thus, although .. be 
·does not say so in·_ so many words, even according -to him -the site of ignition was 
somewhere in 1 or 2 east rise level near and not far from the dyke, and he thinks 
·the least improbable source cf ignition to be frictional sparking, either caused· ·by 
--dyke rock ejected with s~me force from the dyke face or the ejection of floor rock , 
·.from 15 rise off 1 east rise level. · , _. _ \ 

89. Professor Subrahmanyam in his report, Ex W-39, says at page 1 that he 
considers from the evidence of the propagation of the explosion that it must have 
.ori"inated in (a) 2 east rise level dyke face, (b) 16 rise off loco level. (Cl the 
-exb:eme point of loco level. In his evidence at page 463 he makes it clear that 
what he meant to say is that ignition must have occurred at ·one or·other of these 
iliee points, but not simultane.Jusly in all of them. Then questioned further by 
Sri Sa chin Chaudhuri, Counsel for the owners, at . the same page he says· that the 
·most probable site of ignition, according· to him, is 16 east rise off loco level 
because of the condition of the electric drill which was fcund there. Thus, even 

· according to Prof. Subrahmanyam the site of ignition must have been one or other 
•0 f the following: 2 east rise level dyke face, 16 rise off loco level and the extreme 
pcint of loco level; and according to him the most probable site is 16 rise off loco 
level so that he also puts the probable site of ignition on the extreme eastern side 
between 2 east rise level and the lcco level. There is thus amongst messrs Rosser. 

·Evans, James, Sri _H. ;B. Ghosh and Prof. Subrahmanyam a unanimity to this extent 
. that the site of ignition was confined to an ·area bounded en the north by 2 east 

Tise level a_nd on the south by the loc~ level, on the west by 15 rise and 15 dip 
-ciT 1 east ri~e lev_el a~d on the east by the dyke. While this unanimity is entitled 
·to due consideration It need not however make the Court ccnfine its attention to 
-this limited area unless of course the reasons for the unanimity strike it as un-
·answerable. · 

'po. Amongst the facts established so far is a sudden release of gas from the 
;plmter. se3:m underneath through the fiss~re in 15 rise and probably also through 
lhe c~J.Vlty m ~he dyke face where 2 eas~ ~I~e level meets it. _That the quantity and 
velcc1t;y: of th1s r~lease, at least a~ the m1hal stages must have been considerable, 
goes Without· saym~. Dr: Ba?~!fil's rc:port dated 14-8-58 (EX C-9) on the sample 
of g~s he collected m a tnal p1t In 16 nse off 1 dip level on 11-8-58 as it was coming 
fro~\ the. splinte;r seam show~ that there was 93 · 90% CH4 and 2 · 88% C02 and 
3 · 22 1o air by d1fference. Evidently, therefore, the gas so relea9ed would at once 
.flood th~ return and, tc some extent, the intake airways. with the result that there 
would be a sudden drop of the oxygen in the air and if this reduction were con
siderable the workers would become unconscious' and ultimately succumb. 

(iv) Possi~le sources of ignition eliminat~d 

·(a) Contrab~nd 

91. The fact that in the eastern region- the workers would all lose their con
·.sciousne::;s from a sudden drop of oxygen in the air, ·enables one to elimim•teo 
·the possibilit~· of any human agency being responsible for the ignition. Contra
band, apart from the fact that there is no evidence to favour it as th'e source of 
ignition, can -thus be ruled out. 

<(b) .short-firing 

· 92. That would entitle one to rule out also the theory of ·a blown out shot 
igniting an explosive mixture of methane- and air. As a matter of fact, the only 
place in -the eastern district where shot-firing appears to li.ave taken place shortlY 

·'before the. explosion is 16 dip off No. 1 east rise level, and Sri Deven Sen's theory 
of a blown out shot having ignited a concentration or CH4 in a crack :in 'the 
roof of this galiery has already been discussed and discarded. because the 
mis:o;ing exploder on which· this was partly built up was discovered on the .night 
<lf· the 27th JtilY 1958 in east level between 3 & 4 dips, and this was brought to 
·the -notice of the Court by Appendix ·n B to Mr. Rosser's report tiled on 29th 

- August 1958 ·after· Sri Sen had concluded his arguments. ·Mr. Rosser at page 24 
·<lf his report -mentions three other places ·and concludes from the circ.umstances 
that in none of them' there \vas any- shoHiring in that shift though in 16 rise 

··<lff main· east loco level· where ·the bodies of Bedekar. the Under Manager, :rara 
'Singh. the Senior· Overman; and ·Riasat Mia, the Mining Sirdar.· and others were 

--1ound, cartridges· were· being prepared •for :insertion in the holes which were 
· rllt'tlsumaply being .ddlling in-the coal.face· of 16 rise. one exploder havin~ been 
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-tound in 16· rise· about 15 ft. from the face together with a stemming rod ~d'. 
a coil of .shot-firirig cable and the key whiCh was only 4 ft: awa;}?, ·a bo~ contam
ing 12x6 oz. cartridges of Polar Viking ip. the loco level :west of .16 rise and a 
primed cartridge at the east comer of the .mouth of 16 rise. It lS needless to· 
look into this matter any further for the Court is fully satisfied that the onlJf·, 
place where there was shot-firing· before the explosion was 16. dip off No. 1 east 
level and that must have occurred some time before the explosion as the exploder· 
had been .taken elsewhere. To reinforce all these arguments it may be added 
that at no place was there found the exploder connected to the cable and the 
detonator heads which would have indicated that blasting was being done. There· 
is thus no difficulty in ruling out shot firing as a possible sou::ce of ignition. 

(c) Detonators and explosives not acc0nnted for 

93. It appears fro~ Mr. Rosser's report, page 27, that 33 lbs. 6 ozs.; out of 
63 Jbs. explosives issued, have been accounted for and 64 detonators have not: 
been traced. Sri Deven Sen built upon this his alternative theory which has been 
discussed ~n~ already negatived. Mr. Rosser in his report at ~page 3~ suggests= 
a theory s1milar to that of Sri Sen only at a different place, vtz., 15 r~e where 
the floor heaved and gas and small coal erupted· with considerable veloc1ty. Falls
from the roof may then have occurred and stone or coal may ha\Te fallen on the 
box flJ}l ~f detonators thereby causing an explosion which, in its tum, led to· 
the exploswn of the gas. 15 rise undoubtedly is a more likely place for the box· 
of. detona!ors to. be in than 16 dip off 1 east rise level because no work was; 
gomg on m 15 r1se. But, for this theory to be sound this fall of roof must have 
occurred . when the atmosphere was explosive and not when it was extinctive 
due to high methane content. Alternatively, . the ignition may have. taken plase 
?t the; very start of the outburst before the methane content was h1gh; but this 
Is unli~ely as there would not have been enough gas in the air to propagate: the 
exploswn throughout the mine. The flame would have· been extinguished e1ther 
~Y: .shortage. of ·methane or by excess thereof.· It is undoubtedly true that the· 
mitial veloc1ty of the outburst, while it might have loosened some rock or coal: 
~~ ~he roof or the sides, the loosened coal or rock might not have fallen in the· . 
lmhal. stages of the outl;mrst but later when CH4 reached the explosive range 
even m .th~t reg~on. Even then, the fall of the coal or rock has to be so timed· 
a_s to comc1de w1th the formation of an explosive mixture there and at the same· 
hme the box of detonators has to be ·so placed as to be hit by the coal or rock 
tthat fell from .the roof or sides._ It is difficult, in the absence ~f ~ny indicatio~s' 
o that eff~ct, to suggest that there were in fact so many comc1dences .. _It 1s· 

~har more hkely that the explosion ~onsumed the detonators and the explosives. 
· an that the explosion was caused by them. 

(d) Electrical machinery and plant. 

94. Mr. Rosser at pages 28-33 of his report, on the strength !'0 doubt of' 
the report of Mr. Welsh, deals with the electrical machinery: and plant, and· 
concludea. .at page 29 about the conveyors· "The electrical gear of all the con
fleyors described above, together with thei~ anciliary switch gear etc. was fully· 

ame-pro_of, new and of modern design. It appears that only the conyeyor in 
1 ea.st nse leveL could have been working at the time of the · exploswn, and 
fht?mg I:a.s Y€t b~en brought to light to indicate that any of. ti:e. conv~yors and· 

eir an<;iliary sw~tch-gear etc. had any connection with the Igmhon, either due· 
to ~lectncal or mechanical reasons." As to the electric drills and transformers, 
Vfhich he deals with next at pages 29-30 he says that one transformer in 1 east 
rise level was isolated and partly dismaritled being under repair, but the. isolator 
of the other transformer was in 'on' position and the drill plugged mto the 
pommel was lying at some distance back from the faces with the · cable lying 
~n a c?il and • giving the appearance of not being in use at the time _of or 
Immediately: before the explosion so that if it was not in use both the dnll and· 
the cable could be energised, if at all, by a pilot current only which was intrinsi
cally safe; that the isolator switch in the drill transformer in 1 east dip level 
was in the 'off' position; that blasted coal was found in the working place in 5 
rise section and the isolator of the drill panel was in the 'off' position: that in 
the coal face of 2 east dip section six holes appear to have been already .drilled· 
and preparations for blasting was going on: and that in 9 east dip the Isolator· 
of the d~ill transformer was found in the 'off' position and the drill was at some· 
distance from the face; and from these he concludes that no drilling was going 
on at any of these places at about the -time of the explosion. As to drilling 
with compressed air drills, he finds that this was gain_!! on. if anywhere at all, 
onlYI in the east main sump drain but nothing coul9 be found to connect the· 
compressed air drills with the ignition. What, is stated by Mr. Rosser as rega,rds-



these is confirmed by. the detailed report (Ex. D.M.I 38) of· Sri H. K. Bhatta-
charyya, the Electrical Inspector of the Department of Mines who subjected the· 
entire .electrical machinery and plant to exhaustive examination and we have · 
therefore no difficulty in ruling out these as having ·had anything to do with. 

, the ignition. But in the main east loco level, there were one drill transformer 
and two drills. The isolator was in the 'on' position and one of the two drills-
bad been plugged in, but both . the plug and the socket had been torn off -the
drill transformer by the force of· the explosion, and Mr. Rosser concludes by 
saying that it was very likely that one of the two drills, though it is difficUlt 
to sav: which, was being used at the time of the explosion or immediately before
it. The conveyor in 1 east rise level and the two drills her:_e will be. examined 
further in this report and that will be done after the rest of the electncal equip-
ment has been disposed of. · 

95. Mr. Rosser then deals one by one with the coal cutting machines, the
other electrical plant and the cables, and finds that the 4 coal-cutting machines. 
in the main east section were all isolated at their gate-end boxes, and also in 
positions where obviously they could ·not have been cutting coal at the time of -
the explosion, and the one mentioned in 16 rise off 1 east rise level was dis
connected, that none of the 3 coal cutting machines in 5 east rise, 9 east dip · 
and 2 east dip areas was in use at the time of explosion, the machines in 5 east 
rise and 2 east dip having been isolated at ·their gate-end boxes. In 9 east dip· 
although the isolator controlling the machine was in the. 'on' position, the gate
end box was lying upside down, and that in 4 west rise though a coal-cutting: 
machine was installed the face had not yet been started and the isolator of the· 
controlling switch was in the 'off~ position;· and from these ':le concludes that 
these machines or their anciliary switch gear, cables etc., which are all flame
proof, new and of J?lodern design1 had no connection with the ignition. The 
findings of the Electrical Inspector In EX. D.M.I 38 go to confirm these and these, 
also, therefore the Court has little difficulty in eliminating as possible source· 
of ignition. . , 

96. It has no\~ to be seer: what inferences are possible. first from the condition' 
of the convey0r- m 1 east nse level and secondly from that of the two arms etc .. 
in the main east loco level. 

(1) CoNVEYOR IN EAsT RISE LEVEL 

. 97. Mr: Rosser sa~s at pa~e 28 that the isolators of the four· chain conveyors 
m the mam eas~ sectiOn was m the 'on' position but that the push-button switches-· 
!lf thes~ . bl7 w~~h the conveyors are normally controlled during the shift were 
m the off positiOn. . Howev~r, for the fourth. i.e. the one in 1 east :rise level 
!he push qutton c;ontrol was 1~ tl~e 'on' position. That is why Mr. Rosser thinks . 
It c;ould be \yorking at the !Ime of the explosion. Of course, he concludes by 
saymg even m respect of tJ:us that no connection between this . and the ignition 
of methane could· be established. That both the switches of this scraper con
veyor were in the 'on' po~ition ~s confirmed by Sri H. K. Bhattacharyya in his . 
report at pages 15-16.. His findmgs were as follows:-"Isolator was 'on' in its 
reverse position. It was provided with earth leakage protection. On opening .. 
the cover of the Belmos panel it was found that the hand operated push butto:r;: 
switch contacts were closed indicating that the contactor switch was 'on' and 
the conveyor motor was probably running at the time of the explosion, I'n.
coming ·and outgoing._ armoured cables and also flexible cable for working the 
conveyor we.re found coupled upto the gate-end switch.". On examination of 
the motor and the·dlexible cable he noticed nothi-ng wrong and the cut on the· 
rubber sheathing of the cable which he noticed about 5 ft. from the pommel 
at the motor end was found on dissection not to have extended beyond the· 
outer rubber sheathing, all the inner ·cores remaining in tact. We were also 
told that the conveyor pa:ns were empty. The conveyor into which it was 
feeding coal had its isolator switch and the push-button switch both in the · 
'off' position, and was therefore not working. Evidently then,, the conveyor
In 1 east rise level must have been running empty. ' Mr. Evans at page 9 . of 
his report (Ex. I.M.A. 6) says: "The scraper chain cd-nveyor in this fir~t i~I.Se 
level may have been working and it is just possible that frictional heat tgmted 
the gas, but no evidence of it has been found." Evidently, what Mr. Evans· 
means is that no external evidence in the s~ape .of si~ns. of 'frict~onal_wear atnh~ 
tear in the parts of the scraper conveyor mvolved m 1ts runmng was. for . 
coming, Still, as it was· evidently running, it is certailnly a potential ~tohurce 0~ 
danger and will have to b~ examined further in the report along WI sue 
other sources, if any, after the elimination of whatever can .reasonably be said
to have -had no connection 'With the ignition of CH4. 



.1(2) THE SIEMENS-SCHUCKERT &, THE HU)VOOD DPJL~ 

.98. The Siemens~Schuckert , drill was found Iyuig :.on tl:ie floor of. 16 rise off 
Joco level about 10 ft. outb;ye from the face and the .other end .of' a dril.JJPg~ 
,cable attached to it . was found near the southern side of main east loco level 
.close to 15 rise. A loose drill bit was _also ·lying about '20 ft. south .of .the drill. 
lt appears from.the report of Mr. Welsh (pages 12-13) which forms AppendL"< 
·yn to Mr. Rosser's report (Ex. O.S.72) that the .drill pommel had been attached 
to _the drill patJ.el and was ~orn .gfl' and fourid apout 6 ft. on the outbye side of 
:the . qrill panel, that the drill panel isol~tor was in the 'on! position, that' both 
:these. panels were opened up and fciuri.d in normal .working condition with the 
machined faces inside. the F.L.P. :tolerance limit arid . that the original pilot 
circuit fuses of the dnll .transformer were missing but a thin fuse which had 
been fitted in lieu was .in-tact. · It further appears from that report that there 
were two lengths of dnlling cable lying near the drill transformer panel one 
of which was for the stone . drill in the loco' level and consisted of two lengths 
of .cable coupled with a fiani.e-proof· coupler,· one· end being joined to the stone 
.drill lying in ·the face just be}ow the end of a drill :rod which was · stlll · in 
position in -the stone face and the cable lying slack with spare cable behind the 
. drill, and the other end of this cable having been· pulled out from its socket wh~ch 
is normally attached to the drill transformer and was found near the conveyor 

. in 15 rise loco level about 70 ft. outbye from the transformer.' Similarly, it 

. appears_ from this report that the d:r'ill transformer end of the coal drill cable 
-.was found_ pulled out of the pommel and lying 5 ft. to the e~st side (inbye) of 
-the transformer, the other end was attached to the coal drill in 16 rise off the 
loco level, that there was very little slack· cable ·at the coal drill end and the 
cable was· pulled tight round the corner of the gallerY· leading· ~o 16 rise off the 
loco level, that even when 'the cabie was pulled the drill was still 4 ft. short of 
the drill rod in the face with the cable sla>k fully taken up, that the drill pommel 
·Which had been attached to the dJ:ill transformer was found with the drill trans
·former plug portion inside it about 6 ft. outbye of the drill transformer ·and the 
. other 'pommel was fouQd at the 15 dip loco level junction. Mr. Welsh concludes 
· this part of his report with the observation that from the condition of the plant 
:it is not possible to state definitefy which drill was couoled to the transformer. 
but from the position of the cables and plugs the ·evidence points to the Huwood 

.. drill on the stone face having been coupled up to the transformer and as there 
· was only one transformer for two drills, only one drill would work at a · time 
. -and that both the drills were of the type normally, used for drilling coal, Mr. 
:Rosser also repeats in his report at pages 29-30. that it is difficult to say which 
. of the drills was working at the time, but it appears very likely that one was 
used at the time· of explosion or immediately before it. Both the drills were 
brought to the surface for c:hecking. The Huwood drill which was in the loco· 
level face had one nut at the gear case missing but this would not have impaired 

·the, F.L.P. properties of. the drill as stated by' Mr. Welsh. Electricall~· this drill 
:vas .found to be quite in order by the Electrical Inspector Sri H. K.; Bha~tacharyya 
m h1s report at pages 14-15, Ex. DMI 38. These drills were ·exammed separately 
at the Central Mining Research E.tation for 2 or 3 reasons. (1) to see if the 

. electrical equipment were safe and (2) to see whetl'j.er the aluminium casings 
?f ~!J.e drill were of m!'!tal likely to give rise to incendiar~'~ sparks capab}e of 
1gmtmg methane should the drill casings have fallen on to rock or metal. 

99. It appears from Dr. Badami's report, Ex. C-10, that the m?-gnesium content 
.-of the Huwood drill was only 0·40%. If further appears from this re.port that the 

metal of this drill when tested against a rock wheel,· a carbo_rundum wheel and a 
steel wheel at 1500. revolutions per minute in methane-air m1xture d. about 7·5% 
methane and 92"5% air would not ignite the gas. The Huwooc,l .dn)-1. therefore, 
may be .left out of consideration altogether as a possible source o~ 1gmtwn. 

100 .. In the Siemens Schuckert drill one stud was missing an(! t!le gap betwe~n 
the casmg plates was 0·03 in the corner where the stud was m1ssmg and 0·21 m 
other places (vide Dr. Badami's report dated 12th August 1958, Ex. C-7). Accord

. ing to Sri H. K. Bhattacharyya (page 12 of his. report, Ex. D.M·I· 38). the gap 
· between the flanges· was proved to .be. more than Q·02" throughout and the saJ?e 
.was more than .0·25" near. about the rriissing bolt. · 

101. Prcfessor Subrahmaniam who suspected the Siemens Srhuckert drill as 
P.aving ~een the cause of ignition suspected it first. because one of tl;e studs was 
missing; ·secondly becaqse the gap between the casing .plates was ~:03 m the co.rn~r 
where· the stud was missing ,and therefore more than the ppec1fied safety .hm1t, 
arid thirdly bec~\,lse_ tp.e. normal. fuse h.ad· been r~placed by a tem?or~ry _copper..fuse. 
Sri Sachin Cheudhury quoted ·a pas~age .. m r ,his ~,x:os~-e~a{Umation. of.-·Pr.of . . .,. . -·· - ~ 



Sub.rahmiuu'am' from ari article b:v Dr. H. Titman and Mr. R. Torry entitled.' 
"Flameproof enClosures for mining electrical equipment: The protection afforded. 
by_ flanges of one half inch radial. breadth for mixtures of methane and air" in · 
Research Report No. 123 in the' October issue, 1955 and asked him whether he 
::iiffered from the observations made therein and the P'"Ofessor· said that he did .. 
. not. The passage in question is as follows:- · 

"A number of tests have already been made, witil various inflammable~ 
vapours, to determine the reduction in the 'safe gap' prought about by 
reducing the radial· width of the flanges of an 8-litre sphere from 1 
inch to half-irich (E.R.A. 1952,-.54): in no case ·was a proportional reduc-
tion obtained. For the few gases tested' of Group II of B. S. 229:1946: 
the reduction in the statistical maximum safe gap was on the average· 
about 20 per cent: a greater percentage reduction was, however,. 
observed for some gases of Group III of B. s. 229 . 

. .Chis Standard is ~ow under ·revision and the object of the present work was: 
to determine, for the purpose of the Standard, the s~fe gap for 
methane-air mixtures for flanges of one. half-inch radial breadth. For· 
flanges. of. one-inch breadth a re-determination by Wheeler (1'940) 
showed that the maximum· experimental safe gap was 0·046 in.: the'" 
corresponding statistical maximum safe gap, calculated by the present: 
method, is 0·035 inch.". · · 

102. Thus this gap, although beyond the permitted size of 0:02" was still un-
likely to be' dangerous as ther..e is- a great margin of safety and the- numerouS" 
experiments at the' Central Mining Research Station to test whether th'e gap was: 
safe or not failed to give any external ignition when the equipment was placed in 
highly dangerous mixtures of methane and air. (Vide Dr. Badami's report dated·: 
12th August 1958, Ex. C-7). · 

103. As regards the copper fuse, Prof. ·Subrahmanyam was I asked by Sri! 
Choudhury whether 'in the first place one. had got to know the rating of the type· 
of the fuse normally used in order to be able to say whether a certain type of 
fuse was or was not risky and in the second whether there was anything inherenL 
in the lead alloy fuse which maqe its rating lower than that of any copper fuse 
and thirdly whether it was necessary to know the rating of the or~ginal fuse before 
one could make any investigation in the matter. Prof. Subrahmanyam answered 
the first in the affirmatiye, the second in the negative and the third by s~ying:· 
that he could not venture any definite opinion unless he knew the ratin~ (;f the· 
two fusf's. That together with the fact that even the temporary fuse was in 
tact would go to show that there· was nothing inlierently wrong with this drill. 
Besides, as pointed out by Mr. Welsh in his report, the drill cable was short by· 
about 4 ft. so that even if the drill cable was extended to its full length it would. 
not reaC'h the face. Evidently therefore this drill could not have been in use at
the time or the explosion or immediately before the explosion. 

104, Regarding the metal of the drill, this was analysed and gave the following: 
composition:_..: 

Magnesium content 0·40% (Dr. Badami's report, Ex. C-10). 

The low magnesium content is to be noted. This suggests relative safety. More-· 
over, attemps to produce frequently sparks from such casing whether by metal 0r·· 
by roc~ at the Central Mining Research Station and even employing rusty metal .. 
were x:ot successful in igniting inflammable mixtures of metha:1e an6 air. Fi11ally, · 
there 1s no e':idence that the casing did fall on to any rusty met&l. There was: 
nox:e present m the neighbourhood concerned nor is there any evidence that the·· 
casmgs \':ere hit by stone or metal. It is further to be pointed out that ·these 
metals Wlll only be dangerous if the atmosphere in which they were operating· 
Was explosive. The men would be alive at· the time of t:1c cutburst, but 
h:nme:iiately afterwards the atmosphere would be· extinctive and the men would 
be gassed and the .drills. would not be in operation. We therdorc rule out the·· 
p'ossibility of the drills being the source of ignition. 

(e) Frictional sparking 
. \ . . 

· 11J5. With regard to frictional sparking, the danger, here could ans~ only !rom 
(a) some equipment which was running _automatically or (b) frictwn of the·· 
rocks by release of strata stress. The only electrical equipment there wa$ ap-· · 
p-a'rehtly the conveyor· in No .. 1 level between 15 rise and 16 rise. If this wert·~'" 



_ resp~nsibl~ for frictional spar kings, . such spar kings_ must ha_ve taken place in 
.an explosive: atm~sphere, and, we think, some considerable tlme after t?-e out
-burst by wh1ch time the methane content would haye fallen _to_ so~e. pomt_ bet-
ween 5 and 15 per cent. The possibility exists, but m our opm_Ion ·It. IS unlikely . 

. It is not easy to produce frictional sparks of the nece~s.ary mtens1ty by steel 

.act_ing on steel or on coal._ A more likely source of igmtlon from the conveyor 
might have been the heatmg of the coal-dust under the conveyor due to the 
:ontinuous running of the scraper chain. but there was no evidence of such heat
ng as judged by d:ecomposition or parti~l coking or combustion of the coal under 
;he conveyor. It Is to be noted however, that this conveyor may haye created 
1 s~all cloud of coal dust, and that this dust may have taken part m the ex-plosiOn. · 

106. We may add at this stage that there ·is no evidence of spontaneous com
bustio~ of coal at any part· of the mine nor was there any evidence p~ior _to the 
e~pl<;>s10n of unusual smell or other indications that the coal was heatmg m any d1stnct. · 

. 107. Thus _all. the possible sources of ignition that were suggested by the 
·different parties at the Inquiry can more or less reasonably be ruled out. 

(iv) Two more possible_ sources of ignitions 
(1) Oil lamps in 5 Rise district 
(2) Loco engine: ' · 

_ ~~8. This brings us to a consideration of only ·two other possible sources of 
1gmt10n. B~th of thes~ were brought to the notice of the court . by one of the 
!\.ssess~rs, vtz. Dr. Wh1taker. The first is the condition of two ml safety lamps 
:~~ ? R1se and t!le second is the diesel loco. I have already referred to the cqn
d1tlon of the ml safety lamps found in 5 Rise in connection with the questwn 
~hether at the\ time of the explosion there was in the mine a supply of CH4 
-!n excess_ of wli:;tt could possibly accumulate from the no:rmal make of the gas 
m t~e- rome. Sn Sachin Choudhury in his argument howev~r, ~a.id stress on the 

-condition of these lamps as suggesting a possible source of 1gmtion of CH4 .. 

(1) , OIL LAMps IN 5 RISE DISTRICT 

109. It is therefore, necessary first of all to consider whether ignition of C~4 
-could have been due to a burning or charring of the pieces of cloth found m 
o~e or the _ ot~er of the two ·safety lamps in 5 Rise. . Before ~ . proc~ed to deal 
W1th that, It IS necessary to give a brief picture of the conditions m the area 
where the lamps were found ·as . reported by different investigators after re
entry and as depicted in the relevant sectional map. It appears from sectional 
map N~. 12 of _Appendix I to Mr. Rosser's report Ex. o.s. 72, that in the gallery 
chonnectmg _2 nse level with 5 rise district, 3 dead bodies were found close to 
t e face Without skulls, and 8 other dead bodies were found further . south of 
these 3 skull-less trunks and the two oil safety lamps were found, a little qut
bye, one, near the western side of the gallery and the other near the eastern Side, 

csome shovels with broken handles were also found there. 
Q . 

110. Th~ condition of the lamps, viz. Nos. 371 and 502 has been already re
ferred to m Paragrap?- ~7, Section IV of the report, and. need not. be repeated 
h~re. What needs pomtmg out is first that Mr. Rosser m Appendix VIII-B of_ 

. his report . speaks of a pie~e of ~loth, 'partly burnt,· stickin~ to the top ·of the 
. bo!lnet, neither Dr. Badami nor Sri H. B. Ghose says anythmg about the cloth 
bemg partly burnt. The question therefore arises whether Mr. Rosser's report 
·that t~e cloth was partly burnt should be accepted. That the condition of_ these 
two_ 011 lam~s had a!ly special significance had not occurred to any one till Dr. 
Whitaker pomted this out and I mentioned this in court when arguments had 

~ alread~ begun and this fact is not given any importance in any of the reports. 
~here I~- therefore, no reason why the burnt cloth should have ~e<:n falsely_ men

-tioned m Mr. Rosser's report. A likely explanation of the om!ssto~ of th1s fl!-.ct 
fro~ the other reports is that Dr. Badami and Sri H. B. Ghose dtd not notice 

_particularly whether the piece of cloth was burnt. The learned assessors and 
.myse~f therefore, accept the report of Mr. Rosser on this point. From the facts 
that m 3 of the bonnet holes of one of the lamps pieces of clot~ were fo4nd 

_jammed anj that a piece of partly burnt cloth was found jammed m one of the 
'bonnet holes of the other and further that the wicks of both the lamps were 
·inside the oil-pot, and th~t there was deposition of soot inside the ost·e'S gl~~s 
·of both and th_at there was soot below rust 3;t the top of t~e gauzes; f1 . ac tn 
<Choudhury bUilds up the argument that exidently the mmers were rymg 0 · 
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put out a flame that had shot up inside the lamps by reason of qH4 inside the 
·lamp being in the region of 5 per cent or more and when t.J:ley failed to reduce 
·the size of the flame by drawing down the wicks they tri~d to. shut out further 
supply of air inside the lamp by stuffing the vent holes with pieces of cloth and 
that when the percentage of methane in the air became higher the men died 

·.of asphyxiation, but the cloth which had been stuffed into. th~ bonnet· holes con":"· 
tinued to smoulder till a fresh supply of oxygen in the distnct m.ade t~e charr- .. 
ing cloth shoot up into a flame and this flame ignited an explosive miXture of 
methane and air. We consider that these lamps were full of flame before the 
.explosion and that efforts had been made both by drawing down the wicks into 
the oil vessel completely and by insertion of cloth ,into the outlet. aperture.s of 
the bonnet to smother the flame. The cloth shows signs of charrmg especially 
in one of the lamps. The operations on the lamp by whoever was responsible 
must have been done before an excessive amount of methane was present-enough 
-to ?Sphyxiate the men or to extinguish the lamps. The methane must have been 
.5 per cent or more but not in excess of 25 per cent as all flame would then be 
-extinguished. SubseqlJ_ently, it may be that the methane built up rapiP,ly and 
extinguished the lamps and asphyxiated the men. The cloth however, might 
continue to smoulder. It is true that the smouldering would eventually die out 
unless sufficient fresh air arrived in time. The question is if when such fresh 
air supply did arrive, it began to revive the combustion of the cloth and· .even.
tually to inflame it, so that gas could be ignited externally-to the lamp. Smoul
-dering of the cloth might continue when the oxygen had fallen down to low 
values below 10 per cent and perhaps below 5 per cent. The actual inflammation 
of the cloth would however, not take place until there is 17 or 18 per cent of 
<:~xygen in the air. The period of time involved would no doubt be small, per
haps only 5 minutes, during which the cloth might be smouldering. It is esti
mated that from the very outburst of the gas until the actual explosion there 
w~s only .a period of 20 to 30 minutes. The above sequence of events is, to our 
·mmd, unhkely because of the narrow limits (of time and oxygen) and also be
cau~e of the signs of the violence in this gallery in the shape of three .skull-less 
bodies and· a number of shovels with broken handles, if they could be attributed 
to the first explosion, but we cannot rule it out as the direction of travel of the 
flame and of the subsequent blast can be harmonised both with this as the source 
.a~ ignition and with the diesel locomotive as the source of ignition, and as the . 
vwlence noticed here might have been caused by the subsequent explosions. 

(2) DIESEL Loco 

111. The other possibility of ignition is provided by the .diesel loco. At page 
4, Part II of Dr. Badami's report dated·the 18th June 1958, he says as follows: 

"Between 9 and 10 dips on loco level a number of tubs were found with 
their front ends knocked or bent forward whereas the back ends 
were more or less all right (see figure 3). This was the case only 
with the empties. All the tubs..:_empties and loaded-were still . 
coupled. The loco looked as if it had been backed ready to haul the 
loaded tubs-only it was not yet coupled. There was a dent on the 
bonnet of the loco as if something had fallen on it and the canopy 
had been thrown in an east-west direction-it was found lying about · 
2 or 3 feet to the south-west of the-loco. The oil cut-out was firmly 
pushed in (indiCating that fuel supply had been cut off and hence 
the engine stoppe'tl) and the decompression lever was down. The 
brakes appeared to be on and the gear in neutral. The starting handle 
was on the floor of the loco." In the sectional plan No. 26 a bent 
angle-iron is shown lying a little to the sou.th-west of the back side 
of the engine. The radiator end of the engine, as appears from the 
note no. I in this map, was towards the east.· Another angle-iron 
of the loco engine was found lying to the south-east of the front of 
the engine .. The diesel tank appears to have been full of oil, but 
there was no water in the water tank the Hose pipe having burst. 
~e fro!lt stand carrying the headlight 'was broken and lying on the 
south side of the loco. The backstand carrying the light was also 
broken and bent towards west.' The top of the engine cover had 
bulged out. 

.. 112. Amongst bodies found here that Dr. Badami noticed was that of a man 
~n. a crouching position. with the head pent down and he thinks that tl;>.e - man· 

. mJg~t have been couplmg the tubs when he was killed· and he puts a question 
~g ii!Jlself "Yhether there was any significance in his attitude. He further ·notices 
. a bm 10 d1~ the tubs appear to have been down into the dip from the level hav
ang · een subJected .to the blast travelling from the rise to the dio side. 
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. ~13, At~ page-·33· of Mr:· R ·, 

passage about the locomotiv ?sser s report· (Ex. O.S. 72) occurs , . e. 
the following;·· 

"The. Locomotive w f ' 
Rises and on the cross-o as. obund in the East Loco Level between Nos .. 9 and 10' · 

-found· to be cut off Th . ver .etween empty and full tracks. The engme was 
driver's cabin. There ,:e sta7ting handle was lying in its normal place in the· 
not coupled,. although se re loaded ca_"'S in front of the loco, to which it was 
likely, therefore that th!s of .12_ cars are normally worked. It appears ~ost 
9f the e~losio~. The M engine, of tJ:e lo-:!<;Jmotive. was not working_ at the .trme· 
mclude, mter· alia an ord anager s written mstructlons to locomotive dnvers 
of more than 2 minute .er to .e!fect that engines have to be shut off, if a delay 
was found to have be; I~hanhcipated. The fire extinguisher on .the locomotive· 

·Nothing_ has been brou n row~ out of its bracket, but it had not been used. 
tocomotlVe and the soufht to hgnt which indicates a connection between the;· 
rep?r:t (Ex ·!.M.A. 6) th ce .of the ignition." Mr. Evans says at page 9 of hit· 
pos1tlon and the engine at the locomotive was found with the controls in the ofl: 

· could' not have been running. 

· 114. During . his ar · . . ' . 
sc~le, Ex. O.S. 74 shofv~~en~, Sr1 Sachin Chaudhuri filed a plan not drawn to· 
t~pty or northern track ..ffh. m the first. place, the position of the' empties in the--. 
. em on to the empty tr ere the loco might have left them after having shunted. 

tlon of the loco and tfie ack; .and secondly, the position of the empties, the posi-· 
i~uthel'l1 track, as founlOSitlOn of the loaded tubs on the full line, i.e. lower or:· 
tioe. se;t~fnabl plan no. 26 t~n t rthentry.· It appears from this plan as. also from. 
Th n ° 1 s ack Was on th a e loco was not yet fully on the full Ime, a por-· 

ere were 7 full tubs reed cross-over and its radiator end was on ,the full line .. 
a Y ~or the loco but the loco was not coupled to them .. 

115. Before proceed' 
f~mi>rtovil~\suspected ~~g auny ~~rther, it is necessary t<;~ poin~ out how th~ loco· 
No· 9) · 1 ~ker, one of th ' a ougb, none of the parties pa1d any attention to 
an ·idea e1a~ed and crosse Asse~sors, after Shibjog Dubey, Loco Fitter (witness
on th 1° . e nature of th -exammed on the 3rd May 1958, had given the court 
surfa~e ~co ·for cooling thee ~hme trap on the exhaust side and. the arrangements: 
we did s s \ was reported 1 ~ust, suggested that we should see the loco on the· 
tain the ee I .o!l the 12th Mao 

1 
e
9 

exactly the same as the one underground and. 
pro erl suspicion that if thY 58 .. On inspection Dr. Whitaker came to enter-· 
thiJ> d~ Iqtked after the h: fame trap and the cooling' arrangements were not. 
without os1 of coal dust P a t'generated in the exhaust might possibly ignite a. 
Court w any outer protechv ar Icularly in such parts of the exhaust as were· 
on th~ 1 ~fh ai!ordingly asked tcover. Dr. Bada!Jli, Scientific Observer f!f the' 

. Ex C-s ay 1958 and 0 carry out certam tests. One test was earned out 
1958 (vicfeages 7-8, last part)theTrhesults were n~gative, (vide Dr. Badmi's report,. 
equaU Pa~es 5-7 2nd · e second test was carried out on the 22nd .Tune 
that t~e~egatlve, and nat~artl of his report, Ex. C-5.). The results thereof w~re 
Towards ~h Was nothing aftra Yi after these tests Dr. Whitaker came to thmk 
investi at e enct, howe'ver er a I, in his suspicions about the .loco exhaust. · 
his mJd ~rs had submitted t~ .the second lap of the inquiry when the different 
hig of the ever:ted to the lac eir reports and a part of the arguments was heard,. 
5% then engme in an atm 0 and this time he turned his attention to the work-· 
eariy stag!o 1~% anct later ~sp~5re where CH4 was rapidly increasing from 0 to
combustibl s 0 the engine 0 %, 25% or even more and thought that in the 
ably· try t e gas in the air dwould .Probably 'accelerate due to the presence of the· 
gas would b retarq the accelaw~_mto the_ cylinder; that. the operator would prob
pite of h' e continually ·in era !On by red1:1cing the fuel .supply, but when .t.he· 
supply t~s atter;npts to con~refsmg the engme would be li~ely to accelerate ms~ 
nappen . e engi_ne might ro. the speed, ·and that even 1f he cut off the fuel 
some ofrueanwhile with ei~nhnue to run .. He questioned himself what ,would 
as meth Would have bee ess of gas in the air feed, and his answerl was. that 
inflamm:gr· as cc_J.rbon mo~ c9~busted bu( some would pass out of tJ:le cyhnder . 
unabl t e gas If it Wer. OXI e and, as hydrogen; and hydrogen bemg a very 
any oeut ~ cool down the fl: Produced in quantity the ffame arrestors would be 
thought sfget explosive mixtme sufficiently to prevent it from. passing and igniting 
of meth a though the di ure of methane ·and air. In other words, he ·then 
would band and air Provid~deltl~ngine might be safe in an explosive atmosphez:e· 
deco e angerous if th at the methane was upto 9 per cent or so, It. 
accu~f°F~~ to give hydro~emethane present was higher in quantity and had 
· e, e loco engine lo 11

• Once again, therefore~ the loco, or· to be more· 

116 
. . ' omed large in his eyes as the villain of· the piece. 

· On the 22nd A · . · ·. 
to nos. 1 & 2 pits for goi:tggust dl958, when my learned colleagues and myself went· 

. un erground there were with us Mr. Rosser, Mr. Hughes: 
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and certain other responsible officials of the Company. On the s~rface I told 
them of Dr. Whitaker's new theory and Dr. ·Whitaker himself ·explamed to them 
wb at the position was. There was a full and frank discussion amongst us on the 
matter. Then, after we came back from the underground workings to the sur
face we saw the loco which .had been underground but had been already brought 
io <.he surface, and also agam the loco that was always on the surface. On the 
25th August. 1958, when the Court sat again after a break of about 11 days I 
m entioned this matter in ope n Court although the order-sheet does not show that 
it was mentioned. It apears from the reply received by the Company from 
M e ssrs. Ruston & Hornsby Ltd., Lincoln, England that on the 23rd August 1958 
the y had been written to about this matter. Evidently then! they must have 
writ ten on the basis of .the discussions that took place at th~ pit top on_ the 22nd 
Aug ust 1958. At that time there was no susoicion that the mlet was Without the 
flame trap so that Messrs . Ruston & Hornsby Ltc;l., Lincoln, England, were not 
toid of this and their reply does not deal with that ques tion. As Dr. Whitaker 
thought mo~·e of the matte r he considered it necessary · to exam_ine careful~y both 
the flame traps on the exhaus t and the inlet sides of the engm e to see If they 
were in any wav defective. He reported verbally on the 28th August 1958 that 
when the locomotfve engine which was underground at the time of the explosion, 
was opned out at the surface it was discovere d that there was no flame trap en 
the inlet side and that t.he equipment was opened in the presencE? of ~ri Anand, 
Sri Taneja, Sri A. N. Smha, Inspector of Mmes. Sri Grewal._ Chief Inspector of 
Mines and Sri H. K. Bhattacharyya, Electrical Inspector of Mm~s. Dr. Whitaker 
was then asked to submit a report in writing to his effect, vtde order dated 
28th August 1958. Appendix No . . II is Dr. Whitaker's report. Then on_ the 3rd 
September, 1958, the Court ment'oned for the information of the parties, that 
Dr. Whitaker was inclined to think that the absence of the flame trap on the 
inle t side of the diesel locomotive engine underground at the time of the explo
sion might be the cause of jgnition of methane gas which led to the explosition 
and Dr. Whitaker himself explained the reasons on which his theory was based 
and said that if considered necessary he would submit a report on i t a f t ei· the 
hearin~ of the argumen ts ar~d th e Court approved oi' that. Th~ O\\'ne_r s W<:re 
then directed by me to submit a statement r egarding the locomotive e:1g:ne w1th 
sp€Cial reference to the flame traps , Ex. O.S.-77 is t~1at statement. Sri Sachin 
Chaudhuri suomitted that day that his clients felt that they could not adequately 
deal with this n e \'.' position without obtaining expert opinion on it from England 
and I pointed out to h im that the theory of Dr. Whitaker was communicated to 
the owners in order that they might deal with it in their arguments as far as 
possible at this stage without examining experts either here or abroad and that 

·if the locomotive could be shown to be safe without a flame trap on the inlet 
side there would be an end to the theory; otherwise, it might be included in the 
Court's report as a probable cause of ignition and the Government m ight, if they 
d~emed fit, take steps to pursue the matter further in the interests of safety of 
mm es. The matter was left at that at the time. Then during his. arguments, 
Sri Chaudhuri dealt with the matter on the footing that the absence of the flume 
trap on the inlet side might be a probable cause of ignition if only the engine 
was _ running at about the time of the outburst, and not otherwise, and his con
tentiOn was in the first place that at about the time of the outburst it was not 
running, and in the second that even if it was running, it would not be as prob
?-ble a cause of ignition of m ethane as the two lamps fotmd in the gallery connect
mg the cross-cut with 5 rise district<. 

117. The first question, therefore, to be considered in this connection is 
whether indications are avaitable that the loco might actually be running at 
~ut the time in an explosive mixture of methane and air. It may be at once 
stud th.a~ . the whole question is to be looked at only from the point of view o! 
probabilities because these Is no conclusive evidence either way. But this much 
1S clear~ that the loco had left the empties on the empty line and then moved 
along the cross-over. almost to the full line. Then the empties had been pnshed 
bv hand eastward ti~l th e first empty which, on re-entry appeared to have been 
b~own towards the dip from the_ empty line had reached a position just beyond 10 
nse level. ';l'o move the emptJ es from 9 rise to 10 rise would take a certain 
amount ?f t11!le, probably not exceeding 15 minutes for the whole operation as 
the frad1e_nt 1? somewhat helpful for half the distance (vide plan,Ex. O.S. 79). r;:e questiOn lS whether. the loco. af_ter is had_ moved on partly to the cross-over 
B d partly to the full lme was Idling all th1s time or was completely stopped. 

Ye-law No .. 14 ( 4) is as follows: "The engine of a diesel locomotiv8'> shall not 
~h.ke~t nmnmg ;ovhen th~ loco_motive is stationery except (a) during brief halts 
thelle l11 u se. and (b) wh1le bemg tested." It further appears that on the full line 
of [}{ were 7 ~ull tubs and there was no _other full car either towards the end 

e empty line or anywhere east of 10 n se on the ,full line. A loco is supposed 
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normally to take a set of 12 loaded tubs so that-until the full set was there the 
loco would . not be expected to be in use. There were some em ties still to be 
loaded as shown in Ex. O.S. 74. ·It appears from note 'F' in Ex. O.S. 74 that on 
being filled at the conveyor· jib-end the cars gravitate to the positions marked 
'F' where they are -coupled together with couplings previously placed between 

·the tracks while uncoupling the. empty set and · the full · cars were found 
coupled up in this position on re-entry. The outbye full. car is near the loco, 
but not coupled to it. Fr.om this it certainly follows that the loco was not about 
,to start drawing the loaded cars first because there was not yet a full set of 12 
loaded cars; secondly because the. loco was not yet coupled to the nearest loaded 
car although all these 7 loaded cars had been coupled u,p to each other. Before 
therefore the loco could be expected to move there was likely to be a certain 
amount of injerval. What that interval was, it is difficult to say, nor is it possible 
to be definite. that the engine was in fact running in an explosive atmosphere. 
It is probable that the outburst had (Jccurrec;I some time before the engine left the 
empties on the empty lj.ne and was movmg along the cross-over, and if the 
outburst had already occur:red a certain amount of CH4 may have backed up 
against the intake so as to bake the engine run in an explosive atmosphere. 
Besides, the engine. has to be ~tarted by a handle and in this case i~ i.s in 
evidence that the handle was lymg on the floor. The fact that an engme has 
to be started by a handle -is likely to make most engine drivers keep the 
engine.' running during halts because if they keep the engine running thev 
would not have to start the engine" again by the . handle. Then, it is also 
permissible under the bye-laws to keep the engine. runnmg while the engine 
is being tested. That would also provide the engme driver with an excuse 
·for· keeping· the engine running. After alJl, it does not cost him anything 
to keep the engine running, :vhile, if. he stop~ it ?etw~en halts. whether brie! 
or not, he has got to start 1t when the en~ne 1s to draw either loaded or 
empty cars. It is therefore more than probable that the engine was running. 
But as I have alreaCly said this is nothing more than a probability there being 
no evidence whatever either way to show whether in fact it was ·running· or 
not. 

118. 'The next question is what would be the effect on the engine if · it 
was running at the time in an explosive ~tmosohere. It is necessary at t.lru! 
stage to draw atte?tion to the proce~u~e 'that most o.f the investigatorg 
adopted in attemptmg to t!ace. the · ongm of the explosiOn. They _have been 
governed largely by the. direction o1 the blast and have in almost all cases 
traced the origin of the blast (as judged by. the violence produced) to . the 
east district near the dyke face and probablv m no. 1 rise level not far from 
the face. However, it is. important to visualise the nrobable conditions follow
ing an outburst of gas .. We have pointed out earlier that we consider that 
there was a large outburst and most of the pers~_nnel were asphyxiated. Such 
an atmosphere wo~d not be capable of propagatmg or initiating an explosion. 
It would not be mflammab~e. There must have been at leas·t 50 'ner cent 
methane present to asphyXIate the men, and there was nrobablv far mono 
.in certain di~tri~t;>. ~oreover. the evidenc~ of vio1ence J.n guiding one to 
the source of Ignition 1s by no means conclusive as to the origin of a fire~dam 
explo$ion, especially .as near su,ch region ther.e is. generally little violenJ 
indeed. The more likely so1;1r:ce of th~ . exploswn 1s where the methane-air 
ini~~re has been of co~pos1tion contammg. 5 to 15 per cent. of CH~ and 
this would be at some ~1stance. from . the site !lf the outburst. pos'siblv 1.000 
ft. or .more .away from lt .. Agam, .lt lS more hkely that we shall have such 
explosive miXtures on the mtake s1de rather than on the return as the· bUlk 
of the gas from the o~tburs! · would pass do.wn . the return airways and would 
make the atmosphere !Jl sucn. Toadways extmctive, probably right up to the
upcast sha~t. On t?e mtake s1d~. however. although the gas mav have driven 
back the mtake ai~ to some distance, yet .there must have been a certain 
stage . when f~e;;~ a1r. or reasonably fresh a1r .. would be encountered even if 
only m t~e vicimty of the downcast shaft as a1r was downcasting and the fan 
was runnmg. Ho:v far. from the downcast one would have to go before 
meeting an ex:plos1ye mixture of1 th.e gas and aix is impossible to state with 
precision; .bu.t 11?- v1ew of the magn1tude C!f ~e outburst, as s-hown by the 
evidence, ,1t 1s hkelv that . the area only Withm 1.000 ft. or so from the down
cast shaft wo~ld be relahv:el.Y fr«:sh. We .therefore feel that the more likely 
source or regwn of t.he ongmal mflammahon of gas would be an area 1 in 
rougly haU-wav between the downcast and the workinn- face Thi 1 d Y g 

·d- th ·b·l·t f th d. "' · s ea s on£-again to consi er e possl 1 l Y o e Iesel _locomotive as the source of 
ignition, and as already stated, Pr . .r. W. Wlutaker went to examine 'the 
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diesel locomtive to see if the flame traps were in good condition, or if there 
were any ·other means whereby the locomotive might be responsible for the 
ignition. 

119. The locomotive was plying between the pit bottom and no. 9 rise. It 
would therefore be running mainly in fresh air, but it is possible that at 
about. the aTea wh~re no. 9 :r:ise crosses the lo~o level the percentage of gas in 
the air would be m the region of the explos1ve range. Examination of the 
conditions underground goes to show that the locomotive had arrived with 
12 empty tubs and that it had been disconnected from these tubs, and it 
moved to the cross-over in order to pick up the set of full tubs.. This set. 
however, had not been completely filled fr~m the belt conveyor. In fact, only 
"7. tubs had been coupled. and the locomohve was apparently waiting for the 
remaining 5 to be filled. The .locomotive incidentallv was not coupled to 
.any tubs. It was found that the' fuel supply was cut- off. I ' 

120. When a diesel loco~otive runs in fTesh air . and the . fuel supply. is 
eut off and the engine is in neutral gear as it was with the diesel -loc;omohve 
in question, the engine may· continue to· r,un off so!lle 10 or 20 revoll!-tlcns but 
·without any driving force, the run!ling· bemg d'!le s.Imply t.o ti:e energies stored 
in the flv wheel. If however a diesel locomotlve 1s runnmg m an atmosphere 
containii1g ma:thane, especially if the methane lie between 5 and 15 per cent. 
the engine may continue to run and indeed may accelerate due to the fuel 
supplied as the methane even though the normal oil fuel of the loco is cut off.. 
lt is thus possible that the engine was running of its own accord. Moreover. 
it is not known at what stage the' feuli was cut. off. i.e. whether it had been 
cut off only a second before or whether the engine had been rotating for 
some time. It is well known that under these conditions the normal sound 
1>f the locomotive changes to an abnorma~ one, not unlike the pinking sound 
of a petrol engine. Under such conditions the locomotive is perfectly safe. 
provided that it has flame traps in good condition both on the· exhaust· and on 
the inlet sides. If however there is ·no flame-trap on the inlet side it is a 
potential source of danger, and we are of opinion that the flame travelled 
through the inlet supply pipe to the air filter and ignited an explosive 
mixture externally and thus caused the explosion. 

121. Messrs Ruston & Hornsby Ltd. Lincoln, England, in thei~ reply dated 
tlle 2nd September 1958, which Sri Sachin Chaudhuri produced before· us after 
'h ... 'h.ad completed his arguments,.· give the following information:-

" (I) Methane being lighter than air, we would assume that as the 
Driver's head is higher than the engine inlet if the concentration 
of methane was high it. is likely he would be overcome before 
any of this mixture was induced into the engine. He therefore 
could not have shut down the engine but we are told that he did 
and therefore it can be assumed that the concentration of methane 
was low and he was not overcome prior to it being induced into, 
the engine. · 

~) Since a Methane/Air mixture of any ·proportion by volume is incap
ble of spontaneous ignition in the cylinder, then ignition could 
only occur if there was a heat source remaining in the cylinder 
such as an incandescent part·icle of carbon. 

3) This is an extremely unlikely possibility as such -a particle of car·bcn 
would only remain incandescent· s.o long as the engine remained 
on load and immediately the fuel was shut off the incoming air 
would cool the carbon particle below incandescent temperature. 

l) Tf.e more likely sequence of events is that the methane/air mixture 
present in .the J'!line. 'Yas drawn. int9 the engine cylinder whilst 
fuel was shll bemg lll]ected. ThiS would have caused the engine 
to attempt to accelerate and the governor would have endeavoured 
to offset this tendency by reducing liquid fuel to the cylinders 
The behaviour of the ehgine from this point would depend upon 
the horse power it was called upon to develop to pull the l0ad and 
the perecen~age of methane p.resent in the atmosphere. The fact 
that the dr1ver had shut off fuel suggests that the methane/air 
mixture, ignited by idling fuel, was richer than that required to 
sustain the load and the engine therefore accelerated. This caused 
ntm to shut ·?ff the fuel. and immediate!~ he did this, the engine 
stopped. Durmg the penod that the engme was running on 



(5) 

(6) 
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combination of methane and liquid fuel the exhaust . would'·.· be· 
normal and the exhaust conditioner and the flame .traps effecbv~. 

·This exhaust conditioner. and flame traps, !Joth inlet. and . exh~us ~ 
to the specificat~on ·provided by us. on this locomotive. had feen

1
_ 

tested at the Mines Research Establishment at Buxton m the !' 
lowing manner. The exhaust pipe and conditioner were filled Wl!fJ· 
a critical methane/air mixture. This assembly was than placed m 
a critical methane/air atmospher.e and a charge electrically dettho
nated inside the conditioner. 'Tl;iis/ assembly was approved by e 
Mines. Research· establishment as -the resulting flame issuing fr1o~· the flame traps was too cool to ignite · the critical methane a1r 
atmosphere ~mtside the assembly .. 

Under the conditions described above where the engine could run 
on a mixture of methane and liquid fuel there is obvious~y .no 
minimum limit of methane since the engine' will run on its 1dling. 
fuel alone. The upper limit is best defined as the· percentage of 
methane . which will completely use up the oxygen in the methane/ 
air mixture when the mixture burns in the engine cylinder. ThiS 
percentage is approx~mat~ly 4, per ~ent by weight. Any concent~a
tion in excess of th1s w1ll result m unburnt methane passmg 
:through into the exhaust sys,tem together with small quantities 
of hydrogen and carbon monoxide, but as there is no oxygen left 
these cannot burn in. the exhaust system. Any concentration less 
than this will mean that all methane has. been burnt in the 
cylinder. I~ this condition ·there will be no hydrogen or carbon 
monoxide in the exhaust but there will be water vapour and carbon 
dioxide. · 

Under the circumstances, therefore, and in view of the details given 
above, we fail to 'see • how the combustion. of methane in the 
engine could have ca':s~d an external explosion provided always 
that the exhaust conditioner and flame traps \vere in a fullv· 
serviceable condition.'' 

122. The letter, of ~ourse, starts by answering some questions put in a letter
(Ex. O.S. 78) to which it puports to be a reply. These questions are as fol

Jows: 

(a) What limits of' methane/air mixture would continue "the turning 
over of one of' your diesel engines? 

(b) If the nieth.ane/air mixture were greater than the ratio mo~ 
desirable for combustion in an internal combustion engine wo\lld· 
hydrogen be produced and would this hydrogen inflame ' in the
exhaust? 

(c) H hydrogen be inflamed as mentioned in (b) above, would, such a 
flame pass through the flame trap and exhaust conditioner?" 

The answers were as follows: 
"(a) With the fuel supply shut off the engine would stop and during 

the slowing down· process any mixture of methane and. air would 
not ignite. 

(b) and (c) These questions, in view of the answer given above, there
fore become irrelvimt." 

As against this, may be considered the cable Teproduced in Ex. O.S. 75: _ 

"YOURS SECOND RE CHINAKURI CONFIP..M INLET FLAME TRAP S''UPPt..UllJI 
STOP IF TRAP REMOVED LOCO · UNSAFE FOR OPERATION IN ATlVI:OSPJ!EIU? 
CONTAINING METHANE STOP SPECIFIC ANSWER WHITAKER , THEORY 
ASPIRATED lVIETHANE/ AIR MIXTURE WOULD BURN IN CYLINDER ONLY' 
REPEAT ONLY WHILST FUEL INJECTED STOP ASPIRATING ME'XIIANE/Air. 
MIXTURE COULD INJ:)UCE: UNCONTROLLED ACCELERATION CAUSING 
DRIVER SHUT OFF FUEL• BU:T BEFORE IGNITION OF METHANE/ AlP.. MIX-

. TUR£ TERMINATED . BY SHUTTING OFF FUEL 'BLOWBACK DOWN INLET 
MANIFOLD C~}JLD OCCUR WHICH . WOULD BE SUPPRESSED BY INLET 
FLAME TRAP. 

Cl 1 therefore if the oil fuel had 
da~a;eJ of an ignition if there was 

I 

been. just shut off, the makers, admit the 
no mlet flame-trap. Moreover, they also 
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state that if the trap is removed the loco is unsafe for operation in an atmos
.phere cantaining methane. 

123. Evidently then, the manufacturers assume in their reply that . the 
inlet was also provided with a flame trap and that the flame trap was servlcea
'ble. When therefore, it was discovered that the flame trap was not there 
·at all not 'to speak of its being in a serviceable condition, it would at once 
follo,J that there is ·a very real danger of the flame shooting out through the 
"inlet without being cooled by the flame trap which was simply not there, 
·provided· of course the conditions which ·Dr, Whitaker envisaged were there. 
'That being so, the reply of Messrs Ruston ·& Hornsby. Ltd, does not really even 
purport to answer Dr. Whitaker's views as regards the probability of a flame 
:shooting out through the inlet of the loco engine and igniting an explosive 
:mixture of methane and air. ' 

\ 

124. Incidentally, the inlet and the exhaust valves, of the engine, and the 
·condition of the piston cylinder and • cylinder head are reported to . be in good 
condition by Mr .. B. B. Sen of Messrs, Martin Burn ·Ltd., the suppliers (Vide 
'Ex. O.S. 77). But this is to be expected and does not provide material evidence 
-one way or ·the other, except that if the engine had been faulty the conditions 
·for igniting fire-damp· externally might have been still more :t:avourable. 

Route of the blast 

125. The travel of the' explosion was apparently in two directions-one as a 
..relatively mildly felt explosion near. the loco level to the region. of 15 ·rise 
·where it met with a good supply of eoal-dust possibly from the scraper chain 
conveyor in No. 1 rise level and from which point the explosion travelled 
westward largely down No. 1 rise le.vel and No. 1 dip level and through the 
-dip workings· and to some degree along· the loco level itself; but the second 
·direction of travel of the original ignition seems to have. been westward along 
·the loco level· towards the pit and here the methane conce·ntration !Would 
::probably be falling repidly. Coal-dust however. was raised into a cloud, and 
a coal-dust explosion' apparently took place between .No. 2 dip (or perhaps 
··earlier) and the ciownca;;t shaft. • The explosion alsq burst open the separa
·tion doors and allowed fresh air to go Ulil' No. 2 upcast shaft. The Belmos 
··switch weigning 3 cwt. ·was hurled from No. 2 dip' to near the sub-station 
.along half way between the downcast and the upcast shafts by the blast of 
this explosion and a large girder on the loco level near the pit bottom was 
bent into the form o:( a 'V'. The flame of this explosion ignited the gas that 
was in, the upcast shaft, and this was seen at the too of the fan evasee. The 
long. rumbling thundery so,und heard by· certain witnesses, notably by Sri 
Ohri, implies that there was a number of explosions, and we think that in 
addition to the above main routes the explosion also travelled into No. 5 
-rise district. It is 'likely that most of the gas produced by the outburst had 
disappeared before this actual explosion; otherwise it is difficult to account 
for the e},."Plosion travelling through the dip districts on the east side as the 
atmosphere there must have had enough oxygen to. provide for the explosion. 
:Meanmhile, it .is to be pointed out that the action of the fan would. be to pull 
alr from the loco level into No. 1 dip level through the various openings 
between these .two, which openings wer:e far from air.-tight, especially where 
the conveyors came through on No. 9 dip and No. 2 dip to feed the coal into· 
·the loco level. This would probably give· ample fresh air in No. 1 dip level· 
for the exolosion.. We mav also mention that fresh air would similarly tend 
to come down from No. 1- rise level. The explosion seems to have caused a 
'fire in' No. 2 dip district as Shri Taneja could not proceed beyond 150 ft. below 
1he loco level, and fire was also apparently caused in the loco level itself 
between No. 9 rise and the dyke face as personnel were unable to penetrate 
1hese districts. Thus. the third Rescue Team led by Sri Krishnan could not 
go beyond a point between 8 and 9 rises on the main loco level; nor could 

. Paru Mali proceed up the cross-cut to the sand stowing drift owing to the 
:fumes. · 

126. Regarding the western side of the . pit, the coal dust explosion appa
Tently passed straight along the loco level to the lower western main level 
~md shattered the air-crossing on, the way where this level ·crosses No 3 

· -dip west. Of the m~n found around thr,; pit bottom and the western district, 
some were gassed 'wlth CO, some were b~t and some were injured by the 
·bias~. ~uch men. of ~ourse were . ali":e prwr to the explosion becafu:e the a5!" 
passmg m that d1rechon was fresn a1r fed by separate split at the bottom o:f 
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no 1 downcast It was forturiate that the Rescue Team . proceeded .to .the 
w~st as only in. that area were they likely to recover any personnel still ahve. 

· 127. To sum up the conclusions arrived a_:: 

About 20 or 30 minutes before the actual explosion there was an out
burst of CH4 associated with certain quantity of sma}l coal fro!U 
the splinter seam which was fo~d converging to•yards ,the roam 
Disergarh seam on the eastern Sid~ and CH4 eruptm~ fron: below 
as a result of this outburst practically filled the mme w1th an 
abundant supply of m~than~ most of whi~h swept . out with the 
return air and part of which backe? agamst. the mtake_. .As a 
result of this large supply of CH4 m the mme the maJOrity . of 
the workers underground on the easte.rn side in all probabilitY 
the. workers underground on the explosion. Then, either t~e 
flame shooting out from the loco inlet-a likely contingency m 
our opinion-or a smouldering piece of cloth in one of the two. 
lamps found in the connection between the cross-cut and 5 rise 
district east which might shoot out into a flame with the access 
of fresh oxygen in the air as more air came intci the area,-a 
possible but unlikely c~ntingency in our opinion-might . have 
ignited an explosive mixture of· methane and air. If the flame· 
from the loco inlet was responsible for the ignition the. ignition 
must have taken place on the loco level between 9 and 10 rises if, 
on the other hand, the smouldering piece of cloth was responsible
for it; it must have taken place near the face of the connection
between the cross-cut (s.s. drift) and 5 rise district east. Coal
dust must kave taken a part from an early stage and assumed a. 

. somewhat importan.t role as tl!-e eA'Jllosion _reached the downcast 
, area, that is, the regwn of fresh air. 

128. The second and thf7 third explosions also must. have been due to· 
methane but it is not possible to say whence these second and third explo
sions emanated .. But this much. se<;ms to l;>e pretty clear that they could not 
have originated m the eastern d!stnct where there must. have been a shortage
of oxygen aft~r the first ~xploswn, because the short~circuiting .of air in the 
immediate regiOn of the p1t b9ttom and _thro)Jgh the smashed air · lock doors 
would hav~ prevented much arr penetratmg mto the eastern district after the: 
first explosiOn. 

. I 
129. It remains to add, first, . that unless methane had been liberated' in· 

such vast quantity! there ~vould have . ·been no e~~osion at all, as the ignition 
occurred on the mtake .side. Secondly, the ongmal explosion of methane
naturally cr:eated ~t;>al-dust clouds as usual wl!-ich. no doubt, took part in the 
explosions, m addition to coal dus~ pr'?bably liberated along with the gas and 
that created by a conyeyor runmng m the eastern district between 15 and 
16 rises at no. 1 east nse level, after all personnel there had been asphyxiated.. 
as the switches were found to be on. ' 

V. NEGLIGENCE ON THE PART OF MANAGEMENT 

(a) NAGLIGENCE UN-CONNECTED WITH THE ACCIDENT 

l30. (i) During the inquiry. we have h~d occasion to notice that the regis
ters of explosives aJJ.d the. at~endance regiSters showing issue of cap and oil 
safety lamps were not mamtamed pr;operl:y:, and as a matter of fact there· . 
was a certab amo~nt of perfunctormess m t~e e~tries. The state or the
explosive registers. IS of cour;;e partly. to be. explamed by the -fact that the 
shot-firers to whom explosiVes <l:re 1s:;med, are mostly illiterate and they 
have to get the}r statements, showmg return of explosives, written by others.. 
It seems there IS n~ proper arrangement for checkmg these statements before 
the registers are wntten up. . . 

. . (ii; The inspec!..:.on :r_:eports show ~etection ?f gas on sever~! occasions and· 
some of these occaswns gas . was detec.ted . m the same areas This shows , 

on steps were not always taken m time tG dilute the · uffi . t1 
that p{opcll~g brattices or removing the same wherever necessaJasTh l!!Ien Y 
~Y ex en t further show that. coal dnst was not properly c1ea · d . e msp~-

¥£~~7n!:~~\iJ~,e Ist~n~~t d:!i~! ifr~!~fre~h~~s t~er:cc~~~ti~~1£~eii~sf!i~~~~ 
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the Depart:or.e!!t cf Mines for having neglected their d!J.tY. has been disproved· 
and the representatives of the different workers orgamsahons also found that 
out after they had examined the repo-;:t~ of inspection placed b~fore us, and 
the only complaint of Sri Deven Sen agam~t the Depar~ent of Min~s was that 
it did not take aaainst the owners drastic enough action for their repeated 
failures. All ·that "'1 need say here is that ~here was really no occas~on for 
any drastic action as the management rectified as promptly as possible any 
defect pointed out and that penal. a.ctio_n, not t~ ~peak of the closing o~ a 
mine has to be taken only when 1t IS, m the opm10n of the Department lffi
perative and the DepaTtment has been vested with full discretion in· the 
matter. 

(b) NEGLIGENCE CON!'t"'ECTED, WITH THE ACCID~ 

(i) The installation of the loco without any flame-trap on the inlet side 
/ 

131. Ex. O.S. 76 gives the manUfacturers' specifications of the engine and 
from that it is clear that. flame traps must be fitted not only on the exhaust 
outlet but also on the air inlet side. That the flame trap on the inlet side was 
never fitted is admitted (vide Ex. O.S. 77). Evidently then,. the loco was. ins
talled underground without a flame trap having been fitted on the inlet side. 
and it is our opinion that of the two probable sources of ignition, a ·flame 
shooting out through the air inlet of the loco is more probable than the flame 
from a piece of smouldering cloth in an oil lamp in the connection between 
the s.s. drift and 5 east rise, particularly because the air inlet of the loco, 
unpTovided with a flame trap, 'is a poten~al ~ource of danger. Loco bye-law 
No. 3(3) does not appear to have been mfrmged because the loco operated 
about 1,000 ft. away from the face, but bye-law No. 3(2) does appear to have 
been contravened. It Tuns as follows: "No locomotive shall be used under
ground unless it is of a type approved by the Chief Inspector by an order in 

· writing and unless it is maintained in its designed condition." The "designed 
condition" of the loco evidently includes the provision of a flame trap on the 
inlet . side. When therefore the loco was used underground without anv flame 
trap on the inlet side, it can hardly be said that it was maintained in its 
designed condition. There is thus a contravention of this part of bye-law no. 
3 (2). On behalf of the owners it was Tepresented to us that the loco was 
supplied to them with a flam·e-proof metal label rivetted to its body and that 
this mislet them into the beolief that both the flame-traps had been fitted 
before the engine was delivered. Secondly, the Instruction Manual, which is 
·Ex. O.S. 64 contains the following passage at page 37: · 

"D.L.G. models: In addit~on to the equipment specified above, the D.L.G. 
models are fitted with a flame trap on the inlet manifold. The trap 
is fitted between the oil-bath filter and the manifold and, with being 
in this position, will require little maintenance other than occasional 
cleaning as required." 

It was accordin,gly represented to us that as the flame f.Tap on the inlet side 
was supposed to be fitted between the oil filter and the manifold and as it was 
distinctl.Y stated that it would require littl.e attention except occasional cleaning, 
as reqmred, the management had no occas10n ,to see whether the flame trap was · 
there, and that they had it installed underground in perfect good faith. It is true 
that the D.L.G. label rivetted to the body of the loco was misleading particularly 
if, as we were told, the suppliers did not warn the owners before-hand that the 
flame trap on the inlet side had been separately supplied and should be fitted 
before 'the installation of the engine. It is also true that when the instructions 
spe~k of the inlet flame trap requiring "little maintenance" except "occasional 
cleaning as required", the mana-gement was apt to think it would not require '· ; 
much attention as the flame trap on the exhaust outlet. But then it appears from 
item (14). at page 20 of the Instruction Manual that 'when fitted, air inlet flame 
traps require cleaning every 50-60 hours (weekly)'. Evidently, there was no such 
weekly cleaning for the very first attempt to clean it would have let to the dis-

' covery of the absence, of this 'flame trap. This is the first item of the manage
ment's failure to maintain the loco in its designed condition. Secondly, Ex. o.s. 
76 shows that a spare exhaust flame trap was supplied but there is no mention 
of a spare inlet flame trap being also supplied. Now if, as we are told, the inlet 
flame trap was also supplied separately· from the loco, two flame traps must have 
been so supplied. Yet Ex. O.S. 76 speaks of only one spare flame trap" for the 
exhaust side. A comparison of Ex. O.S. 76 with the parts separately supplied 
would have enabled tqe management to detect the suppliers' omission.. It is 
ho;vever possible that when a reputed firm like Messrs Ruston & Hornsby Ltd. 
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supplied a loco which bear their flame-proGf. ~ertificate the owners might h,ave 
been lulled into a sense of security that it was in fact flame-proof and they m1ght 
have had it installed in perfect good faith which we have had no reasons to 
question. That however would not go beyond explaining the management's 
failure to detect the omission at the time of the installation of the loco. l\lore-' 
over, the management could have insisted on the suppliers' sending their repre
sentative for testing and installing the engine· and then on their certifying that 
it was flame-proof and in order. The suppliers also should have taken steps to 
see to the assembly of the engine and its llame traps being absolutely in order. 
There is thus no doubt that there was lack of collaboration between the suppliers 
and the Colliery. Yet, with care the management could have detected the absence 
of the in~et flame ~rap on the locomotive as supplied. The facts therefore that 
the .suppl~ers had. ~vetted the flame-proof (P.L.G.) certificate to the bpdY; of t}?.e 
engi?e wtthout filttmg the flame trap on the inlet side and at the same ·t1me ~hd 
not inform the owners before hand of this can at best be held to be an extenuatxon 
but not a· full condonation of the. breach' of bye-law No. 3(2). . 

·132. In this connection I conside~ed. the ·question whether in vie~ of the 
breach I should make the. owners pay at least a part of the cost of the Inquiry 
under rule 22(~) _of the M1nes Rules lf\55, and if I refrain from making any order 
t~ that effect 1t 1s because I do not think I am legally entiUed to pass such an 
o~der Uflder the .rule. We have not been able to··arrive at a definite finding that 
the !ccld~t whs due t!l a~y carelesoness or negligence on the part of the manage-· 
me3 • al'!. su; a findmg 1s an essential pre-requisite to the making· of an order 
~r;{ wbf;h 1~:~· co~fcf m~~agement .had no responsibility' whatever for the out
all that .we are in a po !!~. oiesee o;- preveiJ.t, and as. r~gai'ds the ignition of CH4 
ignition was fl h51 1'J!l. 0 say lS that In our 0p1mon th,e probable so.urce 'Jf 
inlet was wiiou;~is su~~!inia:t }.!:_rough the ~nle.t. C?f the loco, an':l because thids 
At the same time w uld e-w.ctp external igrutton and explosion develope · 
viz the flame' from th~ C«;l not completely rule out another source of·· ignition, 
th~· road connecting thf~~e J!m_mo-p.thlde

5
rin.g cloth in two oil safety lamps foundhont 

we think less probabl · · · Wl nse east; and as none can say· that w a 
ble, may not actuallyeh0:v!v~~=3r·£~e 9ther•of wliat we ruled out as improba
clusion that the accident is rean 1 1s unpossible to come to tlie definite con
part of the management · 1 think YI due ttoalany carelessness or negligence on the

1 was legally entitled under the 1 mus so add here that·even if I coqld find 
Court could hardly be exercise~ j~ tf pass. such an order, the discretion of th~ 
been absolutely frank and strftighJ Y agdai!!St the owners who have throughoud 
to the best of their abilit c orwax: tn their attitude to the inquicy an 
a correct finding. In tmKg ~h~Pefafed w1th and helped the Court in arrivmg at 
the flame trap was not fitted to 8 a ement,. Ex. O.S. 77 in which they admit that 
of thei: integrity and good !aith~e ,loco Inlet they have give~ conclusive proof 

· l33. lpnongst the responsibie m ; . · · · · .J 
or of. this Colliery, we have see 0 CI~Is of e1ther Messrs Andrew Yule & Co. Ltd: 
?:'aneJa to be able to say that th n ~te enou~h of Messrs. Rosser, Huges and S!l 
ln each one of them a full sensee~f ow t~eb~r. work thoroughly and that ~here !s 
employ other officials of simila :responsi illty. The owneJ:s may have m their 
loco was taken underground w~Jiahbre. Nevertheless, it· is clear that when the 
body somewhere was at fault andotlus thhae flame trap on the air inlet side some
money. In an inherently haZard . s cost the owners so mucq in .men and· 
.may wei~ '4ndo the valuable wor~us Industry like. mining where a ~lip by _one ift0ul;>le, 1t 1s hardly possible to ove~f oth~ .and land the management in ser1ous 
. e. ~perative need for extre -emp as1se the .importance of team-work and 
Indiv1gually and on the part 0 fle care a~d caution on the part of everyone 
the nuners and the mine. As rni all collectively, specially in matters of safety £?f 
fied, new sour~es of. danger fro nes are mo~e and more mechanised and electn
absolute necessity for eve~7one ~ new. eqwpment arise and that makes it ·an 
~. fU~ ~quipment, to be ImbtiedeS~I?8:lble for the installation and maintenance , 
the r ubes and of the great care whlch athn adequate sense of the importance of 

em out. : . . . · ey must take at every step in carrying 

(ii) Ventilation 

134. On behalf of the Indian M' w · ., · 
Trade Union Congress, Sri Bikash R~ne ork~r.s' Federation and the All India 
mine. His criticisms proceed on theYf:Jl~s ~ritxcai of the ventilation plan of·the 
fan at t:te top of No. 2 pit. which is the d:'mgt grounds; first, that in puttin~. a 
plan did not allow natural ventnati to fPes of the three pits,. the ventilation 
required that it should, and he refer:lfu thfs ay .as great a part as the re·gulations 

. connection to regulation 131(6) which, . 
I 
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:::s as follows: "Flow of air prod~ced by mecha~ic~l y,entilation. shall, as far as 
practicable be so arranged as to a1d natural ventilation ,; secondly, that tbe down
·cast air sh~uld have been taken first to the dips and should ha:ve been allowed to 
:rise to the higher levels from the dips; thirdly, that the return air of certai? wo~k
ing faces was fed back into the intal~es o~ o!hers. It must be .bo~e m !llllld 
however tliat the arrangement of. the ~entllat10~ syste_m of a mme IS a highly 
complicated piece of work often I_nvolvmg a com~r!>mi~e between a number: of 
:factors. As a matter of fact, the problem of ~oal mmmg It~elf may be. summans~ 
.as · the problem of winning coal as econol!liCally as possible, but Without sacn
ficing first the safety and health of the mmers \Vho have· to work underground, 
and secondly, the safety of the installations underground. F_or working out the 
- Ian of ventilation, thez:efore, the ~~nagement has to .consider all t!le _factors 
fnvolved and then to arnve at a decision as to the best method of ventllatmg the 
mine at different stagt;s of c;Ievelopme:qt regard being 1:lact t(_) ~11 the ~.i~erent 
.aspects thereof. I~ is 1mposs1bl~ for t~1s Cour~ of lnqu1ry: Withm th~ I~ts of 
the space at its disposal to go mto this complicated question of .ventilatiOn. It 
is pertinent however to point out that if the ventilating. fan had been placed at 
the top of No. 3 pit instead of at No .. 2 pit, fir~t. th:ere is every likelihood of the 
-explosion having extended to No: 3 p1t area and killed a nu'l?~er of men there; 
secondly that if the downcast air were first. taken .. to the dips and from there 
allowed 'to go to the rise districts and ventilate theJll it would have picked up 
:more moisture .from tJ.le dips .a?d P!Oduced !n the mine hig1:1 huzn!dity whi~h · 
would make the workmg conditions m the mme more oppressive; thirdly, while· 
the extra air available in both Nos. 1 and 2 pits had been do_wncast, it is not by 
·any means certain that it would have been sufficient to prevent asphyxiation of 
:most of the men underground, as the outburst of gas was not small. Mr. Rosser 
'at pages 85-~9 e_xplains the reasons f~r adopting this ~Ian of ventilatioi?-· · ~t IS 
therefore possible that there are two s1des. of the question, and that while It 1~ 
impossible for . us. t~ say that ~here i.s nothing whatever. in t~e ·criticism of the 
ventilation plan, It Is equally Impossible to say that it IS entirely sound. As a. 
matter of fact, it w~ll be for the management and the Department of Mines to 
reconsider the q!Jest10n of ventilation of the mine in the li~ht of the criticisms 
made and to decide finally whether the. existing plan of ventilation is quite satis
:factory or whether it should be modified. The need for a competent Ventilation· 
officer as required b:r the recent regulations is obvious. 

(i_ii) AnxietJJ to increase production at' the· cost of the safety o.f the miners •. 

135. One of the char~;tes levelled against the management on beha·lf of the 
·differen~ WC?rkers: orgaJ:?.ISB;tions was that it was always anxious to increase the 
productiOn In Chmakur! Pits ~os. 1 and ~ without paying sufficient. attention to 
those, !ules and regulation~ whrch are prescribed in the interest of the safety of 
·the mmers. The o~ners, In answer, filed a statement (Ex. O.S .. 69) showing the 
.output .Per man shift from 1st February, 1958 to the 19th February, 1958 when 
~he accident. occurre~, and ~lso another statement (Ex. O.S. 50) showing the output 
·per man shift at Chmakun N:os. 1 and. 2 pits colliery from September 1957 upto 
.January 1958, as compareq With the output per man shift in all the collieries of 
Bengal Coal Co. Ltd. ~UriJ?g · the corresponding period, and also a statement of 
·the output of the Baks1mu1Ia 11 and .12 pits. From the statement, Ex. O.S. 69, it 
·appears that the output per man shift for 16 days in which there was work in 

. ·February 1958 was 10:16 so that the average per day was only ·635. It appea~ 
:from Ex. O.S. _50 that the average output per man shift from September 1957 to·· 
.January 1958 If only undergro~nd workers was considered, was ·70, and if only 
'the surface workers were considered, 1 :ll7; and if the workers underground as 
:we!l as tJ:lo:Se l?n the surface were taken into consideration, ·51, whereas from the 
Chmak~n . mclmes the· corresponding figures· were 1 :Q5, 1.:77 and ·66, and for all 
the colli~ries of Bengal. Coal. Co. Ltd., the corresponding figures were ·77, 1·64 and 
·53.; It IS made clef.ir m ~):us statement that the number of men employed on 
capital works a~ qh~nakun Nos. 1 and 2 pits averaged to littl.e over 90 du:~ng the 
·months under rev1ew and .th~ ~en employed on capital works were not mcluded 
in ,the- O.M.~. figures, . It IS f?bV!ous from these statements alone that the output 
'Per man shift for Chmakun p1ts 1 and 2 was lower )f only the underground 
-workers ar«=; co~szdered, than that of all the collieries of Bengal Coal Co. Ltd. and 
also of the mchnes. It was also lower than the figures of both if the underground 
workers and the ~urface workers were both taken into consideration; but it :was 

. bigher than both If only the surface workers were considered. 

136. The Chief Inspector of Mines provided me with the O.M.S. flgurt;s -~or 
India for 1956 and 1957 and some foreign countries for 1956 only. · In India the. 
fi~e for 195~ was 0J1~ and tJ:lat for 1957 was 0:41. Of course, the figures for the 
foreign countries were m metnc tons and those for India in tons so that the figures 
:fo·r India. which are in tons, should be •44 for 1956 and ·46 for 1957 when expressf'd 
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· Th ~ ding figures fo~ United Kingdom, Belgium .. 
in terms of metnc tons. e co&"espon f 1956 were 1·25 0·84' 0·96 1·0H and 
Netherlands! FrancCelandl Vf~st t~~I~Jiano~gures are much lowe'r tha~ those of 
1·19 respectively. ear Y en, d w t G rmany 
foreign ~ountries, particularly England, France an es e · . 

137 It appears from the Quarterly Bulletin of 'coal Stati:=;tics for Eur?pe, y.ol 
I N · 4 1957 page 8 that the average output p~r man shift on a considera IOn 
~ 'the0unde:rgr~und wo~kers only, for BelgiuJ"?, which ha:; the lowest ou,tput of all 
the European countries mentioned there durmg the pen?d from Octoljer ~95k6 t~ 
December 1957 was 1•152 metric tons. The correspondmg figure for Chma un 
No. 1 and 2 pit~, as I have already stated, is only ·70 which is l::!bout a half o; tp.e 
average output for Belgium. It further appears. from the Indian Coal StatistiCS· 
957 ·page 46 that the average output'per man shift for underground workers was 
6·36 in the 'United States of America for bituminous ·and ligni!e i_n 195.3 anq. 
anthracite 2·44. It is therefore obvious that t~e ?Utput per man shift Ill: Chma~un 
and for the matter of that in the whole of India IS far lower than even m Belgium 
which has the lowest output amongst European countries mentioned at page !J of 
the Quarterly . .Bulletin of Coal Statistics for Europe, Vol. VI, No. 4, viz., Belg1um,. 
France Saar· Western Germany, Netherlands, Poland and United Kingdom, and 
is nowhere n'ear the output in America which is far in advance of other countries 
in this respect. Evidentlv then, to say that the output in Chinakuri Colliery· 
is such that the management can be accused· of having directed· their attention 
only to increased output at the cost of safety regulations etc. is completely to lose 
sight of ths fact that the output in this country is extreme~y poor when the output 
in other comparable countries is considered; and even though Chinakuri Nos. 1 
and 2 pits h'ave been mechanised, the production does not compare at all favour
ably with that of the other countries named. In· these circumstances it must be 
held that there is no substance whatever in this accusation. 

VI. MATTERS ARISING OUT OF THE INQUffiY 

137. In this section I shall deal with matters which arise out of the Inquiry 
but which have no casual connection with the accident in any way. 

A. (i) Rescue operations 

138. On behalf of some of tne workers' organizations, the rescue operations 
have been criticized on the following grounds:- · 

. First, that those operations did not commence early enough; secondly, t~at 
enough teams were not sent underground so as to render simultaneous exploration. 
of the western and the eastern districts possible and that .the first two teams' did 
not go at all to the eastern side and make an attempt to rescue survivors from 
that region; thirdly, no fresh air base was established underground although it 
was found that fresh air was circulating at the bottom of . Nos. 1 and 2 pits; 
.fourthly, instructions given to the third rescue team headed by Sri Krishnan were 
so rigid as to make him confine his attention to the loco level east and did not 
enable him to explore the higher or the lower levels with the result that although. 
there might have been some survivors in the eastern district, no attempt was· 
made to rescue them; fifthly, that the rescue teams did not take sufficient air· 
samples from the underground workings Which they visited. 

139. The first ground of criticism is ba;;ed on th~ fact that although some 
rescue teams arrived between 10-40 p.m. and 11 p.m., the first rescue team did not 
~o under~ro~d till11-50 p.m. The reason assigned by.Mr. Hughes ~or this delay 
Is that ~his u:terval was wholly taken up With the securing of the hds on top of 
~o. 2 Pit which had been blown up. After the lids had been secured, the cages. 
m ·the shaft had to be wound a number ?f times from top to bottom for ensunng. 
that the shafts were free from obstructiOn and that it was safe to send rescue 
teams down (Vide evidence page 4, paragraph 1). Sri Devan Sen of course 
argu~d that the sec~ring of the. lids should n_ot have taken such a long time and 
that If Mr. Hug~es mstead of_gomg to'No .. 3 pit had remained at No.2 pit it would 
have be~n possible tb exped1te the sec;unng of the lids. · After all, the securing 
of the hds may not be as easy as Sn Deven Sen seems to. imagine and when 
.Mr. Hughes says in his exammation-in-chief that at about 11-45 p.m. he became 
satisfied that it was feasible to send rescue parties down the ·shaft it does not 
appear th"-'t his statement was anywhere challenged in cross-examination nor does 
he appear to have been questioned on the point that the lids could have·• been 
secured much earlier. On the evidence therefore there is no ground ·at all for 
supposing that any time was yvasted in secu~ing the lids and then winding the 
cages up and ~own several hmes for ensunng that the shaft was free from 
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obstruction. There is nothing in the evidence to suggest that the men who were
responsible for initiating and guiding the rescue operatiOns were so callous as to. 
forget that precious lives had been trapped underground and unnecessary delay 
in beginning the rescue operations might make all the difference to them between 
life and death. · Mr. Hughes was also criticized for having gone to No. 3 pit at. 
all instead of having remained at the mouth of Nos. 1 & 2~pits. At the time when 
:Mr. Hughes left for No. 3 pit, the rescue brigades had not yet arrived, as he says
at page 3, para. 1, and after all, the withdrawal of· about 200 men from No. 3 pit 
was also ari important matter ·and "if anything went wrong there it would have·· 
been the easiest of things to criticize Mr. Hughes for that as the principal officer· 
of the mine present there, and it would be somewhat difficult for him •to answer 
that criticism. As there is nothing to indicate that the lids of No. 2 pit could have 
been secured earlier, it is impossible to hold that Mr. Hughes wasted any time by 
going to No. 3 pit and that the time he spent in going to and coming back from. 
there could have been more usefully utilized for beginning the rescue operations. 
On the materials on the record therefore, it has got to be held that the rescue 
operations were started at the earliest · possible tim~;! when they were found. 
feasible. 

140 As to the second ground of criticism, although th~re is nothing in· the· 
Coal Mines Rescue Rules, 1939 which govern rescue operations, to indicate that 
only one -brigade at a time has to be sent underground for rescue operations, I am. 
told it is the recognised practice that only one team at a time is sent underground,. 
for otherwise confusion may arise: If that is so, the rules should provide that 
only one team should be sent at a time and a certain amount of discretion should 
be left to the superintendent1 of the Rescue Station or any other responsible officer 
in the absence of the superintendent himself, for sending an additional team if he 
is satisfied that the circumstances permit and require it. The fact that there is. 
no such rule would sem at first sight to be a sufficient justification for the criticism. 
But as a matter of fact in this-case even if two teams had been sent underground: 
at the same time, the possibility of any survivor being rescued from the eastern. 
district would be extremely remote, because in the first place there is a likelihood. 
of the workers in that region having been asphyxiated to death by the time the· 
rescue operations began· and· secondly because of the fire which must have started 
in that region immediately .after the first explosion. Sri Deven Sen pointed out. 
tliat after all there were two teams underground at one time. It is undoubtedly 
true ·that the second team which went underground at 1-25 a.m. did not come· 
out till 2-40 a.m., while . the third team went uftderground at 2-30 a.m. Thus 
between 2-30 a.m. and 2-40 a.m. two teams must have been underground at the
same time. This much is however, clear from the evidence that while the third. 
team went underground the second team was somewhere near the pitbottom as 
they came out ten minutes after the third team had gone underground. In other· 
words, when the third team went underground, the second team was on its way 
back to the surface so that although for about ten minutes the two teams were· 
underground those who were directing the rescue operations must have known 
that the second team was to return shortly. As regards the criticism that the 
first two teams confined their attention to the western region only and made no
attempt to rescue survivors from the eastern region, all that need be said is that 
the only object of the rescue teams is to rescue as many survivors and that as 
early as possible. Mr. Hughes has told us that' when 'he went to the western side· 
he shouted out and obtained response from some men who told him that there 
were some others who were alive but unconscious or otherwise unable to move· 
about. It was therefore definitely known that there were some survivors in that. 
region and it was the obvious duty of the rescue teams first to rescue those men 
who they knew were there instead of going out in the eastern direction in search 
of possible survivors and then finding out that there was actually none there. If~ 
it was possible to penetrate into the eastern district they would, in all probability 
have found that there was none alive there and then if hey had come back to the· 
western district, some of the survivors in that re'gion might have already 
collapsed, so that if the rescue teams had gone to the eastern side at all, they 
might have wasted valuable time which they could have better utilized for 
rescuing the survivors in the western district. Had they done so; there would 
have been probably much more violent criticism of the rescue operations and 
any such criticism would in that case have been fully justified. There is thus 
no point in this criticism either. -

141. As to the third ground of criticism, viz. that the rescue o:Peratioi'-S were· 
delayed by the non-establishment of a fresh air base in the pit bottom, Sri Bikash 
Roy asked Sri Krishnan, Witness No. 14 for the owners at page 287 whether during 
such rescue operations time could be saved if a fresh air base was made at the 
bottom instead of at the surface, and his reply was in the affirmative. Sri Bikash· 
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"Roy then asked him whethe~ he was given any instructio.n t? make a fr.esll a1r 
base at. t~e bott~m and he replied in the negative. Sn Bika.sh Roy did no~ 
pursue this questwn any further. Sri Krishnan further stat~d ~n answer to .Sn 
..Jabbi at page 289 that he would have tried to make a fresh air base un~erground 
if he found there was fresh air there. Dr. Whitaker ~t page 290 qut;stwned the 
witness whether there would be any danger in establl~hmg a base eit!ler at the 

.. pit bottom or ev:en as; far as the pit because the air might get ':ontar~unated and 
· ·the witness replied that until the conditions inside were ascertamed It would be 

.dangerous and to .a question from the Court" he repeated the .same a~sv.;er. In 
answer to a que~twn .from the owner's Counsel, he further smd that If a fresh 
.air base had been made underground it would be necessary to keep a stan~-by 
team below ground in addition to the rescue team. Rule 48. of the Coal Mmes 
F.escue Rules, ~939 u?doubtedl_:y lays down that as so<?n as possible a base or bases 
.shall be established m fresh a1r as near to the irrespirable zone or zones as safety 
permits and that eacl). such base sha}l, if possible, be connected by telephone If 
·the base is underground to the surface or if the base is on the surface to the shaft 
bottom.· In this case it was found after the first team went underground that air 
was sho~t-circuiting through the broken air-lock doors •. b?t then until further 
.exnloratwn was made no one could be certain that the mr m that zone could not 
be .. contaminated later on.· Consequently safety would not permit a fresh air base 
being established at the bottom till the c~nditions underground were better known 
·than when the third team went underground. It is therefore obvious that there 
IS no subst'l.nce in this c1iticism.

1 
, -

142. The:fourth ground of criticism proceeds on the evidence of Sri Krishnan 
(Witness No. 14 for the. cwners) who says in answer ,to counsel for the owners, 

_ . at page 281, that he could not say whether any one would be alive or not in the 
-eastem region into which he was. trying to penetrate but seeing the conditions 
there at the time he had to return. And then he was questioned whether he 

-could say definitely if there was life in that region or not. and his answer was 
in the negative. And then, in answer to a question from the court' whether he 

-expected any?<Jdy to be alive at the east face, he ~aid J:le• could not say. ~o a 
fu!ther questwn .from the court he said that it was possib,le that some survivors 
mi.ght, be there m ·the galleries which he did not explore. Then at page 288. 
Sn Bikash Roy questioned him whether he .viould have explored and gone 
through the gall~ries on the rise and dip side if he had bee~ given instruct!ons to 
do so, and he said he would have done it· and further questioned whether m that 

·event he might have come across life he ~aid if there had been life he would have 
r~scued it. _ Fr;.o':ll this it has tbeen 'argued that ti:e rigidity- of the inst~uct~ons 
given to Sn Krishnan prevented him from exp}ormg the nse and th~ dip Sides 
.to find <?Ut whether there were survivors there. But when Sri Samanta pointed· 

·out .to him (_at page 289) that he had power to deviate from the route, he said that 
haymg studied the. plan he would ·not have deviated. Rule 47(5) of the Coal 
~mes ~escue Rules, 1939 provides that the Leader shall not deviate from the 
mstruchons rec;eived by. him except when such deviation is necessary for the 
PUJ;pose of savmg human life. From this Sri Jabbi rightly argued that had Sri 
fnshnan found _it necessary to go into the rise and the dip sides for saving human 
~~e. although his doing so might mean deviation ~rom the ii?-struction_s given to 

Im, he could have done so under the rule, and It was obvwusly this that Sri 
Sama~ta was pointing out to him at page 289. The answer of the witness to this 
qu~shon as well as the fact that he did not go into the rise or the dip sides would 
e~title one to c.onclude that he felt convinced that' there was no possibility of life 
either on the .nse or the dip sides or further in-bye to the eastern working faces 

· althou,gh he would not commit himself either while deposing· in court or whe~ 
r(eEportmg to the authorities that there was no such possibility.· In his report 
. x. W-1~) he. does J!Ot say anything at .all as to whether there was or was not 

life and his evidence IS that he said on his retum to the surface, when questioned 
on the possibility•of life, that he could not say. ',I'here is thus no substance in the 

·· contentwn that the rigidity of the instructions given to Sri Krishnan, leader of 
t
1
he 3rd team, prevented him from exploring the dip and the rise sides of the 
oco level. 

14~. As regards the fifth ground of criticism that the rescue. teams did not take 
suffi.c1ent air samples from the underground workings which they visited, it is' 

- true that only the first team took an air sample at main west No. 3 pit air crossing 
This team did not take any other sample and the other two teams 'did not take 
any sample at all.. It has been argued that the main task of the re~cue teams is 
to rescue people. Even ·so, it is useful not merely fpr su~sequent mvestigations 
but also for 'rescue operations themselves that sl!fficrent air sample~ should be 
t~ken and the mere taking of samples . d~es ~o~ .mvo.lve any appreci.abl~ loss of 

: hme, so that it can hardly be held that this cr~hcrsm IS altogether UnJushfied. ln 
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our opinion, sampling equipment should be part and_ parcel o! tlie breathing
apparatus donned, at all events, by the leader of the b~1gade. · 

144. As a matter of fact, on a consideration of the entir~ evidence z:elating to 
the rescue operat~ons,. we are fully sati.sfi.ed that whatever _1t was posl!1ble to do 
·for rescuing surv1vors underground, was done and done Wlth all Poss1ble speed 
so that those who guided the rescue operations hardly deserve the criticism to 
which they have been subjected, and in the opinion of the learne~ assessors and 
m~·self they rather deserve ~o be complimentated on what t~e:t dtd for. rescuing. 
survivors ~nder extremely difficult circumstances. · · 

\ 

(ii) Se~ling. 

145. On behalf of ·the workers• organizations the _adequacy _of ~He sealing··· 
operations Juis been questioned. As regards the sealing opera~10n, 1t has been 
cbntended that the sealing could not possibly have been effective when one of 
the openings namely pit No. 2 was not sealed, and Professor Subrahmanyam as
well as Mr. Lyndon James pointed that out. On behalf of the management and· 
the Department of Mines it has been argued that pit No. 2 was the up-cast shaft 
and as it was upcasting even after the explosions Iittl!;! air could go in through 
that shaft although it was left unsealed. It has also 'been pointed out that as
there was a possibility of further explosions, th~ sealing of the up-c~st s?aft would. 
have involved danger to the workers who might be entrusted w1th Its sealing. 
"l.'nirdly it has been pointed out that the Management as well as the Department 
.of Mine's had always in view the beginning of early recovery work, and if No. 2: 
pit had also been sealed the strata temperatu.._re in the. mine would have taken, 
much longer time to come 'down and rec~very operations ~vould cons~quently· 
have been delayed; and further that the sealmg of the other p1ts was not mtendes:L 
to be the final operation of sealing of the mine and the Department o! Mines· 
would .have definitely asked the Management to seal No. 2 pit if conditions so• 
demanded. It is undoubtedly true that if t}le matter be looked at from the point 
of view of the effectiveness of sealing alone, No. 2 pit also should have been· 
sealed, because otherwise a certain amount of air, though not much, is likely to 
.go into the workings even though the upcast shaft so that. the oxygen supply· 
m the underground workings would continue thf)reby to feed the fire. But then,. 
the sealing 'Operation has to be viewed not merely from· that standpoint but also 
nom other standpoints, namely, (1) providing immediate access to the mine m. 
case this should be found necessary or desirable, (2) early starting of recovery 
work, and (3) if possible and necessary, further rescue \VOrk, and the course or 
action that was-ultimately decided upon must be taken to have been a compromiSe 
between. all these points of view; and as usually bappens, these ·co{I?-promises are· 
not satisfactory if the matter be looked at from any one point of view, but 1nay 
be the best if it is looked at from all the pomts of view at the same time. 

147. Consequently, all things considered it is impossible to say that although 
the sealing was imperfect the Management was wrong' in deciding on sealing an· 
the openings except No. 2 pit or that the Department of Min~s was wrong in 
a~vising the Management in tl1at direction at the time. 

(iii) Flooding 

148. As regards the wisdom of flooding which also was challenged on behalf 
of tl!c workers' organizations it is argued on· behalf of the workers first that 
floodmg must have drowned any on~ aliv~ underground; secondly, that it must 
have (!estroyed a good deal of the ev1dence as regards what happened before the· 
exploSl0!1· On behalf of the Management and the Department of Mines it has 
been pomted out that there was no possibility of life underground when the last 
rescue team c.ame back, that the normal make of water in the mine would have· 
floode,d.the m1.ne between 50 and 60 days_as stated by Mr. Rosser at page 72, but 
then 1f the ~me was left to be flooded m the normal course in about 50 or 60' 
days, the ragmg fire. under~round would have not merely burnt up a good deal" 
of the coal and 1he mstallabons _underground. but '\VOUld practically have destroy-. 
ed w.hatever evrdence w~s available. . Consequently, the Management thought 
and t~e ·Department of il\:'[mes agx:eed w1th the Management in this,· that it would 
t>e wrser to flood the mme, particularly when water was readily avaijable. and· 
this quick flooding of the mine would have the effect of quenching the fire under
ground. early eno"!gh to prevent it from causing much damage, and also from· 
de~troymg _the ev1denc~. It has been also pointed out that if t"tere was no . 
qu1c~ floodmg o~ the mme the fire underground might have spread to No. 3 pit · 
workmgs and m1ght have caused damage. there, . and the quick flooding of the· 
mine prevented that. . · 
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149. As regards the effect of flooding. on the evidence, it is undou~tedly true 
-that although there are indications that a certain amount of coke oeposlt .was 
washed away by the water, the water, particularly in the levels. rose and sub~1ded 
gradually so that the movement of the water in these levels would not have oeen 
·such as to cause appreciable movements of the material evidence. 

150. Mr. Lyndon Jaines, in his report (Ex.W-36) page 3, says that it is possibie 
-that water may nave destroyed some of t:1e evidence of coking although', much 
·of· the soot deposited from the fire withstood the water in the pit bottom area. 
"It is obvious that the water when it was pumped, must have come down the sand 
stowing drift and the cro$-cut into the dips pretty fast, but it must have nsen 
io the levels extremely slowly so as to cause little or no movement of the_ materiai 
evidenc~. From that point of view, apart f~om a certain amount of t:1e coked 
dust bemg washed away qnd causing a certam• amount of movement of the dead 
bodies ·in the dips. the flooding did not affect the evidence to any appreciabie 
·extent, and as a matter of fact it seems to have preserved a good deal of the evi
dence from the ravages of. the underground fire. We have already found that in 
-the eastern district most of the men in all probability died from. ~sphyxiation 
-even before the explosion so that there could hardly be any poss1b1hty of any 
one being alive undergro{.md when· the decision to flood the mine was taken. 
"It must, in the circumsjances, be held that tl}e decision to flood the mine was right 
and proper. · 

(iv) Stone-dusting 

151. This is treated- in this section because no amount or sto11e-dusting could 
have preventea coal dust takinct part in and propagating the methane explosion. · 
Stone-dusti!J-g in the mine does"' not appear to have been adequ~te even to ~eet 
the regulahons, and Mr . .James in his argument suggests that tb1s should be Im
proved. The mine was not divided into sufficient small districts. However, it 
IS our opinion that even with stone-dusting adequate to meet the requirements 
of the regu1ations there is always the liability of coal dust explosion being 
propagated as all ~ecent research points in this direction. In addition the dust 
from the Disergarh coal is known to be highly explosive. It is clear that further 
sesearc;}l is urgently called for O>l methods of preventing prop~gation of coal dust 
explosion, and we would commend this matter to those responsible for the conduct 

bof the Central ~'Iin~ng Res.earch Station. The use of stone-dust barriers seems . to 
e regarded With mcreasmg favour in Germany and other European countnes 

and t? I]-O small extent in U.K. Experiments should also be done on means of ' 
<:oagu:atmg the c;lust and binding it so that it cannot be raised in cloud. and further 
~xperrments with salt (calcium chloride) may be tried as we understand this 
~h\ Ptrhoved. satisfactory under certain conditions. We may observe at. this stage 

a · e W·10le problem of suppression of coal dust exolosions 1s a d1fficult one 
and has not yet been solved in any country of the world. Nevertheless. this does 
no~ f!XOnerate colliery managements from the duty of careful observation of the 
~xtistmg regulations and particularly of the new regulations which were promul
ga ed towards the end of 1957. . 

VII. INSPECTION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF WORKMEN-A· DESIRABLE 
INNOVATION BUT IS IT PRACTICABLE IN EXISTING CONDITIONS? 

152. In 1!-K. the workmen employed at every mine under the.Coal Mines Act. 
~ • hav.e had smce .1872 the ~>tatutory right, to be exercised or not as they may 

d16ecidfet,hto appom_t representatives to inspect mines on their behalf a_nd sec~ion 
0 e C:oal Mmes Act, 1911 provides that "the workmen employed m a mme" 

"In?-Y: at the1!' own cost appoint two of their number or any two persons not being 
mmmg engmeers, who are or have been "practical working miners" and have 
had not le~s than five years' experience of undergrotmd work. to i~spect the 
mine, and ~' such persons are appointed, the Management of the mme; must 
-all~w them once at least in every month" to go to every part of the mme and 
to mspect. The workmen's inspector are also given rights to have notice from 
the Manage!fient .of accidents causing loss of life or serious personal injury and 
powers to mveshgate such- accidents. The owne'.', agent or manager. has the 
nght to ~ccompany, or to appoint one or more officials to accompany. the work
men's representatives on all occasions. The Royal Commission of 1935 Points 
out _that the extent to which these statutory rights are exercised by the ';Vorkmen 
varies greatly and that all the evidence befo'.'e them supported the v1ew that 
periodic inspection of the mine by representatives of workmen wa-c; a,. desirable 
-:sareguard which ought to be encouraged in every way because of thP. Important 
_part it should play in securing .the workmen's co-operation in safety measures 
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and there was a considerable body of opimon in favour of making some mini
-mum amount of inspection compulsory. It appears to have been already the 
-practice _in England that when one of H.M.'s inspectors visits a mine in order 
to investigate something rcpo!."ted by the workmen's inspectors, fOJ:' the inspector 
to arrange for the workmen's inspectors to accompany him during 'his inspection 
if they have expressed -a desire to do so and of course he has also with him 
'€ither the Manager or a senior official of the colliery. To the Royal Commis
sion it appeared to be a most desirable practice from the point of view of estab~ 

'1ishing mutual confidence and they thought that as a matter of administration 
it should be the normal working rule, for. "not only should it afford opportuni
ties to the . three parties to study and appreciate their respective points of view 
·and methods of approach to the matter under investigation but it should provide 
-a means by which each of them can enlarge their ex-perience, with consequent 
profit to the exercise of their future duties." Evidently then, in U.K. the ins
-pections by representatives of the workmen have had the desired· result. · The 
-question of appointing such representatives, provided they were duly qualified. 
-appears to have also been discussed in a recent conference on "Safety in mines" 
beld in Calcutta on the 5th and 6th of· August last and the memorandum on the 
subject compiled by the Department of Mines is Hluminating. It appears that 
-one of the recommendations of the conference wRs that workmen should have 
the right to get mines inspected by their chosen representatives, that such 
-representatives should be specifically excluded from dealing with matters relat
·ing to labour disputes etc. What is however, interesting in this is that while 
i.here was a demand from the workers that there should be such inspectors, as 
regards the practical implementation of the suggestion there was some difference 
-of opinion amongst the different trade unions. 

153. Since the appearance before this Court of Mr. James who was for· a 
-period of 18 y~ars. a ~orkn:en's inspector in England, I have been thinking whe-
-ther such an mstltuhon w1ll not prove equally beneficial for our country. But 
'then I had a somewhat rude shock of unpleasant surprise wll.en I found that 
-even for the limited purpose of this inquiry in which the interests of the dif
ferent workers' organizations before me must have been absolutely identical, 
these organizations could not, in spite of my repeated requests, unite so as to 
'be able to afford to engage a duly qualified man to help them in matters beyond 
the depth of most of them. That revealed to nfe as in a flash how deep were 
"the differences between the different -organizations and as these were each 
-affiliated to a different political party, it does not call for any extraordinary 
insight for one to be able to say that the differences must have been due very 
largely, if not solely, to politics. 

154. If I am right in my diagnosis of what really prevented the parties from 
making common cause even in a matter of such vital importance to the miners, 
namely an inquiry in w.h~ch .the question .of. their safety played such a m~jor 
part, it follows that pohbcs 1nst~ad. of umfymg the workers of one trade mto 
one compact block divides them and. the lines of division go deep indeed. One·· 
may be excused in the circumstances for saying that trade-unionism harnessed 
to politics tends to produce its opposite, namely "trade-disunionism". That, to 
my mind, is likely to be the first major obstacle to the introduction of a system 

'"·of workmen's Inspectors as in England. The second major obstacle is likely to 
~e the growing i~qisciJ?line and irr':SP<?nsibility amongst workers which the 
mtrusion of pohb~s m.to. traqe-umomsm probably encourages.· Of courset I 
must say here that m this mqmry there was no complaint at all from the side 
of the owners or anyone else thst there was any indiscipline amongst the work
ers of thfs mine and it did not really c.ome within the scope of -our inquiry. 
What I have in mind here is a matter of common knowledge, namely, the 
alarmingly increasing manifestations of indiscipline in an ever-widening area 
of our life. ~e: .reason why I think P?litics probably, encour.ages in_disc~pli!le 
and irresponsibi!lty amongst workers 1s first that each political party m 1ts 
attempts to enlist in its favour as much support as it can from the workers who 
bave come, with the introduction of adult franchise to represent a very power
·ful political force, is likely to foll9w the line of ieast resistance by falling in 
with thtlr wishes whether those Wishes are reasonable or not and thereby to a 
•certain extent whipping up in them a somewhat inflated sense of their rights 
without any corresponding sense of their obligations and as the workers. in this 
·country are mostly illiterate, poor and generally backward and thus unable to 
direct themselves, it is more than probable ,that trade-unions will come more 
and more under political direction and ·POlitical direction may quite conceivably 
mean an appeal not to the_ better part of their imtincts and nature but to the 
lower part. In short then, the alliance of trade-unionism with politics affects 
both the cohesion and the direction of the workers and until and unless it is 
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fr.eed from the leading strings of politics, it may n~t be. possible at all to ~ave
in our country a system of workmen's Inspectors 1n m1nes on . the same hnes 
as those in U.K., highly desirable as it is and even if it is possible, the resulL"'
of the system may be markedly different not only from those in U.K. but from. 
those desired here. . 

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS 

GENERAL 

_155. (1) In all gassy mines a continuously automatic recording Water· Gauge· 
of approved type should be fitted to the main fan at the surface. Such a record
ing Gauge if there were one in this mine would have shown at once that 'there· 
was an outburst of the gas, and removed doubt and arguments and saved much 
time in the inquiry. It will also show to the management whether the fan is· 
operating normally and whether there arc any unusual conditions in the mine. 
It must be remembered that most of the personnel would probably have been 
found dead even there had been no explosion at all. . · 

. ' 
(2) No apparatus to be accepted in India as certified flame-proof \Vit~1out 

, report by :the Engineer or representative supplying the equipm~l~t thatL he has 
personally. seen that it is properly assembled and in safe c~nd1t1<?n· I~ should· 
be made Illegal to attach the official flame-proof label to th1s eqmpment unless. 
. the . whole equipment is rendered flame..:proof with all flame-traps and similar 
dev1ces affixed and in order. 

th (3). The appointment of. one or more Mechanical. Engineer:s to the staff of 
. e Mmes Inspectorate. This matter is crucially urgent: mme mechanisation 

.ls now proceeding apace. With the growth of mining in. IJ:?-dia, ~he Inspectorate 
Shtould be generally strengthened particularly with specialists m Ventilation 

rata Stresses, Explosions and the like. ·,. 

(4) 
teams. 
parcel 

RESCUE 

There ~hould '!Je a rule compelling the taking of air samples by reS<:ue 
~amhplmg cqmpment sLwuld be devised so that it should form Part 'nn~ 

o t e rescue ~quipment. Rules may be drafted accordingly. 
' 

m.::e< 5~a~er:e d_h<?uld be .1 or 2 portable Haldane Gas An~lysis apparatu~ or the
of the n ame m. workmg order at every Rescue Station, and 1 or 2 me b 
apparat;~scue station staff should be trained in the correct operation ofm ~rs 
. . ~ 

(6) The pract' · d' · 
extensive . Ice; regar mg sending forward. only one rescue team after 

mme accident should be reconsidered. an. 

MINING AND RESEARCH 

. (7) The new regulations (0 t b 1957) ' . 
cmlly concerning analyses of thee~· er, . concermn~ ventilation and espe
officer should be. implemented Wl'thmetmdr land the appomtmcnt of a VC11tilation. 

oo e~ . • 
10 (8) Mine dust samples should b . 
byo flds._; and the mine shou1d bee dl~ldnd oye{ n lengt~ of roadw3.y not exceeding 
lea t egiOnal Inspector of Mining The dm o convement zones to be approved 

s once a month. · · e . ust of each zone shall be tested at 
(9) The Central M' · 

research th mmg Research Stat· · 
·on e suppression of coal-dust 100 m~y be as~ed. to carry out further 

(10) Similarly the C t explos10ns. Th1s lS urgently needed. 
undertake w k en ral Mining R 
outbursts andr 0~'Iprevention, Predictio eseareh Station may be requested tl)o 

0~ ethane dr:'.inage \Vithn, co~trol and minimizing the dangers of 
( 11) In gassy mines . a Vlew to increased safety in mines. 

normal thicknes b ' especaally whe h · 
cally over 100- s, ore holes. shall be re t e seam appears to have less than its-
there is exccssiJ:\··b:? e~plore wheth~~\~ow~ upto a .dista_nce of 10 ft. periodi-

, 1 ~rahon of gas, re 1s an npprochmg seam or whether 
(12) The Central M' · · . 1 • 

out all kinds of mmg Research s . 
of minin . research and an k' tat10n should be fully equipped to carry-
difficult ~at~~~lpment so that wh~~~s- of experi.ments, investigatio_ns and testing 

lnllY C... referred to it 'lifer nec~ss1ty arises, any 1mportant andi 
· or eluc1dation. · 
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(13) We have had occasion to notice tliat the Registers of Explosives and the 
Attendance Registers where the oil safety lamps and the cap lamps are each to 
be entered against the worker concerned were not properly maintained. The 
same thing may be true of other registers and records which did not come to our 
notice. In view of the number of such registers and records prescribed or 
required under the Act it is hardly possible for the Manager particularly in mines 
where the underground workings are such as may require his constant vigilance 
and supervision, to devote his personal attention to the maintenance of such 
registers and records without neglecting his more important duties. We there
fore think that he should be relieved of these duties in such mines and empowered 
to authorise one of his Assistant or Under Managers to maintain the registers 
and records pertaining to technical matters; and another person t9 maintain the 
other registers and records: Whenever the Manager. has authonsed any . such 
person to maintain any registers and records, the mamtenance of such registers 
and records will be the d:>ect responsibility of such a person unless such a p-er
son has brought any irregularity in the maintenance of such registers or records 
to the notice of the Manager in writing and it will be duty of such persons to 
bring it to the notice of the Manager in writing whenever any irregularity or 
occurrence is connected with the safety 6f the mine or of the persons employed 
therein. 

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

156. Before I conclude, I must on behalf of my colleagues and myself express 
our profound sense of gratefulness to everyone who rendered any assistance in . 
thls Inquiry, to the owners and to the Department of Mines for their constant 
readiness and ungrudging efforts to help the Co!.trt in its task, and to the Experts 
who placed before us valuable ma.terials. and· views, including Mr. Lyndon James 
W!J.o, though he happ_e1;1ed to be m ~ndia for a short period only in connection . 
Wlth a Conference, VISited the workmgs underground on two days, submitted a 
report, offer~d himself for ·examination and cross-examination as a witness and 
with the permission of the Court, even argued the case for the party that had 
cited him. To the representatives of the different p~rties participating in this 
Inquiry we are sinct;!rely thankful as much for the assistance each has rendered 
in his own way as for the contribution of each to the smoothness of the pro
ceedings and the general atmosphere of dignity ''and tranquility in which these 
were conducted. Last, but by no means least, among those who have earned the 
thanks of the learned Assessors and myself is Sri S. S. Sarkar, Superintendent 
of the Mines Rescue Station, Sitarampur, where this long drawn out Inquiry 
was held, for being all attention to us whenever we happened to be here and 
for treating us to coffee and light refreshments daily as though we were his 
personal guests. 

157. The Court's duty in this connection will not be fully discharged if it 
does not place on record its profound appreciation of the valuable work done by 
Dr. G. N. Badami, appointed Court's Scientific Observer, · and also of the 
valuable services of Sri H. B. Ghose, Regional Inspector of Mines who not 
merely · prepared, at the request of the Court, a summary in a tabul.ar form 
of the evidence \n the case, (Appendix III of this report) and revised my 
summary of the data collected from the sectional maps (Appendix IV of this 
report), but always readily placed himself at the disposal of the Court when
eyer necessary. My learned colleagues and myself came to entertain a very 
high 9pinion of both the.se officers, and we hope their services wil~ be suitably 
recogmsed. 

158. I must also sincerely thank the Bench Clerk, Sri Sailesh Chandra Roy, 

R
andksthh. e Stenographers, particularly Sri Monilal Das Gupta and Sri Nimai Chand 

a It, who never spared themselves in the discharge of their duties. 

S 159. Lastly, it remains for me to express my sincere thanks to Sri S. C. 
amantat. M.P. and Dr. J. W, Whitaker for their whole-hearted assistance and 

~-opera Ion throughout the Inquiry. To Dr. J. W. Whitaker, I am specially 
m:llkful fod .t

1
he J:Lelp I always received from him in scientific and technical 

1 . ers ~ 1 , Without being really able to solve, in the absence of ciny con
~~Ive 1~vidence, either direct or circum~tantial, the mystery of the ignition, 
for ~fu at all lay our fingers on two probable sources of ignition, the credit 
B d ., goes entirely to Dr. J. W. Whitaker. It was he who pointed out Dr. 

a aml s report about the oil lamps in 15 Rise district. Again, it was because 
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at different stages of the Inquiry, different lines of thought made him suspect 
the loco as the criminal in this disaster that he had the loco fully examined till 
ultimately it was discovered that its air inlet was without a flame trap and 
whether or not ·we are right. in our views of the probable causes of the ignition,· 
this much is clear beyond doubt that Dr. Whitaker has done the owners and the 
management no less than the miners the signal service of uncovering a serious 
defect in the loco engine as it was supplied and installed underground and 
thereby earned their . gr~titude. · . 

Sd./ S. N. GUHA RoY, . 
"court of Inquiry Chlnakuri Colliery Accident. 

Certified that the abov:e report has been prepared in constant consultation 
with us, and we agree w1th the conclusions arrived at therein. 

I 

Sd/- J. W. WHITAKER. 
Sd/- SATIS CHANDRA SAMANTA. 
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APPENDIX I(a) and I(b) 

_(Plans not printed.) 

APPENDIX. II 

CENTRAL MINING RESEARCH STATION 
Post Box 50_. Dhanbad 

Bihar, · Jndia. 

Dated, 28th August 1958. 

Inspection of ·Diesel Locor.notive-Chinakuri Enquiry 

On the 27th of August 1958, after rising of the Court about mid-day, I went 
to Chinakuri Colliery to inspect the flame-traps on the inlet and on the exhaust · 
sides of 'the diesel locomotive. The flame-trap on _tl:_le exhaust side had already 
·been inspected to some extent and had been ;detached from the locomotive. -

I examined the plates and the spacing. There was a moderate deposit of soot 
and a certain amount of grooving, but probably not excessive, on the plates. I 
asked then for the plates of the inlet trap and I was told they had - not any 
knowledge of sQch plates. I therefore went to the locomotive to obtain them 
and found there was no flame-trap on th~ ~nlet side. In other words, the loco
motive did not contain at the ·time of inspection any flame-trap. 

. There was a second locomotive about 100 yards away on the pit top, of simi
lar model. I inspected that also, and found that, while on the exhaust the flame
trap was provided, there was none on the inlet side. 

The ·absence of such _flame-traps on the locomotives renders them potential 
sources of ignition when they are operated in an explosive mixture of methane 

·and air. -
The- other parties present were Mr; S. S. Grewal, Chief Inspector of Mines, 

Mr. A: N. Sinha, Inspector of Mines, Mr. S. Bhattacharya, Electrical Inspector 
'Of Mines, Mr. S. Anand, Agent, Mr. Taneja, . Manager, Mr. Chatterjee, Engineer 
at the Colliery. 

0 . ~ 
(Sd.) J. W. WHITAKER. 

APPENDIX III 
Summary of evi&mce 

Abbreviatio7lS used : Letters prefixe.~ to the exliibit niembers of docummts of: 

S _ for Written Statement 
W ,. Witness- · 
P , Page 
p , Para 
App , Apperdix 

Parties 

Owners 
Workers 
Mines Dept. 
Observer 
Court • 

Date ana time of Explosion 

OS 
w 
DMI 
!.M.A. 
Court 

Owners S-1, PJ6, Pl1-19-2-5~ at 9·45 P.l\1. 
_ Supported by several witnesses. 

Indian National Wne Workers' Fede- Not contested• 
ration & Colliery Mazdoor Union. · 

Indian Mine Workers' Federation and Not comestcd. 
All India Trade Urlmn Congress. 

Colliery Mazdoor Congress Not contested • 

. Colliery Majdur Samity . • Not contested. 

Indian Mine Managers' Association Not contested. 

X Indiah Mining Association 

Wnes Department S-6, Pjr, P/3-19-2-58 at 9-45 P.M. 

0 

-----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------.COurt X 



Partzes 

Owners • 

; 

/ 

Indian National Mine Workers' Fede
ration & Colliery Mazdoor Union. 

Indian Mine Workers' Federation & 
All India Trade Union COngress 

Colliery Mazdoor Congi-ess 

Colliery Majdur Samity 

Indian Mine Managers' Association 

Indian Mining Association 

Mines Departm::nt • 

Court 
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Rescue Operattons 

OS-41-Rescue teams arrived at 10.40 onP·M·I9-2-S8· 
Last rescue team returned to surface at 4 A ·M. on 
2Q-2-58. 

Sfr, Pf6, P/4-Twnety persons rescued alive and 
one dead body recovered. 

Sfr, P/6, P/4-Rescue operations. abandoned when 
all chances of existence of s~vours had ceased. 
Continuance of rescue operanons hazardous t() 
rescue. 

W-I, PJi-8-Detailed information abou~ rescue opera
tions. Men withdrawn from No. 3 P1t. 

P/24-Presence of flame undergro~d and smoke showed 
inevit::obility of further explo~1ons. · 

WJro, P/rso-Information~ about rescue work anci 
difficulties corroboration to W-r. 

W-14, P/276-29o-Details of res~e \york do~e by. 
last rescue team under the captamship of Kr1shnan 
P/290-Krishnan replied to Dr. Whitaker that it 
would have been dangerous to establish F.A. Base 
underground. In reply to Court also stated that 
it would be dangerous to form underground F.A. 
Base until further exploration underground made 
Reported two burning timbers and intense smoke. 
in loco. level near about 9 Dip. P.f213r-Visibility' 
6 to 8ft. where last dead body was seen in loco level. · 

P/284-Near underbridge heard no sound of any one 
groaning or shouting for help. P/29o-After coming: 
up the pit reported that he could not say if thete 
was any life· whatsoever underground. 

W-r6, P/302-Attempt to reach I & 2 pit workings. 
along 3 dip. Withdrew 500 to 600 ft. of haulage 
curve due to birds showing distress. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

No eVIdence. 

X 

W-r8, P/312--Reached mine at 10-40 P.M. With ten. 
permanent Brigade members and equipments. 
First team went down at II-40 P.M. when cage~ 
were available F.A. Base at pit top due to danger: 
of U.C. pit bottom being fouled with noxious gases. 
27 teams each consisting of 5 member,; mobilised 
200 rescue men all over the field alerted and kept 
in readiness. Equipments from }haria Rescue · 
St'ltion collected. 

W-19, · P/3-4-Generally agrees with W-r, W-5,. 
.W-1o, W-u, W-12 and W-16 with respect to what 
happened after explosion. P/327-o. r% Co in the 
fan drift just before starting main fan. 

X 



Parties 

Indian National Mine Workers' Feder
ation & Colliery Mazdoor Union 

Indian Mine Workers' Federation & 
All India Trade Union Congress 

<:olliery Mazdoor Congress 

·Colliery Majdur Samity 
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Sealit1g of Outlets 

0S=4I-Mam fan. stopped at 4-50 A.M. on .:zo-2-ss 
All seals completed (except No. 2 Pit ?) at 9-30 
A.M. on 2o-2-58 W-I, PJS-On receipt of report of 
last rescue team a conference was held with C.I.M.. 
D.C.I.M. and other mining engineers of thls com
pany and oth~r companie!l inevitability of further 
explosions and imprudent to risk lives by conti
nuing rescue work, impossibility ot survivors still 
living underground agreed. P/9-0bject of seals 
is to stop air flmving into the mine. P/54-Decided 
not to seal No. 2 Pit to keep an outlet ~Vailable for 
resumption ot early recovery work, i.e. as soon 
as aunosphere in the mine had become inert. 
Mter r.tarting the seals 21r upcasting by No. .:z _pit 
practically stagnant. After complenon of all the 
seals air in No. 2 p1t and fan evasee appears stag
nant. No smoke seen in N:J. 2 pit till II .-\.M. 0:1 

. zo-2-58. Air samples in OS-47 ind1cates stagnancy 
of air W-5, P/7-Purpose of sealing shafts is to 
deny air when fire is underground. Sealmg all 
openings but one-same purpose achieved. Leav
ing ·No 2 shaft open woUld enable entry into the 
mine within a short period if foll:ld possibl~. P/73-
lf all openings are closed aunosphere in the _shafts 
will be different· up to 600ft. · from the shaft bottom 
but above that there will · be no difference i.e. 
no difference in mine aunosphere if one shaft is 
open. Pju8-Absence of takmg air samples by 
Jart rescue team would not have changed decision 

··to seal the pits, except No.2 Pit. 

Mr. James silent Yn r~port. In aru;:unent m~nt.one~ 
advi~ability of simultaneous sealing. ot all appro
aches to fire in undergound districts. Remlrked 
m a passin~ manner that sealing of shafts is different 
from sealing of underground distncts. 

W-29, silent in report. P/43I-If all the pits are not 
sealed, it is no sealhg. P/.J.73-exnerien<.e of sealing 
one underground district fire in a non-gassy m...ne. 
Purpose of sealing is to adequately exclude all oxygen 
to fire. Sealing of intake wtll not deny-oxyg.!n. 
No experience of sealing of pits or deuiils as to how 
sealing is effected. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

Incflan Mine Managers' AssociatioD • No evidence. 

,Indian Mining Association 

. D,epartment of Mines · 

• No evidence • 

W-19, P/324-Gencrally agrees with steps taken. 
P/3-9-It is desirable to seal downcast shafts n>ther 
than upcast shaft, au crrcumstances taken together. 
P/342--To avotd possibility of explosion!! of~ 
underground fire district intake and re~rm sides 
are sealed off simultaneously. This did not apply 
to sealing of I and 2 pit mine 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------
Parties 

Owners • 

Floww; dnd its effect~ o~ evidence 

• S-r, P/7,-Smot..-e detected at No. 2 pit on 20-2-58: 
indicating fire. Re-entry in a gassy mine alter 
fire hazardous unless certain that all coal h2s been 
cooled to prevent re-ignitiou by entry ot air. Flood
ing commenced 8-I/2 hour::: after explosion (Ori
ginal). Details given in Ex-OS-41. W-r, P/ro 
-Larg-e quantity of smoke emitting from No. 2 pit 
proved existance of a substantial fire underground 

Uri.safe to engage persons ·to build scars at either 
of the pits-decided to quench fire by introducing: 
water underground. P/23-Re-sealing of No. 
I pit by conveyor and flooding done together~ 
With only sealing, the fire would continue and con
sume all oxygen available tinderground. . Heat 
of fire would have remained for many years delay
ing reopening and recovery. Without flooding 
fire may have spread to '3 pit workmgs. No possi
bility ot life. either then or by the time wttness came 
out of the mine. P/55--Without quenching fire 
with water it would be imprudent to reopen a mine· 
within four year•. With flooding in a matter of 
months. W-s, P/7I-Second explosion indicated 
that the. only \vay of. recovering the mine at an early 
date would be to flood it. Gives referenc~ to a 
similar case in Ranipur Colliery. From na~~t 
make of water mine would have been flooded wtthin. 

. sa-6o days. By then there was danger of fire burn- -
ing its way into 3 pit workings. OS-72, P/23--Sub
mersion under water may have caused some cokt· .... 
deposit to loosen and drop off. On conveyor idle:cc 
indication of such deposit having fallen off. Absence 
of impacted dust on timbers probably due to timbers. 
themselves having heen dislodged. by ex"Plosion. 
W-5, · P/398-Water rose and subsided gradually 
and hence no question of washing away coal dust, 
coked or otherwtse, as the movement of water was 
eXtremely slow. P/399--Does not tlunk that tim!>er 
to support roof washed away. P/404-Shot-firing: 
cable, batterie~, Shot-firer could not have been 
washed to r6 rise off loco level. 

Indi~ National Mine Workers' Fede
ratlOn & Colliery Mazdoor Union Ex. W-36, P/3-:-Possible that water may have des

troyed some evidences of coktng although much
of the soot deposited from fire withstood water in 
th~ pit bottom area. Evidence of coktng not muctl 
affected except by supports carrymg coking dislodge<\ 
or replaced. · · 

Indian Mine Workers' Federatio & 
India Trade Union Congress n All W-29, P/429-Crack and heaving of floor may be due: 

to effect of flooding. P/433-Am'eecl' that otheJ; 
· tlitngs . being equal floor heaving would be more 

evident m the dip places than in rise places due to· 
exposure to water for a longer penod. P/44s-Not 
agreed that if one set of workings is under water 
for a longer period than another set the one for 

Colliery Mazdoor Congress 

Colliery Majdur Samity 

, longer period will be more liaole to heavin.;. P/475-
0n flooding no opinion expressed nor competent. 
to do it. 

No evidence. 

• No eYidence. 
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"Parties Fiooiing and its effects on evidenc~ 

Indian Mine Managers' Association. No evidence. 

Indi:m Mining AsSociauon 

DePartment of Mines 

Court 

• I.M.A.f6, P/7-Two bodies may have floated dow.1 
to No. 1;6 Dip off No •. I East Rise level. 

S-6, P/2-Thick smoke coming .up No. 2 pit indicated 
deteriorat'lon of underground condinons and indi
cating serious underground fire and hence was 
decided to flood the workings. D.M.I.-37,-Flood
ing of the mine workings did not destroy any evidence. 

X 

OS-72, P/44-46-The plan in appendix IX shows 
extent of area affected by fire. Coked area is about 
IJoo ft. wide in Nos. I and 2 R. levels. Total length 
of roadway affected · is about 5750 . .ft. :which in
dicates the years tliat would have taken -to cool 
the mass of coked coal for safe reopening if flood
ing not resorted to. Heavy soot deposit in the 
vicinity of the two shafts. Fire probably started 

·by first. explosion in No. 2 E. Dip below I E.D. 
Level. Probable cause is timber set alight by 
first explosion and then coal. Rising ·water level 
has pnshed fire up in front of it from dip to rise. 
coal burnt to ash at junction of Bast Loco Level 
and 2 East Dip. Coked area also approaches the 
connection with No. 3 pit. Fall of roof coal and 
subsequent expansion by coking had compl~tely ' 
filied up galleries. Considerable damage to roof 
along loco level between empty and full junctipns, 
probably due to heat from fire. · 

P/12-oSome bodies partially or entirely consumed 
in the fires. w:s, P]399-Fire did not spread towards 
east· after 7 or 8 rise. 

Indian National Mine Workers' Fed
eration & Colliery Mazdoor Union. 

EX-W-6, P/2- Severe fire had existed in the area ' 
around intersection of S.S. Drift with Loco Level 

. and the rise beyond. Evidence here not easily 
related to the explosion due to superimposition by 
fire damage. Considerable fall of roof in the Loco 
Level:affected by fire due to heat on the strata rather 
than to violence. 

Indian Mine Workers' Federation & No evidence. 
· All India Trade Union Congress. 

Colliery Mazdoor Congr~ss 

Colliery Majdur Samity 

Indian Mine Managers• Association. 

Indian Minitlg Association 

No evidence. 

• No-evidence. 

No evidence. 

I.M.A.-6, P/3- Fall of roof coal and stone along loco 
level inbye of I Ea>t Ri>e upto crosi-cut practically 
blocking th<" roadway. Fire and intense heat for a 
prolonged period around No. 2 dip junction and 
between 2 .:lip and cro;s-cut. 2 Dip filled with coal 
ash, cokeJ coal, fallen coal and stone between loco 
level, anj 1 Dip lev ~1. Lirtle signs of coking east 
of 3 dip, 4 rLe and rise of loco level. Fire develop
eu i.1 2 dip area af~er fir;t explooion, and· gradually 
increa,ed in htend·y. Damage around the pits 
and urto 4 ea<h rise due to fire. Tbe c• nveyor 

h 2 Dip haJly waved by intense heat from fire. 



Parties 

Department of Mines-

Court 

Parties 

owners 
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Extent and effects of fire 

D.M.I.-37, P/2- Actual burning of coal in situ, in 2 East 
dip from its junction with loco level to 4 east 
dip level. More intense around junction of 2 East 
Dip and East Loco level. Considerable coking 
around cross cut to S.S. Drift. Heavy deposition 
of soot at 2 pit bottom and galleries 1around it. Some 
soot deposition at No. I pit bottom and galleries 
leading to it. Fire 'originated somewhere near 
No. 2 East Dip and probably started from smould
ering timber pieces which caught fire from the initial 
explosion. , · 

. \ . C-s, P/I-4 of 2nd report-Agreement with other 
observers regarding extent and damage due to 
fire. 

Violence 

W-I (after ISt explosion), P/2-7-At No. I pit in one 
cage on the keps two mine cars derailed. Shaft 
covers of 2 pit blown up into the head gear. One 
thrown so ft. to 6o ft. above the pit top and the other 
half way ·between the pit top and bell box, both 
jammed in the guide ropes. Telephone and signal
ling arrangements from surface to underground 

· inoperative. Main· fan had not stopped of its own 
accord. Four air lock doors at 2 pit bottom blown 
in towards the pit and passage blocked by blown 
timbers. On loco level near air lock part of a dead 
body and another dead body showing effects of 
violence. A number of badly . injured persons in 
West Loco Level between 3 and 6 rises. Air bridge 
at junction of 3 rise and west loco level completely 
demolished. At no. I pit bottom protection boards 
had collapsed and lying on the cage. At no. 2 
pit a tipping tub blown on to the landing board. 
In main loco level slightly to the west of the air lock 
a· 12' X 6' girder bent in V shape with appex pointing 
towards west. \ 

P/xo-Very little. damage to west workings. A ven
tilation wall starting from junction of 6 rise and 6 
west ievel up to so: inbye· had not been completely 
knocked over. 

W-10 (aFter first explosion), P/I49-2 pitcovers bloym 
up 1nto the head gear. General corroboration 
with W-x. P/xsz-No. 2 pit landing jammed with · 
smashed protection roofing. A tipping tub normally 
in operation on the west level brought on the landing 
platform. Air lock doors of loco garage opened 
towards 2 pit. Main airlock doors opened towards 
2 pit: Co¥ection of cogging sleepers. .z mine 
cars Jammtng door passage. Conveyor chrun guard 
near the door. In west loco level one span 
of roof concrete had smashed. 'V' shaped bent 
girdar with appex towards west. (One man hys
terical at the east side of 1 pit bottom). A door 
with its brick work on east loco level east of 2 rise 
non-existent. · 2 dip conveyor drive-head found lying 
on floor; Some conveyor pans found smashed. 
Stopping in 2 dip had collapsed. 

W-14 ; P/278-Air lock doors at 2 pit bottom blown 
towards 2 pit. In between air lock doors a lot of 
debris i.e., bricks and timbers. Along ast loco 
level 2{3 upturned coal tubs within 20 yds. of air 



Parties 
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Violence 

lock doors. East loco level strewn with fallen bricks 
from side walls. At certain' places roof stone had 
come down. The falls not substantial. Along loco 
level east of cross-cut side walls •broken down at 
places, track lifted up, timbers s~ewn together. 

W-I6, P/30o-303-0bserved lot of white stone dust 
strewn at pit bottom. Some particles - were in 
suspension. Felt chocking of ear drum ·on the east 
side. Against rope rollers on west haulage brow 
some bamboo matting pieces I' X 2' stuck up here 
and there probably these were blown out to a distance 
of 400 ft. from no. 3 dip. No other signs of damage 
or violence noticed on east or west sides. After 
re-opening 3 pit workings a gate and box and drill 
panel below no. 20 level in 3 dip were found dis
turbed-cable connections pulled out. 

W-6, P/Ir9-124-While working right inside the face 
at top west level heard a noise, fell down and became 
unconscious. Smalt dust, heavy smo.k e and gas 
near air lock. Stones on the ·eastern sid.e of air 
lock doors. Noise came from eastern side. Brea
thing difficulty felt after regaining consciousness. 

' W-7, P/126-134-While working in I west level heard 
a loud report and fell unconscious. Travelled to 
the lower level and again became unconscious. 
Eyes burning and breathing difficult. Roof at 
No. 4 air crossing had fallen. At No. I pit bottom 
signalling arrangements broken and one big stone 
had fallen on cage. No. 2 pit bottom gate jammed 
with cog. Saw smoke, fire and heat IOO ft. inbye 
towards S.S. Rit. ..At 400 ft. f!'om junction of loco 
level in cross-cut one man collapsed and the place 
was very hot. Cannot say irom which direction 
blast came. 

OS-72-(after recovery)-Appendix I sh~wn displace
ment of objects. P/rS-22-Extensive damage 
on west side. Track, pipes, shaker conveyor set 
verely disturbed which was not noticed after first 
explosion. Only east side feeder switch tripped. 
On the east side violence increases from inbye to
wards outbye. Signs of minor violence on the east 
section faces. Substantial violence outbye of 
No. IS Dip. At Junction of IS Rise and I East 
Rise level conveyor displaced slightly to the dip. 
IS rise conveyor dragged some distance to the dip 
and pulled westward in loco level. Drill panel, gate
end box at IS rise and I rise level junction slightly 
displaced but the cables running inbye show little 
voilence. Timber supports in I6 dip off I East 
rise level not disturbed. No sign of violence except
ing twisted C.I. sheets in I & 2 east rise levels till 
s rise is reached. At junction of s rise and I east 

· rise level shaker conveyor blown westward. In 
Loco level violence increases in the outbye direction 
and also into the dips at junctions. Belt conveyor 
blown into II & I3 dips. 4 empty cars and trolley 
blown into ro dip.. 2 tub ends knocked in indicating 
being hit by flying object. Most empty cars at belt 
conveyor loading points dented towards west. Drive
hear of 9 dip conveyor displaced towards west. 
A full car near 9 dip moved towards wPst. Shaker 
conveyor pans from S rise thrown so ft~ to 250 ft. 
westwards along loco level. A Belmos switch from 2 



Parties 

Indian National Mine Workers' Fe
deration & Colliery Mazdoor Union. 

Jndian Mine Workers' Federation & 
. All India Trad~ Union Congress. 

Colliery .Mazdoor Congress 

~lliery Majdur Samity 

Indian Mine Managers' Association 

Indian Min.ffig Association 
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Violence 

dip conveyor thrown upto · substation. Drive-head 
of 2 dip conveyor displaced ·westwards. Roof bolts. 

· between 2 east dip and 2 pit airlock in loco level bent 
towards west. One bolt sheared off flush with the roof 
9 & 2 dip conveyors displaced :westward at their 
junction with I east dip level and 2 east dip level. 
Greater signs of violence at 2 pit than at I pit. R.C.C. 
frames of outbye airlock door scarred by flying: 
objects. Similar scarring of sidewall opposite east 
step· gallery. · 

P/I2-Some bodies were subjected to violence. Rescue 
teams reported seeing two torsos in loco level. 

W-5, P/399-40I-Greates.t violence found in the return. 
A spade found embedded in a prop in I6 rise off loc<> 
level. Does not indicate considerable force. 

EX. W-36, P/2-3-Conveyor along loco level displaced. 
down-wards opposite each rise . heading. Tul> 
similarly displaced opposite IO rise. From corru
gated screens blast appears to have passed towards 
No. 2 rise level and outwards. Stoppings in the 
dip galleries off loco level and screens in the rise 
places destroyed. Violence . encountered in plac
es. 

Ex. W-39, P/4-Explosion gathers in intensity along 
main east loco level blowing stoppings to the dip 
and rise (as gathered from reports of Messrs. Rosser 
and Evans). 

W-29, Pj44o-Violence of explosion would depend 
upon number of obstacles involved. Violence · is. 
more iri the intake than along return. Then again 
states that· intake passage w~s straight and return. 
passage tortuous. Much obstruction in return passage 
than intake due to conveyor sat 9 and 2 dips. so the 
violence in the intake comparatively less • 

. P /496-Shock due to explosion is a probable cause or 
heaving. The more the shock the more the possibility 
of heaving. Does not specify the part of the mine 
where the shock will . be maximum. Intensity or 
violence does not indicate intensity of shock unless 
there are objects to show it. 

P/447-Gathered from reports that violence is more on. 
return side than in I rise, 2 rise and loco level. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

I.M.A. 6., P/I-On the west side evidence of .ravel 
of blast both from west to east and frou east tO· 
west. Little sign of violence west and dip No. 2 
pit. Great violence around I and 2 shafts. Damage 
immensely greater than reported after first . ex-

• plosion. Little damage in substation. On the· 
east side roof bolts and steel channels bent from east 
to west. Conveyors east ·of 2 dip indicated violence 
by forces travelling from east to west. Violenca 
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Violence 

great from rise to dip at II dip off loco level. AU. 
C.I. Sheet stoppings between 2 rise level and I rise 
level blown 2 rise level and to .the west. Brick stop
pings between loco level and I dip level blown to· 
dip. 

DMI-37, P/3, 9, Io-Far. greater damage than those 
reported after first explosion observed on the west 
side. On the east side violence indicated travel of' 
forces from east to west. Inbye workings of I East 
Rise •Level and East Loco Level do not show much 
violence. . Violence of a comparatively mild nature •. 
C.I. Sheet stoppings in the rise galleries off I 
East Rise Level' Blown into 2 East Rise Level and. 
carried a good P.istance west wards. 

Objects lying in the dip galleries thrown to the dip •. 
Signal brackets in 6 East Dip and Rise off I East 
Rise Level bent towards dip and rise directions res-· 
pectively. 6 East Dip haulage curve at loco leveL 
junction not shifted to the west. Conveyor heads. 
along loco level shifted towards west but to a small 
extent. 'Loco not moved at all though on the track.. 
Violence increases from 2 East Dip junction. 

C-5, Corroborates in general with the observations of· 
OS-72, IMA6, DMI 37· 

System of Vc.tdlati9n 

S-I, P/4-Systen.: shbwn in OS-3. An aeroto type 
of fan producing about 240,000 eft. of air per minute· 
was working at the time of explosion. Installed 
capacity of the fan 400,000 eft. per minute at 2 I/2"
wg. 

W-I, P/I2-I4-No. I and No. 3 pits are D.C. shaft 
No. 2 pits is U.C. shaft. Adjustment of fan capacity· 
done by turning blade pitch. From future develop
ment plans observed that the area developed from 
I, 2 and 3 pits is very small as compared to the total. 
area that is to be developed. Layout shows 5 para
llel galeries of which two would be intake, 2 returri 
and I loco haulage road. 2 Upper levels as intake so· 
as to prevent increase of humidity by keeping them 
away from water in the dip side. Essential for deep 
mines to keep air as dry as practicable· in the working: 
faces. On haulage roads air velocities not to . be 
more than 300 to 400 feet per minute to prevent dust. 
being raised in the air. Bulk of the workings laid. 
out in long wall system. ·rn long wall system smaller 
length of roadway opened at a time and hence smaller-

. gas emission. Coursing of air around th.e faces. 
dilutes and renders inoccuous emission of gas. 

P/43-No one can say that any ventilation system is. 
perfect. Satisfied that the fan was suitable for the 
task. It is not necessary to provide stoppings in I 
East rise level between I rise· and cross cut. C.L. 
Sheet stoppings and brattices would do as the area 
is on the main intake. Air crossing at junction of 3 
dip and main west level was destroyed h<'J exp~osion 
and it was an ordinary air. crossing. Quantity of air 
that should reach the working face in a gassy mine
depends on circumstances. 
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System of Ventilation 

W-5, P/85-89-Nos I and 2 pits sun approximately 
in the middle of the taking No. 3 pit at extreme rise. 
No. 3 pit was intended to be a coal raising shaft with 
heavy electrical equipments at the pit bottom. 3 
pit workings are closed to the shaft and it is good 
mining practice to take fresh air quickly and by shortest 
possible root to the working face. Natural ventilation 
is ·important in a cold country. India specially 
West Bengal is not a cold country. At least 9 months 
in a year natural ventilation "plays little or no part 
in ventilation of these rrunes. Natural ventilation is 
due to temperature difference. U.C. shaft was in 
the middle of the property and within a short time 
the workings would have reached about 2 miles away 
from No. 3 pit which would have been too long a 
distance for noxious gases to be taken out of the 
mine. 3 pit was designed as D.C. Shaft due to heavy 
electrical machinery which are necessarily Non
F.L.P. and should be in the intake air. To revent 
frequent repairs to pump dealing with sand stowing 
water containing grit stage pumping was necessary, 
i.e. high head pumps at I and 2 pits was obviated, 
even though powerful electrical pumps which have 
to be Non-F.L.P. are installed at No. 3 pit. After 
explosion, with main fan stopped 3 pit continued to 
downcast enabling all persons to be withdrawn with 
safety. It is not,uncommon to. have more than one 
district in one ventilating circuit. It is practised 
in other countries of the world and only one face in 
the 5 rise district. Preparation of a long wall face 
and a separate · ventilating district was .being made. 
Analysis of air samples at 2 east level 300 ft. east 
of 3 rise showed o·x8 % and 0·16 % CH 4 only 
Ventilation system is dif¥lltely not unscientific. 

Pjxo6-I09-66oo eft. per mmute of air recorded at 
14 rise in O.S.3. But there is a great addition to 
that at the working faces. We have no ventilation 
officer. 

W-xo, P/I74-I76-Explanation of apparent discre
pancy between fan capacities of 250,000 eft. per 
minute and the total return of I, 2 & 3 pits at x,8o,ooo 
eft. per minute explained, Allowing for leakages 
total quantity comes to 2,1o,ooo i.e., 8o% ,efficien
cy, 

P/I78-Discrepancy in total quantity of air in the first 
and second part of January explained by mentioning 
factors such as change in water guage, total mine 
resistence keeping doors open etc. 

P/I~I-Natural Ventilating Pressure up S.S. Drift 
dtd not matter as air was controlled by a regula
tor. 

P/18-3-In No. 2 and 9 dips pucca stoppings and in 
addition a brattice. 

!Iadia.D: National Mine Workers' Fede:;. 
ratton & Colliery Mazdoor Union. Mr. James (in argument)-quantity of air available was 

adequate. There could be gas accumulation at a face 
due to absence of proper guiding. 

Jndian Mine Workers' Federation & Ex. W-39, P/~-System of ventilation was such that greater 
All India Trade Union Congress. accumulauon of gas could be expected on the east 

'!idt: l)f lh<! workings. 
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System of Vedtilation 

W-29, P/429-43o-National ventilating Pressure pro-· 
duce by S. S. Drift specially in winter short cir
cuits intake air from No. I pit, augmented by heat 
produced by ·shot-firing in S. S. Drift and 5 rise· 
working faces. A good part of air from east side rob
bed by S. S. Drift. East side return of 39330 eft. 
per minute includes leakage from 2 and' 9 dips ofr 
loco level. Quantity in 2 east rise in measured 
6630 eft. per minute and at the working face it would. 

' be far less. Moreover this measurement was taken 
in January, I958 when S S. Drift was downcasting •. 
R. I. M. and Manager agree that it was upcasting · 
before the explosion. ' 

P/474-The quantity' of air measured 6600 eft. per· 
· minute in loco level would.not reach the east working. 

face except through leakage because it is blocked on 
all sides by brattices. O.S. 3 (ventilation plan)· 
does not depict the condition on 19-2-58. Venti
lation is arranged by removing brattice from time· to· • 
time. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

No evidence. 

W-19, · P/33'1-Effect of Natural ventilation pressure 
. produced bY. S. S. Drift was advised to be checked. 
P-333-Advice·to the management for replacement o(' 
brattice by C. I. Sheets particularly at the working. 
faces to prevent. lealage. 

X 

Coal dust : System of treatment 
dust 

Explosion· 

S-1, P/s-Stonedusting plan -in OS-2 and system of' 
organiastion in Appendix E. 6 tons of crushed burnt 
shale at 200 mesh used weekly. One stone-dusting. 
supervisor with 22 persons employed in cleaning and 
stone dusting. Whole pit d\vided into zones according· 
to the proneness to coal dust acculation. .Cleanings 
wetted with water and sent up the mine. Sprays. 
fitted at conveyor discharge points. If sprays do not 
work water is poured on conveyor pans. At places, 
loading points within C.l.· sheet enclosures to prevent 
dispersal of coal dust. Before blasting stone dusting: 
done by shotfirer helpers. Machine gummings wet
ted by water. Samples of mine dust collected once· 
a month, OS-42-Galleries mud plastered. To pre-· 
vent coal dust going down intake cyclone deduster i.rt 
the screning plant, W-I, P/zs-The mine on the· 
whole is wet. Not every portion but in the working: 
faces some water is encountered. P/SI-Parts of the 
mine are wet and parts are dry. It is not under the· 
category of wet mine. P/48-so-Stone dust is not 
used to counteract coal dust. By applicatioh of water 
coal dust is neutralised while coal is being cut. 
Possible places for maximum accumulation of fine 
coal dust are on.the r!':turn side where a IN of dust 
is made and conveyor. Does not agree that main 
east level as compared to No. 2 dip was given secon
dary importance with respect to stone dusting. 
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Coal dust : System of treatment : Explosion dust 

W-5, P/So-Not a ~ery wet mine-Parts are dry and 
parts are naturally 'vet. · W-xo, Pjx6s-Coal and 
material wound by No. I Pit. Only persons and stones 

· raised by No. 2 pit. P/I7I-I72-Ball Mill in the col
liery for supply of stone dust-Reserve stations stock
ing stone dust, stone dusting done manually according 
to ·a prepared plan. Also persons cleaning con,veyor 
every shift. No stone dust barrier as efficiency is 
not believed in, Stone dust barrier is still at a research 
stage. Thin layer of coal dust on stone dust likely 
to propagate explosion. Belief in through cleaning 
Burnt shale as a stone dust is quite' e,ffective. P/I86-
xgo-No arrangement for testing dispersibility of 
stone dust in India, Witness used to do it by blow
in·g on it from time to time. Such test is satisfactory. 
Silica test done once in four months. Test for dis-· 
persibility and lightness of colour done more often 
than once a ·month. Scheme for treatment of coal 
dust was under consideration. A fornial scheme 
not submitted to Mines Department; Samples taken 
covered the whole mine. Main belt conveyor road
way was not more dusty because of sprays. Heaps of 
stone dust were kept at different places for the pur
pose of its use. Whole mine is not stone dusted in 
one day.. It is a continuous process. Position of 
these heaps will vary from time to time.. Complaints 
from Mines Inspetor on stone dusting complied with. 

P72o6-207-Three pesons put for cleaning the con
_veyors are sufficient. Initial cleaning and stone dust
'ing done in first shift with x6 men. The rest of clean
ing refers to under the conveyor which is done every 
shift. . Standard of cleaning considered adequate 
in xst shift. Men engaged for cleaning and stone 
dusting conveyor areas. In 2nd shift also this , was 
done. One ton stone dust carried unerground 
daily. This is considered sufficient on basis of I to 
12 lbs of dust required per ton of coal raised. Quan
tity of dust depends on local conditions. 

After Explosion: -W-I, P/2-Coarse black particles 
had errupted from No. I shaft and were lying on the 
ground around the shaft mouth within so ft. radius. 

Pfzg~Sample of explosion dust collected from around 
No. I pit on 9-3-58 indicated raw coal (OS document). 

OS-72, App X-Analysis' results of coal coked by fire 
and of soot deposits. P/42-EXaminl!tion of the dust 
after explosion does not indicate whether it is an en
tirely coal dust or methane explosion or the extent to 
which each has played part. . . 

Ex. W-36, P/3-Small amount of coked dust-Fire area 
bears no evidence of extent of explosion done by coal 

. dust. Violence at places consistent with coal dust in
volved, Little evidence of coking does not prove that 
coal dust did not take part, Contribution of coal dust 
to explosion was comparatively small. P/6-Most of 
coal dust involved was consumed. Probable that dust · 
affected violence rather than extent. 

(In argument)-four 'samples of mine dust used to be 
analysed, Points out different letters issued by Mines 
Department to management on coal dust found in 
the mine during inspections. Quotes some analysis 
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Coal dust = System of treatment : Explosion d~st 

results from Dr. Badami's report and infers that 
dust was probably considerable along I East Rise 
Level Refers to publications and states that e>..-peri
ments in Poland have shown that dust wetted in a 
manner not likely to the achieved in a mine was capable 
of propagating an explosion. Also that 95% of in
combustible in mine dust can propagate an explosion. 
Importance of analysis of post explosion dusts stressed. 

"Indian Mine Workers' Federation &" W-2'9, P/44~If just sufficient coal dust to propagate 
. All India Trade Union Congress. fia~e there may not be much coke' left. 

COlliery Mazdoor Samity 

...... 

W-25, P/360-362-Seen. coal dust belo\v 2 and 9 dip 
conveyors 5" to 6' deep on 19-2-58. Conveyor 
cleaners and witness helpers cleaned coal dust under 
conveyors. On 19th did not report dust accumu
lation to his superiors. P/369-Does not know if 
cleaners are supplied with scraper to clean dirt and

1 dust from under a conveyor chain, 2 and 9 dip 
conveyors are jammed· everY Clay. Even with spray 
dust is not suppressed. With I' or I!' pipe water 
spray dust may be suppressed. Never suggseted that 
to Paritosh Babu, Sprays only wet top of coal heap 
and not the bottom. Spray produces something 
like mist. In 2 dip spraying done at 150ft. and at 300 
ft. to the dip. In 9 dip conveyor there one spray 
half way down. On 19-2-58 sprays on 2 dip conveyor 
were working. Once said that 2 dip pump was work
ing on 19th and then said that he did not notice. 

,, 

~olliery Majdur Congress • , No eVidence. 

"Indian .Mine Managers' Association • No evidenc~. 

Indian Mining Association No. IlviA-6-Detection· of coked dust at a few places 

Mines· Department • 

e.g., x6 dip off I East rise level etc • . . 
W-19, P/335 ·337 -Arrangements for store Justlng 

and cleaning of coal du$t wa~ basically alright. 
There was a ~tone dusting supervisor with several men 
under him. Requisite stone dust was supplied. If 
system was followed thing~ would have i:leen in order. 
There had been local accumulations ~nd had been 
pointed out. In a working mine such accumulations 
may occur. Necessity of stone dust barrier wa~ cOn
sidered. Being a small mine it was not yet feasible. 
this could have been done if different districts 
had been opened. Quantity of stone dust available 

·fot the pits was l>ufficient as per accepted l>tandard. 
If the If.t shift· men had done their work regarding 
st01,1e dusting and cleaning and the person-; employed 
in the back shift had not neglected their work and 
the sprays were in operation. there would have been 
no cause for complaints. Dust at conveyors were 
suppressed by water sprays. · 

W-1;9, P/376-Dusrs collected from around No. I pit 
· on 22-2•58 indicated-- practically raw coal (C-4). 
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Coal dust : System of treatment : Explosion dust 

(After Rei:ovey) 

D. M. I. 37-Analysis of mine dust indicating degree 
of coking at several places in annexure. 

W-Ig, P/424-Vioience is not always a criteria if coat ' 
dust has been involved. Not much re-idue of coked 
dust would be found if coal dust is just sufficient 
to propagate flame. -No. C-s-Examples of soot and coked dust at a number-
of places. Also analysis results of some samples~ 
Prominence of coke dust stated in I6 dip off I East 

. Rise Level :md props in No. I Ea~t Rise Level. 

W-27, P/42o-Coal dust must have. taken some part 
sometime. pannot specify magnitude. 

Placees of origin 

. Own=e=r~--~--------~------~~------------------------------------~---
• OS-72, P/2o-22-Violence increases from inbye tow~rds 

outby on the each side. Signs of minor violence on· 
the east faces. Least signs of violence in I East Rise
level_ inbye of IS Rise. Ignition probably started: 
at I East Rise Level and explosion forces have travelled 
to return side levels. 

W-s, P/40I-I6-Rise off loco level, dyke face in loco-
-- level could not be seat of explosion. I6 dip off I 
Indian N . . • East Rise Level could be. - · · 

rallon ational ¥ine Workers' Fed . -· 
and Colliery Mazdoor Unioit Ex .. W-36, P/2 & 3-Explosion origin:~ted i':' qr about the-

. · UUler end of I East Rise Level. Evidence ot con-
tinuous pressure em:~nating from IS Rise area in 

. Main East. Direction of force was from East to West 
along I Rise Level. 

-- (In argument~Possibility of ignition :~t 2 Rise Level 
. between IS and 16 Rises. 

Colli 

Ex. W-.39, Pfi-From tMdence of PI<?P:igation ot ~x
ploruon 3 possible places suggested t.e., 2 East ruse
Leyel, dyke face, 16 Rise Off Loco Level and extreme 
POint of Loco Level. 

· p 3-Pin points I6 rise off Loco level as origin fro,Jll. 
condition of the drill in it. 

W-29, P/463-Violence appeared minimum i~ the region 
around the fl'loes in 2 east. I east and main loco level~ 

P/470--It is probable that explosion originated at a 
~oint higher up than loco level an~ then followed I 
nse ~evel to west and down IS nse. Movement of 
15 nse conveyor to the dip may be due to "Back 
lash". 

ery Mazdoor Congress 
--.--.: · No "d 
Colliery ~jdur Samity • • -----~:--e-:vi~en_c_e_. --~------------
Indian Min .M , • No eviden.ce. 

es an.agers Association .;:;::-::-:-. ~----------------:---------.:.. _____ ~eviden.ee. 

---------------------------
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Places of origin 

I . .l\l.A.-6, P/s-Bet:ween~s and 16 r1'e in x:ri;e Level. 
W.;.26, P/419-Ignition could ·not have taken pl:ice in 

5 rise area. 

D.M.I.-37, P/4, 9 & Io-Forces of explosion have 
travelled from east to west along all"6 level ~alleries. 
It was more prominent along I east rise level than loco· 
level till · the junction of loco level and 2 dip is 

reached. In bye workinoas of least rise level and locci 
. level do not show much violence. . . 
W. 19, P/425.:.!..Cannot pin point further than stating 

that ignition occurred in the inbye workings of IS rise 
off I esat rise level or east loco l~vel. 

Cis-Forces travelled :>tit bye along I ea.st rise level. No 
further opinion. 

W-27, Pju-Some\\herc in I east rise level between 
I5 and. r6 rise or 16 dip. 

Nature of explosion 

W-3, P/6r-Fl.:tmc seen at evasee top was abont 2! to 3 ft. 
high & persisteJ. during the time of coming out of 
Gill's house and reaching the canteen. It had a 
bluish flame. It appeared a little after the sound 
W-4, P/63-Blach sinokc out of evasee with a streak 
of fire. Colou,_r of flame was yellow. W-u, P/2I2-
At about 12-30 a.m. olt 20-2-58 detected 2!% gas on 
surface 5 fc. ·away from S.S. pit mouth. Similar 
percentage of gas detected at S.S. Drift entrance. 
OS-72, P/40-43-Explosion predominantly a CH4 

·one and coal dust played minor part due to following 
e.g. as compared to Poidih e.....:plosion which was a 
coal dust one of which witness has personal' experience 
violence m·this case was much milder; burning timber 
recovered after first ex: plosion showed starting of fire. 
Fire starting from violent coal dust e.xplosion are 
infrequent. Methane· explosion can be extensive a.s in 
this case if there is a large and continuous supply of 
gas from· an· outburst ; Detection of a flame at fan 
evasee top in a very wet shaft 2000 ft. deep. A test 
carried out in an upcast shaft raising I,ooo tons of 
Disergarh seam coal showed maximum number of sus
pended dust particle as I/5000 of the minimum quan
tity of coal dust required to support inflammation ; 
sufficient mine air samples were not taken after the 
firs~ explosion but whatever were taken indicae that 
only CH4 was involved ; it is not possible to state 
from the mine dust collected after recovery on the 
nature · ot explosion as any tlame whether from CH4 
burning or from, coal dust burning· will cause coking 

Ex, W-36, P/6 Methane was involved at the initiation 
at the end of the first explosion. It was being consum
ed throughout its travel ,during the first explosion. 
Dust involved in some . localised area indicating 
n1crcased violence as seen on roof bolts and V shaped 
bent girders in loco level. Most of the dust i!}volved 
was consumed and probably its'atfected violence than 
the extent of the · e.'!:plosion .. Accepting evidence of 
a flame at fan evasee ·or some small time it seems to 
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Nature of explosion 

be due to. CH4. Coal dust flame expands to form 
a ball of flame. Upeast shaft, 2,000 ft. deep is 
\Vet and water falls in the open space like a rain fall 
and hence it is highly improbable that coal dust 
explosion could propagate· flame up the shaft. 

Ex. W-39, P/4-Explosion of CH4 developed into coal 
explosion at a very early stage. Second and third 
explosions are CH4 ones. W-29, P/245}--Dust 
-laden atmosphere in return through holes in conveyor 
stoppings. P/440--More violence along intake than 
return. P/430--43I-Violence steadily increasing to
w::trds the shafts along the 3 Main intakes. With 
CH4 explosion, the . explosion wave would not have 
traversed towards dip; Instead it would have followed 
the return airways. Ignition starting near dead ends 
would' have developed into a dest"onation wave whi~h 
would have travelled along the return of a zero d1p 
to· upcase shaft. In this else. explosion crossed the 
Shafts· and reached west section. This explosion 
!hOugh primarily a coal dust one did not manifest 
Itself on surface excepting giving a violent jolt. to 
the pit top cage due to its depth of 2,000 ft. acung 
as an .effective .dustless zone. P/438-440--Coal d!.!st 
explosion is not likely to extend· up 2,000 ft. moist 
and dust free barrier except for the Short wave that 
~ould go up· the shaft. From the o·her .evidence 
In the mine regarding propagation of explosion etC~ 
cannot . accept tMt the flame came up the evasee. 
If flame was seen at fan evasee it must have been 
due to fite damp. Accepting that, it means a I~rge 
amount of CH4 was involved. If ·coal dust JUSt 
sufficient to propagate flame there may not be much 
coked residue. 

, er~ Mazdoor Congress 

-----~~~~;::;~------------~~o~ev~i=d=e~n:ce::· ____ ~-----------------~ery Majdur Samity 
·· , ~o. evidence. 

Indian .M" M ··--:==~--------_:. _____ :--------~-----
• - me anagers' Association 

India M" · n Jntng Association 

-- ---

~o evidence. 

I.M.A.-6, P/I-3-Second and third explosions we~e 
fire damp ones and confined to west section; Their 
effect was more in this area than by the first explosi?n· 
¥'Is & 6-~o clear evidence of coke dust exceptmg 
~n I· east rise level inbye. end. Residual coking 
Is. very small, skin coking along I east rise lev..el. 
First explosion primarily a CH4 one of violence~ and 
coal. dust played its part. 

W-26, P4z6--Coal dust took part at a very early stage. 

D . .M.I.-37, P/3-Sut>~equent explosions were CH4 
ones. P/9-II-From the path f<?llpwed by el{plqsion 
fo~es, comparative mildness of violence, small resi~ual 
co e, first explosion considered predominantly a CH4 
one. Coal dust played a minor part. 

W-I9, P/325-~o. I pit was coal raising shaft and 
!lOrmally there should be more coal dust in it and at 
Its bottom. Flame of first explosion had come 
upt? sub-station but had gone up 2 pit instead of 
I Pit .. 2 pit, 2000 ft. deep, is wet. Flame of coal dust 
~jplos1on should not jump over zooo ft. :wet stone zone. 

arne at fan evasee was of a short penod. 

'·J 
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Nature of explosion 

Ex. C-s, Pix-Analysis of dust collected· from I pit top 
by R.I.M. indicated volatilisation of s% volatiles. 
This is not conclusive that coal dust did take part in 

. explosion. 
W-3, P/42o-Coal dust must have taken some part 

some time. Explosion of this magnitude could not 
have occurred from an outburst of gas from 2 east rise 
level cavity. The extent to which coal dust took part 
is. unknown. P/42I-422-Methane explosion can 
propagate· itself provided the concentrations at dif
ferent points are within the specified limitateddistance 
i.e., flame of CH4 ignition can be projected to <1 dis
tance of 5 6o times its original length and if there is 
sufficient concentration of gas within this distance it 
can be i~ited f~om the originaligni~ion. 

Source of Gas 

W-r, P/xS-4-o-It is not possible to foretell outburst 
from occurrence of gas in a place. 

\'>'-xo, P/2::>9----Detection of gas is not necessarily fre
quent and-invariable when coal face and dyke face come 
close together. 

·XT-7, P/134-Persons in zero dip in which gas had ac
cumulated had come up the mine. 

Wl-5, Pfro8-The ·particular dyke has been passed 
through· xsoft. away and no gas or a:ppreciable quantity 
of water was struck. It is possible that there may be 

. gas at one place in a dyke and not in another. W-II, 
P/212 ...... 2!% gas detected after I2-30a.m. on 2::>-2-58 
on the surface 5 ft. ~way from the S.S. Pit mouth. 
Similar concentration at S.S. drift entrance 

OS-72, P/x6-0utburst of gas from cavity in a dype 
face in 2 Rise Level, heaved floor in 15 Rise off I East 

Rise Level and 14 Rise of the same leveL A splinte 
seam below main seam & 2'3". thick, proved to be 
merging towards the eastside. The parting between 
1\iain Disergarh seam and the splinterseam, gradually 
decreases from 6'6" at·13 Rise to x'6H near the face on 
1 East Rise Level. The position of the workers in 
which they were found after recovery indicated that 
they may have been asphyxiated. 

W-;, P/392-It is not~ typical or normal outburst and 
could not be foreseen. P/406-No previous ins
tance· of outburst in Disergarh seam. In tl:!.is mine the 
depth is considerable. There . is no hard and fast 
rule about occurrence of outburst. In certain type 
of coal and in certain areas these may be more fre-
que':!t. 

Ex. W-36, P/6-g--Sluw and gradual accumulation on 
such a large quantity of gas involved in rhe explo>ion 
is ruled out, as persons were found in the exLremeti es ' 
of the workings and in that case they would have felt 
distress and warning of atmosphere becoming irres
pirable. Also such a build u.p of gas would have been 
detected in normal inspe .tions. Building up of gas 
was too rapid. Normal indications of an outbt.:rst 
are not all present in thts case. An outburst occurred 
through the floor upheaval in IS Rise off I East Rise 
Level. Presence of dyke may have contribu~d to gas 
pressure being built up in the splinter seam. Twe 
mstarices in U.K. of outbursts occurring in the simila 
manner quoted. W-28, · P/423-424-There are 
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Source of gas ' 

underground. Then again says that 1t could · be 
P/454-Learnt from Labour representatives that 1\f.E. 
Loco section'was fenced off at about 2 p.m. of 19-2.,-58 
in the first shift due to occurrence of gas and some 
persons vomitting. On this. possibility ofignition of 
gas in 2 Rise Level r6· Rise off loco level and extreme . 
point of loco level has been based. . Conditions may 
have changed jn the 2nd shift. P[472-Floor of 
Disergarh seam is too storng to be heaved by accumula
tion of gas but not of water. It 1s possible that 
heaving of floor by roof pressure and accumulated 
gas in the seam below may help each other. There is a 
probability that there was accumulation of gas in the 
cast face capable of sudden outburst. Cannot 
explain why 3 experienced men in mining in the east 
face near the point where gas accumulation is alleged 
to have occurred by the witness could not be detected 
by them. 

No evidence.' 

-do-

C-2,-Reports on increased make of water arid gas 
on 28.4.58. 

I.M.A./6, P/6-Sudden release of gas occured from the 
underlying seam from· IS Rise off I East Rise level 
and perhaps from dyke in 2 Rise level. The workers 
were probably asphyxiated. · 

· DMI. 37, P/Io-n-Outburst of gas caused by sudden 
fracturing of floor in IS Rise off I East rise level
from the underlying seam. Hissing sound of gas 
emission noticed from splinter seam. C-3--Report of 
27.4.58 on increase _make of gas -and water. 

C-5, P/6. Outburst of gas from 2 East Rise,level face 
must have bee n a small one as the cavity in it did 
not reveal any crack or fissures extending further

. W-27, P{42o-Presence of crack in IS Rise may· have 
been caused by a sudden emission of a large body of 
gas. Confidential note to Court-Analysis on n.8.5S 
of' gas bubbling through water from splinter seam 
showed 93·90 % CH4. 

Source of Ignitio,n 

W-6, P{I24-Never seen any one smoking in the pits. 
Banksman checks carefully at the top. \V-7, P/I25 
Never s_een one smoking underground .. Do not 
smoke because it is forbidden. Checked thoroughly 
on the surface. Ex. OS-72, P/24-Shotjiring.
No shotfiring was going on underground ;1t the time 
of explosion. A fairly large quantity of 'xplosives 
could neither be accounted for nor traced after recovery. 
Detonato~s peing sensitive to shock and heat may have 
exploded due to explosion or some of them may hav~ 
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exploded due to shock and may have initiated ignition. 
Electrical Equipments-In Main East Section .all 
conveyor switches excepting in I East Rise level 
:were 'off'. No evidence to show that ignition 
started from I East Rise level conveyor. No evidence 
to show that excepting the two drills in. main east 

. loco level, an.y drills were working. No evidence t1> 
'show that an,y of the drills or transformers could 
cause ignition,. None of the coal cutting machines. 
were workin,g at the time of explosion. No evidence 
to indicate that either the pumps or lighting equipment~ 
were responsible for ignition. Light fittings on the 
return side were F.L.P. No evidence· to show that 
an,y of the cables was source·ofignition,. Locomotives;
The engine was found out "off". Safety lamps
Several cap an,d flame safety lamps were found damaged 
put nothing to indicate that this could be a source of 
ignition. Contrabands-No contraband found. N() 
body of a victim ·bas been found to suggest that he 

·could have been, smoking. Open fire -Little likeli
.hood of an open fire. Probable causes-(r) Incendive 
spark produced by a piece of rock hitting ag~nt 
another. The rock· piece may have been errupted 
by the outburst or·-picked up in ·its path. Incentive 
spark by impact of stone on steel or iron or the latter 
on alluminium. In short, outburst supplied source 
of ignitio!l as well as methane. (2) One or more 
detonator.s may have exploded due to s)lock of out
burst, nushandled, being struck ·by fallen sto!le etc. 
A deto!lator box may have been picked up by out burs. 
a!ld hurt it against some objects. A piece of coa& 
or sto!le proiected due to the outburst may have fallen 
on a detonator ·box or ·on -the exposed -detonator • 

Ex-W36, P/9-Possibility ofignition from shotfiring and 
continuous friction ruled out. Ignition due to elec
trical equipments, safety lamps, light alloy, sparking 
pointed out. Possibility due to impact friction consi
dered extremely unlikely in ·this -mine. Igniting 
~ource could !lOt be determined. (In argumen,t)
l~possible for explosion to have been caused by shot 
firliJ,g, electr~city, lamps, light alloys, · contrabands 
~d frictional hotspots. Impact friction by , 
e).ected rock due to bursting of dyke or the 
Violent ejection of rock from it in 2 East ruse 
level and ejection of floor rock i!l r East Rise level 
are possible sources. 

-----------.... ------~-----------------Indian M' ~ · 
All India~ ..,_, oUrke.rs' Federation & 

r"Ue ruon Coi~greSs. ~x-W-39,, PI/3-Shotfuing is mo~t probalbe source 
If explosion started at 2 East Rise 'level dyke face. 
If in r6 rise off local level then electricity. Further 
Pin points that the drill in "1:6 rise ·off ·loco .Jevel is 
most pr.obaple cause of ignition. W--29, P/452-453-
18" · socket in 2 rise level dyke face indicates 'that 
shotfirin,g may have been done there. On questioning 
·by the Court agrees that he does not maintain blasting 
as the cause of ignition. Blasting may have released 
;;o~e g!)~ and filled up the place which got somehow 
lgD.J.ted. Does not say that non-detection of contra• 
bands does not prove that this could .not be the cause. 
P/46~The drill in 16 Rise off loco level may have 
b~en tried out only. P/474-475-Wi~h. a . fuse f!f 
·higher rating there will be a spark ms1de the dnll 
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whi.ch ptight ignite a gas mixture. If the fuse does 
not blow _off the ne:j~:t switch of· higher rating might 
tPp o~ it might ignite the cond.uctor itself. In this 
.case neither :happened. Agrees with the obser\ration 
of Safety in · Mfu.es Research Establishment that the 
maXim~ satisticarsafe gap is 0"035'' and experimental. 
safe gas 1s o··o46". 

No evidence. 

No f:'vidence. 

No evidence. 

I.M .. A. A-6; P/8-Source of ignition remains under 
termined. Central Mining Research Station have 
pro:v.ed th;tt an explosive mixture cannot be ignited 
by open sparking across bulb terminals of a· cap lamp 
I> art of trailing cable to coal cutter in x6 dip which was 
suspe.cted examined and fotmd safe. 1'-ro evidence, 
of smoking or contrabands fo\md. W-26; P/416-. 
No evidence of drilling or blasting in 2 · rise level 
dyke face nor in the cavity. 

D.M,.I. 37> P/II"I3~Possible so11rces examined but 
exact source could not be determined. D.M.I. 42,
Reports·· on tests carried by Electrical Inspector on . 
drill found in 16 Rise off loco level-not a possibility. 

------'----------------------·-~------....,----------

Court C-7-Reports on :tests carried out on .drill found in 
16 rise off loco level :with the gap found in the-.f;l<m.ge 
i.e. o•oz8"-gas did- not ignite. 

C-5-P/6-7..,.-Results of det;liled. tests carried out on 
. surface' on a similar ·Ioco as one present U.G. with 

no )N?ter i~~nditione, box. A Jayer of mine .co~l 
dvst OJl top of box showed no smouldering. Maximum 
temper;1ture after one ho'!lr run.-156°C. 

APPENDIX IV 

$ummary. of data colle.cted from the sectionat plans of the mine which form appendix 
I to Mr. R. P. Rosser's report (Exhibit OS.--..72). , . 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 33 OF APJ?ENDIX ~ 

No. 16 dip off 1 ~al?.t rise .levet 
5/6 tons of blasted coal in the face of the dip. 

One hol~ 3'-2" deep on the western side of the gallery ~l?P~t .!3 !~. -~!;love the 
.floo;r~ w;ith .1ts ~.outh .abo1,1t 4 ft. f.rom. ~he facE;! cf the gallery was found. A coal 
~ic~ ~g,unq per,e. '!':w.o c}~a.d l;>odies were found near the face.· 

4 props were found standin·g on one of which. tl:J..ere ~as coked depQsit. .O.n 
the "Jatri" i.e. horizontal bq.rs. fo;r suppqrtin,g ~he roof near the junction of the 
dip of 1 east rise level coke· deposit wa!l found 



·ss 
There was a trailing: cable· attached to a coal cutting-machine. Further to the 

north of these bars there was ·a dead body. Against date 9th July 1958 at page 1l: 
para 2 of his report Dr. Badami· noticed two props with their sotJ,th facing sides 
covered with a thick deposit of coke dust and from the prop at the out-bye end 
he took a sample of the coke dust which he analysed and found that the moisture 
-content was 5: 2 per cent, the ash content 15 · 9 per cent, the volatile matter con
tent 22.4 per cent and fixed carbon content 56· 5 per cent. He also noticed deposits 
of coke dust on the n.::rth facing sides of certain beams in the area and observed, 
the way coke dust had been deposited was intriguing. 

• ~ • , I 

Two empty baskets found near the face, as mentioned in Mr. Rosser's report, 
o.re not in the plan. 

1 east .rise level (between 15 rise and extreme inqye face) 
I . . 

At the extreme eastern end of the level there is a small quantity of loose coal 
which Mr. Rosser estimates at a ton or two. There is a complete shovel with its 
busipess end~pushed into loose coal and its handle standing at an inclination with 
~he floor. Tlaere were two baskets, one of which had coal in it. 8 cap lamps 
Is_sued to C:.R.O. labour found near the face. There were 4' chappals lying at some 
distance from cne another,· ore short, a twisted empty tin, a brattice cloth in tact. 

In the junction of the level gallery and 16 rise 2 dead bodies with one cap 
lamp close to them were found. There was an empty· basket near the dead bodies. 
Further 'west, 16 dead bodies were found between 16 rise and 15 rise otr this level. 

There were other cap lampd found further west . 

. A drill machine was found on the level near its junction with 16 rise and 16-
dip. Parts of the cable lay coiled at different places out-bye and went right up 
to S.S. drill panel attached to the cable, .and another cable attached to the coal 
cutter panel also in coils in different places went right down to 15 dip. As many 
as 16 dead bodies were found on both sides of the conveyor line and the western 
end of this c.::nveyor line, was found displaced towards dip. To very -nearly the 
we~tern· end of this convey-or line was. found a CM4 for coal cutting machine lying 
on Its ed~e. c;>nly one of these dead· bodies, that of Asstt. Supervisor, R. S. Pand.ey, 
could be Identified. 5 empty baskets ·were found en this level between 16 and 15 nse. 

-~d Co:;tl cutting machine trailing cable carried over wooden plugs 
SI e Pillar was undisturbed. Coked deposit on cable. 
16 rise off 1 east rise ·level 

fixed into\ north 

. There was a coal cutting machine at the· northern end .of the rise and there 
1as a cabl~ attached to it. The cable went·.right up along 2 rise level and then 
? ong_ 15 d1p c;>ff ~ ris-=: level right up to a point about 20 ft. to the north of the 
J}lnctwn of this d1p w1th 1 east . rise level where it was attached to a pommel. A 
little to ~he south of this pommel was another drill cable unattached to a S. S. drill 
Pfnel lymg on its side near the ·western side of the dip. There was a short piec:e 
0 cable connecting the panel and a Belmos switch lying on its face. ' 

Along 2_ east ri~e level between 16 and 15 dips off this level sign of soots on sides 
;nfdt z:oof .was noticed, and at the 2 rise level face there was a cavity in dyke about 

· m di~metez: and about 3 ft. deep .. There was a small quantity of coked. deoosit 
bn [<?al pillar s1de against 16 dip and near the face dyke .. There were pieces of 
ra bee m 16 rise oil 1 east rise level and also along 2 east rise level. 

b·In 15 ·rise off 1 east rise level a prominent crack in the floor was found from 
a out 10 ft. south of the junction of 2 rise level and 15 dip off this Level dght 
u!pto nearly the junction of this dip· with 1 east rise level. On the western side 
0 the northernmost part of this crack there was a deposit of slack coal. There 
thas a smaller deposit of slack coal on the western side about 35 ft. or 40 ft. from 

e southern end of the crack. A piece of .twisted C.I. sheet was found just to the 
west of the northern end of the crack. 

}~ dip. off 1 east rise level 

. The co~veyor pushed towards the .dip by. about 18 ft. A. portion . 50 ft.· to the 
. dip also pushed westwards. The conveyor chain out of the pan and lying on floor . 
. There v·ere· shining particles on roof and sides. · . . . -

1 east' rise level (between 15 & 14 rises and dips) . . - . 
A number of C.I. sheets found in different places over this length- a?dh aflso 

about 25 ft. from its junction with 15 rise and 15 deep the Belmos sw1tc or 



conveyor was in position. · There was a loose conveyor pan upside down ab.out 
20' away from the junction of the level with 15 rise and 15 dip and another 
.similar pan. was found near the northern si?e of. the level further. out-bye: There 
was a trailmg cab:e about 40 ft. from the JUnction· of the level w1th 15 nse and 
15 dip coming up to the southern side of the level. There was a peg in. the roof 
:ab.::ut 50 ft. out-bye of the 15 dip junction with a piece of brattice the edges of 
-:.vhich were burnt. . 

.. '2 rise level between )5 and 14· dips off it 

On the northern side of 2 rise level near its junction with 15 dip a piece of 
brattice hangi?g from roof .pin was charred. 

c.I. sheet found on the western . side of. the level near its junction with 15 
· <lip and also at other places. Shimng particles were found on the side of. the 
roof. 

In 14 dip off 2 east rise level there was found another crack on the floor but 
no s:ack coal appears to have been found on either side of the crack. Shining 
particles, however, were found <?n the roof and the. sides. Portion (42 ft.) of .a chain 
.conveyor which was not workmg was found about halfway down the dip. Its 
;:;outhernm.::st pan was badly damaged. There were two other pans lying un
~ttached to the rest to the east of the chain conveyor. There were some C.I. 

. :sheets at the southern end of this dip near its junction with 1 east rise l~vel. 

In 14 dip off 1 east rise level nothing worth mentioning was noticed except that 
:pieces of C.I. sheets brattice we:e found in several places. Several pi~ces of 
timbers were collected near the d1p end. A prop was standing near the d1p e•d. 

1 east rise level between 14 rise and 14 dip and 13 rise and 13 dip 

Timbers lying strewn about all along the level indicating that the timbers 
which were probably cog supports liad been displq_ced by the. force of the blast. 

IIi 13 dip off 1 east rise level apart from piec-es of brattice, a piece of bone and 
a piece of flesh were f~und. Some timbers collected near dip end. 

In 13 rise off 1 east rise level there were c.~ S~\'!ets and brattices. 

In 2 east rise level between 14 and 13 dips off that level were found brattices, 
;.~ few timbers and C. I. sheets at different· places. . 

PLA~ No. 3:2 APPENDix I 
Main East loco level, eastern face 

15 cavities of previous blastin_g on the southern side .of the face; 2 new holes. 
of 2 ft. depth on the J:?-Orthern s1de and 1 new bole of 4" depth on the southern 
side of the face. A dnll .was found near the face with a cable trailing alcng the 
:main e::tst loco level to a drill panel halfway towards west and on the southern 
side ·of the level. A part of this cable seems to cross the line of conveyors in 
certain places. A stemming rod· was found near the face of the main east loco 
leye~. T~ere . ~as als~ · one prill!ed cartridge near the northern pillar corner· at 
dts Junction w1th 16 nse. A dnll

1 
rod '":as jammed in a h~l~ about 4" deep. 

There war~ 8 defid bodies at the centre of the gallery at its junction with 16 
rise and ~6 d1p off 1t and there was also 5 cap lamps found near about. A length 

.of shot-firmg cable was found near a cap lamp close to southern pillar corner. 

· Proceedin_g westward al~mg the maln east loco level it appears that the coil~eyor 
chain was dlsplace!f from 1ts alignment northward near about the centre. Several 
props were. also dl~lcdged. · From the centre of the main east loco level. with its 
junction .with 16 nse and 16 dip off it upto i'ts junction with 15 rise and 15 dip 13 
dead bod1es were found. There was a C.I. sheet just to the north of the conveyor 
line. · 

A large number of timbers had coliected at its junction .with 16 dip . 

. Coal cutting machine picks ~ a l?undle and a wrench were foun~ toget~er 
among :1 .heap ~f sleepers at the JUnchon of the mairi east loco level w1th '16 nse 
and 16 dlP off lt. 

In 16 dip off this level 7 dead bodies lricludln~ that of Unit Supervisor T. P. 
Singh and a number of cap lamps were found. A pick, 3 shovels and 10 empty 
baskets were found in this dip. 
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In 16 rise off loco level.~At the comer wher~ the northemt dsibde of t.~~ }e:~~ 
th t ide of 16 rise off it there was· a prop pen.etra e Y one · , e c ~ (~~~el) ~'Xefh~ ~as luSO a ·"belcha" found lying a littl~ away from it on the level. 

About 20 ft. inl?ye from ~he ju~ction of m~ east loco level wilh 16 rise off 
't · f' ·d ·13 dead bodies mcluding those of the Under ~:mager, D. C. Bedeker. 
Se~~~e o~~~n. T~r~- Singh, . and Min~g Sirdar Riasat Mla, 13 ~ap• lamps and 
one . flame· safety lamp were also found here. 

At the face there were 3 drill holes in one o+ ,vrhich _a drill. rod was found 
· ammed: A piece of charred brattice was fou!J-d h;mgmg from the roof 9 ft. out~bye 
~f the face. 4 drill m~c?ine was fcund l!lng on the f).oor ~bout 10 ·ft. ~ut-bye 
fro:m··the face. 

The other end of a drilling !!able attach.ed to it was found near: the southern 
side- of main east ·loco level, close to 15 nse. A length .of shot~rmg cable 'Yas. 
found lying coiled· up a: few feet to the scuth-west of the drill machine. A stemmmg, 

· rod was lying just to the north of this coiled shotfiring . cab!e. Ther.:; was an 
exploder a little to the south of ...the cable. A loose drill b1t was also lymg about 
20 ft. to the scuth of the drill. There were a}so a number of empty baskets. There 
was another piece of charred brattice 40 ft. outbye of the face. 

/ 

15 dip off main east" loco -leveL 

In this dip between main loco level east and 1 dip level there were 4 dead 
bodies. 

• There was a heap of fallen coal· at the entrance to the dip. +~ere was also 
a bent C.I. sheet, and a length of armoured cable running from. ;m invert~d ga~e
end box at the junction of main east loco level and 15 rise off 1t and endmg Wl~h 
another gate-end box about 25 ft. to the north of the junction of 15 rise off_ 1 dip 
level. From this gate-end box another cable proceeds southwards for some distance 
and then along. the main east loco level connecting with a drill panel lying on the 
main IDeo level east about 10 ft. east of the junction of main east low level and 15 
r~se and 15 dip. Thet:e were several bent C.I. sheets and 1 t~isted C.I. sheet. 

. Conveyor was •more oi le~s undisturbed excepting for the dip ·and which had 
moved slightl~ towards west. 

15 rise off main east locQ 'lev_el 

2 dead bodies ~ere .found in it. 2 b,ent C.I. sheets,· There was 1 locked explo- · 
sive-carrying-box found under the conveyor pan in this rise. As it appears from 
page 26 of Mr. Rosser's report this box contains 22X6 oz. Polar viking and 15 detonators. · 

. . . 
T_l:lere was a _stemming rod lying about 3 ft. to the north of the junction between 

15 nse and .mam east loco level and OJ:?- the western side of the conveyor line. 
Tpere was also a chap pal and an alummium "lota". The joint of the last .but 
two ~~nveyor pan was br~ken and. two pans were pointing east-west. The last 
pan ]omt .wa"! broken and 1t was lymg on a north-west-South-east direction. The 
rest ?f th1s. lme of. conveyors doe~ not show any sign of disturbance excepting as 
me~twped m 15 d1p off 1 east nse level. There was a roof fall in 15 rise off mam east loco level. · · · 

. Alcng main east loco l~vel westwards from its junction with. 15 rise and 15 
.dip ? 9-ead bo_dies were found. There was a broken accumulator under conveyor 
There was a loose conveyor pan inverted and there were ·roof falls. An arinoured 
cable from the inverted ~ate..end!Jox a few fe.et west of the junCtion between. main 
l'!ast. loco lew:I P.I).g 15 nse off 1t rttn,s wes!wards along the whole length of the 
sect10n of J!lam east loc.o 1~'-:e} l;?etwe~p. 15 r1se an~ l4 rise and ends in a gate-end 
~o~ fo:und ~nver~~d ~t tl!e chscJ:tar~.e en~ of the c.orivey.or at 14 .dip. 

1. tf.!P le-q~l-,-face 

. Blasted coal was found lying at the face. There were 3 dead bodies near the 
face with 3 pas~et;> two of which were empty and one loaded with coal. There 
were also 3 cap lamps n~ar the face. The .cap tamp~ qf t)lese men w.er~ very 
p,ear where tl;le1r dead bod1es ~ere four-,d. T~e obvious indication fro~ th1s 1s that 
these men were actually loa!img c()a'l m the1r baskets and had n.o trm~ to move 
away fr0m the danger before they were overpowered .. Two shovels were found 
lying crcsswise. There was some fallen coal on the southern side ·of· the level. 
There was a A.B. .cq·al-,<;utt~ ~yW,g ~.n _tl:},i_s. l.~vel O:J?Pqsite its junCtion w!th. 16 i-ise 
f>tf. it. Tl,l~;re w~~ anoth~r deaci bo!l;r ::}t ~hE! ~entr~ 1 pf the level near this )unction 
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•md there were two cap lamps and an empty baske.t close by. There was a chappat 
(right) in this l~vel. · · 

In 16 rise off this level 2 picks, an empty basket, a mining.hat, and a mining· 
sirdar's r.:of, testing rod were found. There was a drill machine close to which. 
but unattached lay a drill cable coil irregularly. Between 16 rise off 1 dip leveL 
and· j.5 rise off .it there were 16 dead bodies. 17 loose conveyor pans were found_ 
lyin~ in .this level. 2 conveyor pans were lying inverted. A partition was stilL 
h~~ng in 16 dip.' . . 

Gne broken wooden box for carrying .explosives with cne cartridge inside wag-. 
standing on one side near the conveyor pan. The lid of the broken explosives 
box witn the lock. in tact was ·found lying c:ose by. This wa.s found to COI!tain 
1x6 oz of Polar Viking as mentioned in. :page 26 of Mr. Rosser's report. There
were pieces of scattered timber in the western part of this section of 1 dip level. 
From a drill panel· there was an irregularly coiled drilUng cable running first. 
eastwards. and then westwards into a switch n.ear the junction of this level with. 
15 rise. Another cable proceeds westwaz:d from this sw1tch. 

In 15 rise off this level the conveyor was found inclined to west and the chain 
was · thrown out of the pan. There was . a gate..end box about 20. ft. from the 
junction of this rise with the 1 east dip level from which a 'cable ran northwards 
and lay !coped over a prop set vertically and stretched towards the rise ended 
in the inverted gate-end box a few feet to the west of the junction of the main 
east loco level with 15 rise off it. · 

In 15 dip off 1 dip level 10 dead bodies were found. The cap lamp of Mining: 
Sirdar A. Basak, was also found here. There were a number of empty baskets: 
in one of which there was a shovel. ·There was a certain amount of coal lying at. 
the face. There was one ·cartridge in a basket and af!other shovel was lying: 
in a basket. ' 

Proceeding further westwards along 1 dip level from its junction with 15 rise
and 15 dip there were only 2 dead bodies. There was a conveyor pan lying on.. 
edge facing towards th.e rise. Several pieces . of timber were strewn about. 

PLAN No. 31 oF APPENDIX I 

No dead bodies or lamps were found on No.1 ~ip level No. 14 rise off. it,. 
No. 13 dip ,off it or No. 13_ rise off it. . 

On the' .main east loco level east of its junction with 14 rise and 14 dip there
were (a broken coupling chain a fall of roof coal and a gate-end box inverted,_ 
lying under the conveyor. · . 

In 14 dip there were two cracks s)lowing heavings of floor without any trace~ 
of ·any small. .coal nearabout. T)ler.e were some bent C;I. sheets, a certain amount: 
of fallen coal about 15 ft. -to the south of one of the cracks and further south of 

. the other. TheN~ was a small peg jammed on roof from which a piece of brattice 
was hanging. 

In No. 1 dip lev.el east of its. junction with 14 dip off it· there was a one foot 
high brick wall which appears to have been in tact The other brick wall on. 
the western side of this junction .on No. 1 dip level was brqken. 

In No. 1 dip level a loose conveyor pan was on edge facing towards .rise .. 
~rther we~t. ther.E: was a piece of unburnt cloth. Near the junction of No. 1 
dip level w1th 13 ns~ .and 13 dip off it there was a ·tail end of the cover of a, 
~onveyor. Here the JOmt of 2 conveyor pans was dislocated. There was a twisted 
C.I. sheet at one .place .·and a bent C.I. sheet at another, and a channel fron was: 
inverted. . 

In 1 :dip leve! apart from some roof .falls anc:l. some bent and twisted C.I~ sheets: 
there were no ·s1gns of damage. · 

At the junction of this No. 1 dip level with 13 rise off it a conveyor pan -was: 
on edge .and 'the bent ·chain_-was lying out of ·the.·pan . :~'here was also a .conveyor· 
pan bent aJld twisted. There was a fall of coal a uttie to the west. of this junction 
on No. 1 dip, level. :Further west ~n this -level there was bent ·and twisted ·C.I._ 
sheet and furth~r west there was s~de fall bf coal. · · 

13 rise off 1 dip level 

There was . an unused ,drill rod .iJt this. rise . a number of· broken aud wP,ole props,_ 
2" -dia pipe ;range, a .loose ~onvey&r :pan .and .armoured caple ,lying .on the fluor._ 



A- length of the conveyor chain about 40 ft. ·at its southern end' was displaced 
-towards the west. The conveyor was not much disturbed-otherwise. · 

In 13 dip off 1 dip level there was an armoured cable the bottom end of which 
·.appears to have been. torn. · The rest of the cable was attached to G.E. box. There 
-was a conveyor pan on edge facing; eastward. A channel iron was inverted. A 
.starter switch of the pump lying on . edge and facing towards the dip. Theref w~re 
two bent C.I. sheets at different places. A gate end box lying on edge ~cmg 
:towards the rise. A pump (Mono) was at the dip water edge with 2" dia .. delived~y 
-range wrenched out, The delivery range was intact up to its junction w1th 1 lP 
JeveL · · . 

In No. H rise off loco level, there was a crack about 36 ft. long but there w~s 
-no trace of small coal near it. A few feet to the west of the junction .. of the mam 
east loco level with 14 rise and 14· dip off it there were 2 dead bodies and 2 cap 
lamps. There was also fall of coa}. there and 

1
a little to the west thereof. 

From the junction main east loco· level and 14 dip there is a belt conveyor 
,running along the dip end of the level -right up to the loading point situated between 
·.11 and 10 rise off this level. The belt was undisturbed for a distance of about 

· :80 ft. from its tail end at the junction of loco level with 14 rise and 14 dip off it, • 
,then fer , a distance of about 40 ft. it was slightly displaced. The belt was far 
;nore displaced towards the dip side from this point right up to about 20 ft. east 
.of the junction of the main east loco level with 13 dip off it. The disp~aced belt 
.of the belt conveyor was twisted at two places on either end of 13 d1p. About 
10 ft. to the east of the junction· there was 9- loose chain conveyor pan lying under 
the· belt conveyor having ap~rently been blown downward from the rise end. 

The belt conveyor pan joints were also broken at two places near the junction 
and slightly to its east. . _ · · . 

. There were roof falls at seve~al places on ·the main east loco level to the west 
pt the junction between the main east loco level and 13 rise and 13 dip. 

SECTIONAL Pl:.AN 34 OF APPENDIX I 

Only. one dead body and one lamp were found about midway between 11 
'tise and 10 rise off main loco level. · . 

This. section cov~rs the lPco .level and 1 dip_ level. 

Thet:e were noticeable roof fal}.s both on the northern and sout~ern s~de of 
-the mam east loco level west of 1ts junction with 12 rise and 12 d1p off 1t ·and 
at the centre of . the leve~ west of the junction. From this junction there was 
-no belt. on conv~yor and .1t was found that the belt had been· blown out of I?an 
-partly mto 12. d1p ahd ~ymg torn there. A number of timber pieces wer~ lymg 
· hea:ped up. about 15 ft .. east of loco level and 11 rise junction. Several piec;es 
.of timbers were also lymg strewn about in the level between 11 rise and 12 nse 
armoured cable was lying in loops and .thrown to the dip at 11 rise junction. 

Midway. between 12 rise and 11 rise o~e belt conveyor frame and top. sheet 
-were heavily. damaged, the top sheet being bent and twisted at places. · 

Further w~stwards the belt had been disl~cated so mu~h so that the . joints 
-were b!oken and damaged ~nd the pan at one end was displaced and lying on 
~the mam pan. A loose· c~am conveyor pan was lying under the belt conveyor 
-though ther~ w~s no cham conveyor nearabout. Another loose chain conveyor 
· pan was lymg mverted. · 

' ·A belt co~v:eyor pa~ righ~ at the junction of .11 rise and loco level was broken 
·open at the JOint on either s~d~ and thrown towards dip. A· pan just to. th!3 west 
·was also opened out at the JOint. The belt was standing on edge for a distance 

of about 15 ft. c,m. either of the junction atid at the junction A 2"' eli~ pipe range 
was opened at JOmts and thrown to the dip at the J'unction of 11 rise and loco 

·l@vel. · , 

At the junction of the loco, level with 11 rise a wire net side guard !or ~elt 
. conveyor was dama~ed ~nd dislocated. Two such side guards were lymg JUst 
to the ~est of the JUnctwn. The bottom guard sheet of the conveyor was bent 
and tw1sted towards west and damaged at places. ' · 

- ' 

There was no sign of any damag~ in 11 rise or 12 rise. 

Near the discharge end of belt conveyor in main east loco level a rise side 
.. suspension bracket was broken but the bolt was bent towards west, ~hree .such 
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brackets on the rise side bent towards east, and on the dip side 3 suspension- . 
brackets were slightly bent towards the east and the one nearest the dischar~e 
end was broken. 

An empty tub was just west of' conveyor discharge end with its broad .side 
at right angle to the level and another tub with its end bent inward was partly 
under the conveyor head. 

-::n 12 dip off locci level there were some blown off brick bats of stoppings and 
there were ·some bent C.I. sheets and falls of side coal. . . 

In No. 1i dip ofi loco level. there were sol;lle roof falls, some bt:nt and twisted~ 
C.I. sheets, inverted loose conveyor pan, broken props, a heavmg of floor,' a· 
dislocated 1" dia pipe range and blown up bricks from the stoppings which had\ 
hit the roof. . . · · · · 

There was only one dead body and only one cap la~p found on the main· 
loco level about 40 ft. and 50 ft. respective!~~ to the west of its junction1 with· 
11 rise and 11 dip. · · 

In 1 dip level apart from some falls of coal there were no other · signs or 
damage. . . 

. In 12 dip· off 1 dip 'level, apart from roof fall in one place there was some.' 
bent and twisted C.I. sheets, and some qroken. timber. 

In 11 dip off 1' dip level, there was a loose conveyor pan broken mto pieces'. 
and. several loose conveyor pans 3 of which were inverted. . · 

At 2 dip level there was a roof fall and there was a conveyor pan on edge: 
near dip side of the pillar. 

SECTIONAL PLAN 34 OF APPENDIX I 

In this section th~re are no dead bodies and no lamps, but in 13 dip off 1 rise· 
level there was a piece of bone and' a piece of flesh. The nearer dead bodies 
were on the loco level a few feet to the west of its junction with 14 rise and 14· 
dip which will be several hundred ieet away where the pieces of bone and the~ 
piece of flesh are sho)Vn in 13 rise. . 

• • 
There is also a floor crack in 13 dip witnout any sign of small coal nearabout. 

There is very little sign of damage in this section ex.cept a loose · brokenr 
conveyor lying upside down in 12 dip off 1 rise level and several brattice and 
C.I. sheet pieces strewn all· over. One shoe was found ·in 12 rise off 1 rise level. 

· · In 10 dip off 1 ri'se level, there was a crack in the floor without. any si~n of' 
small coal. ' · . 

. On 1 rise level betweeri 11 and 10 ris~s there w~s a hook for cable bent. 
towards the east. 3 other cable hooks were not bent. 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 25 OF APPENDix I 

.No dead bodies or lamps ·fott?d ·in this section. 

A crack in the floor was found in 10 dip off 1 rise level. 

On the easte;rn side of 10 rise off 1 rise level :near its junction with 2 rise le~ei; 
soots w~re noticed. Soots were also noticed on the sides and the ·roof of 2 rise-
level midway between 10 and 9 dips. · . · 

There was ~ he;ap of· coal. on the southern side of 2 rise level about 30 feet 
to the; east of .Its JU~cbon Witl_l 8 rise off 1 rise level and soots were found on 
the dip end Pillar Side of. 2 · nse level midway betwe'en 9 and 8 rise off 1 rise
level. 

(\. 'number ·of flat girde~ fra~es of direct haulage under installation was fdmid 
ly_mg on the floor at the JUnction of 2 rise level and 8 dip. A piece of C.I. sheet 
. was found streck to a roof· bolt at the junction. . . . · 

There is hardly any other sign of damage e~cept that certain thing.'? for fit
ting a new haulage had been displaced to some extent from where they bad been. 
kept and lay scattered to the west of the junction between 2 rise and 8 rise off 
1 rise . level. · · · · · 



SEcrto:NAL PLAN. :No. 26 oF Ai>PENI.lix I 

In this section 14 dead bodies with 12 lamps were found, all on the loco level, 
from the eastermost point of that level in this section right up to about 60 ft. 
west of the jtuiction of the main east loco lev~l with 9 rise and 9 dip. 

At the junction of main east loco level with 10 dip· or 10 rise off 1 dip level 
:3 empty tubs and a trolley were lying jumbled. together blocking the dip gallery 
.entrance. Of these two had their ends severely bent inside. one facing rise• 
.and the other the dip. These tubs appear to. have been thrown _towards dip and 
were lying on one another bent and damaged. · 

A number of '1o~ded tubs o~ the loeo ievel between 10 rise and 9. rise off 1 dip 
Jevel were derailed. The loco engine· was_ about midway between 10 rise and 
.9 rise off 1 dip level.. 2 angle irons of the .loco engine appear to have been 
.detached from it and one appears to have been bent. A piece of side cover of 
..the loco engine. was lying under a tub to. its. 'north-west. Half inch coke was 
1ound. deposited riuged in the eastern side of loco exhaust pipe. ·The canopy 
with head light ·of the loco engine had been thrown close to the south-west side 
of the· loco. 

There. were 12 empty tubs on the track to the north of the loco track and 
.the loc6 -engine was opposite the 4th and 5th tubs counting froni the west. The 
..empty tubs had been derailed and in most of them only western end plates were 
bent towards the west. A rail joint was broken to the east of the· 5th tub from 

-:the west and the empty track was ptis~ed to the dip. 

To the east of the loco there were 7 loaded tubs but the loco does not appear 
>io have been coupled to them. . 

A little .to. the east of the main east loco level where it joint 10 rise off 1 dip 
level and ~to rise off itself a: belt conveyor head hanger. had been thrown and 
the track f_or the tubs was brC?ken an~ thrown to"Yards t_he dip side at the 'junc
tion of mam east loco level With 10 rise and 10 dip off It . 

. · · There was a crack without any small coal in 10 rise of main east loco level. 

Apart from roof fall and a broken prop and 2 bent C.i. sheets 'there was no 
.sign of dam?ge in 10 rise off 1 .. dip level. There y;ere heaps of bricks lying on 
the floor which had been ~lown off from the stoppmgs and which appear to have 
,struck the roof and the Sides. 

. . In 9 rise off main east loco level, there was no ~ign of damage excepting ._ 
.broken drum. 

I~ 9 rise. off 1 dip level there. were bric~s lying on the floor which were evi-
-dently blown off from the stoppmgs and hit the roof and sides. · 

Along the main east loco level at its junction with 9 rise and 9 dip off it the 
northern track was covered by debris. Further west along with ~ain 

..east loco leyel the:r:e were a b~nt C.I. sheet and scattered timbers and gate-end 

.box was lymg on 1ts back. . 

At the junction of the m~in east loc<? level with 8.:r:ise. of it and 8 rise. off 1 dip 
.level there was an overbndge the girders of. which were in tact· but the 
concre~e of both sides w~re broken and a heap of concrete had fall~n down 

'The middle concrete section was undamaged. · · 

In 8 rise off main east loco level there was heavy roof and side fall. 

A few feet west of its junction with 8 ~ise off I dip level a piece of rail was 
b.ent and t~e channel fencmg for under-bndge had_ be~n thrown to the southern 
.si~e of roam east loco ~evel a few feet west of Its JUnction with 8 rise from 
ldip level. 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 27 OF APPENDix I 

In 10 rise and ~0 dip ?fi 2 dip _level· there is no s~gn of damage except roof 
fall at two place_s m 10 nse and dis!odge~ and bent .Piece~ of 1" pipe in 10 Jiip. 
'There is a heavmg of fl<?or at th~ JUnction of 10 l'lSE; With 2 dip level. There 
was a heaP of. broken brick bats m the centre of 2 dip level where it meets 1o 
rise and 10 dips. 

On 1 dip ·leve~ a little to the east _of it~ junction. with 10 rise off 2 dip le~el 
-there was a heavmg of floor. At the JUnction of 1 d1p level with 9 rise off 2 dip 
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Jevel there was conveyor pan on edge facing towards the rise side o('it flattened 
like flat sheet. A conveyor chain along 9 rise off 2 dip level appears to have 
been displaced towards the west. ' 

On 1 dip level a little to the west of its junction with 9 rise off 2 dip ·level 
·One conveyor pan was lying inverfed and another was standing on edge dam
.aged. A joint box was lyilig oil the floor of 9 rise off 2 dip level a little to the 
south· of its junction with 1 dip .level, with its top cover blown off somewhere. 

Lower down in this r~se a co.nveyor pan was lying on edge facing towards 
the west. Further· down, some conveyor pans were on edge facing towards the 
-west pushed towards the side from their . original position. There were some 
bent , C.I. sheets near the North Western corner of No. 2 dip level No. 9 dip 

. .;:unction. · 

On 2 dip level near its junction with 9 rise off it a pan was lying inv-erted 
with sides bent and pushed inside and the return wheel lying curve to it . 
.Another conveyor pan was lying about 10 or 12 ft. west of this pan with its side 
bent inside so much so that it almost touched the bottom sheet. . . 

1 de~d body with a ·lamp was found in, 9 rise off 2 dip level and 2 dead bodies 
.on the southern side of 2 dip level a few feet west of its junction with 9 dip. A 
cap lamp was also found in No. 9 rise off 2 dip level about 15' to the rise of the 

·dead bodies. 

There were some broken timber, a piece of broken conveyor pan and broken 
prop, bent C.I. sheet at different places on 2 dip level further west of these dead 
lbodies. · 

On 1 dip level at its jun.ction with 8 rise off 2' dip level there was. a quantity 
.• -of debris, and apart from some damaged C.I. sheets there was no other sign of 

damage in 1 dip level. 

In 8 rise there was no sign of damage. 

In 2 dip level about 10 ft. to the west of its junction· with 8 dip there was a 
1oof fall and there was a certain amount of fall of roof coal in No. 8 dip below 
.No. 2 dip level. 

In 9 dip off 2 dip level near its junction witli 2. aip level the top of the driv
ing head of a conveyor was blown off. A little to the south thereof the side of 
.a conveyor was bent ve:y badly and J,lushed westward along with the drive head. 

. ' . 
On the other side· of 2 dip level at its junction with 9 dip there was a con

veyor pan on edge facing towards dip, the top sheet flatteneq and broken and 
lying on the bottom sheet. A little lower down in 9 dip the side guard sheet 
-of a conveyor was badly bent. A little further down, both sides of a conveyor 
:pan were bent inside, and just below ·that the side sheets of another conveyor 
pan we:-e bent eastward. Lower down in this dip· the side of a pan was bent 
:eastward· and to the south of that the side of another pan was_ bent westward. 
'The chain o.f the conveyor in this dip was thrown out of the pans and was lying 
;to ~he east of it. · · 

SEcTIONAL PLAN. No. 28 OF APPENDIX I 

Pieces of 1" pipe (no sign of damage) in 10 rise off 3 dip ievei were lying 
:scattered. Some of them were also bent. 

At the junction of 3 dip level with 9 dip off 2 dip level there was a pan 
,.upside down. 

2 cap lamp~ were f~und ip. this lev~l near its junct~op. with 9 dip, and there 
was another ml lamp m 9 dip off 2 dip level. The cham of the conveyor in 9 
·dip was displaced towards the east in its upper end and towards the west at 
its lower end. The eastern side of a conveyor pan about 20 ft. to the north 
-of the junction of, 3 dip level and 9 dip was bent towards east. Another con
veyor pan below It was. bent towards the west. A conveyor pan at the. bottom 
-end was on edge facing towards west the side sheet bent wei>tward. Below 
that there was a shoyel. bent westward. At· the junction of 3 dip level 9 dip 
:a conveyor pan was mclmed towards east and there was another con.veyor pan 
lying inverted .. A little to the west of that. the easfern side cif the conveyor pan 
was bent toward~ ~ast and the western, side of the conveyor pan below that 
was bent towards the west. 'tl:lere were some broken props further west in 3 
dip level. 
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. Apart from the fall · t . · . . · d 

he.-:t C.I.· sheet lying in °N a quantity of roof coal m 8 dip off 2 d1p level an a 
'!'here were a few piec 0 ·f 8. rise there was no other sign of damage there. 

. es o timber scattered in the ·dip. 
There was no . deadbody . . . 

ln this sectwn. 
Appendix 2A correspond' 

· mg to Sectional Plan No. 29, which was ·not supplietl 
23 dead bodies and 21 1 are shown not in this pl amps were found in this section. Details of damage an. 

. SEcnouAL PLAN ·No .. 24 oF. APPENDIX I 
Broken props on mai · • · · . 

stopping blown off from 7 d~st loco level east of 7 rise, a lump from the bnck 
original stopping. . Ip off loco level lying a few feet to the south of the 

No signs of damage in 7 . 
nse. , 

'Plere were side falls ' . 
7 nse and 6 rise. on the northern side of the mam east loco level between. 

T~ere was a partly b .1 . · · . · . 
~overmg almost the wh 1 UI t . hnck wall for an aircrossmg under constructi!'n 
Junction with main east 0 e Width of 6 rise except a portion on the east at Its 
broken, and the rest of t~co l~vel. On the eastern side a part of this brick ~as 
Its top was broken. e bnckwaU was fra~tured and bulged out towards dip. 

There were broken ' · • . 
~orth side rail of the yrops here and there· on the main east loco .level. The 
cable was lying by th ?d0 track had been pushed southward. The armoured 
tra<:k. The pipe line ewsi e of the track and at one place it was lying over the 

. · as not much· disturbed. ' 
On 6 nse there we · 

_A . . re some falls from roof and sides. 
· Signallmg bracket 

and there was a tipp' on the ~astern side of 6 rise was bent to the dip side. 
two rollers displaced f.ng tub \Ylth its lower part missing. A door frame. and 
rise of the brick wan. rom their position to the rise were lying a little to the 

. At the junction of . ~ a 
Were bro_ken bricks bl~am east loco level and 6 dip there was a fall !lnd th~re 
construction lying lind wn hoff from the south side wall of the aircrossmg under 

er t e fall. . 
In 6 dip off main . . , 

construction of the a· east l!Jco level roof stone blasted from the junction for the 
was a fall in one pl~cc:.ossmg 'were kept stacked along the pillar sides and there · 

No dead bod~es or 1 
Low .d . amps are· shown in this section. . 

er own ill 7 di . , . . 
ran ~t the junction ol2 °~. 2 dlp level there were some falls and the retammg 
ew Pipes iri this dip a d Ip level and 7 dip was blown down. There were a 
· n a Prop in position between No. 1 and No. 2 dip levels. 

, SEcTIONAL PLAN No. 23 oF APPENDix I 
. In this section th 
No . ere are no dead bodies or lamps. 

t k Signs of damag 
ofad s Were covered be on main east loco l.evel east of 5 rise exceJ?t that the 
S amage in 5 rise Y ro.of falls. No cokmg was found from 5 nse. No sign 
thhak1er conveyor wh?~h5 dip, of .main east loco level except for some pans of the 

e. oco level. . I was bemg installed in No. 5 rise were blown down to 

d' No sign of dam . . 
Istance on either.: ~~d 1!1l. di~ lev~I exc~pt that there were two falls at s~me 

were set during r I e o Its JUnctwn w1th 5 dip. The props marked 'Yertlc<;ll 
level and in the t;covery. A number of props were found scattered m th1s . r1se. . 

On the main e t 1 . 
to the loco track ~s d bco level west of 5 rise and 5 dip wooden slippers nailed 
southern <sides of d a een pushed towards the west and both the northern and 
coked. There We azraged brick walls had coke deposits and the roof also was 
other. The arm re wo pans of Shaker conveyors on the track one over the 
near its junctionour~dthca1 ble going to No. 5 rise was found looped over the track 

Wl oco level. · 
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SECTIONAL PLAN No. 16 oF -APPENDIX I 

No dead bodies or lamps in this section. . 

rise 
1
1evel east of its junction with 7 dip the two rails of ~h~ track 

· On 
2 

t ther and lay side by side- and at one place the soU_tlJ.ern rail IS under 
. broug~~rt~~~n rail. On the same level between 7 and 6 dips level the .track 
the t have been partly covered. under roof fall. 
appears o . . . . 

ail track proceeding north .to south .from the JUn.chon .of 2 .nse level a_nd 
'Fhe ff it appears to have been badly d1sturbed. At. the. JUnction the entrre 

6 diP 0 
. ushed bodily towards west. _At the northern end a. detached ·end 

track was t~n rail with fish plate and lower down the eastern Side of the rail 
of the ea~h western side of the rail, and about 10 ft. to the north of the 
is above xrrimity of this track a detached end of the western rail was found. northern e . . ~ . 

6 dip off 2 rise level soots were found on both sides. Lower down a sig
In ket on the eastern side of 6 dip off 2 rise level was foun'd pushed up 

nal b~ac the rise and made n~arly straight. Further do.wn, a si~nal . bracket 
~:Sa~V:isted and bent to the rise. 

At the southern end of this dip_ at its junct_ion · with 1 rise level there_ was 1 
h · of bricks and there was also a broken piece of C.I. sheet. Here a signal 

a ek.Et fixed to pillar · side had falleri down with side fall. · _ 
brae . , . . 

Tli track procee!fing south fro~ the southern end of 6 rise off 1 rise level 
e 6 dip off 1 rise level was· disturbed. There were detached ends of the 

along 1 ing at the southern end of 6 rise off 1 rise level where it joins 1 rise 
trac~ ~t the fourway junction 2 rails of the track were thrown west and were 
leye · onlY 2 inches apart. · Iymg 

There was a roof fall at. th!'! lower end of 6 dip off 1 ·rise level and a signall-
. bracket bent to the dips1de. · 
mg "d f 2 · 1 1 · th· · . On. the· western s1 e o nse · eve m Is sectwn the gallery ·was full ~f roof 
fall all through. . . 

A ·ece of burnt wood was lying near the corner of north side pillar at the 
. . pl of 6 .rise off 3 rise level. 

junction 

SECTIONAL PLJ).N No. 21' APP:E1Nnrx . r 
t~e 4 dip level east of its junction with 2 dip there were 4' dead bodies 

In There were also 4 lamps found. There was no dead body in No. 2 dip. found. - · . 
loose conveyor pan to the ~orth of the chain conveyor had its southern 

. A ttened. The; conveyor . cham_ appe~rs t9 have been dislocated .from the 
s1de fla tween 3 d1p and 2 dip_. At the JU_Dctlon of 4 dip level and 3 dip the 

. track b~ haS be~n Pl;lShed .bodily .to the dip an~ was standing almost vertical 
conv~Y0 At its JUnction Wlth 2 ~IP conveyoz: ~X:IVe head has been pushed into 
on s1c!e· and a length· of. about 20 . had got ~lSJ?mte~ from the rest. Armoured 

- the diP also pushed mto th~ d!P a~ 3 dip JUnctwn. Conveyor chain was 
cable wa~out 25 ft. ~ast of 2 d1p J.unchon with the level. There was a charred 
broken 3: op in 4 d1p level. A ·PIPe also was damaged. 
vertical pr . · · . 

· thern s1de of the level ·about 29 ft. to the east of its junction with 2 . The sou ed . . 
d' /was cok . . 

lP d" near its junction with 3 .dip level tl)ere was charred timber and there 
In 2 lP e or pan vertically on side but curved and side flattened. The con

was a cony 1n No. 2 dip was disl~cated in the middle and also further north
veyor chaine were he:;tps ~f coke m . the dip and there was some roof fall· fur
watd. Tfhe;;ards in th1s d1p. Both Sides of the conveyor pans were corrugated 
~her nord. tance of 600 ft. · . 
over a IS . · . . 

h le length of the conveyor: down to 3 dip was covered under th1ck coke. Thew o · · . 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 19 OF APPENDix I 
• • l • 

In this section no dead bod~es or lamps v:ere found. . 

on· 2 dip level. at its junctiQn with Nq. g g~p. gff I dill le:v~l the gallery was full 
of coke -roof high. 
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The conveyor chain in 'No. 2 dip off ·2 dip level was displaced in several places. 
There were timber pieces charred in this dip at different places. The western 
side of a conveyor was flattened at one point. There was a cl!arr:ed e~ge o~ an 
armoured. cable on 2 dip off 2 dip level a few feet to the south of 1ts Junction w1th 2 
dip level. I 

In 2 dip off l dip level a conveyor was covered with .coke and· the conveyor 
chain was coiled and badly displaced. Both sides of 2 dip off 1 dip level was 
coked. 1 . ' 

·The ·conveyOT chain in 2 rise off 1 dip level appears to have been dislocated 
:from its position, a conveyor pan was inverted, an angle iron of gate frame 
.ap_pears to have .been detached and the leaf of the iron gate damaged badly. The 
iron gate frame at another 1;>lace was also dama~ed badly. 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 18 OF APPENDIX I 

Side coal both on· the northern and the southern sides of main loco level 
between the cross-cut and 2 east dip was burnt. There were drunaged brick walls 
on both sides of the loco level and there was no trace of a part of the track. There 
was .heavy .roof fall also here. A bolt was hanging and slightly bent towards 
east and another bolt was hanging from the roof and slightly bent toward the 
west. A third bo~t was broken and only 3" root was out from the root. Another 
bolt was bent slightly towards the west. There was another bolt which was 
broken and only. 2" root was out from the roof. Several roof bolts hanging 
:from .r9of b~nt towar:ds west. ·. Roof bolt channels fell down. About 50 ft. west 
of the Junctwn o! 2 .nse and loco level ends of roof bolts were bent "towards west 
but the channel1rons fixed to the bolts were intact . 

. The nor.tl?-ern side of the ma}n loco level was at one place .heavily burnt and 
this was VISible on top of wallmg. . 

-in 2 ·rise off main .loco l!'!vel the gallery was filled with debris roof high. Of 
two loos~ tra~k crossl!lg pomts one was standing on arm at one place and the 

. other pomt lymg verbcal. · , ·. ' 

On the w:st side of 2·. dir col)veyor discharge .end two loaded .tubs were thrown 
off the track, the track, 1tself was affected by vwlence so mu h th t th bolts 
of the fish plates were sheared. , . c so a e 

' 
At the junction of main loco level and 2 east di 1 h 

and . even shales and sand stone fused. P coa was burnt to as es 
I 

Two door leaves lying at junction of 2 rise and 1 1 'b · 
one .at ju_nction of 2 ~ise anq loco level and the oth oc\ evel. Two empty tu sf I 
the Junction, were lymg upside down. · er a out 30 1t. to the east o 

At the junction ·of 2 dip and main east loco 1 1 d · · . · ' 
pushed against west side pillar corner. Along ~h.e d[lVe of a conveyor was 
thrown to the v.:est and. out of the pans. The an Is P con~eyor .chain . .was 
Pieces of matenal e.g. Iron door frame, .angle ~ro~ "?'ere .halso .dislocated at. JO.tnts. 
scattered about. · : · • Jrln, · o.ok, .sleeper .~t.c., were 

No de~d bodies or lamps were found in thi's t' sec IOn, 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 17 OF APPENDix I 
No dead ·bodies or lamps found .in tbis section · 

He1q>S of coke, ~t some places roof high ~11 d .1 . 
were coked between the cross-cut and 3 rise e Th rise level both sides of which 
cross-cut also both sides of which were coked e11r ethwere heaps of coke in the 

· . . a roughout 
The 3 rise gallery was also filled up With · · 

.Between. 2 rise and 3 rise off 1 rise level both sidoke up to a height of 2' to 3'. 
and was full of fallen roof coal. es of 2 rise level· were coked 

SECTIONAL PLAN N 0. 14 OF A 
• • PPENDIX I 

In C rise from 3 nse level there was roof f 
11 burnt wood on roof fall at one place. a . throughout. There was 

On 4 rise level there wer.e roof ~nd side falls th · 
. 5 . th . roughout. / 

Similarly, m rise ere were sides and roof f II ~ 
a s throughout. 



Both the eastern- and the_ western pillar sides of 5 rise wet~ coked and 
two wooden· blocks on the eastern side were broken and charred. 

In: 4, rise also there was roof fall throughout. 
. I 

No dead.: bodies or lamps. found anywhere in this section. 

'SECTIONAL PLAN No. 13 OF APPENDIX I 

In 6 ri~e off 4 rise level' there was roof fall throughout and there· were 
•broken pieces of.' C. I: 'sheets· at. some places. On th~· risemost level, which' 
is ·the· barrier level, ..._there were broken props, broken p1eces of wood· and roof 
fall throughout from 6· rise· to a distance of 360 ft. to the west. 

In· 5 rise off~ 5 rise level also there was ~iO.e and roof fall all through. In. 
5:. rise· level: also there was Toof fall all thro~gh . 

. In 5· rise-level rail joints of- the.' track had' opened out at a:·few place~ and 
the· track itself was s~verely damaged. The rails were thrown together. and 
were· bent ·Armoured cable was lying in loops and scattered all over the· 
length, At, its junction into 4 dip it was pushed into the dip. 

At the northern end of this level near its junction with· 6 Tise off it there 
was. a brattice ;not charred. There was also a plug for cable which was not 
charred: I 
. There- was no sign of coking noticed here. 

In · 5 rise off 4- rise. level t~ere was side and roof fall throughout. 

~ . Along a rise level between 5 rise and 4 Tise and also _eastward beyond 4 
rise there was · roof fall throughout. 1 

In. ·4 rise off· {rise level there was also roof fall. 

There were· no dead· bodies or lamps in this section. 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 12 OF· APPENDIX I 

In 5 rise level between 3 rise and 2 rise there was a certain amount of 
roof fall. • • 1 

TheTe.: was also· ro~ fall· on 3 rise and on 6 rise level, and there was· a fall 
. of roof coal on 2 rise. 

There was one dead body and; one. lamp wi~ an empty basket on. 5 rise 
level about 40 ft; to. the east· of 1ts Junction Wlth the connection between 
the sand stowing drift and 5 rise leveL This connection· proeeeds upward: for 
some distance and in that gallery 11 dea!f bodies were found: with 9 lamps . 
There~ were. 2 empty baskets, a.c.c. machme (not in operation) with tw~ 
anchor props,· some· shovels· with broken handles, a drill rod mining sirdars 
testing rod, timbermain testing rod and a "Basula" (carpenter's tool)- in this' 
gallery. I · 

There was. roof fall. in this connection and there were soots. on both sides 
of' the: connection below its junction with 5. rise level. _ · 

Along 5,. rise level commencing from 3 rise off at the txack was severely· 
damaged · being: pushed·· bodily both towards north and south of -the gallerY. 
The rail. joints were. ope:f?-ed out at· a. few places. Armoured' cable was lying· 
in loops: a.Ifd . scattered WltJ:l a. COOJ?-ectiof!. wrenched. open about 40 ft; west of· 
z rise. Wrthin 20. ft. of ~ts. _Junction w1th.- S.S. dnf~ connection gallery- there 
were a totally damaged tlppmg tub, a mme car w1th folded sides a drill 
franel turned: upside down, a gate-end box and an exploder. ' 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 8 OF· APPEND~· I· 

In the loco level.-Two dead bodies1, wi~h cap lamps, one in front· of the 
air: lock door and. the o~her at the Ju~chon of the loco level and the curve 
gallery, were , found. St.artmg~ from a d1stal?-ce of about 190 ft. to the . east: 
ofr air.' lock: doors: to.• a. distance. of about· 90' ft. towards its west most of. the. 
roof~ bolts· w~re bent towards west. Near. the. eastern end of thi~· distance 
the channel: uons-' .fixed to. the·.· roof bolts were mtact but: on the westem· 
side. the channeL rrons. were also ben! tqwards west. Midway within this 
distance one- pf. the_ roof bolts was. completely sheared. whereas on the northern. 
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side 0 { the loco level leadiii.g to the curve gallery one such bolt was, bent t~ 
the east and another. one was not affected. , There was severe fall of ro.~s 
stone and roof concrete throughout the loco level. About 10 _ft. west of ds 

· junction with curve gallery . the · main· ar~oured . cable was tQ.rown. towa~ 
the west around a rail crossmg kept leamng agamst the northern side bnc~ 
wall Tlie cable was totally burnt. Nearabout this place the load trahc 
on the south side was lifted and thrown towards the noTth and over ! e 
rise side track. In front of the air lock door there were two damaged ~e 
cars and_· only the body of another mine car. About 25 ft, to the west of 1ts 
'junction with 2 pit east shaft level a- roof girdar was bent to some. e~tent 
with its V pointing towards the west. About 13 ft. to the west of this grrdar 
another TOof girdar was severely bent with its V pointing towards the w~st. 

In 2 pit east shaft level-near its junction with loco ievel ]:>oth. flaps. o~ two 
air lock doors were badly damaged and were opened towards 2 pit. SimilarlY 
both :!.'laps of two such doors near its junction with the' step gallery were badly 
damaged and opened towaTds the pit.. All the door frames were bent towards 
2 pit. The space between the air lock doors was full of roof falls· and a few 
pieces of burnt timber. The north side brick side-wall against the step gallery 
was pitted. 3" dia. compressed air pipe range was forced open from the con
nection and 

1 
was lying acro~s' the gallery · near the shaft bottom. 

At 2 pit b~ttom -2 tipping tubs bodies weTe found on the landing with 
one body frame inside the other~ There was a collection of timbers on the eastern 
side of _ the landing and the east side protec~on board had fallen down but 
the girdars on which the board had been erected were intact and were in 
normal condition. The protection board was found under the south side cage. 
The whole pit bottom was full of debris. The landing sleepers were disturbed 
and thrown upwaTds. Two inner side guide ropes of both cages were inter
wound .. -

In 2 pit w~st shaft level-the bottom frames of two tipping tubs were found 
close to the pit. . Several props were found standing upright and a farge num
ber of timbers had c~llect~d elsewhere. The roof had fallen down at a few 
places. A cog at the ]unction of the shaft level and the west step gallery was 
not disturbed. · . · 

In the east step gaUery ~orinecting 2 east shaft level of l dip level the 
side brick walls had fallen doy.rn and also elsewhere the pillar sides had fallen, 
down. It was partly filled With coke . 

. ·In 1 dip leveL-:-:there was '1fall of roof and . sides at a few places. Pieces· of 
trmber. w~re f!Jund at a number of places. · One broken prop was found near 
zero dip JUnction.. · · 

' ' ' \ 

In the, zero dip -from its junction with 1 dip level a pipe range was intact. 
To the nse of the level there were two angle irons and the roof had fallen 
down. · 1 I 

I ' 
In the loco garage -three. giz:dars WeTe bent towards 2 pit and one girdar 

near thE; buffer a!ld- was also sightly bent towards the west. Lighting cable 
along with poth s1des of the garage wa.s found fixed to the· side-walls but the 
Bulk-head lights were broken. A contamer of diesel oil was found intact in a 
~anhole. ';['he coup board doors on t):le. south west side were blown off the 
hmges and .the leaves were pushed ~s1~e. One o_f the door leaves of the 
nort!J. east side c_oupboar~ wa.s I?ushed Inside and the other leaves w hed 
outijide. The bnck wallmg mside1 the coupboard was totally damageTd P~Near 
the buffer end the roof concrete had blown down an~ was hanging th:r~. 

After first explosion.-No 2 pit signalling arrangements were d d T 
tipping tubs had been blown from the West shaft level of No 2 ~~age i th~ 
bottom landing and the cages were· landing over them in ~ tilti don- '\ 
The ai,r~lock door had been blown in towards No 2 pit and w e dpOSilO:~i' 
The prote'ction . board was also damaged. , · ere, amage -
- No. -2 pit bottom was .strewn with.- bricks and timber. Dislod ed tim~ers 

and mine cars w.ere blocking the passage through,.- the air lock. 6n the loco 
level, near the air lock, one dead body, the sto~ach of which · was extending 
and P.art of a second dead body near~y ~er~ noticed. Slightly to the west of 
the a1r lock alon{f the lo~o, leve! ~ 12 x6 girdar was found bent in the shape 
of a 'V' with pomt of V pomtmg westward. The concrete roof along with 
west loco level had fallen down at a number of places. The chain _guard of 
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2 dip· scraper conveybr Was :found in front of the air lock on the 1oco '1eve1. 1'h~ 
Belmos of 2 pit coveyor was noticed lying near . the . sub-station. -

The air lock doors of the loco · garage had opened towards· 2 pit .and con• 
crete roofing ·had also fallen down at _some· places. 

SECTIONAL PLAN N 0. 5 

At . the junction of -west step gallery and 1 _ dip level there were a broken 
r'egulator, a switch frame, a tri-junction cable box, a pump, a length of pipe line 
and a few pieces of timber. 

At the junction of 1 dip lev~l and 2 wes~ dip. a pump was lying turned up
side down. About 10 ft. to the east· of the ]unction a prop. was standing intact 
against the dip side pillar, A cable starting from a distance of about 15 ft. 
from 2 west dip was lying on the floor up to the junction of west step gaTiery 
and 1 dip level. · 

In 2 dip level-a· ~umber of timbers and props were found collected at· its 
junction with- 2 west dip. • 

. In 4 west dip-a pipe range was intact from the rise up to the junction · · 
with 1 di_p level. At this junction a length of pipe range was . thrown to
wards east. Further down in the dip the pipe range joints were wrenched 
ope~ at two places. At. the jun':tion of 4 _west dip. and 2 dip ·level there were 
a jomt box, a broken piece of P.Ipe len_gth and a piece of C.I. sheet. The roof 
had fallen at this junction. , 

There was no dead body or lamp found in this section. 
I . 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 9 _ 

· In this area five dead bodies,. two cap lamps and three flame safety lampE 
were found at the bottom· of 1 ptt. Another cap lamp was found in 1 pit east 
shaft level about 90 ft. east of the shaft. 

In the tangent gallery -bran':hing off the loc~ .level there was not. much 
damage excepting that 'the e~ect~Ic blub and outside cover . of . 2 Bulk-heaa 
lights were broken and the lightmg cable was- thJOW!l from 1ts side-wall fixing 
onto the floor. A part . of th~ concret~ roo.fing close to its junction with the 
curve gallery was · damaged. At. the Junction of the. curve and the tangent 
galleries the top of the corner brick wall was cra~ked. , · . 

Along the curve gallery-bran~hin.g off the loco level Bulk-head light 
fittings were damaged and the lighting cable was thrown on the floor. Up 
to its junction with the tangent gallery- tl!-e CO!J.Crete. roofing had cracked. TwQ 
mine' ca~s w~e on t!J.e track. From 1ts ]unction· w~th the curve ·gallery· up- to 
its junctiOn with 1 p1t eas~ shaft level concrete roofmg slabs had broken partly 
or wholly in different sections and had fallen down. There were siX mine Cqrs 
thrown off ._the· track and four ~mpty cane baskets. 

In 1 pit east shaft level-from its junction with the bye-pass towards the 
east the roof girdars wer~ bent doWI).wards :iJ:l t~e J:n.!ddle .and · were __ very 
slightly bent towards the e3:st whereas from Its. ]unction towards the pit two 
roof girdars were pushed sllghtly towards the pit. The first roof girdar near 
the pit bottom was pushed towards the east and its· top was inclined. towards 
the pit. At the junction. of the bye-pa~s ;:md the shaft 'level the eastern side 
of the roof girdar was pushed out of the s1de wall onto the level gallery The 
glass cover of a Bulk-head light fixed on the . southern side-wall near the. junc
tion of the bye-pass and the ·shaft level was mtact whereas both the . bulb and 
the glass cover of a similar light fixed on the northern side wall opposite to 
the former were int;~ct. . The lighting cable fixed on the southern side wall 
was fused. At the JUnction of the curve ~allelJ:' and east shaft, level top of 
two .masonry pillars we;re cracked and bod1ly

1 
shifted. by a slight extent. · 

At the bottom of 1 p~t -both east and we~t siP,e protectio!J. boards had 
:fallen down. The south side ~age .was at the p1t bottom. Its side sheets were 
b t t ards east and west. S1x mme cars were blown from the east side empty 
ren . 0;' the shaft and one upturned ~ub was found on the west side. One 
1m~ d f b was half out of the .sou~h si~e ca~e towards the east side. In the 
oa e h ft 1 vel of 1 pit up to ItS Jllll:CtiOn Wlth loco level 11 roof girdm"s out 

west s a · e r htly bent towards .1 pit. The other five were unciamaged. A 
of 16 wedre/ ~f. on the southern s1de of the level near the pit bottom had its 
Bulk-hea Ig d outside cover broken whereas .the one opposite to it on the 
blub, glass an . · . 
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eastern· side was 'in good condition. A simil.ar: bulk;-head light near, the junc
tion of the shaft level and lo.co level had 1ts outs1de cover broken. 

. li ht" g : · In the bye-pass -connecting east and west shaft levels of 1 . Pltd bg k~ 
cable on the west side was torn: and· ·burnt. The concrete roofing ha ro 
and cracked at .a number of places. · 
- This section covexs ·the loco level between ·the· curve gallery and its j~c
tioo.. with west shaft level of 1 pit and shows considerable damage. A ds~ght 
dis.t~c.e. both. to the east. and west of the junction of· Cl;ll"V~ g~lery an oco 
level parts of body were found; Two roof girdars at this J~ctlon w.er~ bent 
towards the west of which reference has. already been· giv.en m descnJ?tion °~ 
sectional plan, no. 8. One of the girdars was apparently ~t by somd.ehthdmgfallan n 
was.· punctured. Most of the girda:rs were bent in the :rmddle an a e . 
down. The roof concrete was badly damaged practically all throughout and 
had>:>fallen do.wn. Stone roof above the roof concreting. had also /fallen downt 
at places. From the junction of the loco level and 1 pit west shaft level up to 
a distance of about 140 ft. a number of gixdars were bent towards the wes · 
The bending of the girdars. towards the west progressively· decreased ~romb10"t 
bent near the junction of loco level and 1 pit west shaft. level to a ~light en 
at. a distance. of about 140 ft. from the junction. Bulk-head · fittmgs were 
badly damaged. One girdar at .the junction of loco. level and 1 west shaft level 
was, Ufte<l f:rom its support on. a masonry. pillar and was thrown bodily towards 
east~ About 30 ft. to the west of the ju.nction of the loco level and the loco 
g_liU'age. there were. two mine cars. One. of the cars was standing on edge 
and the other· one was · inverted; One gate and box was found in front of the 
sub-station. . , . ; · . 

In the sub-station -situated about 70 · ft: to the west of. the junction· of loco 
level and curve gallery the switches were intact. In the sub-station there 
were three expanded metal doors. In the middle. door the door leaves were 
p.ushed out and. one of them was pushed towards east and other toW!!-T<i;; the 
west. Of the other two doors the leaves were damaged and pushed· ms1de. 

After first explosion.-At No. 1 pit bottom, the concrete protection· roofing 
had been.· damaged and had fallen along with west side supporting girdar over 
a part; of· the. sou_th side cage which was_ then at the pit bottom. A numJ;>er 
o.f· loaded. and' empty mine cars had been blown into the pit bottom which 
prevented the: cage from beil'lg Taised. The cage had got distorted. There 
~as no. damage: on the empty line and· in the tangent gallery. 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 4 

No.de~d;l;>ody.wa~ ~ound i!l this section. A cap lamp wa.s found ~-2.rise 
close to. ~~s._ J~c~10n w1t~ m!lm ~est l.evel. From the junctwn of m.am w~st 
level and. 4. nse up to 1ts Junction w1th 1 nit- west shaft level· the s1de 1bnck 
Vfalls were bad)y damaged. It had· fallen doWn at a number of places on: both 
~lde_s of .the ·g~lleries. and at places it wa~ damaged and still standing. Between 
ltS; Junct10n · w1th 2 nse and 1 pit shaft level the roof concrete slabs had broken 
and. ;fallen· down. Within this length of the level some roof girdars were pushed 
tbo;w.;;trdS; the. west. and some towaTds the east and auite a number- of them were 
. ent .downwards and were hanging from the side -support on one end. At thEl 

b
Jun
1 

ct1on 9..~ the lev.el and 2 west !'ise big lumps of masonry work apparenpy 
Q.~ frum the Side ~alls were lying over debris. There was a collection 

o:t timbers and rails at. this junction. -A switch was lying inverted here. 
P..axt.of. 9n armoured cable was'ly!ng connected to aT-joint box. About 15 feet 
to,. th~. west of this junction there was a tipping tu'b and further to the west 
t.nere· was, a collection of a large quantity of timbers. ·A large number of· 
~tbers .had also .collected in a. partly driven X-cut gallery off· Main West level 

ween 2· &;_ 3, nses.: About 70 feet to the east of the junction of main west 
~el and 3 r1s~ a:. number of roof girdars were in position ·and in good conditi?n. 

ere was a t1ppmg tub , about 30 ft. to the east of this junction; One s1de 
:J~' the tub ~as bent westward· and other side eastward. At the junction of 3 
TlShe and· mam w~st level ther.e w~s debr~s of concrete roofing. of an air-~rossing . 

. . ere ~ere 3. g1rdaTs. at th1s mr-crossmg. Two girdars were bent m the 
~ddle and one was: lying east and west. The tub frame of a tipping tub was . 

slibghtlyc exp.osed at this junction .. An~ther inverted tipping tub '!Jody was lyil;.g 
a out. 1:>.· ft.. to the west of the ]unction and the frame was lymg. close to 1t. 
Part o:f- the north side brick wall of the air· crossing at this junction was not 
dan:aged. About. midway between the junction of 'main west level and 3. and 
4- nse_ wire-netting fixed against the roof was intact excepting that its western 



. ction· of main west level 
end was bent both to the east ~d west.. At the lth top facing north. With!n 
and 4 rise a gate-end box was lymg on 1ts back w The drive head of !'l cham 
20 ft. of this junction ·the armouxed cable was torn. was an unburnt lom-cloth.
conveyor 'in 4 rise was ·thrown ~awards east .. ~eret;on there was a roof fal~ 
at .this junction. :F~rther to th~. we_st of this J~~~ed over a length of about 
and a collection of timbers .. A. tnoe: lme was un a , . . 
100 ft. on both sides of this Junction. . . . ·f t' 

· · rossmg (not m unc Ion) 
At the junction of 3 r:ise and 1 w~st ,level an ::ur ction and part of another 

was de;molished. ~~e girdar was_ lymg at th_e JUOof 3,, 4" and ~, diameter 
bent g~rdar was visible. rr:here were a few Piecesd 4 rise the cham conveyor 
water pipes. At the junction of 1 west level an t the joints and were titled 
·was ·thrown towards east. The pans ·,were opened d b oken. A crane with the 
towards the ·east. One ~onveyor ·pan was b~nt a1_1 r There were a few ~eces 
frame thrown ·over debns was found at the JUnctiOn. ··• 
of pipes _ 

· · · · 1 1 conveyor chain was .In 4 rise between main west level and l west eve d the east at both the 
.thrown off the pans and the conveyor was blown towaF s end. A 4" pioe line 
junctions. ~ feV: I_oose .c~mveyor pans were ne~r the n~e 'unction of 4 rise and 
was intact till Wlthm a _dist~nce of about 30 ft. ,fr~m th .gl e had opened out .at. 
·1 east -level. ·Within this distance of 30 ft. .the pipe ran 
a -few joints .. 

· · yor had been .pushed In 4 rise off 1 west level the dip end of "the convet . distance of about -30 
towards east. The chain w~s thrown out of the pan a a 
it. from the .junction., ' 

.After first Ei:.r;plosi~ The air crossing .at the _junction of main west level 
and 3 .rise was completely demolished. Near the stone gallery k betwjen 2 ·and 
3 dips, cogs had been knocked do~ and als~ some fall had ta en P ace. 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 4A 

In this section there were six dead-bodies including that of · thfe md.ining 
sirdar, Jiblal Singh .. 5 cap lamps and two flame safety lamps were . oun 

' ~ ~ . 

In the _main west level between Nos. 5 arid :6 rise the track was severely 
damaged. The rail joints were opened at a few places. A latge number of 
timbers ··were SCJitteTed all over. A ,pipe line along this ·length of the roa9-w.ay 
was severely disturbed. At places the joints had opened out. The mmmg 
sirdar's .testing .rod was found about 50 ft. to the west of 5 rise junction though 
his body was found in 6 rise. . A chappal and a timber mistry's testing _ rod 
was found near 4 bodies apout 80 ft. to the west of 5 rise junction. There was 
a s·evere roof ·fall at the junction nf main west level and 6 r.is_e. · 

In 5 rise bricks blown fTom a stoppin·g was. scattered ail over. 

In · 6 ·rise a .shaker conveyor ·was not much disturbed· excepting that near 
the rise ·end from a point a'J?out ·40 ft. to the dip with its junction wi~ 1 west 
level the end had J:?Ov~d sl~ghtly . towards west. The pans it;om a distanc<! of 
about 60 ft. from Its JUnction with main east level were titled towards the 
east. At the junction of 6 rise and 1 west level the frame of a tipp~ tub was 
lying against the south west pillar corner and the body of the tub lying apart 
from the fra~e was 'J?aqly d~maged. There were two undamaged c.r. sheet~. 
One of the rails at this JUnction was pushed towards north. · 

In 1 wes~ level th~ roof and fallen down at a few places. There were a 
number of timbers_ Glymg scattered or heaped over this length of the road-way. 
~tart~g fr~m a ~Istance of about 100 ft. from its junction with 6 rise to its 
Junc~Ion With 5 Tise ther_e had been a number of xoof bolts.· These· roof bolts 
were bent towaTds all directions i.e. some were bent to the east ·some to the 
west and some to the dip. Also some of the bolts were damaged and some 
were intact. · 

' After first explosion-Practically no damage was noticeable in ,the Main 
West shaft level to the West of 4 rise. The brick wall partition in the Main 
West level to the West of. 6 rise was intact. Between 5 and 6 rises bff Main 
West level, there were 4 dead 'bodies. In 6 Tise off Main West -level dead body 
of Jiblal. Singh, the Mining sirdar of the O.istrict, was found leaning over :the 
compressed air pipe, almost half way in 6 rise gallery. · · 
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SEcTIONAL PLAN No. 3 
· ' · · th · f n In 4 rise off 1 west No dead ·bodies or lamp were found m IS sec 10 • k conveyor ·At 

-.level there wa~ a coal cutting machine, a joy boider and.t hsha~dr another s~tch 
~ts junction With 2 west level there were a. 'r mo\ swb c k about 18 ft to the 

- iying on front cover. A drill panel w~s lylllg on 1 s ac · 
east of the- junction. The· cable was lymg loose . 

. In 3_ west dip there was a, length of drill .ct~b~e ant.d a s~tohrt2ie1:;~l of ar-
moured cable. : The. drill cable was coiled at 1 s JunC I0n WI • 

SEcTioNAL PLAN No. 2 

. At the junction of the cross cut and 3 west dip the roof had fallen down. 
There was a coal cutting machine, an anchor prop, a drill machine and a 
length of cable lying coiled. 

SEcTioNAL PLAN No. 1 

In the stone. drift branching off the main sand stowing drift there were 
eleven dead bodies. One body was found right near the juncto!l of. t~e two 
drifts, two bodies· were at a distance of aoout 100 ft. from the JUnction, five. 
bodies at a distance of about 150 n. from the junction; another body' at a distance 

·. of about 180 ft. from the. junction and two bodies were found close to th~ f3;ce. 
Five cap lamps and flame safety lamps were found in this gallery. T_wo tippmg 
tubs coupled together and attached to the haulage rope were standing on the 
track. -Two shovels, a stemming xod an air drill, a drill rod and a scraper 
were found near the face. A pair· of shoes and a mining sirdar's testing rod· 
_were found close to two dead bodies about 100 ft. from the junction of th~ 
two drifts. A 3" pipe line was intact and the ventilation partition of C.I. sheets 
was undamaged. An angle iron· had been thrown into the stone drift and was 
lying across the gallery close to its junction with S. S. drift. The overman 
S. N. Sukul's body was found in this gallery, 

' ·. \ 

SEcTIONAL PLAN No. 7 · 

· No dead body or lamp ·was found in t~is section. 

In the Zero dip between<2 and 3 dip levels a water pipe line was intact through
out. excepting for- a distance of about 35 ft. at the dip end. A heap of fallen 
bricks was lyin~ against" west side pillar near the junction· of this dip a?d 3 dip 
level. A few. t,1tn."'?ers were found lying on the floor. A C.I. sheet piece was 
found at tJ::e Ju,hcbon of this dip and 2 dip level. 

. In 3 dip level noth~g was shown. to· have been' found ex!Zepting that both 
sides. of the level were packed. 

d
Only a pa~t of 2 _dip le~el was shown. ~ear about the junc~ion of this level 

an 2 west dip a fairly large quantity of timbers were found collected.· 

In. 2 west ~ip between 2 a~d 3 dip lev~ls only one C.I. sheet was found. To 
· the dip of 3 dip lev.el a plank, an empty basket and a few timbers ·were found . 
. 3 Pr?ps were. st~ndmg vertical near the northern corner of the nillar at the 
JUnction of this dip and 4 dip level. 

SECTIONAL PLAN No. 6 
In this M~ction one dead body and a cap lamp were found at the· junction 

of 4 west dip and 4 dip level. 

·t"hn 22 dip le'!"el a large ~~mber of timbers were found collected at its junction 
W1 ~ ·wtest dip. Furth~r to the west of this junction there w~re a few timbers 
ymg .sea tered and 4 pieces of C.I. sheet. 

In f dip le??el there ~ere no signs of violence excepting that a few timbers 
;verteh ound lymg scattered. The roof had fallen down at a place about 50 ft . 
• o e west of, the junction of the level and 2 west dip. , 

. 1. In ~ west dip between 2 and 3 dip levels o~ly one piece of C.I. sheet and 3 
oose tlmb~rs were found. . 

In ~- w.est qip a water pipe line was intact up to a distance of about 80 ft. 
· from Its Junction with 3 dip level From thil3 point the pipe line. had been 

'!:>odily moved till it reached a dist~nce of 35 ft. from· the junction. · Within a 
distance of about 35 ft. both to the rise and dip of its junctionwith 3 d_ip level 
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the pipes were opened out from th~ jomts ~d were lying ~catterE;d .. It \yas' 
intact for a distance ·of about 60 ft. to the d1p and then agam at 1ts Junchon 
with 4 dip level . pipes were opened out from the joints. There were a large 
number of timbers all over the ·dip gallery.· ·A· displaced switch was found a}' 
a distance of about 30 ft. to the rise of: the junction of· this· dip· and 3 dip levf}f. 
There· was . one . pump . about 40 fit. to the dip of the junction and another one 
about 60 ft. to the ·dip. A cable· was. found lydng on the floor along- this dip right 
throughout and was disturbed all ·over. Another piece of armoured cable· was 
found from the junctio~ of th~s · dip and 4 · dip level upto the fir~t pump. . · 

. In 4 ·dip level there were a few timbers and pieces of Wl:lter · pipe at its 
junction with 4 west dip. A dead-body and a cap lamp were found at the 
jl1nction. 4 cable was_ fou~d ly~g on· the floor and also looped at one place. 

APpENDIX v 
Accumulation of ga!J and coal dust noticed in inspections "at Chinakuri pits 1 & 2 

held by the Mmes Inspectorate ·during the year immediately preceding ·the 
accident. • 

INSPECTION, DATED 7TH JANUARY 1957 (FLAG. 1). 

1. Gas.-Gas detected in a roof· cavity of Main W.L., 3 R in 2 E dip Section 
and 5 R in E rise. Section. On advice men withdr3:wn from the return side of 
3 .R in 2 E dip. Section:· · · · ·• ': · 

M~nageme~t warn~d. to make ventilation. adequate at · the faces, otherwis6 
employment w~ll be stopped .):>y an order unqer Secti!'n _22 (3). Measures sug.;. 
gested 'to prov1de C.I.- sheet~ m place of. brattlce, ventllatloli screens to· be kept 
advanced. up to 10ft. from ·all·rise galleries of 15. ft. from all level gallery faces 
and assistants to maintai nadequate ventilation in each shift. · 

Agent re~lied that gas. has bee~ cle~~d fr.om the places pointed out and sug-
gested measures were bemg complied with. .. · . · · · · . 

Coal dust.-Accumulation of coal dust at discharge ends of conveyors" and 
under pans. Warned issue of order under Section 22(3). unless suitable. action 
taken. · · · · · · · · · ·· ·· ·· 

Agent. replie!l th~t wat~:r; sprays pr?vided at,. cori;,eyor discharge ends and 
intermediate pomts m add1bon to wettmg of coal at the ·faces. Replies satisfaC:;-
t0ry. results. with the steps taken. . . . 

INSPECTION, DATED 2ND, 9TH, 10m & 22ND APRIL, 1957 (FLAG 2). , 

2. Gas . .:.......Detected in top level of 5 rise section and three other· faces. On 
the advic:e .of. Inspector. persons withdrawn· from level and return side of · the 
level .. D1sC1plinary act10n suggested against supervisory, staff . 

. The Agen~ replied suspenstion of oye~an for 10 days and assured that sucl: 
conditions 'Wlll not recur. . . . . 

Coal d~st.-N~. st~ne dusting in the wprking face~ in 3 and 7. dips. 

The agen~ replied· ~hat the mining sirdar conc!=rned has been warned .. 

Reports.-The entries in gas report book, daily inspe~tion b~ok and shot-
firer's book did not. tally and dust analysis register not up to date a!Wr Tiecem-
ber, 1956. · · · : · · · 

· '·. · 'Agent rep~ied steps taken to remedY. the defects. · 
• ., .. • ' 1 • 

INSPECTION, DATED 15TII JUNE 1957 (FLAG 3). 
· 3. Gas.-Not detected anywhere. 
. . . . . . . . I 

Coal dust.-Film of dust over stacked dyke stone at places. Manager agre'ed 
to the Inspector to take ·.certain additional steps regarQ.ing provision . of sprays 
and take help of natural make of water in the mine· to . course along conveyor 
pans as well as to remove stacks of stone to surface. · · 

.' The agent replied coni:Pliance. 
INSPECTION, DATED 4TH JU_LY .1957 . (FLAG 6). 

6 Gas.-Norte ·detected iri : '·west. Slight traces in .5 rise . section. Men 
eng~ged to extend brattice. Other faces free.. Management not addressed or 
gas. · · · ·· · · 
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Coal. dust.-Watering arrangement in 5 rise conveyor not adequate. 

\ . In reply the agent informed that the conveyor had been dismantled. 
frsPECTION, DATED. 9TH AUGUST, 1957 (FLAG 7). 

7. Gas-None. in west section and ventilation good. 2 per cent. in 3 dip and 
near. a dyke in 4 dip; in a pocket in main E level immediately after blasting. 
'Inspector advised manager to extend brattice within 10 ft. a face just after 
blasting and not to allow · men to enter immediately after blasting and till the 
face is found free from gas. 

0 

The agent replied :compliance. 

·Coal dust.-No stone dusting in roof and sides in almost all sections. Na-
sprp,_y in 1~ dip conveyor. Coal dust over cogging pieces. · 

Agent replied stone dusting done on roof and sides a~d cleaning of coal dust 
_._from cogging pieces. Assured efforts to prevent production of coal dust at con
·veyors . 

.£NS~ECTION, DATED 20TH AUGUST, .1957 (FLAG 8). 

8. Gas._;_None detected. 

: Coal. dtt$t.-qoal dust no~ cieaned fr9m' pilla~ sides in tugger rise (5 rise dis
tncp. Intake a1rway of 5 nse .kept clean of· CO!il dust and roadways stone dusted. 
2. q1p conveyor SJ?ray not ~or king. 

The a~e~t replie~ complianc~ ·of stone dusting on the pillar sides. Stated that 
due to ·shiftmg of d1p pump 2 dip conveyor spray could not be worked . 

. INSPECTION, DATED 16TH SEPTEMBER, 1957 (FLAG 9) 

9. Gas.-Traces. of gas det«:;cted over concrete ·roofing . in Main West level. 
. Manager was adv1sed to prov1de hurdles and to arrange regUlar checking of gas 
at that place. · 

-- .. The agent replied compliance. 

''lNSPECTION, DATED 30TH SEP~EMliiER, .1957 (FLAG 10). 

10. Gas.-Not detected ... 

· Coal. dust.-Coal. dus~ near discharge and 2 dip conveyor. Management warned 
for repeated contravention~ . 

Agent r.eplied cleaning of coal dust . and. through stone dusting in 2 dip . area. 
INSPECTION, DATED 23RD NOVEMBER, 1957 (FLAG ll). . 

11. Gas.-Detected at lOft. from 13 ,rise face, main east level face in a pocket ' 
in 5 W.L. off 9 dip. The l:!-gent was. warneq on te!ephone. the same d~y. In letter ( 
inadequacy and slackness m the mght · sh1ft pomted · out. Disciplinacy action 
recommended against overman and shotfirer. Also recommended empi.oyment 

-of 2 overman and a Second Class night assistant. . 
In reply the agent reported warning .to over!flan and shoftfi.rer. and on further 

enquiry reported that a Second Class mght ass1stant and two 'overmen had been 
emploj~d:::::- .. 

Coai dust.-Coal dust in loco level inbye of 2dip, discharge end of loco level 
· conveyo;r, at discharge end 6f 9 dip conveyor and under: pans, no spray· in· 9 c!-i-P • 
conveyor and ·fresh layer of dust on supports. The agent was warned on unsatis
factory treatment of, coal dust U?d asked for considered explanation. 

·In reply he stated that the mine split into different zones and each zone is 
·treated for coal dust separately. · . _ 
_ · . _Ar;_..;ggements made for ~ater spray l:!t conveyor. loading poi~ts,. ~articular 
attention. paid on roof a!_ld s1des of gallenes for cleamng and stone dustmg. 
INSPECTIONS, DATED 8TH, -13TH 21sT. AND 23RD JANUARY, AND 6TH, 11TH AND 17TH 

FEBRUARY, 1958 (FLAG 14) • 
0 

• 

14 G~ -Detected 2 per cent at 1 E level face. Gallery entrance fenced off. 
~lso deteGted in E sumi> connection gallery._ At a few places brattices not extend-

·ed right upto face. · · · · - · 
· Management not addressed buf on subsequent inspection InspeCtor was inform-

ed that gas was removed. -
C£lal dust.-Coal , dust found at a few places in E district. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE DATED THE 23RD'tsE:P:'f~i\IBER~: 1958 
SUBMITTED BY MR. JUSTICE S. N: ~GUHA\RO¥-: . · 

On the 19th September last, Mr. Wright of M/s Andrew Yule and Co L~ 
saw me in my chamber in the.High Court by appointment and told me that t y 
had re~ived certa.in answers to certain 9-ueries they had made, from he 
manufacturers which the Court of Inquiry should consjper; I informed him 
that I had already signed my report and probably by then it had also been 
despatched and that in any event, if my . Bench Clerk were still at Sitarampur 
the queries· and the answers could be handed over to him in order that · he might 
send . the same to the Government. Mr. Wright also asked me if he could send 
a copy of the queries and the answers to or Whitaker and I said I had . no 
objection to that. I do· not remember if he asked me whether he should send 
a copy also to Shn · S. C. Samanta, the other assessor. There the matter rested 
on the 19th. • 

On the 22nd, .mY Bench Clerk saw me at my house and told me that the 
queries and the answers were submitted on behalf of the owners and that the 
record had not been despatched yet because he had been asked to send the same 
to the Government instead of making it over to the Department of M"mes and 
he thought it inadvisable to send it by railway parcel. He accordingly sought 
for my instructions and I told him it would be better if he could personally go 
to Delhi with the record , and .make ~. over. to. the approprl.ate departmeflt of tbe 
Government of India. As he IS somewhat md1sposed at the moment, he proposes 
to go ~itarampur tbis weekend and from there to take the record to the 
Government. 

As the view of Dr. Wbitaker that the loco, particularly when its air inlet 
was without its flametrap, was a likely source of ignition. emerged at a very . 
late stage of the .inq~ir~ so that . the owners did not get a full opportunity> of · 
meeting that, . I think It IS only falr that the reply of the Manufacturers to their 
queries sho!lld . be considered for wha~ they are worth. As Dr. Whitaker has 
expressed his v1ews I should exp.ress mme also. 

· The question put to tb,e MaQufacturers was whether the· engine would 
continue to tire after the fuel control was closed if-

(a) it had been running in an increasing percentage of met~ne for same 
. time; 

(b) it had been running in a decreasing.percentage of methane for some 
time; 

(c) it had suddenly come into a mixture of 10% to 12% r:.ethane air. 
The answer is as follows: "(c) negative, (b). negative, (a) umible to say 

for :.:easons mentioned para 2/3 in letter second". · 
As the loco was on the intake. side, a part only. of the gas released by the 

outburst was likely to back up against the intake air in that region, so that 
the conditions .in which the loco would be running, if it was running at all, say 
within 20 or 30 minutc:;s of the outburst are more .likely. to. :t>e those envisaged 
in question (a) than either of .1hose conte!Dplated m (b) an!l (c). The reason 

· is that the part of the gas backmg up agamst the intake air would take a little 
tiine to reach the h~gher liil_lits . of the explosive range so that the percentage 
of methane in the m1xture will :r:_1se gradually. If that be so, the manufacturers' 
inability to answer (a) leaves · the matter exactly where their letter dated the 
2nd September last had left it, so that there is hardlY' aror occasion for a 
modification of the views expressed in my report about the loco bein.[_a probable• 
source of ignition. Two questions which occur to me in this co~ctron are: 

(1) lf the loco is perfectly safe in all circumstances even without a flametrap 
for the air inlet, why did the Manufacturers at all take the trouble of1 providing 
one for the air inlet in the specifications? 

(2) WhY did the Manufacturers say in their cable reproduced in their letter 
dated the 2nd September 1958. 'Airmixture could induce uncontrolled acceleration 
causing driver shut off fuel but before ignition of methane. Airmixture termi
nated bv shutting off fuel blowback down inlet manifold could occur which would 
be suppressed by inlet flamefarp'? To these questions I could find no answer 
and consequently I am inclined still to adhere to the views expressed in my 
report. (Sd.) S. N. GUHA RoY. 

23-9-58. 
rShri s. C. Samanta and Dr. J. W. Whitaker agree with the views expressed 

In thfl above .note.] 
fNo. MI-5(45) /58.] 

GMGIPND-DME-74 Lab.-17-12·s8-350 
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE DATED THE 23RD~~EP..TEiiBERf~ 1958 

SUBMITTED BY MR. JUSTICE S. N: •GUHA'·.RO"l';~ '· 
On the 19th September last, Mr. Wright of M/s Andrew Yule and Co. L~, 

saw me in my chaJ?ber in the. High C'!urt by .appointment and told me that t y 
bad re~ived certam answers to certam quenes they had made, from he 
manufacturers which the Court of Inquiry should cons~der: I informed him 
that I had already signed my report and probably by then it had also been. 
despatched and that in any event, if my. Bench Clerk were still at Sitarampur 
the queries· and the answers could be handed over to· him in order that· he nught 
send . the same to the Government. Mr. Wright also asked me if he could send 
a copy of the queries and the answers to or Whitaker and I said I had .no 
objection to that. I do· not remember if he asked me whether he should ~end 
a copy also to Shri · S. C. Samanta, the other assessor. There the matter rested 
on· the 19th. · . • 

On the 22nd, my Bench Clerk saw me at my house and told me that the 
queries and the answers were submitted on beh~lf of the owners and that the 
record had not been despatched yet because he had been asked to send the same 
to the Government instead of making it over to the Department of lVLmes aiid 
he thought it inadvisable to send it by railway parcel. He accordingly sought 
for my instructions and I told him it would be better if he could personally go 
to Delhi with the record, and Jllake i~. over. to. the appropriate departmebt of the 
Government of India. As he 1s somewhat md1sposed at the moment, he proposes 
to go Sitarampur this weekend~ and. from there to. ·take the record to the 
Government. · · 

. As the view of Dr. Whitaker that the loco, particularly when its air Wet 
was without its flametrap, was a likely source of ignition. emerged at a very , 
late stage of the .inq~ir~ so that . the owners did not get a full opportunitY' of· 
meeting that, . I think 1t lS only fa1r that the reply of the Manufacturers to their 
queries should be considered for what they are worth. As Dr. Whitaker has 
expressed his . views I should exp_ress mine also. 

The question put to th.e Ma~ufacturers was whether the· engine would 
continue to fire after the fuel control was closed if-

(a) it had been running in an increasing percentage of met~ne for same 
. time; , 

(b) it had been running in a decreasing.per4!entage of methane for som~ 
time; 

(c) it had suddenly come into a mixture of 10% to 12% r.ethane air. 
· The answer is as follows: "(c) negative, (b)' negative, (a) umible to say 

for teasons mentioned para 2/3 in letter second". · 
As the loco mis on the intake. side, a part only. of the gas released by the 

outburst was likely to back up against the intake air in that region, so that 
the conditions .in which the loco would be running, if it was running at all, say 
within 20 or 30 minut~s of the outburst are more ,likely_ to_ :be those envisaged 
in question (a) than e1ther of .!hose conte!Dplated m (b) ani} (c). The reason 

· is that the part of the gas backmg up agamst the intake air would take a little 
tiine to reach the higher limits of the explosive range so that the percentage 
of methane in the mixture will :r:.ise gradually. If that be so, the manufacturers' 
inability to answer (a) leaves· the matter exactly where their letter dated the 
2nd September last had left it, so that there is hardlY' anY occasion for a 
modification of the views expressed in my report about the loco being a probable• 
source of ignition. Two questions which occur to me in this co~cft"'n are: 

(1) lf the loco is perfectly safe in all circumstances even without a flametrap 
for the air inlet, why did the Manufacturers at all take the trouble ofeproviding 
one for the air inlet in the specifications? ·. 

(2) Why did the Manufacturers say in their cable reproduced in their letter 
dated the 2nd September 1958. 'Alrmixture could induce uncontrolled acceleration 
causing driver shut 9ff fuel but before ignition of. methane. Airmixture termi
nated bv shutting off fuel blowback down inlet mamfold could occur which would 
be suppressed by inlet flameiarp'? To these questions I could find no answer 
and consequentlY I am inclined still to adhere to the views expressed in my 
report .. 

(Sd.) S. N. GUHA RoY. 
~3-9-5!t 

rshri s. C. Samanta and Dr. J. W. Whitaker agree with the views expressed 
In thff above .note.] .. [No. MI-5(45)/58.] 

GMGIPND-DME-74 Lab.-I7-12·s8-350 


